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ABSTRACT

Distributed channel bipolar devices have been fabricated, characterized and

theoretically modeled. The four terminal structure incorporates an emitter, base,

drain/collector and gate. The DeBn device merges the electrical behaviors ofa

conventional BJT and a conventional MOSFET in a single device. The MOSFET

channel provides the collection function and can under appropriate biasing, exhibits

distributed and inhomogeneous self-biasing which results in highly non-linear electrical

characteristics. The DeBD devices show significant potential for applications.

Applications examples presented include the use of the DeBD as a reference voltage

device and as a sensor on a cantilever beam.

The neBD experimental results exhibit the same basic structure and physical

model behavior as reported previously by others. A first analytical model provided in

the dissertation shows good agreement with the experimentally measured results. Both

large gate area and submicron gate DeBn structures are analyzed.

The DeBD operation and electrical characteristics may be described in both BIT

and MOSFET terms. When the DeBn emitter-base junction is forward biased and the

drain/collector-base junction is reverse biased, the DeBD operates in a forward active

BJT mode. If the gate is biased such that an inverted channel is created at the surface

beneath the gate oxide, the channel is extended to the drain/collector and forms a large

area channel/collector. The emitter-injected electron current collected along the

channel/collector forms a location-dependent channel current and exhibits base-channel

self biasing phenomena. Under certain bias conditions, the channel-base self-biasing

partitions the physical channel into different operating regimes: a fully forward active
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collecting channel portion, a full saturation channel portion and a partial saturation

(transition) channel portion. The channel's partitioning details are controlled by the

applied gate voltage and base current values. The magnitude of total channel

drain/collector current is influenced by the degree ofchannel partitioning and thus is

bias dependent. This phenomenon results in the DCBD's unique and useful distributed

and non-linear behavior.

Useful DCBD electrical characteristics include the base current invariant

transconductance threshold voltage, transconductance fall-off and beta fall-off. The

base current invariant transconductance null arises from gate bipolar behavior and the

dependence of surface recombination on surface potential (which is influenced by gate

voltage bias).

Experimental results for DCBD gates of large dimension and varying geometries

are presented and discussed. The experimentally measured DCBD electrical

characteristics illustrate the DCaD electrical behavior including the transconductance

threshold phenomenon and the gate geometry influence.

An analytical model to simulate the DCBD operating and electrical

characteristics is developed in the dissertation. This theory incorporates conventional

BJT and MOSFET theories. The transport analysis provides closed-form equations

characterizing the surface recombination current and the DCaD channel self-biasing

influences. From these closed-form equations, the DCBD theoretical electrical

characteristics are computed and presented. The theoretically determined DcaD

electrical characteristics of DCaD devices for several gate geometries are compared to

the experimentally measured results. Agreement is good in the low injection regime.

The analytical model is also applied to scaled-down short channel DCBD devices.
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Two DCBD applications are described. The DCBD application as a strain gauge

accelerometer (DCBD-SGA) sensor is theoretically analyzed and characterized based

upon the analytical model results. By fabricating a DCBD strain sensor on a proof-mass

loaded cantilever beam, the strain introduced in the DCBD arising from acceleration

changes the DCBD channel resistivity and hence the channel mobility. As a result, the

channel-collected current and hence the drain current are changed proportionally to the

acceleration signal. Two accelerometer ranges are treated: the micro-G DCBD-SGA

and a higher G DCBD-SGA. The theoretically determined minimum detectable

acceleration of the micro-G DCBD-SGA is 1.21 JlG. The higher G device exhibits

significant sensitivity improvement and dynamic range improvement over reported

conventional sensor SGAs. It is noted, however, that the theoretical transconductance

fall-off(and beta fall-off) used in the accelerometer computations appear steeper in the

theoretical results than is actually observed in the experimentally measured results. This

error is attributed to the approximate model used to treat the onset of the transition

channel and the use of an ideal diode factor of n=-:1. The overly steep fall-off prediction

tends to overestimate the accelerometer sensitivity.

The application of DCBD transconductance threshold voltage reference

(TTVR) device is described. The transconductance threshold voltage has smaller

temperature dependence than that of both the conventional MOSFET threshold voltage

reference (TVR) device and that of the conventional band-gap reference (BGR) device

(without temperature compensation). Compared to TVR and BGR, the TTVR has lower

magnitude reference voltage value. It is noted that the DCBD can provide higher

voltage references with certain design modifications.

The theoretical modeling shows limitations in certain details under low current

injection conditions and further limitations in the high current injection regime. Under
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low injection conditions, the beta and transconductance falloff are both theoretically

predicted to be steeper than that observedexperimentally. This is believed to arise from

the approximatemodel used to characterize the details of transition channel onset. High

injection models were not incorporated into the DeaD analytical modeling.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary integrated circuit technology has being developed toward higher

and higher degree of integration. The emerging ULSI circuit represents the trend of the

development. In order to achieve a high degree of integration, individual device

dimensions must be scaled down. Nowadays sub-micron and deep sub-micron

MOSFET devices have attracted great interest. MOSFET devices with gate length of

0.1 J.1m or even 50 nm have been reported [1, 2].

On the other hand, the high degree of integration of integrated circuit also

requires improvement ofdevice interconnections in circuits. Moreover, when

individual devices are properly interconnected, the limitations on the individual device

performance can be overcome so that the circuit performance is improved. In the past,

the interest in the improvement ofdevice interconnections has resulted in the

development ofmerged device structure. By properly merging different device

structures, the whole device electrical performance can be greatly improved.

Furthermore, the merged device can exhibit some new behavior that the individual

device can not. Kondo and Yukimoto reported a device which merged an FET structure

with a bipolar transistor [3]. Both the current gain and break down voltage oftheir

merged device have been greatly increased compared to conventional BlT.

This dissertation further presents a novel device termed distributed-channel

bipolar device (DCBD).· The DCBD combined the structures of a conventional

MOSFET and a conventional BlT having a heavily dope emitter, a heavily doped drain,

a lightly doped base and an Al gate. The source in conventional MOSFET has been

replaced in the DCBD with an injecting emitter-base diode. The doped collector in

• Prior researchworkhas been doneby Professor1. Holm-Kennedy and D. Okada[4, 5].
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conventional BJT has been replaced in the DCBD with the drain connected to an

inverted conducting channel under certain bias conditions. By merging the structures

and electrical behaviors of a conventional MOSFET and a conventional BJT, the DCBD

exhibits novel and unique electrical characteristics. These unique characteristics

provide the DCBD with a great potential for applications in many areas.

1.1 Research Background

The DCBD device was invented by Professor 1. Holm-Kennedy of the

University of Hawaii at Manoa. The prototype devices have been designed, fabricated,

analyzed and modeled by D. Okada [4,5], F. Jiang and Professor J. Holm-Kennedy in

the Physical Electronics Laboratory and the Sensor Research & Development Center

under the direction of Professor J. Holm-Kennedy.

1.2 Organization of the Dissertation

The dissertation has thirteen chapters. Following the introduction, the

fundamentals of conventional BJT and MOSFET are reviewed in Chap. 2. The physical

principles of the DCBD operation are discussed in Chap. 3. Two unique features of the

DCBD devices: the channel self-biasing effect and the distributive characteristics, are

interpreted from the physical model point ofview.

Chapter 4 describes the design and fabrication techniques of the DCBD device.

The DCBD devices with six different gate geometries were designed and fabricated. In

Chap. 5, the measured DCBD electrical characteristics are presented and quantitatively

analyzed.

In Chap. 6, carrier surface recombination and its influence on the DCBD

electrical characteristics are analyzed and modeled. The analysis is based on the

Shockley-Hall-Read recombination theory. Another important DCBD feature, the
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transconductance threshold phenomenon, is described and analyzed using the surface

recombination model. The theoretically determined results of the surface recombination

current are incorporated into a comprehensive analytical model for the DCBD operation

developed in Chaps. 7,8 and 9.

In Chap. 7, an analytical model is developed for a large rectangular-gate DCBD

with the same dimensions and parameters as those of the rectangular-gate DCBD

designed and fabricated in Chap. 4 for the experiment. The model development begins

with conventional BJT and MOSFET theories. Based on the theoretical BJT and

MOSFET theories, the carrier transport mechanisms in the DCBD are analyzed step by

step. From the transport analysis, the DCBD channel portion which functions as

forward active BJT collector is linked to bias parameters by an equation termed as link

equation. From the link equation, the length of the DCBD channel portion functioning

as forward active BJT collector is solved as a function of bias parameters. And a

closed-form equation for the DCBD collected current is achieved. From the current

equation, the DCBD theoretical characteristics are computed. Finally, the DCBD

theoretical characteristics obtained from the first analytical model are compared with the

experimental results of the rectangular-gate DCBD presented in Chap. 5.

The first analytical model developed for the rectangular-gate DCBD in Chap. 7 is

then applied to selected non-rectangular gate DCBD devices in Chap. 8. The theoretical

characteristics are computed from the analytical model for the non-rectangular gate

DCBD devices. These theoretically determined characteristics are then compared with

the experimental results of those devices presented in Chap. 5.

In Chap. 9, the first analytical model developed in Chap. 7 is applied to scaled

down short channel DCBD devices with the dimensions compatible to those applied in

contemporary IC technologies. Rectangular gate DCBD devices with three different
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channel lengths: 31.62 urn, 10 urn and 0.886 urn are theoretically analyzed and

characterized based on the analytical model. The rectangular gate DCBn with different

channel width-to-channel length ratios (aspect ratio) are also theoretically characterized

and compared.

Due to its novel and unique electrical characteristics, the DCBD has great

potential in many application areas. One of the application areas is the Si strain gauge.

Strain gauge has been widely used in many areas: acceleration sensing, automobile and

robot control, shock test, stress and strain detection, etc.. In recent years, Si-based strain

gauge has been substantially researched and developed because of its small size, light

weight and compatibility with IC technologies for batch-fabrications. In Chap. 10, the

DCBD application as a strain gauge accelerometer (DCBD-SGA) is theoretically

analyzed and explored. Based on the theoretical characteristics of the 10 um-channel

rectangular gate DCBD computed from the analytical model, two prototype DCBD-SGA

devices are theoretically designed and characterized: micro-G DCBD-SGA and wide-G

DCBD-SGA.* The theoretical characteristics of the prototype DCBD-SGA devices are

compared with commercial Si strain gauge devices.

Another important potentiality of the DCBD applications is voltage reference. A

voltage reference device is an essential element in digital interface circuitry such as

analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog converter. A commonly used reference device is

the bandgap voltage reference (BGR) which utilizes the Si extrapolated 0 OK bandgap

voltage value as a reference. Other voltage reference device is the threshold voltage

reference (TVR) which utilizes the MOS threshold voltage as a reference. The DCBD

can be used as a voltage reference device utilizing its transconductance threshold voltage

(transconductance threshold voltage reference or TTVR). In Chap. 11, the DCBD

• The circuit is partially proposed by Dr. G. Uehara.
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application as voltage reference device is theoretically explored and analyzed. Based on

the theoretically determined characteristics of the 10 um-channel rectangular gate

DCBD, a prototype TTVR devices is theoretically designed and characterized.· The

theoretical TTVR characteristics are semi-quantitatively compared with those of BGR

and TVR.

Error analysis and discussions on the DeBD experimental results and the

analytical modeling are provided in Chap. 12. The dissertation is concluded in Chap. 13.

Finally, Chap. 14 summarizes the whole dissertation.

• The circuit is partially proposed by Dr. G. Uehara.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF DEVICE FUNDAMENTALS

2.1 Overview

The Distributed Channel Bipolar Device (DCBD) was invented by Dr. J. W.

Holm-Kennedy and the prototype devices were designed and fabricated in the Physical

Electronics Laboratory of University of Hawaii. The DCBD is a four terminal device

which merges the structures and electrical behaviors ofa BJT (Bipolar Junction

Transistor, npn or pnp) and an n-channel (or p-channel) MOSFET (Metal-Oxide

Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor) device. Figure 2.1 shows a top view (a) and a

cross-sectional view (b) ofa rectangular gate DCBD (hereafter referred to as an R

DCBD). The example provided here, for explanation purposes, consists of an npn BJT

structure merged with an n-channel MOSFET structure (with the source contact absent).

In this example, the device structure consists of an n+-Si substrate (which here is

functioning as an emitter), an n+-diffused drain contact region (which also provides the

BJT collector contact), a p-epitaxial base layer and a Si02/AI gate.

In this DCBD structure, there are two distinct BJT structures. The p-epitaxial

layer and the n+-substrate in combination with the n+-diffused drain region creates a

BJT device which for the DCBD is simply added to the channel-bipolar device. For this

reason, the drain nipple collector region comprises what will be termed herein a

parasitic npn BJT structure. The MOS conducting channel with the p-epi base and the

n+-substrate constitutes to a second BJT region and it is this latter channel BJT which is

the BJT region of interest in this dissertation.

The gate metal, the silicon oxide layer and the p-epitaxiallayer form the MOS

structure component of the distributed channel bipolar device (DCBD) as illustrated in
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Fig. 2.1b. The MOS structure provides a distributed collector under certain biasing

conditions. The BJT structure and the MOS gate region can be biased to provide

various DCBD operating modes. The different DCBD operating modes exhibit novel

and unique DCBD electrical characteristics. These modes ofoperation have been

discussed by Dr. J. W. Holm-Kennedy and D. Okada early on [4, 5].

Since the DCBD is biased to exploit both the BJT and MOSFET operation under

mutually influencing conditions, a brief review of the fundamentals of BJT and

MOSFET operation is appropriate here. In this chapter, the fundamental operation

principles and device physics ofa BJT and an MOSFET are briefly reviewed. The

review is based on the well known conventional BJT and MOSFET theories[6, 7].

2.2 Review of the BJT Fundamentals

A cross-sectional representation ofan ideal prototype npn bipolar junction

transistor (BJT) is shown in Fig. 2.2a. The BJT consists of three regions: an emitter, a

base and a collector. For an n-p-n BJT, the emitter is a heavily doped n region, the base

is a lightly doped p region, and the collector is either a heavily or lightly doped n region

but here is represented as a heavily doped region consistent with certain features of the

DCBD devices to be presented further on. For this discussed BJT example, a typical

doping profile for the three regions is represented in Fig. 2.2b. Figure 2.3a illustrates

the corresponding energy band diagram under thermal equilibrium conditions (i. e., no

applied bias).

BJT devices are well known and the discussion ofconventional BJT transport

behavior which follows here represents the well-accepted model for BJT charge

transport. A BJT device exhibits several different operating modes depending on the

applied bias magnitudes and polarities. The principle modes of BJT operation of

interest
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for subsequent DeBD behavior theoretically modeled in this dissertation are the

forward active mode and the saturation mode (partial and full saturation).

The BIT forward active mode has the emitter-base junction forward biased and

the collector-base junction reverse biased. For a forward active biased BIT, the applied

collector-to-base bias VCB increases the potential pn collector junction electron barrier

~CB (Fig. 2.3b) and the width of the space-charge region of the collector-base junction.

The applied emitter-base voltage bias VEB on the other hand decreases the emitter pn

junction potential barrier ~EB and the space charge region width at the emitter-base

junction (Fig. 2.3b). Since the emitter potential barrier ~EB is reduced by the applied

bias, electrons originating from the emitter are injected into the base region where they

are, for active bias conditions, transported across the (narrow) base region to be

collected by at the collector-base junction.

For BIT forward active behavior to occur, it is necessary that the base be short

compared to the base region minority carrier diffusion length. For a "short" base

region, i. e., for a base width WB which is much shorter than the minority carrier

diffusion length Ln (WB « Ln), virtually all of the electrons injected from the emitter

can diffuse across the entire prototype base region where they are then collected by the

collector-base junction. The current collected by the collector junction is carried

through the collector terminal providing an external current Ic. The electron flux and

the minority carrier profile for an ideal forward active BIT are represented in Figs. 2.4a

and 2.4b, respectively.

In addition to forward active mode behavior, other BIT operation modes are: the

reverse active mode, the "on"-mode and the off-mode. The "on" condition occurs when

both the emitter-base and collector-base junctions are forward biased, the BIT is in on

mode or saturation The "on" mode is generally referred to saturation behavior and this
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mode can be divided into "full" saturation or partial saturation. (It is to be noted here

that the term saturation is often used to encompass behavior which includes some

current collection with both junctions forward biased and the conditions which

completely block current collection. In the discussion to follow, it is useful to

differentiate between the two regimes by designating one as "full saturation" or

"saturation", and the other as "partial saturation".) The two remaining modes ofBlT

operation are the reverse active and "off' modes. The reverse active mode occurs when

the emitter-base junction is reverse biased and the collector-base junction is forward

biased. The offconditions occurs when the emitter-base and collector-base junctions

are both reverse biased. Of the four operating modes, the forward active and the

saturation modes are the most important for the understanding the operation ofDeBn

behavior discussed in this dissertation.

An important BlT parameter is the d. c. current gain ~dc. The quantity ~dc

represents the BlT current amplification capability and is defined as:

(2.1a)

Here Ie is the collector current, and Is the base current. The a. c. BlT current gain ~ac

is similarly defined but is defined in terms of small changes (differentials),

_ dIe
~ac - dIs . (2.1b)

As is well known, the collector current mainly depends on the base current Is and

emitter injection efficiency since it is the base current which forward biases the emitter

under forward active amplification conditions.

A practical BlT often has features in addition those fundamental ones

incorporated into the prototype BlT model. Of importance in the discussions to follow
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are certain sources of recombination current. Recombination current is a model

representation of that charge which is removed from transport as a result ofminority

carrier recombination. For a realistic BlT, there are various recombination mechanisms

that can consume a portion of the base current. When the recombination mechanisms

are included in the BlT current modeling, the base current for forward active mode

operation is seen to be distributed among four general recombination components as

illustrated in Fig. 2.4c. These base current components can be divided into:

(1) ISE - Hole current injected from the base to the emitter (acts to forward

bias the emitter base junction and ultimately recombines in the emitter region),

(2) Irs - Hole current which recombines in the neutral base region,

(3) IrES - Base current which recombines in the emitter-base depletion region,

and

(4) Irs - Base current which recombines on some surface or interface region,

usually on the semiconductor/oxide surface.

Of the four current components, only that base current component injected from

the base into the emitter ISE forward biases the emitter-base junction for BlT forward

active or saturation operation. The other three base current components are current lost

to recombination and provide no direct current amplification contribution. Therefore,

since they are lost, such recombination can only result in an apparent decrease in the

overall current gain (Eq. 2.4). In order to increase current gain, Irs, Irs and IrES should

be reduced to be as small as possible, i.e., negligible. This is important for high current

BlT device performance but, as will be shown, is not the key issue for DeBD behavior

(although it is important), all other things being equal. (The non-linear features of

DeBD behavior offer amplification opportunities and thus their strength is a more

important issue.)
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Another important BJT parameter is emitter injection efficiency y. The d. c. BJT

emitter injection efficiency is defined as the ratio of the electron current (npn devices

are assumed throughout this discussion) from the emitter to the base (lEB ) to the total

emitter current (lEB+ IBE),

(2.2)

The hole current IBE and the electron current IEB are related to the emitter -to-base hole

flux FB and the base-to-emitter electron flux FE (Fig. 2.4a) by

IBE = q FBABE, and (2.3)

(2.4)

where ABE is the base-emitter junction area. Since the emitter injection efficiency y is

determined by the base-to-emitter hole flux and the emitter-to-base electron flux for a

prototype BJT, y is related to the homogenous emitter doping and the homogenous base

doping by [6]

1
Y= ----=:-::--:::-=---=:-

1 + WBNaBDpE
WENdEDnB

(2.5a)

Here WB, NaB, and DnB are the base width, the base dopant concentration and the base

minority diffusion constant, respectively, and WE, NdE' and DpE are the corresponding

parameters for the emitter, respectively. It is noted here that if the emitter is a "long

emitter", as is the case in the following discussion and described the experimental and

theoretical device analysis in this dissertation, the emitter width WE is replaced by the

emitter minority carrier diffusion length LpE, as is well known,

. In Ref. [6], the base and the emitter widths are designatedwith the symbols xB and xE' respectively. For
reason ofconsistency, the two widths are represented by WB and WE' respectively, in this thesis.
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y= 1
1 + WsNasDpE

LpENdEDns

(2.5b)

Therefore, in order to obtain a high y value, the base region should be lightly doped,

while the emitter region should be heavily doped and long.

2.3 Review ofMOS Electrical Features

MOSFET devices and the physics of their operation are well known. It is of

value to review their operation here, however, since MOSFET features are a integral

part ofthe DCBD and its device physics description. The MOSFET description here

parallels and paraphrases that of Muller and Kamins in their book, "Device Electronics

for Integrated Circuits", Chap. 9 [6].

Figure 2.5a represents a simple MOS structure which consists of a metal (AI)

gate, a oxide (Si02) isolation layer and a p-type silicon substrate. (A p-Si substrate is

chosen for discussion here, and the attendant n-channel MOSFET, since this represents

the MOSFET portion of the DCBD device under discussion in this dissertation)

The MOS portion of the MOSFET can be considered as basically a simple

capacitor. Figure 2.5b illustrated the energy band model of aluminum, silicon dioxide

and p-type silicon MOS structure as characterized with respect to the vacuum potential

reference level. In Fig. 2.5b, qcl>m and qcl>s are the work functions for Al and Si,

respectively; and qXs and qXox are the electron affinities of silicon and Si02>

respectively, defined in the usual way [6]. The silicon work function qcl>s depends on

the majority carrier concentration, i. e., doping concentration, in the silicon substrate

host material. The equilibrium energy band diagram model for the ideal MOS structure

is
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Fig. 2.5 (a) Schematic AI-SiOz-Si MOS structure.

(b) Energy levels ofAI, SiOz and p-type Si with respect to the vacuum level.

The work functions of AI and Si are represented by q$m and qcl>s, the electron

affinities ofAI, SiOz and Si are represented by qXm, qXox and qXs, resp..
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represented in Fig. 2.6a, where tox is the Si02 layer thickness. The height of energy

band difference (q~s - q~m) is called the contact potential. When a voltage

Vfb
0

= ~m - ~s = ~ms (2.6)

is applied to the gate, ~ms is compensated by Vfb0 and the surface energy band in the

semiconductor region near the insulator interface is bent to become flat (Fig. 2.6b).

That is, the voltage Vfb0 is the gate voltage that is required to cause a flat band

condition. It is for this reason that Vfb0 is called flat band voltage. For an ideal MOS

structure, Vfb0 is only determined by ~ms and is thus termed the ideal flat-band voltage

(the superscript 0 indicating the ideal case). For a realistic MOS structure, however,

there are often exists various electric charges in the Si02 layer and on the Si/Si02

interface. These charges affect the MOS actual flat band voltage encountered in a

practical experimental device. The inclusion of the charge influence on the MOS flat

band voltage can be expressed analytically as [6]

t

TQ 1 x •
Vfb =~ms - _f_ --- --rex) dx

Cox Cox tox
o

(2.7)

Here, Qris the charge density per unit area fixed on the Si/Si02 interface (called fixed

oxide charge), p(x) the charge concentration distribution in the Si02layer, x the

distance in the Si02 layer measured from the AI-Si02 interface, and tox the Si02 layer

thickness.

Under flat band applied bias conditions, the MOS differential capacitance as

measured between the metal gate and the underlying semiconductor substrate can be

In Ref. [6], the gate oxide thickness is represented by the symbolxox' For reason of consistency,the
gate oxide thickness is represented by tox in this thesis.
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Fig. 2.6 Energy band diagrams ofan ideal AI-SiOrSi MOS structure under thermal equilibrium

(a) and under flat band condition (b). Under equilibrium, the band near the SiO

interface is bent down by the difference of the Al and Si work functions. If applied gate
voltage Vfbo compensates the work function difference, the band is bent flat.



expressed in the usual way as [6]
C _ 1

FB- tox / EOX+ (k T / q2 Es Na)172

I
=~~--=-.....,..-

l/Cox + Lp / Es
(2.8)

Here Na is the p-type dopant concentration, Cox = EOX/ tax the oxide layer differential

capacitance, Lp = (Es k T / q2 Na) I/2 the Debye length for p-type silicon, ES and EOX the

permittivities of the silicon and silicon oxide, k the Boltzmann's constant, q the

electronic charge and T temperature, respectively.

When a more negative voltage than Vfb is applied to the gate (recall that here

the MOS device under discussion is on a p-type substrate), the majority carrier holes in

the p-type Si are attracted to the surface beneath the Si02 layer and accumulate there.

This mode of operation is therefore termed the MOS accumulationmode. The energy

band diagram and the carrier charge distribution features for the accumulationmode are

shown in Fig. 2.7a. In the accumulationmode, the MOS differential capacitance is

determined by the oxide layer [6]:

_ EOX
COX- -

t
- .
ox

(2.9)

If, instead ofa negative gate voltageapplied as in the above example, a positive

gate voltage is applied and is more positive than Vfb- the majority carrier holes near the

surface in the p-type Si are not accumulated, but will be repelled from the surface. For

this gate bias arrangement, the energy band near the surface is bent down (Fig. 2.7b)

and the intrinsic Fermi level Ei at the surface begins to approach the Fermi level Ef.

When the gate bias is such that the intrinsic level is near the center of the band gap, the

surface region is almost completely depletedof free carriers. This is the set of
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Fig. 2.7 Energy band diagrams (i) and charge profile (ii) ofan ideal AI-SiOrSi MOS

structure in the accumulation mode (a) and the depletion mode (b). The
quantity QG represents the induced charges on the Al-Si02 interface by the

gate voltage. And qNa represents the charge concentration in the Si depletion

region.
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conditions describes a device with a depletion region and is often described as depletion

mode operation for an MOS device. The energy band diagram for the MOS depletion

mode regime (weak inversion also applies to Lt~is case) and charge configuration are

represented in Fig. 2.7b. In the depletion mode, the MOS differential capacitance can be

expressed as [6]:

1
C= 1 xd'

--+-
Cox ES

(2.10)

where xd is the width of the surface depletion layer which increases with the increase of

the gate voltage.

If the positive gate voltage is further increased, the minority carriers, electrons in

p-type Si, will gather next to the Si/Si02 interface and begin to form what is termed an

inversion layer. The intrinsic Fermi level Ei at the surface now crosses the Fermi level

Ef' and the Fermi level Ej at the surface approaches the conduction band edge. For this

set of conditions, the MOS device can be considered to have the electrical type of the

surface inverted from p-type to n-type. Hence the term inversion mode is used to

describe this condition. Under these conditions, the depletion region is maximized and

further charge modulation by the applied gate voltage is confined to modulating the

density offree electrons in the conducting, inverted n-channel of this p-type Si MOS

device. If the positive gate voltage is increased so much that the electron concentration

in the inversion layer is higher than the hole concentration in the bulk, at the surface the

Fermi level Efis closer to the conduction band edge Ee than the valence band edge Ev

in the bulk. The inversion layer in such case is termed strong inversion layer. When the

n-channel is formed, the depletion region reaches maximum width xdmax. When the

inversion density in the inverted channel is modest, the term "weak inversion" is used.

When the channel free carrier inversion density approaches degenerate conditions, the
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term "strong inversion" is used. The energy band diagram and charge configuration for

the inversion mode are shown in Fig. 2.8a and 2.8b, respectively. (Here Qn represents

the free electron density per unit area in the n-channel.)

The MOS capacitance magnitude depends on both the gate bias magnitude and

on the measuring signal frequency. When strong inversion sets in, the differential

capacitance is characterized by a capacitance spacing equal to the insulator thickness

(tox) for this condition of strong inversion. All "de" charge modulation occurs in the

inversion region. However, if an ac gate voltage is superimposed on the de gate bias,

the charge modulation on the capacitor depends upon how fast the MOS device can

respond. This dependence originates from the generation and transport of the minority

carriers near the surface. If the measuring signal frequency is low enough that the

generation of minority carriers can follow the ac change of the applied gate voltage, the

change of charges in the inversion layer responds to the applied gate signal change

directly and the ac capacitance is characterized by the insulator thickness tox' Therefore

the gate bias can still directly charge both sides of the oxide layer, and the capacitance

keeps the value Cox (Eq. 2.9). If the frequency of a measuring signal is so high that the

generation of the minority carriers is too slow to follow the change of the gate voltage

signal, the needed charge change can not be supplied by thermal generation and instead

must be supplied through modulation of the movement of majority carriers at the far

edge of the depletion layer. So for a high frequency applied gate voltage signal, a series

capacitance from the inversion layer with maximum width is added to the entire MOS

capacitance. Therefore the capacitance ofthe inversion MOS system for an applied

high frequency gate voltage becomes a constant with respect to the de gate voltage

change and is determined by the full width of the depletion layer,
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Fig. 2.8 Energy band diagrams(a) and charge profile (b) ofan ideal AI-Si~-Si MOS

structure in the inversion mode. In the inversion mode, electrons gathered near
the Si~-Si interface, and the depletion region reaches maximum width. The

quantity On represents the free electron density in the inversion layer.
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C =--:-I--x-d-m-ax-
__ +----",,=c=..
Cox ES

2.4 Review of the Conventional MOSFET Device

(2.11 )

The MOS structure can be used in various useful ways. Perhaps the most

important and commonly used incorporation ofthe MOS device is in the MOSFET.

The gate voltage influence on the underlying channel and depletion region can be used

to modulate the conductivity of the inversion channel (or the accumulation layer). This

modulation ofconductivity with a gate voltage translates to a transconductance

electrical feature. It is this transconductance feature, together with other features, which

make the MOSFET such an attractive device. MOSFETs, and the physics and electrical

features of their operation, are well known. The basic features of MOSFET operation

and its device physics are so important for understanding and modeling the DCBD

structures that the MOSFET warrants a somewhat detail review before moving on to the

DCBD devices themselves.

A cross-sectional structure ofan conventional MOSFET device is shown in Fig.

2.9a, where Lch is the channel length. The MOSFET consists of an MOS capacitor and

two heavily doped n" regions on the each end ofa conducting channel of length Lch

located beneath the gate area. These n" regions make electrical contacts to the

conducting inversion channel of the MOS structure when the gate is suitably biased.

The two n" regions are termed the source and the drain. One n" region is used to inject

electrons and is called a source. The other n" region is used to draw the electrons out of

the channel and deliver them to an external circuit, and is known as a drain. A negative

bias -VBS may be applied to the substrate to make sure that both the source and the

drain are always reverse biased with respect to the substrate. Thus there is never a
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Fig. 2.9 Cross-sectional structure ofan AI-Siq-Si MOSFET with n-channel present

(a) and the n-channel present and pinched off near the drain end (b). When the

channel is pinched off, the channel length is reduced to an effective length
Leff. The source is grounded.
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condition resulting in pnjunction minority carrier injection, which is generally assumed

to be adverse to the applications environments ofMOSFETs. The gate is usually used

as a control terminal and can be either positively or negatively biased with respect to the

substrate. The polarity of this gate voltage has profound effects on MOSFET behavior

relating to whether the region under the gate is in accumulation, depletion or inversion.

When the applied gate voltage Vos is more negative than the flat voltage Vfb

the MOSFET surface layer under the gate is in the accumulation (p-type substrate). In

this situation (accumulation) the drain and the source are electrically isolated from the

p-type substrate and from one another. IfVos is more positive than the flat-band

voltage and has been biased beyond the voltage for threshold of the onset of formation

of strong inversion layer and an n-channel is formed. The drain and the source are now

electrically connected via this conductive n-channel, The gate bias which is required to

form the conductive channel is called threshold voltage and is designated as VTH' If

then a positive voltage Vns is applied to the drain terminal, electrons flow from the

source to the drain through the n-channel. This n-channel current becomes the drain

current ID emerging at the drain contact. From conventionalMOSFET theory, the drain

current is expressed as [6, 7]

Wch [ VOS2]
IO=llch Cox-L- (Vas-VTH)VOS- 2 '

ch
(2.12)

where Lch is the channel length, Wch the channel width and Ilch the electron mobility

in the n-channel (normallyreferred to as the channel mobility), respectively.

From Eq. 2.12, it is clear that for a low drain voltage bias, the drain current 10

linearly increases with the increase ofVos. As VDS further increases, however, the

depletion width of the drain-substrate junction is also increased and the bias at the

channel surface at the drain contact location may be altered. When the gate voltage
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minus the drain voltage is of a value which causes the onset of a depletion region next

to the drain contact, the channel is said to be pinched off. The pinch-off condition is

thus an important condition and tends to be such as to provide a current limiting

function in FETs including MOSFETs. As will be seen, the pinch-off condition is also

important for the DCBD device. But in contrast to conventional FET devices, pinch-off

in the DCBD device does not provide a current limiting function, as will be explained

below. Stated in other terms, the substrate potential near the drain end is affected under

the gate according to the relative potentials applied to the drain and the gate terminals.

Therefore, the degree of inversion in the n-channel near the drain end is reduced by a

drain originating reduction in the drain to gate potential. If VOS is increased to such

value that

(2.13)

then VOsat totally compensates the influence of the (VGS - VTH) on the surface layer

near the drain end, and the free electron density (Qn> in the inversion layer near the

drain end is reduced to zero. In such case, the n-channel disappears near the drain end

and the conductive channel is "pinched off'; hence the term "pinch off'.

Once the pinch-offof the conducting channel has occurred, the physical location

of pinch-off condition will move toward the source end with any further increase of

Vns- This increase in the length of the channel region which is pinched off results of

course in a reduction of the conducting portion of the channel. The conducting channel

length is now reduced to an effective channel length Leff (Fig. 2.9b). That is, Leff <

Lch. This feature, conducting channel length modulation, will be quite important in

developing the correct analytical model for the DCBD and a short channel condition.

The pinch-off effect on the DCBD electrical behaviors will be discussed in detail in

Chaps. 7 and 9.
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There are some other features ofthe pinched-off MOSFET channel which are of

importance in addressing the model development of the DCBD device. In the

MOSFET, as long as the channel is not totally pinched off, i.e., some portion of the

conducting channel portion remains, no matter how much YDSincreases, the potential

just at the end of the pinch off region, i.e., at the pinch-off location is always equal to

YDsat. So the electrons injected from the source are drawn by YDsat instead ofYDS'

This point should be remembered here as it affects the DCBD modeling. This feature

results in the drain current being independent of further increase in drain voltage

magnitude, i.e., is constant, for a long channel MOSFET. This interesting feature of

MOSFET behavior will not be the case for a DCBD device, as will be discussed in

Chaps. 3 and 7.

In the MOSFET device, channel transconductance is another important

characterizing and model-pertinent parameter. The channel transconductance gm is

defined as the drain current change with respect to the gate voltage change for a fixed

drain bias voltage,

dID I
gm == --=d=Y=as- YDS . (2.14)

The parameter gm can be considered to be a figure of merit describing how sensitive the

MOSFET output drain current (ID) is to a gate input signal (Vas). The channel

transconductance gm depends on the gate bias voltage and the gate geometry [7]. The

dependence of gm on gate geometry is particularly important to the unique operation of

DCBD as will be described in Chaps. 7, 8, and 9.
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CHAPTER 3

OVERVIEW OF IHE DCBD BASIC OPERATION AND DEVICE PHYSICS

The DCBD is a unique device. It is a combined MOSFET and BJI device

having a heavily dope emitter, a heavily doped drain, a lightly doped base and an Al

gate. The DCBD device does not have a MOSFET source contact, however. The

MOSFET source has been replaced in the DCBD with an injecting emitter-base diode.

The BJT portion of the device is similar to a conventional BJT in some aspects but does

not have a doped collector (except for a parasitic portion of the device). Instead, current

collection for forward active behavior is provide by an inverted MOS channel. That is,

the DCBD device is a merging of MOSFET and BJT with portions ofone device

providing electrical function for the other device.

The MOS channel is distributed over a region and the current collection is

distributed along the MOS conducting channel. This distributed BJT behavior leads to

some very interesting and useful electrical behavior. This is a key feature of the DCBD

and results in the DCBD distributed characteristics. As will be described below, the

channel functioning as the collector portion of the BJT can become self-biased with the

self biasing being distributed along the conducting channel. This unique feature can

result in the channel portion of the BJT being partially in active behavior and partially

operating in saturation. And, the relative distribution ofactive and saturation regions is

a function ofoperating biases. This feature of modulation of BJT behavior results in

profound non-linear behavior of the DCBD and these non-linear features can be very

useful for both IC and other applications. While there are other modes ofDCBD

operation which are interesting and useful, the interest herein will be limited to operation

where the channel is functioning as a BJI collector.
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The various operating features ofMOSFETs and BJT show themselves and must

be considered in DCBD modeling. This is the reason that both devices were extensively

reviewed in Chap. 2 with emphasis on those portions ofthe models which will be

pertinent to the description and analysis of the DCBD found below and in Chaps. 6, 7,

and 8.

There is another feature of the DCBD devices which is interesting and important

to the understanding of the full characteristics. This feature is represented herein as the

transconductance threshold. The transconductance threshold refers to the fact that the

transconductance goes to zero at a particular operating bias. The key bias features for

the transconductance zero is an applied gate voltage value where the zero

transconductance occurs. This gate voltage value is base current and drain voltage

invariant and offers applications where a reference voltage value is of interest. The

value of this voltage has been termed the transconductance threshold voltage' and is

designated with the symbol Vthg in this dissertation. In fact, the transconductance

reference voltage is not limited to the DCBD devices but is also a pertinent parameter for

any gate MOS bipolar device.· The transconductance threshold voltage is independent

of the MOS channel conduction contributions and so the related explanation and analysis

will be provided in Chaps. 6 and 11.

In order to provide a systematically description of the full DCBD behavior, and

to outline the physical modeling, the DCBD electrical behaviors are described in stages

in this chapter. The DCBD operation modes are analyzed and explained from device

physics point of view. Following will be the description of the various features from

which the full DCBD physical model is assembled in later chapters .

. private communication with Dr. J. W. Holm-Kennedy.
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3.1 Overview of the DCBD Operating Modes

The DCBD can operate employing either forward active BJT behavior or reverse

active BJT behavior, depending upon the bias conditions. Generally, DCBD behavior

discussed herein will refer to the MOS channel (collector in this dissertation )/base

(doped)/emitter(doped) BJT operation, ignoring the drain/collector contact parasitic BJT

unless specifically mentioned. When the DCBD base-emitter junction is forward biased

(Fig. 3.1) and the base-drain/channel junction is reverse biased, the DCBD operates in a

forward active BJT mode. Conversely, when the DCBD base-emitter junction is reverse

biased and the base-drain/channel junction is forward biased, the DCBD operates in a

reverse active BJT mode [5]. The reverse active mode is ignored in this dissertation

with the focus of both the experimental and theoretical treatment being totally on

forward active behavior with the MOS channel functioning as a collector only.

Likewise, only physical modeling for the MOS channel collector mode (forward active)

will be discussed and included herein. While the discussion, results and analysis found

in this dissertation are strictly limited to a MOS channel collecting NPN structure,

similar arguments, results and analysis apply to a PNP p-channel structure. The basic

forward active conditions are schematically represented in Fig. 3.2, where the MOS

region is providing an inverted conducting, collecting n-channel.

For DCBD forward active operation, the drain and the channel (when inverted)

function as the BJT collector. The substrate is the emitter (Refer to Fig. 3.1). Depending

on the gate bias conditions, there are four distinct configurations useful for partitioning

various characterizing forward active behavior features:

(1) The forward active mode with the n-channel fully collecting.
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(2) The forward active mode with no n-channel current collection (channel in

accumulation). (The n+ nipple is the only functioning collector under this

operating condition.)

(3) The forward active mode with the n-channel present and partially collecting.

(4) The forward active mode with the n-channel collecting and pinched offnear

the drain nipple.

3.2 The Forward Active Mode with the N-Channel Fully Collecting

When the DCBD gate voltage VGE is much higher than the threshold voltage

VTH, a strong inversion layer, i.e., an n-channel appears on the Si surface underneath the

gate (Fig. 3.2). The physical channel length can be either "long" or "short", depending

on channel length Lch in the same way that MOSFET channels are defined as long or

short [6, 7]. The channel extends from the far end of the channel y = Lch (Fig. 3.2)

down into the drain region, but functional terminates on the very highly doped drain n+

nipple. This channel functions as a collector of injected carrier from the emitter of the

DCBD. The collector region may be quite large or very small (short channel). The n

channel and the p-base form a reverse biased Field-Induced Junction (FIJ). For the

reverse biased FIJ, the entire channel is available for collection ofemitter-injected

electrons. The channel (whole or partial) available for electron collection is defined to

be "active" in this dissertation. When the fully active (i.e., collecting) channel is present,

the DCBD behaves like a BJT with a large, distributed collector. Current gain can be

high for this operating mode depending on injection efficiency.

Figure 3.3 shows the energy band diagram of the forward active DCBD with the

conducting, collecting n-channel present (inversion condition). The electrons are

injected from the emitter into the base and diffuse across the base. The channel-base FIJ

internal electric field sweeps the electrons into the channel. Once the electrons are
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collected, they can not provide current to an external circuit unless they reach a collector

contact (also a drain contact for the DCBD in a forward active mode). Therefore, the

electrons must then flow along the channel to the drain to provide the principle external

drain, i.e., collector, current 10. (The parasitic drain current is assumed to essentially be

negligible here, which is a good assumption for long channel device with a small area

doped drain contact). The DCBD carrier transport with the fully active/collecting

channel present is very similar to that ofa conventional BlT. Thus, the a. c. current gain

f3ac is defined for the DeBD in the usual way as the change of the drain/collector current

In with the respect to the base current IB for fixed drain and gate voltages (VOE and

VGE' respectively),

f3 = aInI
ac alB Vn E, VGE.

(3.1)

The DCBD d. c. current gain f3dc is defined also in the usual way as the ratio of the drain

current In to the base Is for fixed Vn E and VGE,

10 If3d =-
c Is VOE' VGE .

(3.2)

For the forward active DCBD with the fully active collecting channel present, the

current gain can be relatively large since the n-channel functions as an effective

collector. The characteristics of the DCBD in this mode are similar to those of the

conventional BJT having a large collector.

In contrast to a conventional BlT, however, for appropriate gate and base biases,

the DCBD current gain is strongly dependent on the gate voltage VGE as will be

discussed and illustrated via experimental and theoretical results below. The key

features will be shown to be the self-biasing effects of the channel to drain current flow
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and its influence on BJT channel collection behavior. These effects will be shown to be

highly non-linear. It is just these highly non-linear features of the DCBD that direct the

main experimental and theoretical themes of this dissertation.

The forward active DCBD with the fully collecting n-cannel present can be also

regarded as an MOSFET with a distributed source supplied by the emitter-injected

electrons. That is, there is no actual drain contact and the current flowing along the

channel originates from the emitter to base current injection; the emitter thus functions

as a source injecting minority carriers which will become channel MOSFET-likecurrent.

Similar to conventional MOSFET, the DCBD channel transconductancegm is

defined as the change of the drain current with the respect to the gate voltage for fixed

drain voltage and base current,

_ OlD Ig -
m aVGE V DE, Is. (3.3)

The channel transconductancegm is another important DCBD parameter which is

discussed and described through experimentaland theoretical results provided in later

chapters.

3.3 The Forward Active Mode Under Conditions ofZero N-Channel Current

Collection

In contrast to the DCBD active mode with the full channel collecting as

described in Sec. 3.1.1, a practical DCBD can also collect current and function in a BJT

manner when the channel is absent. When the DCBD applied gate voltage is more

negative than the conventional MOS threshold voltage VTH' the DCBD's MOSFET

portion is biased into accumulationor weak depletion. For the accumulation condition,

emitter-to-base injected carriers (electrons) can not be collected under the MOS region
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since there is essentially no isolated conducting channel present under this condition,

and the MOS structure essentially does not provide any contribution to bipolar emitter

current collection in this case. (The weak inversion operating is a special case and is not

treated here). Under MOS accumulation condition, the emitter-injected electrons must

be, and are, almost totally collected by the small drain contact region which for this bias

arrangement is functioning as essentially the only BJT collector operating (Fig. 3.4). So

only the small drain nipple collector is collecting and this constitutes a parasitic

contribution to the DCBD electrical characteristics of interest. This operating condition

generally provides a low current gain condition and in any event provides a lower limit

on the DeBD gain under the various operating conditions. The relative value of this low

limit current gain is a direct function ofchannel length compared to diffusion length.

To understand the low current gain DCBD condition, consider the schematic

representation of the DCBD with the channel in accumulation as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

Under this condition, the emitter can still supply some modest drain collection current.

From Fig. 3.4, one sees that the electrons injected from different emitter locations must

be transported different base distances to the drain, and, depending on the channel

length, some of these base transport distances may be very long. (The distance from the

emitter location y to the drain is designated as WDS(y)). Under all conditions, if the

effective base length/width is large, the current gain will be quite small. And, depending

on the transport distance compared to a minority carrier diffusion length (Ln), the

emitter-injected electrons may be collected only in part due to recombination effects.

For a long channel DCBD such that Lch» Ln, WDS(y) is quite long for the electrons

injected from the distant portion of the emitter. For y > L such that WDS(y = L) is

longer than the electron diffusion length Ln, most electrons injected from y = L and

beyond will not be collected, they will instead simply recombine in the base.
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This base recombination does influence the overall DCBD behavior since it

increases the total base recombination current which in turn results in less actual base

current available for emitter-to-base current injection which is collected, and thus acts to

decrease the collected current for the same applied base current. That is, the DCBD

current gain is decreased. As a result, the DCBD operates in a relatively low gain state

when the MOS region is in accumulation.

Alternatively, if the channel length is short compared to the diffusion length (Lch

«LO> and the MOS region is biased, as before, into accumulation, all emitter injection

is well within a diffusion length from the collecting drain nipple. The emitter-injected

electrons will be collected in this situation but they will generally provide only a small

collector contribution because of low injection efficiency arising from a small minority

carrier slope, unless ofcourse the channel is very, very short compared to the base width

WB (Lch::::: Ws). Since the accumulation condition prevents channel collection, the

current gain (P) for short channel will in generally still be lower than that for full

channel (inverted channel) collection. Thus, there is a "lowest" value ofDCBD current

gain with the actual magnitude of this lower limit being a function ofchannel length, as

well as being dependent upon device other parameters.

3.4 The Forward Active Mode with the N-Channel Present But Only Partially

Collecting

3.4.1 Channel Partitioning

The above two sections discussed two extreme cases of DCBD operation: no

channel collection and fully channel collection. For the first case, the gate voltage is

biased beyond the MOS threshold voltage, creating an n-channel which functions as a

fully active collector. For the second case, the gate voltage is lower than the MOS

threshold voltage, and the surface area beneath the gate is primarily in accumulation and
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totally inactive as a collector ofemitter current. It is noted here that for certain

intermediate ranges of bias, the channel resistance can affect the bipolar behavior.

When the gate is biased at an "intermediate" value (or the base current set at an

appropriate value), conditions can be such that, even though the n-channel is present,

only a portion of the channel can collect electrons (Fig. 3.5*). One part of the

conducting channel will be full active and the remaining portion of the channel is mostly

inactive for carrier collection (biased into saturation). This unusual device behavior

gives rise to interesting and useful non-linearity related to partitioned BJT operation as

discussed below.

The partitioning of the BJT type ofbehavior as a function of location along the

channel arises from the self-biasing behavior of the channel current as it influences the

conditions of the channel/base FIJ bias. The channel/basejunction is partitioned into a

reverse biased collector region (y < Lact in Fig. 3.5) and a forward biased collector

region (y> Lact in Fig 3.5). And, under such channel self bias ranges, the forward

biased collector region exhibits BJT saturation behavior (partial saturation or full

saturation, depending on channellbase junction bias magnitude). This saturation region

presence along only a portion ofthe inverted MOS channel dramatically affects the

DCBD operation dependence on current and voltage bias.

This channel collection-saturation partitioning phenomena arises from the finite

distributed resistance of the inverted channel. The channel-collected current biases the

channel with respect to the base. The channel voltage with respect to the base bias is

thus distributed and this distribution is designated here as VchB(y) (Fig. 3.5c). The

channel voltage distribution VchB(y) can partition the channel-base FIJ into collection

and saturation regions for appropriate applied bias ranges. The channel-base collection

• In Fig.2.15, all voltages are referred to the basefor convenience of discussion.
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Fig. 3.5 (a) Cross-sectional schematic view for the forward active DeaD operating
with the collecting n-channel present. The channel current Ich(Y) flows along

the channel to the base in a distributed way. Fp is the hole flux from the
channel to the base. (b) The collecting channel is represented by a rectangular
slab with a homogenous free electron concentration. (c) The channel voltage
drops along the channel location.
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function partitioning is dependence upon channel resistance and collector current

magnitude. Thus, the partition distribution is dependent on the gate voltage bias (with

respect to the base) VGB and the base current lB' This dependence results in significant

DCBD characteristics sensitivity to VGB and lB' It is possible and useful to further

partition the channel bias distribution. The forward bias FIJ portion is usefully

partitioned into two regions: one region exhibiting full saturation and one region

exhibiting partial saturation. The partial saturation region will be referred to throughout

this dissertation as the transition region between the full saturation channel portion and

the actively collecting channel portion.

3.4.2 DCBD Distributive Channel Resistance and Channel Voltage

The DCBD channel distributed behavior discussed above can be illustrated and

further explained as follows. The emitter-injected electrons are collected along the

collecting channel creating a location-dependent channel current Ich(Y) (Figs. 3.5a, b).

The integration ofIch(Y) along the collecting channel portion provides the total drain

current ID. However, the n-channel is quite resistive. Furthermore, the channel

resistance varies along the channel due to the distributed channel-to-base voltage

VChB(Y)' For a slab channel length increment dy (Fig. 3.5b), the incremental channel

resistance contribution drch can be expressed as

1 dy

q nch(Y) flch Wch(Y) xch(Y)
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Here, Pch(Y) is the channel resistivity, nch(Y) the channel electron concentration, l-ch the

channel electron mobility, Wch(y) the channel width, xch(y) the slab width representing

the "effective channel depth", VchB(Y) the channel-to-base voltage, VGB the gate-to

base voltage and Qn(vchB(Y), VGB)the channel free electron density per unit area as a

function of location. According to the conventional MOS theory, Qn(vchB(Y), VGB) is

given by [6],

Qn(VchB(Y), VGB) =-Cox(VGB - Vtb - 2 I~pl - VChB(Y»

+~2 ES q Na (2 I~pl + VchB(Y» . (3.5)

Here Cox is the gate-oxide differential capacitance per unit area, Na the base doping

acceptor concentration, I~pl the voltage difference corresponding to the difference in the

base region intrinsic Fermi level EiB and the base flat band Fermi level Efp (refer to Fig.

6.4, Chap. 6), Vtb the DCBD's MOS flat-band voltage, VGB the DCBD gate-to-base

voltage, and VchB(Y) the DCBD channel-to-base voltage at location y.

The channel voltage drop in dy can be expressed as a product of the channel

current Ich(Y) and the incremental channel resistance drch,

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

The total channel voltage drop from the drain to a arbitrary location Yis given by

the integration ofdV(y) form 0 to Y(Fig. 3.5c),
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(3.7a)

(3.7b)

The channel current Ich(Y) at each locationYcontributes to the total drain current 10

which is thus proportional to the base current Is. An increasein Is causes a increase in

Ich(Y)' An increase in the gate voltage VGS magnitude causes a increasing in

Qn(vchs(Y), VGS, Vos)· Thereforethe channel voltagedrop ~VchB(Y) can be

influenced by a change in base current and/or a change in the gate voltage.

The actual voltage in the channel varies along the channelwith channel location

y. For convenience of analysis, we take the base as a voltage reference. If the applied

gate-base bias is VGS and the drain-base bias is Vna. then at the drain end of the

channel,

y=o,

~Vchs(Y) = 0,

and

Vchs(Y)= VchB(O) = Vna .

At the channel location furthest from the drain,

and
Vchs(Y) = Vchs(LcW= Vna - ~VchB(max).
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The channel voltage decreases monotonically along the y direction,

vchs(Y) =VDS - ~VchB(Y) . (3.14)

As discussed above, the base-to-channel voltage drop ~VchB(Y) is changed by a

change in the channel current which originates from a change in the emitter current

(caused by a base current Is change) and/or change in the gate voltage Von which

causes a change in the channel resistance and therefore the channel resistance-induced

channel voltage distribution.. Under certain "high" Is and/or "low" Voa bias

conditions, the channel self-biasing can result in an influence on ~VchB(Y) which is so

large that at some channel location Lact' the channel-to-base junction voltage reaches a

zero bias value, i.e.,

Vchs(LacV = 0 , (3.15)

as indicated in Fig. 3.6.

For that portion of the channel which lies closer to the drain contact that the zero

channel-base bias location, the channel is now reverse biased with respect to the base.

That is, where 0 ~ Y~ Lact> the channel-to-base voltage is positive (VchB(Y) > 0) and the

channel-base FIJ is reverse biased thereby providing a normal BJT active collection

function. The emitter-injected electrons in this section are effectively collected by the

channel. This region (0 ~ Y~ Lact, Fig. 3.6b) is the "active" region of the DCBD

channel and for this reason Lact is called active channel length.

Since ~Vchs(Y) is influenced by either a change in Is and/or in Vos- Lact is

modulated by the base current and/or the gate voltage. This active channel modulation

results in a current gain and transconductance modulation. The modulation of the active

channel length by the applied bias will be analyzed in Chap. 6.
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Fig. 3.6 (a) Cross-sectional schematic view for the forward active DCBn operating
with the n-channel present. (b) Channel voltage in the different regions.
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In summary, in the self-biasing of the channel collected current results in a

modulation of the channellbase junction bias with a part of the channel-base region

remaining reverse bias. This region is called the active region and the channel portion is

called active channel. The emitter-base junction is forward biased and the channel-base

junction is reverse biased and collecting. So this DeBD portion is operating in forward

active mode. The excess carrier profile in the active region base has the usual large

gradient for a short base dimension (Fig. 3.6c, Active Region).

For such channel-base bias partitioning, there is also a region in full and/or

partial saturation bias. For y > Lact. the channel voltage VchB(y) is negative with

respect to the base and the channel-base FIJ is forward biased. For this DeBD channel

portion, both the emitter-base junction and the channel-base junction are forward biased.

This condition constitutes BJT full or partial saturation operation and is termed as the

DeBD saturation region and the channel portion is called saturation channel. In the full

saturation region, the excess carrier profile is essentially flat. In the transition region

where partial or weak saturation occurs, the excess carrier profile has a slope but less

than that for the collection region. There is essentially no electron transport flux in a full

saturation region (Fig. 3.6c, Saturation Region).

In the transition channel portion where VChB(y) is forward biased less than full

saturation (IVChB(Y)/ < IvEB/)' The channel-base FIJ is forward biased in this region,

but less so than the emitter-base junction. This weakly saturated region is called here

transition region. In the transition region, the excess carrier profile is not flat, but the

gradient is small. So there is still a small electron flux from the emitter to the channel in

the transition region (Fig. 3.6c, Transition Region).
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3.4.3 Active Channel Length Modulation

The channel partitioning phenomena discussed in Sec. 3.1.3.1 is determined by

the distributive channel voltage VChB(y), and VchB(y) is controlled by the applied bias

voltage and current parameters, as described in Sec. 3.1.3 .2. Therefore, the channel

partitioning can be controlled by the bias parameters. By changing the bias voltage

and/or bias current, the lengths of the different channel portions can be modulated. In

this section, this channel partitioning modulation by the bias parameters is physically

described and analyzed in term of the active channel length.

3.4.3.1 Base Current Influence on the Active Channel Length

Physically, the modulation of the active channel length Lact results from the

distributed channel voltage VchB(y) influence on the BJT forward active and saturation

behavior along the channel for certain bias conditions. To understand these effects

better, consider the illustration in Fig. 3.7. In Fig. 3.7, the DCBn biasing has been

selected to be:

IB = IBI;

VGB =VGBI· and,,

VDB=VDBI'

Under these conditions the active channel length is Lactl and corresponding

channel voltage drop with the respect to the drain is d VchBI(y). If VGB and VDB are

fixed but Is is increased to IB2 > lSI> more electrons are injected from the emitter to the

channel and the drain/collector current as well as the channel current is increased, all for

the same gate bias and with the same channel resistivity. Since the channel current

Ich(y) at a particular location y is increased with this base current increase to IEb the

channel to base bias is also increased at such y location, and the y location of the
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transition from forward active collectionto saturation behavior, i. e., Lact, is shifted to

the left in Fig. 3.7. That is, Lactl moves to Lact2 as IBchanges from IBI to IB2 in Fig.

3.7. Increasing Ich(Y) results in an increased channel voltage drop 11VchB2(Y) >

I1VChBI(Y) at an arbitrary locationY(Fig. 3.7b). For change in the base current from IBI

to IB2 , the actual channel voltageprofile along the channel VchB(Y) is changed from the

solid curve I(1BI) to dashed the curve 2(1B2)' Whenthe base current is increased from

IBI to IB2, the active channel length is shortenedfrom Lactl to Lact2.

3.4.3.2 Gate Voltage Influenceon the Active Channel Length

The active channel length can also be modulated by a change in the gate voltage

which causes a related change in the channel resistivity. Consider the bias arrangement

where VDBand IBare fixed but VGBis increased to VGB3> VGBI. An increase ofVGB

increases the invertedchannel electrondensity Qn(VchB(Y), VGB) in the usual way (Eq.

3.5). The base current and thereforethe total emittercurrent collected is kept constant in

this illustrativeexample. With the same currentcollectedand a decrease in channel

resistance arising from increasein VGB' there is a relateddecrease in the voltage drop

along the channel (11VchB3 (y) < I1VChBl(Y) in Fig. 3.7b, Y< LacV' and the Ylocation of

the transition from BJT forward activebehaviorto saturation behavior shifts further out

along the channel away from the drain/collector contact. With the increase in VGB and

the resultant decrease in channel resistivity, the channel voltage VChB(Y) is changed

from the solid curve 1 to the dottedcurve 3 (Fig. 3.7b) and the active channel is

lengthened from Lactl to Lact3 (Fig. 3.7b).

3.4.3.3 Drain Voltage Influenceon the Active Channel Length

The drain to base voltage bias can also influence the active channel length.

Consider the followingexample. If both VGB and IBare fixed but VDB is increased to
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VOB4 > VOB1: the increase in VOB changes the overall channel voltage VchB(Y)

occurring from the drain contact to the opposite end of the channel. As a result, the Y

location of transition from forward active collection to saturation behavior is pushed

away from the drain end along the channel. In this case, the VchB(Y) curve is changed

from the solid curve I to the dashed curve 4 in Fig. 3.7c, and the active channel is

lengthened from LactI to Lact4 (Fig. 3.7c).

3.4.4 Channel Saturation Onset Conditions

The Channel region exhibiting partial or full saturation plays a significant rule in

the DCBD non-linear features. Thus it is appropriate to describe and discuss the

conditions under which the channel-to-base bias voltage VchB(Y) causes a forward

biased diode condition, i.e., causes BJT saturation onset behavior, to begin to occur (at

Lch)' For a fixed base current IB, a fixed drain-to-base voltage VOB' and decreasing the

gate-to-base voltage VGB from a high value for which no BJT saturation behavior is

present to lower values, at some gate voltage values BJT saturation behavior will begin

to occur at the far channel end (y = Lch' Fig. 3.8) of the conduction channel. When the

gate voltage VGB is greater than some critical value defined as Veson- the active

channel Lact extends to the entire physical channel length Lch (Fig. 3.8) and no portion

of the channel exhibit saturation behavior. Any further increase of VGB serves only to

increase the channel conductance and decrease the voltage drop along the channel for the

pre-selected value of base current in this example. That is, for further increase in VGB,

there can be no further increase in active channel length; the entire channel remains

operating in BJT forward active mode collection conditions. When the gate-to-base

voltage VGB is decreased below the critical value of VGBon (VGB < VGBOn), the

channel resistivity is increased and the voltage drop along the channel for a given

For simplicity, the discussion here is limited to non-pinch-off situation.
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channel current also increased. At this precise gate voltage value (VGBoI0, the end of

the channel Lch becomes slightly forward biased with respect to the base and the

saturated channel-base junction phenomena begins to appear. For a gate voltage only

slightly less than VGBon, the saturation behavior is quite weak. Such weak saturation is

termed here as the "saturation transition region", or "transition region" for short. This

minimum gate voltage VGBon required to bias the entire channel into BJT active

behavior is term here as the saturation onset gate voltage. It is noted that the value of

VGBon is a direct function of the base current applied to the DCBD device (as well as

the emitter injection efficiency, channel length, and various other parameters). An

increase in IB causes an increase in the value of Voson The higher the IB, the higher

the channel current, and the higher the gate voltage needed to drop the channel resistance

such that the channel self-biasing to saturation onset does not occur. The magnitude of

the base current corresponding to a particular value of VGBon is termed here as the

saturation onset base current and is designated as IBon (Fig .3.8).

As discussed above, for a given set ofbias conditions such that Lact is less than

Lch (i. e., some saturation behavior present), Lact continues to further decrease with any

further increase OfIB' There is a one-to-one correspondence between VGBon and Ison

(VGBon = VGBon(IB), IBon = IBon(VGB»' For large values of base current while

maintaining the same drain and base voltages, i.e., for IB > IBon (V GB, VDB), a saturated

channel region thus begins to appear and the conducting MOS channel becomes to be

divided into essentially two BJT collector regions (three regions when the transitional

region and the full saturation region are distinguished). One portion is active and the

other portion is functioning as a saturated BJT collector region.
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3.5 The DCBD Forward Active Mode with the N-Channel Collecting and Pinched

off at the Drain End

Under the gate the surface layer properties depend not only on the gate voltage

VGa, but also the channel voltage VchB(y), as analyzed above. The surface layer will be

in strong inversion at location y if

(3.16)

where VTH is the conventional MOS threshold voltage at VchB(y) = O.

The influence of the drain voltage with respect to gate voltage has similar effects

to that observed for a conventional MOSFETs as described in Chap. 2. The channel

may be conducting fully along its length. Or, at the drain end, for appropriate bias, the

channel can be pinched off. It is useful here to further discuss the DcaD operating

conditions under which pinch-offoccurs.

If the applied drain voltage satisfies

(3.17)

then the channel voltage on the drain end of the surface layer can be expressed as,

or,

VchaCO) =VDa = VGa - VTH ,

VGa - VchaCO) = VTH ,

(3.18a)

(3.18b)

In this case, the drain end of the surface layer is just barely biased into strong inversion.

A small increase in gate-emitter bias magnitude will result in inversion onset. A small

decrease in gate-emitter bias magnitude will result in the formation ofa depletion region

under the gate and next to the drain nipple. Such a depletion region onset in the channel
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Fig. 3.9 Cross-sectionalview of the forward active DCBD with pinched off channel.
(a) Pinch-off onset for VDB = VDBpo and VGB > VTH. The channel voltage at
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region is well known in FETs as pinch-off. This bias condition of Eq. 3.17 thus defines

the onset ofpinch-off for the DeBD (Fig. 3.9a). And, similar to pinch-off for a

conventional MOSFET, the corresponding drain-emitter voltage from Eq. 3.17,

designated as Vnapo. is defined as

VOBpO = VOB - VTH • (3.19)

For the applied drain bias equal to the pinch-off value, i.e., VDB = VOBpo, from Eq.

3.18a, at any location y along the channel beyond the pinch-off location and such that,

i. e.,

vchB(Y)< VChB(O) = VOBpO = VOB- VTH .

VOB - VchB(Y)> VTH ,

(3.20)

(3.21)

and the strong inversion condition still occurs. That is, the greater part of the surface

channel is still in strong inversion, all except for that region immediately adjacent to the

drain end. For a drain bias greater than the pinch off value, i.e., VOB> VOBpO, if at a

particular channel location Y= Lpo such that the channel potential drop 8 VchB(Ypo)

satisfies

8 VChB(Y = Lpo) = VOB - VOBpO ,

then the channel-to-base voltage at the location Y= Lpo is

VChB(Y = Lpo) = VOB - /).VChB(Y = Lpo)

= VOB- (VOB- VOBpO)

=VOBpO.

(3.22)

(3.23a)

(3.23b)

(3.23c)

That is, the channel is pinched offat the location Y= Lpo (Fig. 3.9b). Only the channel

portion on the right side of Lpo is in strong inversion whereas the left channel portion of
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Lpo point is pinched off and exhibiting depletion in the usual way. The location Lpo is

called pinch-off location. With increasing VDB, the pinch-off location Lpo is pushed

further away from the drain nipple contact location. Such increase in the pinch-off

region's length Lpo and decrease in the active channel length (Fig. 3.9b) can have

significant or negligible effects on the details of the DCBD electrical characteristics

depending on its relation to the full channel length Lch' For very short channel devices,

such extension of the pinch-off depletion region may consume most of the MOS channel

region unless appropriate scaling conditions are invoked in the device design. For a

"long" channel device, however, the pinch-off length is a small percentage of the full

channel length hence the channel shortening is negligible.

Although the pinch-off region length Lpo is negligible compared to the full

channel length for a long channel DCBD device, the pinch-offvoltage VDBpO value

itself nevertheless can still affect long channel DCBD characteristics. When VDB >

Vnspo- the DCBD channel is pinched off at the location y =Lpo. The channel voltage

at the pinch-offpoint y = Lpo is the pinch-offvoltage value, VchB(Lpo) = VDBpO(Fig.

3.9b). The electrons collected along the channel are drawn along the channel by the

channel voltage drop until they reach the pinched-off region where the voltage bias is

Vnape- The channel current electrons are then swept to the drain nipple by the large

electric field located in the pinched-off region between the end of the conducting

channel and the drain nipple. Therefore, if the channel pinch-off condition has occurred,

it is the value OfVDBpOand not VDB that directly influences (one of the influences) the

strength of the electron transport along the channel.' Therefore, it is appropriate to

further discuss the pinch-offvoltage in detail.

. The channel current magnitude also has a profound influence on the channel via self-biasing effect as
will be discussed later.
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As with conventional MOSFET theory, the DCBD channel pinch-off condition

can be modeled in term of the inverted charge density in the DCBD channel. As for an

MOSFET device, the DCBD n-channel charge density per unit area is given by Eq. 3.5.

As discussed in the Sec. 3.4.3, the channel voltage distribution VchB(Y) is controlled by

the bias parameters (VGS, VOS and Is) and Vchs(Y) magnitude monotonically decreases

along the channel location y as one moves to the channel end at y = Lch from the drain

nipple (y = 0). At the drain nipple, the channel voltage is at a maximum and determined

by the voltage bias applied between the drain nipple N+contact and the p+ base contact,

VchB(Y = 0) =Vos . (3.24)

The charge density near the drain nipple is controlled by Vos and VGS, and using Eq.

3.5, can be expressed as

= -Cox(VGS - Vfb - 21$pl- Vos)

+ ~2 ES q Na (2/$pl + Vos) . (3.25)

When the appropriate combination ofvoltage biases occurs at the drain nipple

location (y = 0), Qn(Vos, VGS) = 0 and there is an onset of channel pinch-off in the

DCBD conducting channel at the drain location. This is just as occurs in a conventional

MOSFET device. However, the influence ofchannel pinch-off in the DCBD device has

profound effects on the details of the DCBD charge transport behavior and different

effects on the DCBD electrical characteristics than those found in the conventional

MOSFET..

The pinch-off onset can arise from a change in the drain voltage Vos. The Vos

value corresponding to Qn(Vos, VGS) =0, i. e., pinch-off, is called herein the "pinch
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off onset drain voltage" and is designatedin this dissertation with the symbol VDBpo

(Fig.3.9a). The DCBD pinch-off onset drain voltage VDBpOcan be determined by

setting Qn(vDB, VGB) =0 in Eq. 3.25 with VGB fixed,

Qn(vDB, VGB) =-Cox(VGB - Vfb - 2 I~pl - VDB)

(3.26)

Solving Eq. 3.26 for VDBpO[6],

I ES q Na ['.! 2Cox2 ]VDBpo =VGB - Vfb - 21~p - C 2 1 + N (VGB - Vfb) - 1ox ES q a

(3.27)

Using the conventional MOSFETpinch-off theory, the pinch-off length Lpo is

shown to be related to the drain voltage and the pinch-offonset drain voltage by [15],

'.! 2 ESLpo = q N
a

(VOB - VOBpO) , VDB>VOBpO' (3.28)

As discussed above, the pinch-offeffect has significant influence on the DCBD

operating. It is thus important to incorporatethe analytical representation of the pinch

offeffect details into the full DCBD theory. The expressions for the pinch-off voltage

and the pinch-off length will be incorporated into the analytical model developed in later

chapters. The related analytical features will be especially important for short channel

devices of dimension currently in common use in IC MOS circuits (i. e., submicron

channel lengths).
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CHAPTER 4

THE DCBD DESIGN AND FABRICATIONS

The experimental DCBD devices described in the dissertation were designed

and fabricated in the Physical Electronics Laboratory ofUniversity ofHawaii at Manoa.

The design considerations and fabrications of the DCBD are described in this chapter.

The various aspects of the device design and fabrications are also discussed.

4.1 Design Considerations

The design considerations of the DCBD were focused on the illustration of

various features ofdevice performance and maximization ofdevice parameters,

especially the a. c. current gain Pac as defined in Eq. 3.1 (Chap. 3). Also the DCBD

devices are known to have a high Pac ratio ofhigh current gain status to low current

gain' and increase of this difference is of interest. As discussed in Chap. 3, for the

forward active mode, the high current gain status corresponds to the forward active

mode with the n-channel fully collecting, while the low current gain status corresponds

to the forward active mode with only the drain nipple collecting. The low gain status is

determined by the parasitic BJT (Refer to Sec. 3.1.2, Fig. 3.4) and thus the parasitic BJT

contribution should be minimized with respect to total potential collection area. To

minimize the parasitic BJT relative contribution, the area of the nt-diffused region,

which functions as a collector of the parasitic BJT in the forward active mode, was

designed 25 times smaller than the gate/channel area.

In order to get a high current gain, all recombination current components should

be minimized (Refer to Sec. 2.2, Chap. 2). To minimize the recombination

• Refer to Dr. Holm-Kennedy and D. Okada's prior research [4,5].
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mechanisms, an isolation trench was etched through the p-epi layer, so the DCBD

device was compacted on a mesa region (Fig. 2.1b).· In this way, the base current is

confined to the vicinity of the gate/channel area so that the most of base current is

injected to the emitter beneath the gate/channel area for current amplification.

Therefore, the recombination components of the base current are somewhat reduced. To

further minimize surface recombination mechanism, silicon wafers with (l00)

orientation were used since the (l00) plane has less surface states [6, 7].

The following facts were also considered for the device design. First, the base

width should be small in order to minimize the bulk recombination in the base region

(narrow base condition) and maximize injection efficiency. However, a smaller base

width will increase the base resistance and can increase the risk ofpunch through at a

high bias. Second, in order to achieve higher emitter injection efficiency (y), the emitter

region should be doped more heavily than the base region. But if the emitter region is

too heavily doped, the minority carrier diffusion length in the emitter LpE will be

shortened and the y value will be decreased by the smaller LpE value for a "long"

emitter (Eq. 2.5b) (The designed DCBD devices are all "long" emitter devices). Third,

the base region should be lightly doped in order to suppress unwanted base

recombination. But too lightly-doped base can increase the base resistance which can

result in a current crowding problem.

By making a trade-off among the above considerations, the silicon wafers with

the following parameters were chosen for the DCBD fabrication:··

• Refer to Dr. Holm-Kennedy and D. Okada's prior research [4, 5].
•• These design features folIowed those of Dr. Holm-Kennedy and D. Okada in previous research [4, 5].
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N+-substrate (Emitter): Orientation: (100),

Dopant: Antimony,

Doping Concentration: 5 x 1018 cm-3 ,

(Resistivity: 0.01 n em);

P-epi layer (Base): Dopant: Boron,

Doping Concentration: 3.8 - 4.2 x 1015 crrr-',

(Resistivity: 3.2 - 3.6 n em),

Epi-Layer Thickness: 8.2 um,

As mentioned in Chap. 3, the DCBD electrical behavior is significantly affected

by the gate geometry. In order to illustrate the influence of gate geometry on the DCBD

electrical characteristics, different gate geometries were designed for the DCBD devices

as shown in Figs. 4.1 to 4.6. Figures 4.1 to 4.5 show the DCBD structures with a

rectangular (R) gate, a step (S) gate, a wing (W) gate, a trapezoidal (TZ) gate, and a

circular (C) gate, respectively. The five different gate DCBD devices are abbreviated as

R-DCBD, S-DCBD, W-DCBD, TZ-DCBD and C-DCBD, respectively. The R-DCBD

was designed with the same geometry and dimensions as the one that has been fabricated

by D. Okada in prior research [4].

Figure 4.6a shows the DCBD with a trapezoidal gate and a double drain, one

drain being larger (#1) than the other small (#2). The two drains connect to the opposite

side of the same gate. This double-drain DCBD can be operated with either drain

connected to external circuit while the remain drain is allowed to float. When the

smaller drain is connected and the large drain is allowed to float, the collection current

is expanding as one moves from the small drain (Fig. 4.6b). Hence the trapezoidal

DCBD with the small drain connected is termed as expanding-trapezoidal DCBD (ET

DCBD). When the large drain is connected and the small drain is allowed to float, the
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Fig. 4.1 Top view and dimensions ofthe large R-DCBD designed for fabrication. The

base contact, the drain contact and the gate are fabricated on a mesa, and the

emitter contact is fabricated on substrate. The unit of dimension is in mil.
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Fig. 4.2 Top view and dimensions of the large S-DCBD designed for fabrication. The

base contact, the drain contact and the gate are fabricated on a mesa, and the

emitter contact is fabricated on substrate. The unit ofdimension is in mil.
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Fig.4.3 Top view and dimensions of the large W-DCBD designed for fabrication. The

base contact, the drain contact and the gate are fabricated on a mesa, and the

emitter contact is fabricated on substrate. The unit of dimension is in mil.
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Fig.4.4 Top view and dimensions of the large TZ-DCBD designed for fabrication. The

base contact, the drain contact and the gate are fabricated on a mesa, and the

emitter contact is fabricated on substrate. The unit ofdimension is in mil.
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Fig. 4.5 Top view and dimensions of the large C-DCBD designed for fabrication. The

base contact, the drain contact and the gate are fabricated on a mesa, and the

emitter contact is fabricated on substrate. The unit of dimension is in mil.
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Fig. 4.6 (a) Top view and dimensions ofthe large ET/CT-DCBD designed for

fabrication. The base contact, the drain contact and the gate are fabricated on a

mesa, and the emitter contact is fabricated on substrate. The unit of dimension

is in mil.
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(b)

(c)

Drain 2 (Connected)

10

Drain I (Floating)

Drain 2 (Floating)

10
Drain I (Connected)

Fig. 4.6 (Cont.) Schematic illustration of the ET-DCBD and the CT-DCBD drain
current flow. (b) For the ET-DCBD configuration, the small drain (#2) is
connected and the large drain (#1) is floating. The drain current is expanding
as one moves from the small drain. (c) For the CT-DCBD configuration, the
large drain (#1) is connected and the small drain (#2) is floating. The drain
current is contracting as one moves from the large drain.
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drain current is contracting from the large drain (Fig. 4.6c). Therefore, the trapezoidal

DCBD with the large drain connected is termed as contracting-trapezoidal DCBD (CT

DCBD). The DCBD with double drain is abbreviated as ET/CT-DCBD for

convenience. The motivation to design the ED or CD-DCBD was to illustrate gate

geometry effect on a single device.

All of the six devices with different gate geometries were fabricated on identical

wafers (Fig. 4.7)* so that the devices incorporate exactly the same procedures during the

fabrication. The device dimensions are given in Figs. 4.1 to 4.6. The areas of the

different regions are listed in Table 4.1. The drain contact region and the gate region of

the different DCBD devices were designed with equal areas, but there are some

differences in the base contact areas and the emitter contact areas of the different DCBD

devices incorporated for the design convenience.

Table 4.1 Regional Areas of the DCBD devices (Unit: mil-)

Device Base Contact Drain Contact Emitter Contact Gate Area
Area Area Area

R-DCBD 96 28 400 700

S-DCBD 98 28 400 700

W-DCBD 96 28 400 700

T-DCBD 96 28 400 700

C-DCBD 105.6 28 427 700

ET/CT-DCBD 108 28 400 700

• The epi-Iayerwas grown on identical substrates in a single epi depositionrun.
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Alignment Marks

Fig.4.7 A set of six DCBD devices fabricated on the same wafer. The alignment marks

for different fabrication steps are also included.
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4.2 Fabrication Procedure

4.2.1 Photolithography (Figs. 4.8a to 4.8t)

The patterns of the photolithographic masks for the devices were digitized using

an AutoCAD program. All of six different gate devices composed a designed as a set.

The set of six devices was arrayed on a 2.5 x 2.5 inch square. The patterns were

generated onto 3 x 3 inch emulsion plates using Electromask PG2000 Pattern Generator.

These emulsion plates were the photomasks in the fabrication. The different layers of

the photomasks for the set of the six devices are shown in Figs. 4.8a to 4.8f.

4.2.2 Mesa Etching (Fig. 4.9a)

(l) The silicon wafers were cleaned as follows:

(a) The wafers were immersed into a preheated (80-90 °C) diluted

ammonium hydroxide (H202: NH40H: H20:: 2.6: 14: 1000) for 10

minutes to remove organic contaminants; then the wafers in the solution

were ultrasonically agitated for 5 minutes to remove particles.

(b) The wafers were immersed into a preheated (80-90 °C) diluted

hydrochloric acid (H202 : HCI : H20 :: 8.5 : 62 : 1000) for 10 minutes to

remove inorganic contaminants.

(c) The wafers were thoroughly rinsed with DI water after each cleaning step

and finally were blown dry with N2 and baked dry in an oven under a

laminar flow hood.

(2) A layer ofmasking oxide with the thickness about 800 A was grown at 950 °C for

15 minutes in wet 02 with 1% 1,1,I-TriChloroethAne (TCA). (TCA can effectively

assist in removal of impurities therefore increase minority carrier lifetime [9, 10].)

(3) Negative photoresist KTI732 was applied to define and open the windows for

the isolation trenches.
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Fig. 4.8 A set ofphotolithographic masks used for the DCBD fabrication steps: (a) For mesa

etching. (b) For base contact. (c) For emitter contact.
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Fig. 4.8 (Cont.) A set of photolithographic masks usedforthe DCBD fabrication steps: (d) For

gate oxidation. (e) For ohmic contact. (f) Formetallization.



(4) The isolation trenches were etched by immersing the wafers into a preheated

(110 ~ 114°C) EDP etchant (Ethylene Diamine : fyrocatechol : DI :: 225 ml :

50 gr : 150 ml) for 10 minutes. The EDP etchant is an anisotropic silicon

etchant that has much faster etching rate for (100) orientation (~1 urn per minute

at 114°C) than other orientations (~0.01 um/min. for (111) orientation) [11].

After 10 minute EDP etching, the mesas on which the devices would be

fabricated were isolated across the entire epi-layer, as illustrated in Fig. 4.9a.

(The negative photoresist layer was removed before EDP etching, and the

masking oxide layer was also removed after EDP etching in order to avoid any

possible contamination from the EDP solution.)

4.2.3 Field Oxide Growth (Fig. 4.9b)·

(l) The wafers were cleaned as described in Sec. 4.2.2 (1).

(2) A layer offield oxide about 5200 A thick was grown (1000 DC, 100 minutes) in

wet 02 with 1% TeA.

4.2.4 Base Diffusion (Fig. 4.9c)

(1) Negative photoresist KTI732 was applied to define and open the windows for

the base contact regions.

(2) The photoresist was removed after opening the windows and the wafers were

cleaned as described in Sec. 4.2.2 (1).

(3) A 15-minute boron predeposition was performed by using boron nitrite wafers

(BN975) as solid source at 950°C in 90%N2+10%02 ambient. The boron

diffused into the windows enhance the surface boron concentration in the base

contact region to form an ohmic contact to the base.

• The fabrication procedure hereafter is the same as that used by D. Okada [4, 5].
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(4) The B203 dopant glass was removed by dipping the wafers into very dilute HF

solution (HF : DI :: 1 : 10) for 20 - 30 seconds.

4.2.5 Blocking Oxide Growth (Fig. 4.9d)

(1) The wafers were cleaned as described in Sec. 4.2.2 (1).

(2) A layer of blocking oxide about 1200 A thick was grown (1000 "C, 15 minutes)

in wet 02 with 1% TeA. This oxide layer was used to mask the previously

opened base windows from the phosphorous diffusion in next step.

4.2.6 Phosphorous Diffusion (Fig. 4.ge)

(1) Negative photoresist KTI732 was applied to define and open the windows for

the drain and emitter contact regions.

(2) The photoresist was removed after opening the windows and the wafers were

cleaned as described in Sec. 4.2.2 (l).

(3) A 20-minute phosphorous predeposition was performed by using PH3 as the

gaseous source at 950 "C. An n+-region was formed on the p-epi layer as the

drain contact region and another n+-region was formed on the substrate as an

enhanced ohmic contact region for the emitter.

(4) The phosphate dopant glass was removed by dipping the wafers into dilute HF

solution (HF : DI :: 1 : 10) for 7 - 10 seconds.

4.2.7 Gate Oxide Growth (Fig. 4.9t)

(1) Negative photoresist KTI732 was applied to define and open the windows for

the gate regions.

(2) The photoresist was removed after the existing oxide layer over the gate regions

was removed and the wafers were cleaned as described in Sec. 4.2.2 (1).
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(3) A layer ofgate oxide with a thickness of 840 A was grown (1000 "C, 100

minutes) in dry 02 with 1% TCA. Before the gate oxidation, the furnace tube

was cleaned with 1% TCA in a dry 02 ambient for 3 hours at 1100 "C. (The

chlorine in TCA reacts with sodium and any other metallic contaminants in the

system to form volatile metallic chlorides which is carried out of the system by

the ambient gas, therefore the furnace tube was cleaned [12].) A 3D-minute N2

annealing followed the gate oxidation at the same temperature to reduce the

density of the fixed positive oxide charge in the gate oxide layer [13].

4.2.8 Ohmic Contact and Metallization (Fig. 4.9g)

(1) Negative photoresist KTI732 was applied to define and open the windows for

the base, drain and emitter metal contact regions.

(2) The photoresist was removed after opening the windows and the wafers were

cleaned as described in Sec. 4.2.2 (1).

(3) Aluminum was deposited onto the wafers in a vacuum deposition system at

- 10-6 Torr.

(4) Positive photoresist (Shipley S1400) was used to define the patterns for the base,

drain, emitter and gate regions. The gate Al was patterned for these regions.

(5) The positive photoresist layer was removed. The wafers were cleaned by

soaking the wafers in TeA for 5 minutes followed by soaking in methanol for 5

minutes and finally rinsing in DIwater for 5 minutes.

(6) The wafers were sintered for 30 minutes at 450°C in a forming gas (H2 : N2 :: 3 :

97) ambient to reduce the surface state density [14].
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Once the fabrication had been finished, the DCBD devices were tested and

analyzed. The test arrangement and the experimental results are described and

presented in the following chapter.
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Fig.4.9 DCBD fabrication squence: (a) Top view of the R-DCBD as a reference.

The cross sections for the following figures are labeled for convenience of

illustration. (b) Isolation trench etching.
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Fig. 4.9 (Cont.) DCBD fabrication sequence: (c) Field oxide growth. (d) Base

diffusion. (e) Blocking oxide growth.
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Fig.4.9 (Cont.) DCBD fabrication sequence: (f) Phosphorous diffusion. (g) Gate

oxide growth. (h) Ohmic contact and Metallization.
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CHAPTERS

THE DCBD EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This chapter presents the experimental results of the nCBD devices, including

all nCBn devices with different gate geometries. The DCBn devices were tested and

analyzed for the following forward active characteristics:

(1) The drain current versus drain voltage characteristics.

(2) The drain current versus gate voltage characteristics.

(3) The channel transconductance versus gate voltage characteristics.

(4) The drain current versus base current characteristics.

(5) The a. c. current gain versus base current characteristics.

Additionally, the nCBn device were tested for the MOS capacitance versus

voltage characteristics, the emitter-base junction current versus voltage characteristics

and the drain current versus the emitter-base junction voltage characteristics. All

measurement were performed at temperature T =23°C.

The DCBn MOS capacitance versus voltage characteristics were measured with

an HP 4274A Multi-Frequency LCR Meter. The test arrangement for the C-V

characterization is shown in Fig. 5.1. The MOS capacitance-related parameters (flat

band voltage, threshold voltage, etc.) were measured with a Keithley 590 CV Analyzer.

The DCBn current versus voltage and current versus current characteristics were

measured with an HP 4145A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer (SPA). The circuit

configuration for the measurement was shown in Fig. 3.1 (Chap. 3) and the test

arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.2. All of the measured parameters were transferred to an

HP 9836 computer for analysis. A BASIC language program called GRAPHIT was

used for the transferring, analyzing and graphing of the measured data.
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Fig. 5.1 Test equipment arrangement for the DCBD MOS capacitance measurement. The datum

measured by the LCR meter were transferred to and analyzed by an HP computer.
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Fig. 5.2 Test equipment arrangement for the DCBD current and voltage measurement. The

datum measured by the SPA were transferred to and analyzed by an HP computer.



The analysis for the DCBD characteristics in this chapter will be quantitative or

semi-quantitative. The analysis from physical point of view will be given in Chaps. 6, 7

and 8 in detail.

5.1 The DCBD MOS Capacitance versus Gate Voltage Characteristics

The capacitance versus voltage (C-V) characteristics ofan MOS structure are

pertinent to evaluate the properties of the oxide-semiconductor interface, such as surface

state density, surface modes corresponding to certain voltage values, etc.. In order to

obtain the surface information of the DCBD MOS structure, the DCBD MOS

capacitance characteristics were measured in both high and low frequency. The high

frequency measurement was carried out with a 0.5 V peak-to-peak, 100 KHz a. c. gate

voltage signal. For low frequency C-V characteristic measurement, a 0.5 V peak-to

peak, 1 KHz a. c. gate voltage signal was applied and the devices were illuminated to

enhance the response ofthe minority carriers to the signal change [6].

The typical high frequency and low frequency MOS capacitance versus voltage

(C-V) characteristics for the R-DCBD are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. The

C-V curves can be divided into three regions: (a), (b) and (c). In region (a), the MOS is

biased into accumulation mode. The MOS capacitance is essentially constant and is

determined by the oxide capacitance Cox (Eq. 2.9, Chap. 2). A measured Cox value of

180 !J.C is obtained from the C-V curves.

In region (b), the MOS is biased into depletion mode. The MOS capacitance is a

series capacitance of the oxide and the surface depletion layer (Eq. 2.10). Since the

surface depletion layer width increases with the increase of the gate voltage, the MOS

capacitance decreases with the increase of the gate voltage in the region (b).

In region (c), the MOS is biased into inversion mode. The C-V curves at high

frequency and low frequency in region (c) are diverse. At high frequency, the MOS
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Fig.5.3 Typical MOS capacitance C versus gate voltage Vos characteristics of the R-DCBD at

high frequency (100 KHz). Device #90-07-61. The curve can be divided into three
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capacitance is the series capacitance of the oxide layer and the inversion layer with a

maximum depletion width, as discussed in Sec. 2.3 (Eq. 2.11). So the C-V curve of the

inversion mode MOS at high frequency is constant at low level (Fig. 5.3). At low

frequency, the change of charges in the inversion layer can follow the gate voltage

signal change. So the MOS capacitance is determined by the oxide capacitance at low

frequency. Therefore, the inversion mode MOS C-V curve at low frequency is constant

at the Cox level (Fig. 5.4)

The MOS flat band voltage of the R-DCBD measured with the Keithley 590 CV

Analyzer is

Vfb =-1.70 V, (5.1)

The flat band voltage can be also calculated from the C-V curves. From Eq. 2.8

(Chap. 2, Sec. 2.3), flat band MOS capacitance per unit area is

C = I
FB toxl Eox + (k TIEs q2Na)l!2

(5.2)

For all of fabricated DCBD devices, the gate oxide thickness tox = 840 A,the

doping concentration in the epi-layer Na = 3.6 x 1015 cm-3 (refer to Chap. 4, Sec. 4.1).

A CFB value of 32.4 nF cm-2 is calculated from Eq. 5.2.

The DCBD gate area Ao = 700 mi12 = 5.52 x 10-3 cm2 (Table 4.1), hence the

total capacitance of the R-DCBD

C = CFBx Ao = 32.4 (nF cm-2) x 5.52 x 10-3 (cm2)= 146 pF (5.3)

A corresponding flat voltage value ofVfb == -1.7 V can be located from Fig. 5.3.

For an ideal n-channel MOS capacitor, Vfb = 0 [6, 7]. The shift OfVFB toward negative

is caused by the fixed positive charges in the Si02 and on the Si-Si02 interface [6].
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Since all DCBD devices were designed with equal gate area and gate oxide

thickness, other gate geometry DCBD devices have the same C-V characteristics as

those for the large R-DCBD (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4) and are not presented here individually.

5.2 Emitter-Base Junction Diode Factors and Current Characteristics

For the DCBD forward active operating, the emitter-injected electrons across the

emitter-base junction and the base neutral region and are then collected by the

drain/channel collector (refer to Fig. 3.2, Chap. 3). Both the emitter-base junction

depletion region and the neutral base region often provide carrier recombination

mechanisms. If the base neutral region width is much shorter than the electron diffusion

length Ln (short base), then the carrier recombination in the neutral base region is

negligible, as the case for the DCBD devices in the experiment. On other hand, the

recombination in the emitter-base junction depletion region can consume the emitter

injected electrons and hence influences the DCBD electrical characteristics. Therefore,

the emitter-base junction feature is important to the DCBD behavior. The emitter-base

junction diode current characteristics were measured and are presented in this section.

The carrier recombination in the depletion region can be described by a diode

factor "n" in the pnjunction diode equation. As well known in the conventional pn

junction theory, diode current I is related to the applied diode bias voltage by the diode

equation [6]

I = 10(eq VIn k T _ 1) , (5.4a)

where 10 is the junction saturation current, V the applied diode bias voltage, and n the

diode factor falling between 1 and 2. For a forward biased diode, V > 0 and the

experiential term is much greater than unity. The diode equation for a forward biased

diode is then simplified as an experiential function [6]
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I=IoeQV/nkT. (5.4b)

It is noted that there are two components the diode current in a pn junction. One

component arises from the electron injection from the n to the p side of the junction.

The other component arises from the hole injection from the p to the n side ofthe

junction. The two current components contribute to the full current flowing across the

junction.

Usually, the two sides ofa pnjunction are doped very unevenly. The emitter is

heavily doped. The base is lightly doped (refer to Fig. 2.2, Chap. 2). This doping

disparity results in a small current flowing from the base to emitter but a large current

from the emitter to base. The recombination in the depletion region consumes equal

numbers ofelectrons and holes. But, this recombination consumes very different

fractions of the emitter-to-base current compared to that of the base-to-emitter current.

Herein arises a significant differences in the diode factors for the two current

components. For instance, consider an example where the emitter-to-base current is

larger than the base-to-emitter current by a factor of 100. If, for example, 50% ofthe

base-to-emitter current is consumed by the depletion recombination; then only 0.5% of

the emitter-to-base current is consumed, a negligible amount. Thus, the emitter-to-base

current looks like it is from an ideal diode, whereas the base-to-emitter current appears

to be from a degraded diode. Therefore, the base-to-emitter current characteristics may

have a diode factor n > 1, whereas the emitter-to-base current characteristics may have n

~ 1. This fact is proven by the experimentally measured emitter-base junction diode

characteristics.
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5.2.1 Base Current versus Base-Emitter Voltage Characteristics

The typical forward base-to-emitter junction diode current Is versus voltage

VSE characteristics of the DCBD devices are shown in Fig. 5.5. The curves can be

divided into three regions. In region (a), the curves have a lower slope which is caused

by the carrier recombination and generation in the depletion region (current component

IrES in Fig. 2.4c, Chap. 2) [6]. In region (b), the curves have higher slopes. In this

region, the current is dominated by the diffusion current (current component ISE in Fig.

2.4c) which is effective base current to bias the base-emitter junction and for current

amplification. In region (c), the curve slopes are lowered again, which is caused by the

high-level current injection [6]. From Eq. 5.4b, the base current Is can be expressed as

I I
qVBE/nBEkT

S = SEO e , (5.5)

where ISEO is the base-emitter junction diode saturation current and nSE the base-

emitter junction diode factor. For an ideal pnjunction, i. e., there is no recombination,

nSE = 1. For a realistic pnjunction, nSE is between 1 and 2. The higher nSE, the more

the current is dominated by the carrier recombination-generation. The values for ISEO

and nSE can be determined by the semi-logarithmic Is versus VSE curve (Fig. 5.5).

Form Eq. 5.5,

qVSE
log(Is) = 10g(IsEO) + k T log(e),

nSE
(5.6)

where e is the natural logarithmic constant. From Eq. 5.6, ISEO is the intersection value

that the semi-logarithmic Is versus VSE curve extrapolates to VSE = O. If two

measurement points (lsI. VSEl) and (IS2, VSE2) are taken on the curve, then,

qVSEI
10g(Isl) =10g(ISEO) + k T log(e), and

nSE
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qVBE2
log(IB2) =10g(IBEO) + k T log(e).

nBE

By subtracting Eq. 5.7a from Eq. 5.7b, nBE can be determined as

q log(e) VBE2 - VBEI
nBE= k T log(IB2 IIBI)

_ log(e) VBE2 - VBEI
- Vt log(IB2 IIBI)

where Vt = k T / q is the thermal voltage. At the test temperature (T = 23 0q,

Vt = 0.0255 V,

(5.7b)

(5.8a)

(5.8b)

(5.9)

The factor in Eq. 5.6b is calculated as 17.03 N at room temperature. If the two

measurement points are taken on a decade of the IB axis, then nBE is simply determined

by the VBE change corresponding to a decade change in IB,

nBE = 17.03 8 VBE/LlIB=decade . (5.10)

Since the IB versus VBE curves in Fig. 5.5 are not a straight, both IBEO and nBE

are not constant in different curve regions of the different devices. In the region (b)

which was used for the DCBD characterization, the IBEO and nBE values extracted for

the DCBD devices are listed in Table 5.1

it is noted that in Fig. 5.5, the curves of the S-, W-, T-, ET-, and CT-DCBD are

coherent, but the curves of the R- and C-DCBD diverge. Therefore the values ofnBE

and IBEO for the R- and C-DCBD are quite different from the others.
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Table 5.1 The DCBD emitter-base junction diode factors and saturation currents

Devices nBE IBEO (A)

R-DCBD 1.67 2.0 x 10-10

C-DCBD 1.49 5.2 x 10-11

S-DCBD 1.38 2.1 x 10-11

W-DCBD 1.39 2.2 x 10-11

TZ-DCBD 1.37 2.1 x 10-11

ET-DCBD 1.36 2.2 x 10-11

CT-DCBD 1.36 2.2 x 10-11

5.2.2 Drain Current versus Emitter-Base Voltage Characteristics

As shown in Fig. 3.2 (Chap. 3), if the carrier recombination in the neutral base is

negligible, then the DCBD drain/channel collected current is the same as the emitter-to

base current. Therefore, the DCBD emitter-to-base junction characteristics can be

represented by the drain current characteristics with respect to the emitter-base junction

voltage. Figure 5.6 shows the large R-DCBD drain current ID versus the emitter-base

voltage VBEcharacteristics for the gate voltage VOE =-10, 0 and 10 V, respectively.

The curves can be divided into a linear region (region a) and a nonlinear region (region

b). In the linear region (region a) which is the most interested region for the DCBD

operation, with the same approach described in Sec. 5.2.1, the emitter-to-base junction

diode factor can be calculated as

nEB= 1.06,

nEB= 1.02,

for VOE=-10 V, and

for VOE= 0,10 V.
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Therefore, it is reasonable to take the emitter-base junction as an ideal diode. In the

theoretical analysis of the DeaD characteristics in later chapters, the nEB value is taken

as unity.

At higher base bias, the ID versus VBE curves dramatically change from linear to

nonlinear and are getting flat (region b). The curve slopes are substantially reduced.

This reduction in the slopes are caused by high current injection and current crowding.

It is noted that for VBE =0 and 10 V, there are sharp "knee" points at which the curves

turn to nonlinear. These knee points correspond to the saturation channel onset (refer to

Sec. 3.4.4). The base current values at the knee points are the saturation onset current

Iaon, as defined in Chap. 3, Sec. 3.4.4. In Fig. 5.6, the base-emitter voltage

corresponding to the knee point is defined as the channel saturation onset base-emitter

voltage and is designated as VBEon.

For VBE< VBEon (lB < IBOn) the entire channel is active. The emitter-injected

electron current is collected by the large channel collector (refer to Fig. 3.2). For VBE>

VBEon (lB > IBon), the channel is biased into partially active and partially saturated

(refer to Sec. 3.4). The emitter-injected electron current can be effectively collected

only by the fractional active channel portion (refer to Fig. 3.6). With the increase of

VBE (Ig), the active channel portion is reduced (refer to Sec. 3.4.3.1), but the emitter

injected electron current is increased. The increased current flows across the reduced

base region beneath the active channel portion. This twofold effect resulted in the

current crowding after the channel saturation onset. It is noted in the curves, the knee

point location shifts to higher VBE value with the increase of the gate voltage VGE .

This is coincided with the physical argument in Sec. 3.4. That is, for higher gate

voltage, a higher base current is required to sustain the entire channel active.
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For very negative gate voltage (VGE = -10 V in Fig. 5.6), the channel is not

present. Only the parasitic BJT collector is collecting and the DCBD has low current

gain (refer to Fig. 3.4). Hence the emitter-injected electron current magnitude is

reduced. As a result, the current crowding occurred at higher VSE value. Since there is

no channel present, there is no sharp knee point between the linear and the nonlinear

regions on the curve for VGE=-10 V.

It should be pointed here that the other gate geometry DCBD devices have the

same 10 versus VSE characteristics as the R-DCBD, hence not presented individually.

5.3 The DCBD Drain Current versus Drain Voltage Characteristics

The DCBD drain current 10versus drain voltage VOEcharacteristics were

measured for variant gate voltage VGE and base current Is. The gate voltage values

were chosen such that the 10versus VOEcurves can illustrate of the DCBD

characteristics in the forward active mode with the n-channel fully collecting and with

no channel collecting.

Figure 5.7 shows the typical 10versus VOE characteristics of the R-DCBD for a

fixed gate voltage VGE = -10 V and base current Is ranging from 50 JlA to 250 !J.A in

steps of 50 JlA. Under such negative gate voltage, the surface layer under the Si02 is in

accumulation so there is no channel collection (refer to Fig. 3.4, Chap. 3). In this case

the DCBD operates as a conventional BJT with only the small drain nipple collector

collecting. Therefore, the curves show conventional BJT characteristics with a low d. c.

current gain CPdc =2 ~ 4).'

Figure 5.8 shows the typical 10versus VOE characteristics of the R-DCBD for a

positive gate voltage VGE = 10 V and for Is = 50 !J.A to 250 !J.A in steps of 50 !J.A.

. The variationof I3dc with respectto Is is causedby high-level injection. And the variationof I3dc with
respect to VDE is due to the Earlyeffect[6].
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Under the positive gate voltage, the n-channel is formed under the DCBD gate region

and collecting current as a large collector (refer to Fig. 3.2, Chap. 3). Hence the DCBD

has a higher d. c. current gain. On other hand, the DCBD with the n-channel present

can be regarded as a MOSFET with a distributed source supplied by the emitter-injected

electrons. Therefore, the 10 versus VOE curves of the DCBD with the n-channel present

exhibit the MOSFET-like characteristics which are described by Eq. 2.12 in Chap. 2.

5.4 The DCBD Drain Current versus Gate Voltage Characteristics

For the measurement of the DeBD drain current 10 versus the gate voltage VGE

characteristics, the drain voltage VOE was kept at 10 V to ensure that the DCBD would

be biased into forward active mode. The gate voltage VGE was changed from -10 V to

10 V in steps of0.05 V, and the base current IB was incremented from 0 to 10 IlA in

steps of21lA. The typical IDversus VGE characteristics for the R-DCBD, the C

DCBD, the S-DCBD, the W-DCBD, the TZ-DCBD, the ET-DCBD and the CT-DCBD

are shown in Figs. 5.9 to 5.15, respectively.

The DCBD ID versus VGE curves can be divided into four regions:

(a) Parasitic BJT operating region (zero channel collecting);

(b) Depletion region (zero channel collecting);

(c) Partially active channel collecting region; and

(d) Fully active channel collecting region.

The gate voltage ranges for the parasitic BJT operating region (region a) and the

depletion region (region b) are independent of the device gate geometry. The gate

voltage ranges are VGE < -1.7 V for parasitic BJT operating region, and -1.7 V < VGE <

-0.5 V for the depletion region, approximately. For the partially active channel

collecting region (region c) and the fully active channel collecting region (region d),
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however, the gate voltage ranges depend on the gate geometry and base current IB, as

shown in Figs. 5.9 to 5.15. Corresponding the C-V curve in Fig. 5.3, for VGE< -1.7 V,

the DCBD MOS surface is biased into accumulation mode. There is no channel present.

The DCBD operates as a conventional BJT with only the small drain nipple collector

collecting. This is the parasitic BJT operating region (region a). Since the drain nipple

is very small compared with the emitter region, the most electrons injected from the

distant portion of the emitter can not be collected by the parasitic collector. Instead,

they are recombined in the base (refer to Sec. 3.1.2, Chap. 3). Therefore the d. c.

current gain ~dc in the parasitic BJT operating region (region a) is low. Since the gate

is electrically isolated from the drain for the parasitic BJT operating, the DCBD

characteristics are only dominated by the parasitic BJT structure. Therefore, the drain

current In is constant with respect to the gate voltage VGE for all DCBD devices in this

region (region a).

From VGE> -0.5 V, the DCBD MOS surface is biased into inversion mode. An

n-channel is formed and connects to the drain nipple. As a result, a large channel

collector is created for collecting the emitter-injected electrons. For a certain gate

voltage range (region c), the channel is partially active and partially saturated for current

collecting. The active channel portion increases with the increase of VGE (refer to Sec.

3.1.3, Chap. 3). Therefore, the channel collects current, hence the total drain current ID

increases with the increase OfVGE in the partially active channel collecting region.

When the gate voltage is increased to certain value, the active channel is

increased to its maximum limit, the physical channel length Lch' and the saturation

channel disappeared. The gate voltage corresponding to this situation is designated with

the symbol VGEonin this dissertation. For VGE < Voeon- the saturation channel starts
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to show up. Therefore, VGEonis termed as channel saturation onset voltage.' (refer to

Sec. 3.1.4, Chap. 3). For VGE > Voson, the entire channel is fully active for current

collecting. The active channel length is fixed at its limit and is not affected by the

increasing in VGE. Therefore, the drain current 10 is essentially saturated for VGE >

Voson-" This is the fully active channel collecting region (region d). There are exist

"knee" points between the partially active region and the fully active region. These

knee points correspond to the channel saturation onset voltage Voson- The location of

the knee points are related to the base current lB. With the increase of IB, the knee

points shift right. This is because that the higher base current intends to shorten the

active channel length, so higher gate voltage is required to keep the entire channel active

(refer to Sec. 3.1.3, Chap. 3).

The DCBD 10 versus VGEcharacteristics in the partially active region (region c)

and the fully active region (region d) strongly depend on the DCBD gate geometry. For

the S-DCBD (Fig. 5.11), the W-DCBD (Fig. 5.12), the TZ-DCBD(Fig. 5.13) and the

ET-DCBD (Fig. 5.14), the characteristics in the two regions are quite close. Whereas

for the R-DCBD (Fig. 5.9), the C-DCBD (Fig. 5.10) and the CT-DCBD (Fig. 5.15), the

characteristics are very different in the curve curvature in the region (c), the curve

magnitude in the region (d) and the knee point locations. In the partially active region

(region c), the 10 versus VGE curves are quasi-linear for the R-DCBD, quadratic for the

ET-DCBD, quadratic with much steeper slope for the C-DCBD and quadratic with the

negative curvature (bent upward) for the CT-DCBD. And the C-DCBD has much lower

channel saturation onset voltage which corresponds to the knee point between the region

c and region d.

. The saturation onset voltagehere is defined with respectto the emitter. Later in the analytical modeling
chapters, the saturationonset voltage is definedwith respectto the base for convenience of analysis.
.. The finite slopeof the 10versusVGE curves in the fullyactive channel collecting will be discussed in
Chap. 12.
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This gate geometry effect is one of the DCBD unique characteristics. Basically,

the gate geometry effect is caused by the change ofthe ratio of the active channel

portion to the entire channel. For the S-, W-, T- and ET-DCBD, the ratios of the active

channel portion to the entire channel is close. Whereas for the R-, C-, CT- and ET

DCBD, the ratios of the active channel portion to the entire channel are very different.

Therefore, the gate geometry effect is remarkably illustrated by the R-, C-, CT- and ET

DCBD characteristics. The detailed analysis of the gate geometry effect on the DCBD

electrical characteristics is given in Chap. 8.

In the depletion region (region b, -1.7 V < VGE < -0.5 V, approximately), the

DCBD drain current 10 versus gate voltage VGE characteristics is very unique. In this

region, the 10 versus VGE curves drop to minimum points, then rise and get into the

partially active channel region with the increase of VGE. Thus some noticeable current

dips are formed on the 10 versus VGE curves in this region. The current dip location is

independent ofgate geometries for all different gate DCBD devices. The origin ofthe

current dips is caused by the carrier recombination on the Si-SiO interface immediately

under the gate area. For -1.7 V < VGE < -0.75 V, the DCBD MOS surface is in

depletion mode. The carrier recombination at the depleted Si-SiO interface dominates

the current transition mechanism. The surface recombination causes a reduction in the

base current and thus the drain current resulting the current dips. The detailed analysis

of the surface recombination effect on the DCBD characteristics is given in Chap. 6.

5.5 The DCBD Channel Transconductance versus Gate Voltage Characteristics

The DCBD channel transconductance gm has been defined in Eq. 3.3 and is

provided here again for readers' convenience"

(5.12)
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Physically, gm describes the sensitivity of the drain current with respect to the

change of the gate voltage. The DCBD channel transconductance gm versus the gate

voltage VGE characteristics were obtained by differentiating the In versus VGE curves

(Figs. 5.9 to 5.15). The gm versus VGE characteristics for the R-DCBD, the C-DCBD,

the S-DCBD, the W-DCBD, the TZ-DCBD, the ET-DCBD and the CT-DCBD are

shown in Figs. 5.16 to 5.22, respectively.

As discussed in Sec. 5.5, for gate voltage VGE< -1.7 V (region a), the drain

current In only consists of the parasitic BJT collector current and does not change with

VGE,so gm is 0 in this region (gm gradually reduces to zero for VGE < -1.7 V). In the

partially active region (region c), however, In quickly increases with the increase of

VGE, and In versus VGE curves are strongly dependent on gate geometries (refer to

Figs. 5.9 to 5.15). So the gm values are high and strongly related to gate geometry in

the region (c). Since the S-, W-, T- and ET-DCBD have similar In versus VGE

characteristics, their gm versus VGE characteristics are also similar (Figs. 5.18 to 5.21).

Whereas others have very different gm versus VGE characteristics in the region (c). For

the R-DCBD (Fig. 5.16), the gm curves in the region (c) are quite flat corresponding to

its quasi-linear 10 versus VGE curves in Fig. 5.9. The gm curves for the C-DCBD (Fig.

5.17) in the region (c) are quite linear due to its quadratic 10 versus VGE characteristics.

The most dramatic difference of the gm curves in the region (c) occurs to the CT

DCBD (Fig. 5.22). Unlike others, the CT-DCBD gm curves in the region (c) decrease

with the increase OfVGE. This is due to the negative curvature of the CT-DCBD In

versus VGEcurves in the region (c) (refer to Fig. 5.15).

In the fully active region (region d), on the other hand, 10 only weakly depends

on VGE. As a result, the gm values in the region is very low. Therefore, at the knee

points, gm versus VGE curves abruptly fall off from high level to low level. This sharp
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for VDE = 10 V, IB = 2 JlA to 10 JlA in steps of2 JlA. Device #90-07-61. The curves

cross over zero in the "wiggle" region (b) and fall off at the "knee" points.
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fall-off on the gm versus VGE curves is very important for the DCBD sensor

applications as it will be described in Chap. 10.

The other interesting phenomena on the gm versus VGEcurves occur in the

depletion region (region b, -1.7 V < VGE < -0.5 V). Corresponding to the current dips

on the ID versus VGE curves, the gm versus VGE curves show "waggle" structures in this

region. The gm versus VGEcurves for the R-DCBD in the region (b) are expanded in

Fig.5.16b. For a fixed base current IB, with the increase OfVGE, gm decreases first,

reaches a minimum point d1, then increases, crosses over the gm = 0 line, reaches a

maximum point p, then decreases to another dip point d2, and finally increases into the

region (c). The gate voltage at which the gm curves cross over zero is called

transconductance threshold voltage and is designated as VTHG.' It is noticed that with

the increase of the base current IB, VTHG points shift right. This shift is caused by the

emitter-base junction voltage drop. The gm versus VGE characteristics in the depletion

region (region b) are attributed to the carrier recombination on the depleted surface

beneath the gate oxide and will be analyzed in detail in Chap. 6. The "wiggle" structures

in the region (b) for other devices are the same except the magnitudes of the minimum

and the maximum points. Hence the expansions of the gm versus VGE curves in the

region (b) for other devices are not presented here.

5.6 The DCBD Drain Current versus Base Current Characteristics

As described in Sec. 5.2, the DCBD base bias current directly influence the

emitter injected electrons and hence the drain/channel collected electron current. In

order to illustrate the base current effect on the DCBD characteristics, the DCBD drain

current ID versus base current IBcharacteristics were measured and are presented in this

. The transconductance threshold voltage here is defined with respect to the emitter and is designated as
VTHG' Later in the analytical modeling, The transconductance threshold voltage is defined with respect
to the base and is designated as Vthg for convenience of analysis.
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section. For the ID versus IB measurement, the drain voltage VDE was kept at 10 V, the

base current IB was incremented in steps of0.01 decade from 10-7 A to 1O-3A (in

logarithmic scale), and the gate voltage VGEwas set at 0, 1 V,3 V, 5 V and 10 V,

respectively. The motivation ofchoosing such VGE values was to illustrate the DCBD

operating modes with the partially active n-channel collecting and with the fully active

n-channel collecting. Figures 5.23 to 5.29 show the typical ID versus IB characteristics

for the R-DCBD, the C-DCBD, the S-DCBD, the W-DCBD, the TZ-DCBD, the ET

DCBD and the CT-DCBD, respectively.

As mentioned in Sec. 5.5, the active channel length can be modulated by either

gate voltage and/or base current. Increasing in base current IB shortens the active

channel length. At certain fixed gate voltage, the channel can be biased into fully active

for lower lB. When IB is increased to certain value, the channel is biased into partially

active and partially saturated. Same as the knee points on the ID versus VGEcurves,

there are also exist such "knee" points on the ID versus IB curves.' The base current at

the knee point is defined as saturation onset current and is designated with symbol Inon

in this dissertation (refer to Sec. 3.1.3, Chap. 3). These knee points divide the ID versus

IB curves into two regions. In the region (a), IB < IBon, the DCBD n-channel is fully

active for current collecting. The DCBD devices operate as a forward active BJT with a

large collector provided by the channel. Therefore, the DCBD devices have higher

current gain and the curves in the region (a) are close to linear in the log-log scale (BJT

like) with the larger slopes. The slopes in this region are essentially determined by the

emitter-base junction diode factor nBEand the emitter-base junction saturation current

IBEO (refer to Eq. 5.4), as it will be seen in Chaps. 7 and 8. For a fully active channel,

the gate voltage VGE can not affect the active channel length hence essentially does not

. The labeledknee points in the Figs.5.22 to 5.28 are for VGE = 10 V only.
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influence the DCBD drain current. Therefore, the 10 versus IB curves in the region (a)

are independent ofVGE.

In the region (b), the base current is greater than the channel onset current, IB <

Iaon, the DCBD n-channel is partially active and partially saturated for current

collecting. With the increase OfIB, the active channel length is further reduced and the

saturated channel length is increased. The shrinking of the active channel length results

in a reduction in the channel collected current and hence the drain current. The

reduction in the active channel length depends on the gate voltage VGE, as discussed in

Sec. 3.1.3 (Chap. 3). So the DCBD devices have lower current gains and the current

gains are dependent on the gate voltage in the region (b). Therefore, the 10 versus IB

curves in the region (b) have lower slopes and the slopes vary with respect to the change

of both IB and VGE.

The increasing in the gate voltage intends to increase the active channel length,

as discussed in Sec. 3.1.3 (Chap. 3). The channel saturation onset current IBon is

increased with the increase of VGE, as shown in Figs. 5.23 to 5.29. Corresponding to the

channel saturation onset voltage VGEon for different devices (Fig. 5.9 to 5.15), the

channel saturation currents Iaon for a fixed VGE are different for different devices.

Among all ofDCBD devices, the C-DCBD has the highest IBon values (Fig. 5.24)

corresponding to its lowest VGEOn values (Fig. 5.10). This opposite relationship ofIBon

and VGEon is clearly illustrated by the ET-DCBD and the CT-DCBD. The CT-DCBD

has lower VGEOn values (Fig. 5.15) compared to those of the ET-DCBD (Fig. 5.14), and

the Ison values of the CT-DCBD (Fig. 5.29) are higher than those of the ET-DCBD

(Fig. 5.28). Besides the different Iaon values, the 10 versus IB curves of the R-, C-, CT

and ET-DCBD in the region (b) diverge. Whereas for the S-, W-, T- and ET-DCBD, the

curves are very close with the only slight difference in the 10 magnitude. This is due to
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the fact that the R-, C-, CT- and ET-DCBD have totally different gate geometries,

whereas the S-, W-, T- and ET-DCBD have similar gate geometries. The gate geometry

effect will be analyzed in detail in Chap. 8.

5.7 The DCBD A. C. Current Gain versus Base Current Characteristics

The DCBD a. c. current gain Pac has been defined in Eq. 3.1 and is provided here

again for readers' convenience,

P _ aIo I
ac - alB VOE, VOE . (5.13)

By differentiating the 10 versus IB curves in Figs. 5.23 to 5.29, the DCBD a. c. current

gain Pac versus IB characteristics were obtained and are shown in Figs. 5.30 to 5.36 for

the R-DCBD, the C-DCBD, the S-DCBD, the W-DCBD, the ET-DCBD and the CT-

DCBD, respectively.

Corresponding to the 10 versus IB characteristics, the DCBD Pac versus IB

curves can be also divided into two regions by the knee points which correspond to the

saturation channel onset current IBon. For IB < IBon (region a), the entire channel is

active and the DCBD devices have higher current gain Pac values. But the Pac curves

are not constant for all of the devices due to the quite rotten base-emitter junction diode

factor (nBE)values (refer to Table 5.1). Especially for the R-DCBD, the Pac curves in

the region (a) appear quadratic-like due to the large nBE value (nBE = 1.67 for the R

DCBD, refer to Table 5.1). For IB > lson (region b), only partial channel is active so the

current gain is lowered. In the partially active region, the Pac values vary with respect to

both the base current IB and the gate voltage VOE. For the S-, W-, T- and ET-DCBD,

the Pac curves in the region (b) are very close. Whereas for the R-, C-, and CT-DCBD,

the curves in the region (b) are quite different.
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Fig.5.33 Typical a. c. current gain Pac versus base current Is characteristics of the W-DCBD for

VDE = 10 V, VGE = 0, 1,3,5 and 10 V, resp.. Device #90-07-41. The curves fall off

from higher status to lowstatusat the "knee" points.
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Fig.5.34 Typical a. c. current gain Pac versus base current Is characteristics of the TZ-DCBD for

VDE= 10 V, VOE = 0, 1,3,5 and 10 V, resp.. Device #90-07-72. The curves fall off

from higher status to low status at the "knee" points.
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VOE = 10 V, VOE =0, 1,3,5 and 10 V, resp.. Device #90-07-54. The curves fall off

from higher status to low status at the "knee" points.
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At the knee points which correspond to the channel saturation onset currents

Ison, the Pac versus Is curves sharply fall off from the high status to the low status. The

knee point locations depend on the gate voltage VGE. As discussed above, for the higher

gate voltage, the channel can sustain fully active at higher base current, so IHon values

are increased for the higher VGE values. Corresponding to the ID versus Is

characteristics, at fixed VGE values, the knee points for the C-DCBD and the CT-DCBD

are higher than those ofother DCBD devices due to the gate geometry effect. This gate

geometry effect will be thoroughly analyzed in Chap. 8 from device physics point of

view.
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CHAPTER 6

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF SURFACE RECOMBINAnON AND

TRANSCONDUCTANCE THRESHOLD VOLTAGE

6.1 Overview

As described in the Chap. 3, the DCBD is a BJT and MOSFET-merged device.

A MOSFET basically is a surface device. Its surface properties have significant impact

on MOSFET behavior. Because of this, the DCBD characteristics are significantly

influenced by its surface properties. In this chapter, the DCBD surface related behavior

is analyzed. The surface analysis begins with the Shockley, Hall and Read (SHR)

recombination theory. Based on the SHR theory, an analytical model is developed to

derive closed-form equations for the gate voltage-dependent DCBD surface

recombination rate, surface recombination current, channel transconductance and the

transconductance threshold voltage. From these equations, surface recombination

current, total drain current and channel transconductance characteristics of the large R

DCBD are computed versus gate voltage under surface depletion conditions. Also the

DCBD surface recombination features and theoretical electrical characteristics are

interpreted and explained from a physical point ofview and related to the prior physical

model [4,5]. The theoretical analysis of the surface recombination is incorporated into a

comprehensive analytical model for overall DCBD electrical characteristics in Chaps. 7,

8 and 9.

The analytical model ofthe surface recombination developed in this chapter can

be applied to other non-rectangular DCBD devices and scaled-down, short channel

devices where needed. The theoretically determined results from the analytical model

of surface recombination for the non-rectangular DCBD devices are incorporated into
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an overall analytical model addressing arbitrary gate geometries in Chap. 8, and

addressing the scaled-down short channel DCBD in Chap. 9.

6.2 Surface States and the SHR Recombination Theory

At a realistic semiconductor surface or interface, there are always some energy

states which are not present in bulk. These energy states at a surface or interface are

called surface states or interface states. Hereafter in this dissertation, interface states will

be described with the general term "surface states". Surface states are usually introduced

by surface dangling bonds, surface defects, complexes and contaminants. The surface

states caused by the untreated surface dangling bonds are called Shockley-Tamm states

[6]. The maximum quantity of the Shockley-Tamm states are on the same order as the

surface atomic density for the semiconductor. For silicon, the <100> crystal plane has a

minimum surface atomic density, so silicon MOSFET devices are usually fabricated on a

<100> plane in order to minimize the surface state effect, as is well known.

Surface states influence the surface energy band configuration ofan ideal MOS

system and in this way influence device behavior details. The energy band diagram of a

real MOS system with surface states is schematically represented in Fig. 6.1. At thermal

equilibrium (gate voltage VG = 0), the p-Si energy band diagram near the Si-SiOz
interface is generally bent downward (also refer to Fig. 2.6a, Chap. 2). The p-Si Fermi

level Ej is in equilibrium and thus at the same position as the Al Fermi level Efm. The

electron surface states below Efare mostly electron-occupied (negative) and those above

Efare mostly empty (neutral) ofelectrons.

When the MOSFET gate is negatively biased (VG < 0), the band bending near the

interface is reduced in this discussion example (Fig. 6.2a). The Fermi level Ej is shifted

below Efin by amount qVG. Some occupied surface states just below Ef are now shifted

to above Ef. These electron-occupied states are now neutralized (empty). The free hole
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Surface
States

Occupied
Surface
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Al-Gate

(Va = 0)

.----------- EC

P-Si Substrate

Fig. 6.1 Energy band diagram of a real MOS system with surface states present under
thermal equilibrium (Vo= 0). The Fermi levels in the p-Si Er and in the metal

Efm are equal. The surface states under the Fermi level are occupied, and

those above the Fermi level are empty.
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Fig. 6.2 Energy band diagram ofa real MOS system with surface states present under
gate bias. (a) Va < O. The Fermi level Er is shifted below Etin by qVo' The

occupied surface states below E f are shifted to above E f The electron on the

states capture holes from the valence band. (b) Va > O. The Fermi level Ej is

shifted above E fin by qVG' The empty surface states right above E f

are shifted to below Erand capture electrons in the conduction band.
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concentration is reduced and the electron concentration is enhanced in the surface layer.

Similarly, when a positive gate bias VGB > 0 is applied, the band near the interface is

bent further down (Fig. 6.2b). The Fermi level Efis shifted above Efm by amount of

qVG' Some empty surface states right above the Fermi level now fall below the Fermi

level. The free electron concentration in the surface layer is reduced under this

condition.

The recombination of the electrons and holes on the surface states results in a

surface recombination rate characterized by a recombination velocity So (ern/sec).

According to the SHR recombination theory, the net surface recombination rate Rs at a

surface state with energy Est can be expressed as [6]

_ (Psns - ni2)
Rs - So E E'

( st - IS)
Ps + ns + 2nicosh kT

(6.1a)

Here So = (Nst Uth CJ) is the surface recombination velocity under thermal equilibrium

condition, Uth the thermal velocity, CJ the capture cross section of surface states, Nst and

Est the surface state density and its energy level, Eis and ni the surface intrinsic Fermi

level and the intrinsic carrier concentration, and ns and Ps the surface electron and hole

concentrations, respectively. It is apparent from Eq. 6.1a that for a state located at the

surface band gap (Est =Eis), the surface recombination rate is maximized as,

(6.1b)

If ~Ps, ~s, Pso and nso are designated as excess and thermal equilibrium surface

electron and hole concentrations, respectively, then the total surface hole concentration

Ps and the total surface electron concentration ns can be expressed as
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Ps = Pso + ~Ps , and (6.2)

(6.3)

From Eq. 6.1, the net surface recombination rate is governed by the surface state density

Nst, the surface state energy location Est, and the excess surface carrier concentrations

~Ps and ~s. It is clear from Eq. 6.1a that for the surface states with energy levels close

to the intrinsic Fermi level Eis, Rs reaches its maximum value given in Eq. 6.1b. As for

the influence of the excess surface carrier concentrations ~Ps and ~s, one needs to

examine surface status for different bias conditions. The surface states at the intrinsic

surface Fermi level location (Est = Eis) are most effective surface recombination centers.

These surface states generally dominate surface recombination mechanisms.

In the following analysis of the DCBD surface recombination, the DCBD surface

energy band diagrams under different bias conditions (thermal equilibrium, quasi

equilibrium and non-equilibrium) are discussed and analyzed. Then, the SHR

recombination theory is applied to the analysis of the surface recombination influence on

the DCBD electrical behaviors.

6.3 DCBD Surface Energy Band Diagram and Surface Recombination under

Thermal Equilibrium

The DCBD surface energy diagram under thermal equilibrium can be analyzed in

the usual way as that for a conventional MOS structure [6, 7]. As shown in Fig. 6.3, the

potential in the DCBD base at an arbitrary location x from the Si-Si02 surface can be

expressed in the usual way as R. Muller and T. Kamins described in [6],

$(X) = EfB - Ei(x)
q
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Fig.6.3 (a) Cross-sectional structure of the forward active DCBD.

(b) Energy band diagramofthe MOS structure of the DCBD. Bulk potential
cPp and surface potentials, are defmed with respect to the bulk intrinsic Fermi

level Ga.
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Here EfB is the base region bulk Fermi level, the Ei(x) the base region intrinsic Fermi

level, and q the electronic charge. From this definition, the base bulk potential ~p for p

type silicon has a negative value since the base bulk intrinsic Fermi level EiB is higher

than Ef for p-type base neutral region (Fig. 6.3),

,j, _ EfB - EiB
'I'p- .q

Since the base majority carrier concentration can be expressed as [6]

(6.5a)

(6.5b)

where Na is the base doping density and Vt =kT/q the thermal voltage, the base bulk

potential ~p can be expressed as,

which has a negative value.

The surface potential thus can be similarly defined as [6]

(6.5c)

EfB - Eis
q (6.6)

where Eis = Ei(O) is the surface intrinsic Fermi level, and Efs the surface Fermi level

which equals the bulk Fermi level Efa under thermal equilibrium. For a p-type Si

surface, <j)s < 0, and for an n-type Si surface ~s > O. The surface carrier concentrations

can be expressed as

n - n· e(Efs - Eis)/kT - m e~sNt
SO-1 -1'
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For CPs =0, nsO = PsO = ni, which corresponds to an intrinsic surface as shown in Fig. 6.4.

From Eqs. 6.6 and 6.7, as usual for non-degenerate conditions,

(6.9)

By substituting Eq. 6.9 into Eq. 6.1, under thermal equilibrium, Rs = 0, as it must.

6.4 The DCBn Surface Band Diagram and Surface Recombination with Gate Bias

Applied and VDB = 0 and IB = °
When a gate bias voltage is applied, the DCBD surface energy band diagram is

modified in the usual MOS way [6]. Figure 6.5 represents a two-dimensional band

diagrams for the DCBD under thermal equilibrium and with a gate bias applied. Under

thermal equilibrium (VGB = 0), the Fermi level in the base bulk and in the surface layer

are constant EfB =Efs. The surface beneath the gate oxide is in a p-type condition and

the surface intrinsic Fermi level is higher than the surface Fermi level, Eis > Efs' But in

the heavily doped nt-drain contact region, Eis < Efs. That is, the surface band in the n"

drain contact region is bent lower than that under the gate region as indicated in Fig.

6.5b.

When a gate voltage VGB is applied to the DCBD, the DCBD surface band

beneath the gate oxide is modulated. Under certain gate bias value, the surface intrinsic

Fermi level Eis can be bent very close to the surface Fermi level and the surface potential

CPs magnitude is very small. That is, the surface is biased into depletion and close to

intrinsic (Fig. 6.5c). As shown in Fig. 6.6, now the total surface band bending equals the

effective gate bias (VGB - Vfb) [6],

CPs + Icppl = VGB - Vfb '

where Vfb is the flat-band voltage. The surface potential becomes
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Al P-SiBASE

_---------- EC

(b)

Fig. 6.4 Energy band diagram ofan intrinsic surface. The surface potential cjls = O.

The surface electron concentration nso and the surface hole concentration

Pso are equal on the intrinsic surface.
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Ey

Fig. 6.5 (a) A simplified DeaD structure. (b) Two-dimensional energy band diagram
of the DeaD under thermal equilibrium (VGB =0). (c) Two-dimensional

energy band diagram of the Dean under gate bias. The surface intrinsic
Fermi level Eis is bent lower close to the Fermi level E[s =EfB.
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Fig. 6.6 Energy band diagram of the DCBD under gate bias. The surface potential $s

is modulated by the effective gate voltage rvGB - Vtb).
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~s = (VGB - Vfb) -I~pl. (6.11)

That is, the surface potential at the surface beneath the gate oxide is constant

along the gate area and is controlled by the applied gate voltage VGB' It should be noted

that in this case, I~pl > (VGB - Vfb) hence ~s has a negative value.

If only the gate bias is applied (i. e., VDB = 0, IB = 0), there is no current flowing.

The surface Fermi level stilI equals the bulk Fermi level, Efs = EfB, as shown in Figs.

6.5c and 6.6. That is, the applied gate voltage does not alter equilibrium condition of the

surface energy band.

The surface potential determines the surface carrier concentrations [6]. From

Eqs. 6.7, 6.8 and 6.11, the surface electron and hole concentrations can be expressed as,

ns = ni e~sNT =ni i.YGB - Vtb + ~p)/VT, (6.12)

(6.13)

respectively. From these two equations, as is usual,

(6.14)

And of cause, as in equilibrium, from Eq. 6.1, the net recombination rate Rs = O.

Therefore for the DCBD with only gate bias applied (i. e., VDB = 0, IB = 0), there is no

net surface recombination.

6.5 The DCBD Surface Band Diagram and Surface Recombination with both Gate

and Drain Biases Applied and IB = 0

When a gate voltage VGB and a positive drain voltage VDB are applied to the

DCBD (the base current is not yet applied, i. e., IB = 0), the positive drain voltage VDB

pulls the surface band in the drain contact region lower (Figs. 6.7b, c) and the surface
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Fig. 6.7 (a) A simplified DCBD structure. (b) Two-dimensional energy band diagram
of the DCBD with both VDB and VGB applied. (c) The surface energy band

diagram. The surface layer near the drain is pinched off. Most of VDB is

dropped in the pinch-off region. The surface band bending beneath the gate
oxide is enhanced by the pinch-off voltage Vnspo-
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band beneath the gate oxide is modified by not only the gate voltage but also the drain

voltage. The drain voltage influence on the surface band depends on VDB magnitude.

When the applied VDBmagnitude is greater than the pinch-off voltage VDBpo (refer to

Eq. 3.27, Sec. 3.5), the surface layer near the drain contact region is pinched off. Once

the pinch-off occurred, most of the applied drain voltage is dropped in the pinch-off

region. The amount of the voltage drop in the pinch-off region dVpo is

dVpO=VDB - VOBpO . (6.15)

Only the drain voltage portion appearing at the pinch-off location (the other side of the

pinch-off region from the drain) is the pinch-off voltage VDBPO, no matter how VDB

increases (refer to Sec. 3.5). That is, the drain voltage influence on the surface band is

fixed at VDBpo when pinch-off occurred.

With the pinch-off voltage present at the pinch-off location, the surface band

beneath the gate oxide is modulated and further bent down by amount qVOBpo (Fig.

6.7c). For a depleted surface which is of the most interest for surface recombination

analysis, there is no current flow along the y-direction on the surface." Therefore, the

surface potential must be flat along the y-direction. And the amount qVOBpo is

uniformly superposed to the surface potential along the y-direction (Fig. 6.7c). In this

case, the surface potential is modified as

cPs = VGB - Vfb + VOBpO-lcPpl .

The surface carrier concentration can be expressed as

(6.16)

• In practice, surface recombination is also remarkable on a weakly inverted surface. In that case,
there is a subthreshold current flow along the y-direction on the surface and the surface potential may
not be flat. However, the subthreshold current magnitude is very small and negligible hence the
surface potential can be still treated as flat to a good approximation. The subthreshold analysis is
provided is Chap. 12.
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(~s + I~pl) / Vt (6.17a)nsO =npo e

_ (VGB - Vfb + VOBpO)/ Vt (6.17b)- npo e ,

and
p _ p e-(~s + I~pl) / v t (6.18a)so - pO

_ -(vGB - vfb + VOBpO)/ v t (6.18b)-ppoe ,

respectively, where Vt = k T / q is the thermal voltage.

From Eqs. 6.17b and 6.18b, one sees that both the surface electron and hole

concentrations are functions of the applied gate voltage and the pinch-offvoltage, but the

relationship Pso nso = ni2 still holds, as it must. Therefore, from Eq. 6.1, the net surface

recombination for the case that both VGB and VDB are applied but IB = 0 is still zero.

Since the pinch-off effect is important to the surface analysis, it is necessary to

evaluated the pinch-off voltage value and the operating bias conditions to see whether

the pinch-off is present. The DcaD pinch-off effect has been described and analyzed in

Chap. 3. The pinch-off drain voltage is given by Eq. 3.27 and is provided here again as

Eq. 6.19 for reader convenience,

(6.19)

As is well known, the surface recombination is significant only on a depleted or weakly

inverted surface [6]. For the DcaD devices, a depleted and weakly inverted surface

corresponds to a gate voltage VGB value ranging from -2 V to 0,as shown in the DcaD

C-V characteristics (Fig. 5.3, Chap. 5). Let us take the experimental DcaD device

parameters listed in Table 6.1 (Sec. 6.7) to evaluate the VDBpovalue in such gate voltage

range. Figure 6.8 shows the computed VDBpo change with respect to VGB in the range
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Fig. 6.8 The pinch-off voltage VDBpo change w. r. t. the gate voltage VOB in the

range of -1.7V to 0 for the experimental DCBD device with base doping Na
= 4 x 1015 cm-3. The VDBpomagnitude is very small.



from -2 V to°for the experimental DCBD parameters.· From Fig. 6.8, one sees that the

pinch-offvoltage is very small in such gate voltage range. For example, at VGB =-1 V,

VOBpOis only 5 mY. For practical bias conditions, the drain voltage VOB is in couple of

volts or higher. For the experimental DCBD characterization presented in this

dissertation, VDB = 10 V. Ofcause this drain voltage value is much higher than the

pinch-off voltage. That is, the pinch-off indeed occurred near the drain contact region

(Fig. 6.7).

The base doping concentration Na influence the pinch-offvoltage VOBpO' as

shown in Eq. 6.19. The base doping concentration Na may be changed in practical

device. Especially for scaled-down device, Na value will be scaled-up, as will be

described in Chap. 9. To evaluate the VDBpOvalue change for different Na values, the

VOBpOvalues are computed for Na ranging from 5 x 1013 cm-3 to 5 x 1017 cm-3 in steps

ofa decade. The results are shown in Fig. 6.9. With the increase ofNa, the VDBpO

value decreases. But the VOBpovalue change is very small. This fact is important for

the scaled-down DCBD device analysis in Chap. 9.

6.6 The DCBD Surface Band Diagram and Surface Recombination under Non

Equilibrium Conditions (VGB '* 0, VOB '* 0, IB '* 0)

For the two cases discussed above, the DCBD is under thermal equilibrium

condition. There was no excess carrier injection and the net surface recombination was

constrained to be zero. For the DCBD operating mode emphasized in this dissertation,

the DCBD is biased into a forward active BJT operation. For the forward actively biased

DCBD, the emitter-base junction is forward biased and the collector/channel-base

junction is reverse biased (refer to Chap. 3). Under forward active bias, excess carriers

• In Fig. 6.8, the curve portionfor VGO < Vfb is not plottedsince the surfacefor VGO < Vfb is in
accumulation and isnot an issue for the discussion here.
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(electrons) are injected from the emitter and collected by the collector/channel. This is a

non-equilibrium condition and excess carriers are delivered to the surface. Under non

equilibrium conditions, the emitter-injected excess carriers can recombine at the surface

beneath the gate oxide for certain bias conditions.

In this section, the excess carrier recombination at the DCBD surface beneath the

gate oxide is analyzed. By applying the SHR recombination theory to the non

equilibrium DCBD, a closed-form equation for surface recombination current is derived.

6.6.1 Surface Excess Carrier Concentration

For the forward active prototype DCBD, the emitter-injected electron

concentration in the base at an arbitrary location x can be expressed as (Fig. 6.10) [6],

(6.20)

Here Ln is the electron diffusion length in the base, xdBE the base-emitter junction

depletion width on the base side (Fig. 6.10), and C1 and C2 the integral constants. In Eq.

6.20, it is assumed that the base width WB is much shorter than the electron diffusion

length Ln in the base (short-base assumption).

The integral constants C I and C2 can be determined by the following boundary

conditions:

(1) For the forward biased base-emitter junction, the injected excess carrier

concentration at x =xdBE is

(6.21)

(2) Assuming there is no recombination in the depletion regions, and the

recombination on the surface beneath the gate oxide is the only carrier transport
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Fig.6.10 (a) Cross-sectional structure of the forward active DCBD. The effective
base width WBeffequals the base epi-layer thickness Wepi minus the base-

emitter depletion width xdBEand the surface depletion width xdch.

(b) The emitter-injected excess electrons with flux Fn are recombined on

the surface under the gate oxide.
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mechanism, then the excess electron flux in the base Fn equals the recombined excess

electrons per unit area on the surface beneath the gate oxide [6],

F
n

= - D
n

diln(x)
dx

= S(VGB)&1(WB)

= S(VGB)&1s .

(6.22a)

(6.22b)

(6.24c)

Here S(VGB) is the surface excess carrier recombination velocity which is a function of

the gate voltage VGB and will be discussed in Sec. 6.6.2 in detail, and &1s = &1(WB) is

the surface excess carrier concentration. Physically, Eq. 6.22 implies that the emitter

injected electrons flow out of the surface beneath the gate oxide with the velocity

S(VGB) which is determined by the surface recombination mechanisms of the surface

and modulated by the applied gate voltage [6].

By substituting Eqs. 6.21 and 6.22 into Eq. 6.20, the excess electrons injected

into the base on location x is expressed as

(6.23)

Therefore, the surface excess electron concentration is

VBEI vtnpo e

S(VGB) [ ] .
1 + D Wepi - xdch - xdBE

n
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Here VBE is the base-emitterjunction voltage, Wepi the physical p-epi layer thickness,

xdBE the base-emitterjunction depletion width on the base side, and xdch the surface

depletion layer width (Fig. 6.1Oa). From conventional MOS theory, xdch is related to

the surface potential ~s by [6],

Xdh=-~
c -\J~'

(6.25)

where ~s is given by Eq. 6.16. In Eqs. 6.24 and 6.25, it is assumed that the surface

carrier concentrations in the surfacedepletion layer is uniform(Fig. 6.1Oa), as it does in

conventional MOS theory [6].

The base-emitterjunction can be approximated as an one-sided, step junction, so

xdBE can be expressed as [6]

2 &s
q N

a
(~iBE - VBE) (6.26)

Here ~iBE is the base-emitterjunction built-in potential and is given by [6]

[ Na Nd ]
~iBE =Vt In n.2 ,

1
(6.27)

where Nd is the emitter doping concentration. For the fabricatedDcan devices in the

experiment described in Chap. 4, Na =4 x 1015 crrr l, Nd = 1019 crrr l. The value of

~iBE for these parameters is calculatedas ~iBE = 0.855 V.

For convenience ofanalysis, an effective base width WBeffis defined in this

dissertation as (Fig. 6.1Oa)

WBeff== (Wepi - xdch - xdBE) .
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Then the surface excesselectron concentrationcan be expressedby substituting Eq. 6.28

into 6.24c as

.&1s(VGB) = S(VGB)
1 + D WBeff

n

6.6.2 Net Surface Recombination Rate

(6.29)

For the forward active DeBD, the total electron and hole concentrations on the

surface beneath the gate oxide are,

ns(VGB) =nso(VGB) + .&1s(VGB),

Ps(VGB) = Pso(VGB) + Llps(VGB),

(6.30a)

(6.30b)

where nso(VGB) and Pso(VGB) are surface equilibrium electronand hole concentrations

given in Eqs. 6.17 and 6.18, respectively.

For low injection, Llps(VGB) = .&1s(VGB), and Llps(VGB) = .&1s(VGB) «Ppo for

the p-type base. As mentionedin last section, it is assumed that the surface carrier

concentrations in the surfacedepletion layer is uniform, as it does for conventional MOS

theory. Utilizing the same treatmentas used by R. Muller and T. Kamins [6], the

product Ps(VGB) ns(VGB) can be expressed by the carrier concentrationproduct at the

neutral edge of the surface layer (x = WB, Fig. 6.10a). That is,

PS(VGB) nS(VGB) =pp(WB)np(WB)

= [ppo + Llp(WB)] [npo + .&1(WB)]

= [ppo + Llps] [npo + .&1s]

~ Ppu [npo + .&1s(VGB)l

= ni2 + Ppo .&1s(VGB) .
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By substituting Eqs. 6.30a, 6.30b and 6.31e into Eq. 6.1b, the net surface recombination

rate can be expressed as

Ps(VGB) ns(VGB) - ni2
R (V )-8

s GB - 0 Ps(VGB) + ns(VGB) + 2ni

Ppo &1s(VGB)
=8

o Pso(VGB) + nso(VGB) + 2ni

(6.32a)

(6.32b)

(6.32c)

(6.32d)

where the surface excess electron concentration &1s(VGB) is given by Eq. 6.29. In Eq.

6.32, the Eqs. 6.17 and 6.18 for nSO and Pso have substituted. It is noted that the gate

voltage-dependent net surface recombination rate Rs(VGB) is uniform everywhere on the

surface beneath the gate oxide.

From Eq. 6.32b, it can be proved that when the surface is biased into intrinsic

condition (eps = 0, Fig. 6.4), the surface recombination is maximized under the non

equilibrium conditions (App. A6-1), as is the usual case. Physically, for an intrinsic

surface, the surface intrinsic Fermi level Eis equals the bulk Fermi level EfB. The

surface carrier concentrations for electrons and holes are exactly equal,

(6.33a)
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or
(6.33b)

(6.33c)

In this situation, there is an equal opportunity for electrons from the conduction band

edge and holes from valence band edge to recombine at the surface recombination

centers which are located at the surface midgap, Est = Eis (Fig. 6.11). Therefore, the

recombination rate is maximized for an intrinsic surface.

6.6.3 Surface Recombination Current at the Surface Beneath the Gate Oxide

Once the net surface recombination rate is available, the recombination current

Irec on the surface beneath the gate oxide simply equals the integral of the net

recombination rate Rs(VGB) over the entire recombination surface area beneath the gate

oxide (gate area AG) ,

Irec = q LfRS(VGB) Wch(Y) dy

o
(6.34a)

Since Rs(VGB) is uniform on the surface, Eq. 6.34a can be simply expressed as a product

of Rs(VGB) and the gate area AG. That is,

Irec =q Rs(VGB) AG . (6.34b)

By Substituting Eq. 6.32c for Rs(VGB) into Eq. 6.334b, the surface recombination

current can be expressed as

(6.34c)

Here the surface excess electron concentration dns(VGB) is given by Eq. 6.29.
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Fig. 6.11 Energy band diagram ofan intrinsic surface. On intrinsic surface, the

electrons from the conduction band and the holes from the valence band

have equal opportunity to recombine on the surface states.
The corresponding gate voltage is designated as V thg-
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Equation 6.34c can be simply rewritten as

Irec = s(vOB) q &1s(VOB) Ao (6.34d)

by defining an effective, gate voltage-dependent surface recombination velocity

Ppo
S(VOB)=So -(VOB-Vfb+vOBpO)/Vt (VOB-Vfb+VOBpO)/Vt 2.'

~e +~e +~

(6.34e)

In Eq. 6.34d, the product ofS(VOB), q and &1s(VOB) has a dimension ofcurrent density.

The physical meaning ofEq. 6.34d is consistent with that ofEq. 6.24: the surface

recombination current Irec is composed by the emitter-injected electrons which flow

toward the surface with velocity S(VOB)and concentration &1s(VOB) at the surface.

When the surface recombination current present, the applied base current is

partially consumed by the surface and the effective base current available to bias the

base-emitter junction IBE is reduced. If the total applied base bias current is IB, then IBE

can be expressed as (Fig. 6. 12),

(6.35)

where /.., is a constant which counts for the base current loss caused by surface

recombination outside of the gate area and is to be discussed in detail in next section.

For the forward biased base-emitter junction, IBE is related to VBE by pnjunction

current-voltage equation [6],

(6.36)

where IBEOis the base-emitter junction saturation current and nBEthe base-emitter

junction diode factor. From Eqs. 6.35 and 6.36, VBE can be expressed as
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[ A. IB - Irec ]
VBE =nBEVt In I .

BED
(6.37)

By substituting Eq. 6.37 into Eq. 6.29, the surface excess electron concentration can be

expressed as a function of the base current and the gate voltage,

[ A. IB- Irec raE
npo I

BEO
~nS(IB'VGB) = S(V) ,

1 + GB W
IloVt Beff

where the Einstein relationship

has been used.

(6.38)

(6.39)

By substituting Eq. 6.38 into Eq. 6.34c, the DCBD surface recombination current

under the gate oxide can be expressed as a function of the applied base current and gate

voltage,

(6.40a)

where the gate voltage dependent surface recombination velocity S(VGB) is given by Eq.

6.34e. IfEq. 6.34e is substituted into Eq. 6.40a, then the surface recombination current

Irec(IB,vGB) is expressed as
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n.2 S A [A IB- Irec(IB,VGB) ]OBE
q lOG I

BEO

(6.40b)

In Eq. 6.40b, ifnBE = 1, then Irec can be explicitly expressed in a closed-form

equation,

(6.4Ia)

where the function D(VGB) represents the denominator ofEq. 6.40b,

(6.41 b)

It is noted from Eq. 6.40b that the magnitude of the thermal equilibrium surface

recombination velocity So, the base-emitter junction saturation current IBEOand the

diode factor nBE significantly affect the surface recombination current. The influence of

So and nBEwill be further discussed in Chap. 11. The values of IBEOand nBE may vary

from device to device. Hence the Irec(IB,vGB) magnitude may be different for different

devices. In this chapter, the experimental values of So, IBEO and nBEfor the large R

DCBD fabricated in the experiment are used as the parameters in the theoretical

computation (refer to Table 6.1, Sec. 6.7.1). The theoretical computation of

Irec(IB,VGB) for other geometry devices is incorporated in Chap. 8.
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6.6.4 Surface Recombination Outside the Gate Area and its Influence on the Base

Current

In the above sections, the surface recombination analysis is focused only on that

portion of the surface laying directly beneath the gate oxide. In practical devices and in

the prototype devices described herein, there are other surface regions which may be

exposed to excess carriers injected from the emitter-base junction. Such exposure can

consume a portion of the applied base current. Thus, there are additional surface base

recombination current components which need to be considered in the theoretical

modeling if the model is to be comprehensive and accurate. For directness of

theoretical model development, those additional surface influence outside the immediate

gate area are incorporated herein via an adjustable base current scaling parameter A.

That is, there is a portion of the applied base current {(I - A) IB} lost "outside of the

gate" which is thus unavailable for injection into the emitter. It is reasonably assumed

that this "extraneous" base current loss fraction is independent all biasing except base

current magnitude. For completeness, some discussion ofwhere such additional

recombination current components may arise is provided below.

In the experiment, the DCBD was fabricated using a mesa isolation

configuration (Fig. 6.13 and Chap. 4). In addition to the mesa walls surrounding the

gate, drain and base contact regions, there is quite a large mesa area (the cross-hatched

area in Fig. 6.13) which is "non-active" in the DCBD operation. The non-active mesa

area supplies "extra" surface area which can support excess carrier recombination and in

such case consume a portion of the applied base current making that portion of base

current unavailable for injection efficiency multiplication (gain) mechanisms. As

illustrated in Fig. 6.12, the non-active regions can, and for the experimental devices

described in Chaps. 4 and 5, do consume a portion of the applied base current.
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DCBD operating.



The partitioning ofapplied base current into loss and emitter injection

component can be quantitatively and qualitatively represented in terms ofthe functional

distributions of the base current. The total base current Is includes:

(1) The base-to-emitter base current injection component ISE (which is

required in order to bias the DCBD emitter);

(2) The current supporting recombination currents (Irsl + Irs2) at that portion

ofpassivated top surface which is not a part of the gate structure (represented

by ANT);

(3) The recombination currents (Irs3 + Irs4) arising from excess carrier

recombination on the electrically isolating side-wall (represented by ANS), and

(4) The surface recombination current beneath the gate oxide Irec(Is, VGS)

which has been analyzed in above sections.

That is,

IS = ISE + Irs l + Irs2 + Irs3 + Irs4 + Irec(Is, VGS)' (6.42)

For convenience ofdiscussion, the recombination currents on the non-active area

(Irs), Irs2' Irs3 and Irs4' Fig. 6.12) are termed "extraneous" recombination currents in

order to distinguish them from the recombination current at the surface beneath the gate

oxide Iree.

Due to the complexity of the recombination mechanisms at the different non

active surfaces, and the lack of physical information on these surfaces, it is not

convenient to derive explicit equations for the related surface recombination currents.

But, it is also unnecessary to derive these extraneous base recombination current

contributions since, once established, they are not part of the bias-dependent active

device contribution except as a constant percentage of base current consumed. Further,
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such extraneous surface recombination contributions can be removed in processing for

commercially made devices.

In the present analysis, these extraneous base recombination currents can be

simply incorporated into the analytical modeling though the introduction ofa constant

phenomenological factor which is adjusted empirically to provide that effective base

current bias influencing the active device region. This effective base current is the base

to-emitter current IBE, as expressed in Eq. 6.40. The fractional amount may be

determined from measurements made on the experimental devices. That is, the only

effect that the extraneous recombination currents Irs r- Irs2' Irs3 and IrS4 have with

respect to the theoretical device analysis is to decrease the relative fraction ofapplied

base current available for active device biasing. Or, for a particular device operation,

the additional extraneous recombination current loss simply requires an increase in the

total base current applied (lB) so that the same base bias operating condition can be

maintained. We define an effective base current factor A. to count for the extraneous

recombination current loss as,

where

O~A.~l.

(6.43a)

(6.43b)

That is, A. completely accounts for all extraneous surface recombination base current

decrease arising from the non-active regions of the DCBD.

From Eqs. 6.45 and 6.46a, A. can be also expressed as

~ = IBE + Irec(lB, VGB)
fI. I

B
•
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or,

IBE = A. IB - Irec(IB, VGB) . (6.43d)

It will be shown in next section that the surface recombination current beneath the gate

oxide Irec(IB, VGB) is only significant in depletion and weak inversion regions and its

magnitude is only small fraction of the applied base current lB. For an accumulated or

strongly inverted surface, Irec(IB, VGB) vanishes and the effective base-to-emitter bias

current is

IBE = A. IB . (6.44)

This relationship will be used in Chap. 7 for the channel collected current analysis when

an inverted n-channel present.

The extraneous recombination currents at the various locations can be

quantitatively incorporated if sufficient information is available. But since industrial

grade devices can be designed to eliminate such extraneous recombination currents, it is

most convenient here to simply use A. as an adjustable base current constant, adjusted to

fit the analytical results to the experimental results. For example, for the R-DCBD, a

value of A. = 0.9 was determined to be suitable in the theoretical computation to provide

a good agreement with the experimental results presented in Chap. 5.

6.6.5 Surface Recombination Current Influence on Drain Current and

Transconductance

For the DCBD with a fully accumulated or depleted surface present, there is no

inverted channel present. Only the parasitic BIT drain/collector is collecting current

(refer to Chap. 3). The DCBD parasitic BIT drain/collector collected current with no

channel present is defined as parasitic BJT collecting current and is designated with the

symbol IpBJT in this dissertation. Assuming that the DCBD with only the parasitic

drain/collector collecting has a constant d. c. current gain Po, then the parasitic BIT
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collecting current is related to the base-emitter junction bias current IBE by the parasitic

BJT d. c. current gain Po,

IpBJT= Po IBE/no channel present. (6.45)

The Po value is determined from the experimental drain current versus gate voltage

characteristics for very negative gate voltage (Fig. 5. 8, Chap. 5) where the surface is in

strong accumulation. By substituting Eq. 6.43d into Eq. 6.45, the DCBD drain current

ID is related to the surface combination current Irec(lB, VGB) by

IpBJT = Po [A. IB - Irec(lB, VGB)] Ino channel present. (6.46)

Since the DCBD channel transconductance gm is defined as the change of the

drain current with the respect to the gate voltage for fixed drain voltage and base current

(Eq. 2.3), with only the parasitic BJT collecting and the recombination current present,

gm can be expressed as

=_Po 8Irec(lB, VGB)I
avGB VDB, lB.

(6.47a)

(6.47b)

For an ideal base-emitter junction, nBE= 1 and one can easily and directly solve

for gm by substituting Eqs. 6.41a and 6.41b into Eq. 6.47b. The result is

(6.48a)
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For the general case with nBE > 1, ifEq. 6.40b is directly substituted into Eq.

6.47b to solve for gm, a closed-form equation for gm is unavailable here due to the

complex form ofIrec(IB,vGB)' However, ifIrec(IB,VGB) «IB so that Irec is negligible

compared to IB,which can often be true as it will be seen in Sec. 6.7, then the following

closed-form equation for gm can be easily derived,

g I -m Irec«IB -

n.2 S A [A. IB]nBE
q lOG IBEO

x [npo e(VGB-Vfb+VDBpO)/Vt _ PpO e-(VGB-Vfb+VDBPO)/Vt] •
Vt Vt

(6.48b)

6.6.6 Transconductance Threshold Voltage

As mentioned in Chap. 3, the channel transconductance threshold is one of

important features of the DCBD. The channel transconductance threshold refers to the

fact that the transconductance goes to zero at a particular gate bias voltage. This

particular gate voltage is termed as transconductance threshold voltage and has been

designated with the symbol Vthg." The definition for Vthg is,

Vthg == VGB(gm =0). (6.49)

With the expression for the transconductance gm available as derived in the last

section (Eqs. 6.48a, b), an expression for Vthg now can be derived. By setting gm = 0 in

Eq. 6.48a or b, Vthg is found to be (App. A6-2)

Vthg =Vfb + I~pl- VDBpo . (6.50a)

" commented by Dr. Holm-Kennedy. His derivation incorporated a phenomenological approach.
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It has been noted that the VOBpO value is very small for VGBranging from -2 V to 0

(Figs. 6.8, 6.9). For the experimental DCBD parameters listed in Table 6.1, Vfb =-1.7V

and I~pl = 0.33 V. Thus in Eq. 6.50a, Vfb + I~pl =-1.37 V. At near VGB =-1.37 V,

VOBpO ~ 0.0025 V. Such small VDBpo value is of cause negligible and the

transconductance threshold voltage can be expressed as

Vthg =Vfb + I~pl . (6.50b)

The error caused by neglecting VOBpO is only 2.5 mV or 0.18 %.

The transconductance threshold voltage Vthg is the gate voltage require to bend

the surface intrinsic Fermi level to the bulk Fermi level (refer to Fig. 6.11). Or in other

words, for VGB= Vthg. the surface is biased into an intrinsic surface. It is at the gate

voltage VGB= Vthg that the surface recombination velocity is a maximum and, thus it is

at this gate voltage that the drain current 10 goes through a minimum, i. e., OInl8VGB=

O. It is noted that Vthg is independent of the device non-gate voltage bias parameters.

This Vthg invariance is very important for the DCBD application as a voltage reference

device as will be discussed in Chap. 11.

6.7 Theoretical Characteristics of the Large R-DCBD with Depleted Surface Present

From Eqs. 6.44 through 6.49 derived in above sections, the DCBD surface

recombination current and the related characteristics can be theoretically determined.

This section presents the theoretical characteristics of the surface recombination current,

the drain current and the transconductance for the large R-DCBD used in the

experiments (Chap. 4). The parameters of the large R-DCBD used in the computation

are listed in Table 6.1. It should be noted that, in Table 6.1, the device dimensional

parameters are those used in the device design and fabrication (Chap. 4), and the
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electrical parameters are those extracted from the experimental results for the same R

DCBD (Chap. 5). The values of the surface state capture cross section 0' and the thermal

velocity uth were taken from the typical values reported in literature [15].

6.7.1 Theoretical Surface Recombination Current Characteristics

From Eq. 6.44, surface recombination current Irec occurring beneath the gate

oxide of the large R-DCBD can be computed. Figure 6.14 shows the computed results

for the large R-DCBD surface recombination current Irec versus gate voltage VGB

characteristics for a fixed value ofVDB = 10 V and for IB =2 flA to 10 flA in steps of2

flA. As they should, the curves have symmetric peaks between VGB =-0.3 V and -2.3 V.

And the surface recombination current goes to zero out of this gate voltage rang. From

the large R-DCBD experimental C-V characteristics (Fig. 5.2, Chap. 5), this gate voltage

range corresponds to a surface in depletion and weak-inversion. That is, the surface

recombination current is significant only on a depleted or weakly inverted surface. The

maximal Irec value is about 1/10 of the base current IB in this computation. So the

approximation used in deriving the gm closed-form equation (Eq. 6.49) should be

reasonably valid and the computation self-consistent.

6.7.2 Total Drain Current Characteristics

Once the surface recombination current Irec is computed, the DCBD drain current In

can be calculated using Eq. 6.47. Figure 6.15 shows the In versus VGB characteristics

of the large R-DCBD computed from Eq. 6.47 corresponding to the surface

recombination current shown in Fig. 6.14. The total drain current is reduced by the

surface recombination. A current "dip" appears in the depletion and weak inversion

regions of the In curves. These In versus VGB curves in the depletion and weak
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Table 6.1 The Experimental Large R-DCBD Parameters Used for Surface Analysis

Parameter Symbol Unit Value

Base Doping Na cm-3 4xl015

Base Minority npo cm-3 6.26x104

Carrier Concentration

Base-Emitter IBEO A 2x10- 1O

Saturation Current

Base-Emitter Junction nBE 1.67
Diode Factor

Effective Base Width WBeff /lm 7.67

Channel Length Lch mm 1.27

Channel Width Wch mm 0.356

Bulk Potential I~pl V 0.33

Electron bulk Mobility /l0 cm2NS 1500

MOS Flat-Band Vfb V -1.7
Voltage

MOS Threshold VTH V -1.04
Voltage
Transconductance Vthg V -1.37
Threshold Voltage

Parasitic BJT D.C Po 2.6
Current Gain
Effective Base Current 'A. 0.9
Factor

Surface Recombination So cmfS 1.15 x 104

Velocity

Surface State Capture e cm2 10-14 •

Cross Section

Surface State Density Nst cm-2 5 x 1010

Thermal Velocity uth cmfS 2.3 x 107 •

• These values were taken from the typical values reported in literature [15].
• These values were taken from the typical values reported in literature [15].
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inversion region are incorporated into a comprehensive IDversus VGB characteristic

analysis later in Chap. 7.

6.7.3 Transconductance Characteristics

By differentiating the ID versus VGB curves in Fig. 6.15, the large R-DCBD

transconductance gm versus gate voltage VGB characteristics in the immediate

neighborhood of VGB = Vthg were obtained (Figs. 6.16a, 6.16b). It should be noted here

that the effect of the channel collection on gm are not yet incorporated (refer to Chap. 7).

The transconductance threshold voltage Vthg can be located on the gm versus VGB

curves. From Fig. 6.16b, on sees at

VGB= Vthg = -1.375 V , (6.54)

the gm versus VGB curves cross zero which corresponds to the maximal Irec peak point

in Fig. 6.14 or the minimal ID dip point in Fig. 6.15. This is consistent with the physical

argument on Vthg in the earlier Sec. 6.6.5: the transconductance threshold voltage is the

gate voltage at which the surface recombination reaches a maximum.

If the gm versus VGB curves are differentiated with respect to VGB, the second

order differential curves of the ID versus VGB characteristics can be obtained. The

DCBD higher order differential features will be discussed in Chap. II.

6.8 Comparison ofTheoretical and Experimental Vthg Values of the Large R-DCBD

The theoretically computed R-DCBD characteristics described above can be

compared with the experimentally measured ones. However, the above analysis is only

for the depletion and weak inversion regions. Once the DCBD is biased into strong

inversion, the inverted channel collection dominates the DCBD electrical characteristics.

Therefore, it is more appropriate to compare the theoretical and the experimental
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characteristics after development ofa comprehensive analytical model which can

describe the DCBD characteristics in all regions. The comprehensive analytical model is

developed in Chaps. 7 and 8. And the comparisons of the theoretical and the

experimental characteristics are presented in those two chapters.

Nevertheless, the transconductance threshold voltage Vthg is determined only by

the DCBD characteristics in the depletion region. Hence a comparison of the

theoretically determined Vthg value and the experimentally measured Vthg value can be

made in the depletion region. The comparison is presented in this section.

In the theoretical analysis above, the base region is taken as a reference for

convenience ofanalysis. But in the experimental measurement presented in Chap. 5, the

emitter was taken as a reference for a commonly used configuration. For the purpose of

comparison, the measured experimental gm versus gate-to-emitter voltage VGE

characteristics in Chap. 5 were translated to the gm versus gate-to-base voltage VGB

curves using the relationship

i. e.,

VGE =VGB + VBE ,

VGB =VGE - VBE .

(6.55a)

(6.55b)

That is, to transfer the gm versus VGE curves to gm versus VGB curves, it is only needed

to shift the curves left along the gate voltage axis by amount ofVBE.

From Eq. 6.42, the base-to-emitter bias voltage VBE is related to the applied base

current IB and the surface recombination current Irec. However, It is noted that VBE

dependence on IB and Irec is quite weak due to the logarithmic function. Also from Fig.

6.15, one sees that Irec is only about 1/10 ofIB. Therefore, Eq. 6.42 can be simplified to

a good approximation as
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( A. IB )
VBE =nBE Vt In -I- .

BEO
(6.56)

For the large R-DCBD, the values of the base-emitter junction diode factor nSE, the

base-emitter saturation current IBEO' and the effective base current factor A. are listed in

Table 6.1. Using these parameter values, the VBE value can be calculated for different

IB values. The VBE values for IB ranging from 2 f.lA to 10 f.lA in steps of2 f.lA are

calculated and listed in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Base-to-Emitter Bias Voltage Values of the large R-DCBD for Different

Base Current Values

IB (f.lA) 2 4 6 8 10

VBE (V) 0.387 0.418 0.434 0.448 0.456

From Table 6.2, one sees that the VBE is indeed a weak function of IB, as mentioned

above.

The experimental gm versus VGE characteristics of the large R-DCBD in the

depletion region and near the weak inversion region has been shown in Fig. 5.15b. The

experimental gm versus VGB curves translated from Fig. 5.15b using the data in Table

6.2 are shown in Fig. 6.17. In Fig. 5.15b, the gm cross-over points which correspond to

the transconductance threshold voltage values slightly shift right with the increase of the

base current lB' This shift is caused by the base-to-emitter voltage VBEwhich is a weak

function oflB,as shown above. After translating, on the gm versus VGB curves (Fig.

6.17), the VBEinfluence is removed. As a result, the cross-over points on the gm versus

VGB curves for different IB values are all coherent. The corresponding Vthg values read

from the gm versus VGB curves for different IB values are listed in Fig. 6.3. The

variation on the last decimal is caused by the measurement error and is very small. That
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is, the transconductance threshold voltage Vthg value is not affected by the base current

on the gm versus VGS curves (Fig. 6.17).

Table 6.3 Experimental Vthg Values on Om versus VGS Curves for

Different Is Values

IS (!J.A) 2 4 6 8 10

Vthg (V) -1.371 -1.370 -1.376 -1.373 -1.374

The theoretically determined transconductance threshold voltage Vthg value is

given in Eq. 6.54 which is -1.375 V. Comparing this value with the experimentally

determined values in Table 6.3, the maximum error is 5 mV or 0.36%.

6.9 Physical Interpretation ofDCBD Surface Recombination Structure

It has been shown from both the experimental results (Chap. 5) and the above

theoretical characteristics that the gate region MOS surface recombination current is

significant only on a depleted and weakly inverted surface (as is well known). When the

DCBD surface is biased into accumulation or strong inversion, the surface recombination

current goes to zero. This phenomena is explained as follows by examining the

recombination process on acceptor-type surface recombination centers. The

recombination process on donor-type surface recombination centers can be similarly

discussed by exchanging the minority and majority carrier types.

There are mainly two factors that determine the surface recombination process:

the energy location of surface recombination centers and the relative surface carrier

concentrations. As shown by the SHR recombination theory [6], the surface

recombination rate is maximized if the surface recombination centers located at the
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surface midgap (Est = Eis' refer to Eq. 6.1). These recombination centers located at the

midgap are most effective recombination centers. With increase of the distance ofthe

recombination center energy location with respect to Eis, the recombination rate decays

exponentially [6]. In this dissertation, only these most effective recombination centers

are included for discussion and analysis purposes. That is, it is assumed that the

recombination centers are located at the surface midgap, Est = Eis.

On other hand, the relative surface carrier concentrations also play an important

rule to determine surface recombination rate. As pointed out by R. Muller and T.

Kamins [6], recombination centers can always quickly capture the majority carriers

(higher concentration) since there so many majority carrier around. Hence the

recombination centers are always full ofmajority carriers and have to wait the arrival of

the minority carriers (lower concentration) to recombine. Therefore, the recombination

rate is controlled by the carriers with lower concentrations, i. e., minority carriers. This

argument is true for both bulk and surface recombination and for both thermal

equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions. In the case of surface recombination, the

minority carriers are those found in the minority at the surface and are not necessarily the

same as the bulk minority carriers.

This lower-concentration carrier control of the surface recombination can be

schematically illustrated with the help of Fig. 6.18. In Fig. 6.l8a, for p-type Si, when

surface concentration is in accumulation, the surface hole concentration is higher and the

electron concentration lower. There are many holes but very few electrons around. The

acceptor-type surface recombination centers are always occupied by the majority carriers

(holes) and are waiting for the minority carriers (electrons) to arrive to recombine with

the captured holes. Therefore, it is the lower-concentration carriers, electrons in this

case, which controls the recombination rate.
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Fig. 6.18 Schematic representation for surface recombination process on p-Si surfaces.
(a) On an accumulated surface, electron concentration is low and hole high.
The G-R centers are occupied by holes and waiting for electrons to recombine.
Electrons with low concentration controls the recombination process.
(b) On an inverted surface, hole concentration is low and electron high.
The G-R centers are occupied by electrons and waiting for holes to recombine.
Holes with low concentration controls the recombination process.
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Another case is shown in Fig. 6.18b. In this case, the surface is inverted. The

surface electron concentration is higher and hole concentration lower. There are lots of

electrons but very few holes around. The acceptor-type surface recombination centers

have to wait to capture the minority carriers (holes). Once a hole is captured, an electron

comes in right away to recombine with the captured hole since there are so many

electrons around. Again, it is the lower-concentration carriers, holes in this case, who

controls the recombination rate.

Since the surface carriers concentrations are controlled by the applied gate

voltage VGB for the DeaD device, the DeaD surface recombination rate is affected and

controlled by the applied gate voltage. When the gate voltage VGB is very negative, the

DeaD surface beneath the gate oxide is in strong accumulation (the surface band is bent

upward, Fig. 6.19a) The lower-concentration carriers (electrons) are very few. The

acceptor-type surface recombination centers which are occupied by the higher

concentration carriers (holes) have to wait long time to capture an electron for

recombination. Therefore, the surface recombination rate is very low for a strongly

accumulated surface. As a result, the surface recombination current (Irec) is essentially

zero for very negative VGB (Fig. 6.14, Region I). Therefore, the DeaD drain current

does not change with gate voltage change for strong accumulation and the

transconductance is zero in this region (Figs. 6.15 and 6.16a, Region I).

With an increase of the gate voltage VGB, the surface band bending is lowered

and the low-concentration carriers (electrons) are increased (Fig. 6.19b). The waiting

time for the acceptor-type surface recombination centers to capture electrons for

recombination is now shortened. The higher the VGB, the more surface electrons

present. Therefore, the surface recombination rate and hence the surface recombination

current Irec is increased with the increase of the gate voltage if one keeps increasing the
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Fig. 6.19 Surface recombination on different p-Si surfaces. (a) For very negative
VGB' surface is in strong accumulation. Surface electron concentration is

very low and hole high. Surface recombination rate is controlled by
electrons and is very low. (b) With the increase of VGB' the lower
concentration carriers (electrons) are increased. As a result, surface
recombination rate is increased.
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gate voltage with VGB < Vthg (Region II, Fig. 6.14). Since this recombining base

current component is not available for amplification, the DCBD drain current is reduced

with the increasing VGB' This effect results in a negative transconductance in this region

(Figs. 6.15 and 6.16a, Region II).

When the gate voltage is increased such that the surface recombination center

location Est, which is at the surface midgap Eis, is lowered to the same level as the bulk

Fermi level EfB, Est =Eis =EfB, the surface is biased into intrinsic (Fig. 6.19c). For an

intrinsic surface, the concentration of the lower-concentration carriers (electrons) is

increased to its maximum value and is equal to that of the higher-concentration carriers

(holes). That is, ns = Ps. On the intrinsic surface, both the background carrier

concentrations and the excess carrier concentrations are equal, i. e., nso = Pso = n], &1s =

Llps. Now since the concentration of the lower-concentration carriers (electrons) is

maximized, the waiting time for the acceptor-type recombination centers to capture

electrons to recombine is minimized. Or in other word, the recombination rate is

maximized. As a result, the surface recombination current Irec reaches a maximum (Fig.

6.14, the peak point) and the total drain current ID is minimized (Fig. 6.15, the minimum

point). Therefore the transconductance gm = 0 for the intrinsic surface (Fig. 6.16b,

Cross-over point). The gate voltage corresponding to gm =0 is defined as

transconductance threshold voltage Vthg- as described earlier.

When the surface intrinsic Fermi level is lowered below the bulk Fermi level, Eis

< Efa, the surface is in weak inversion (Fig. 6.19d). For the inverted surface of p-type

Si, the surface hole concentration is lower and the electron concentration higher. Now

the acceptor-type surface states have to wait to capture holes first. Once a hole is

captured, there is always an electron coming in right away to recombine since there many

electrons around. In this case, the surface recombination is controlled by holes which
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Fig. 6.19 (Cont. ) (c) When VGB = Vthg- the surface is biased into intrinsic. The

surface electron concentration is increased to the same value as that of
the surface holes and surface recombination rate is maximized. (d) For
VGB > Vthg- the surface is in weak inversion. The surface holes have

lower concentration and electrons higher. Surface recombination rate is
now controlled by holes and reduced.
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have lower concentration and the recombination rate is reduced. The higher the gate

voltage Vos- the lower surface hole concentration. Therefore, the surface recombination

current Irec is decreased with the increase ofVos (Fig. 6.14, Region III). As a result, the

recombined base current component is reduced and the DeBD drain current ID is

increased with the increasing Vos (Fig. 6.15, Region III) hence the transconductance gm

is positive in this region (Fig. 6.16a, Region III).

When the gate voltage is increased more positive than the threshold voltage (Vos

> VTH), the surface is biased into strong inversion. On a strongly inverted surface, the

concentration of the lower-concentration carriers (holes) is very low (Fig. 6.1ge). The

acceptor-type surface recombination centers have to wait long time to capture a hole to

recombine before an electron coming in. Therefore the surface recombination rate is

very low on a strongly inverted surface. As a result, the surface recombination current

Irec is essentially reduced to zero (Fig. 6.14, Region IV). The DeBn drain current is

constant and the transconductance is zero in this region (Figs. 6.15 and 6.16a, Region

IV), if there are no other current contributions.

It should be noted, however, that once a strong inversion surface is created, the

inverted channel collected current contribution to the DeBD drain current is significant.

Therefore, the inverted channel current dominates the DeBD characteristics for the

DeBD with the inverted channel present. The DeBD characteristics with the inverted

channel present will be analyzed in the following chapters.
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Fig. 6.19 (Cont.) (e) For VGB > VTH, the surface is biased into strong inversion.

The surface hole concentration is very low and electron high. Surface
recombination rate is controlled by holes and is very low.
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CHAPTER 7

DCBD ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND MODELING

7.1 Overview

In Chap. 5, the measured DCBD electrical characteristics have been presented

and discussed. In order to analytically simulate these experimental results, an analytical

model for determining DCBn theoretical characteristics is developed in this chapter.

The derivation of the analytical model incorporates conventional MOSFET and BJT

theories in a combined manner. In order to obtain closed-form equations for the

theoretical DCBD characteristics, some reasonable assumptions and approximations are

made first. (a discussion on the validity of these assumptions is included in Chap. 12.)

The analytical model is presented in a step by step development fashion. Based on the

conventional MOSFET and BIT theories, the carrier transport mechanisms are analyzed

for the different DCBD regions (active, fully saturation and partial saturation, refer to

Chap. 3). This transport analysis results in expressions for the various component

channel length and the channel-collected currents in different channel regions. These

channel-collected currents plus the parasitic BJT collector current comprise the total

DCBD drain (i. e., collector) current which governs the DCBD electrical characteristics.

The development of the analytical model is rather mathematically involved. In

order to give reader a basic view of the direction that the theoretical modeling takes, an

outline of the mathematical derivations is provided in App. A7-1, together with the key

resultant equations. The key equations are summarized in a sequential flow chart in

App. A7-2.
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The analytical model in this chapter is developed for the large rectangular area

gate DCBD (R-DCBD). The device characteristics for the R-DCBD are described in

detail in order to provide a suitably comprehensive example for reader and to address

key issues in the simplest case. The theoretical evaluated characteristics determined

from the analytical modeling for the R-DCBD are then compared with the previously

obtained experimental results described in Chap. 5 to provide a persuasive confirmation

that the theoretical modeling developed herein is valid.

The analytical model developed in this chapter for the large rectangular area gate

R-DCBD can be modified and applied to non-rectangular DCBD devices and scaled

down short channel devices. Analytical modeling for the non-rectangular DCBD

devices is provided in Chap. 8. The scaled-down short channel DCBD device results

are provided in Chap. 9.

A discussion on approximations limitations and validity of the theoretical

approach developed and used herein is provided in Chap. 12.

7.2 Transport Analysis ofa Large Gate Area Rectangular Gate DCBD (R-DCBD).

Experimental development of DCBD devices had previously proceeded with Dr.

J. W. Holm-Kennedy and D. Okada [4, 5]. In those studies, several gate shapes were

incorporated into experimental devices and the influence ofgate shape confirmed and

studied. One gate shape which has been consistently used because of its relative

simplicity, and which is treated herein extensively, is that of the large rectangular gate

(Fig. 2.1, Chap. 2, and Fig. 7.1). Hereafter, this device (which has gate length of 1.27

rom and gate width of 0.356 rom) is termed the "large" R-DCBD device.

Since the DCBD is made up of merged BJT and MOSFET structures which in

certain operating regions behave in a distributed manner, both BJT and MOSFET

transport mechanisms must be incorporated into the DCBD theoretical electrical
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are fabricated on a mesa of length Lmesa and width Wmesa. The gate region defines the

channel length Lch and the channel width Wch-



characteristics. In the theoretical analysis below, the following assumptions and

approximations are made (unless otherwise noted):

(1) Uniform base-to-emitter current distribution is found across the entire

emitter region.

(2) The short base condition applies throughout. That is, excess carrier

recombination in the base is assumed negligible compared to other base

current losses.

(3) Uniform emitter-to-base electron boundary values are found resulting in

homogenous emitter to base injection when the full device is operating in

an active mode (the base excess carrier concentration value at the emitter

side of the neutral base region invariant with location y and z when the

device is biased under forward active and saturation conditions).

(4) The channel-base junction functions as an ideal pnjunction diode. And,

there is no recombination in the channel-base depletion region.

(5) The value of the channel-to-base voltage along that portion of the channel

which is operating in full saturation (i. e., that portion of the channel that

collects no emitter-to-base electron current at all) is constant with respect

to x and y direction.

In the analysis that follows, it is noted that in general the transport behaviors

may be different at different y locations. In all, three distinct regions are identifiable,

and must be included, for analysis purposes. The three regions of interest are:

(l) The active channel region;

(2) The saturated channel region; and

(3) The transitional channel region.
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These regions are analyzed separately. Their influences and contributions are merged

(summed) in a self-consistent way. That is, the analytical representation of the three

regions is developed in separate parts but all three influences are merged in a manner

that incorporates their mutual dependencies.·

In order to compare theoretically determined results with the previously obtained

experimental results and establish the confidence on the validity of the analytical

modeling, the analytical modeling of the large R-DCBD uses exactly the same device

dimensions, doping and other parameters found in the large R-DCBD experimental

device. The experimental parameters are incorporated in the theory in order to

meaningfully compare theoretical and experimental results and provide a measure of the

validity and quality of the theoretical model developed herein. These experimental

device parameters are summarized in Table 7.1. They are the same as described in the

device design and fabrication chapter (Chap. 4). Key electrical parameters are extracted

from the R-DCBD experimental results (Chap. 5) for comparison purposes and

establishment of the validity of the theoretical approach.

7.2.1 DCBD Channel Pinch-off Effect and Pinch-off Region Length Evaluation

The pinch-off phenomenon has been discussed in the Chaps. 2 and 3. The

pinch-off effect on the DCBD surface recombination has been analyzed in Chap. 6. As

it has been discussed and analyzed in those chapters, the pinch-offphenomenon has

significant influence on the DCBD electrical behavior. In order to incorporated the

pinch-off effect in the DCBD transport analysis, it is necessary to evaluate the pinch-off

effect in detail first.

• For convenience of analysis, the DeBD base is taken as the voltage reference in the theoretical analysis.
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Table 7.1 The Experimental Large R-DCBD Parameters Used in the Theoretical

Modeling

Parameter Symbol Unit Value

Base Doping Na cm-3 4xlO I5

Base Minority npO cm-3 5.26xl04

Carrier Concentration

Emitter-base IBEO A 2xlO- IO

Saturation Current

Emitter-base Junction nEB I

Diode Factor

Base-Emitter Junction nBE 1.67

Diode Factor

Base Width WB J..lm 7.54

Channel Length Lch mm 1.27

Channel Width Wch mm 0.356

Emitter Area AE mm2 0.67

Electron Channel Ilch cm2NS 550

Mobility

Electron bulk 110 cm2NS 1500

Mobility

Gate Area Ao mm2 0.452

MOS Flat-Band Vtb V -1.7

Voltage

MOS Threshold VTH V -1.04

Voltage

MOS Gate-Oxide Cox pF/cm2 180

Differential Capacitance

Parasitic BJT D.C Po 2.6

Current Gain

Effective Base Current A'" 0.9

Factor

'" The effective base current factor and its value have been discussed in Sec. 6.6.4.
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From the conventionalMOS theory [6, 7, 15], the pinch-off onset drain voltage

VDBpo and pinch-off region length Lpo for the DCBD device have been given by Eqs.

3.27 and 3.28, respectively. For reader convenience, these equations are provided here

again,

I ES q Na [.-v 2Cox2 ]VDBpo =VOB - Vfb - 21~p - C 2 1+ N (VOB - Vtb) - 1 , (7.1)ox ES q a

.-v 2 ESLpo = q N
a

(VDB - VDBpO) , VDB> VDBpO. (7.2)

Since VDBpo is a function of the gate voltage VOB, the pinch-off length Lpo is a function

of both the drain voltage VDB and the gate voltage VOB'

As pointed in Sec. 3.5 (Chap. 3), the pinch-off length Lpo is just a small

percentage for a long channel length device. In order to have a clear figure of the

magnitude ofLpo, let us take the large R-DCBD as an illustrativeexample to evaluate

the pinch-off region length for certain bias parameters. The R-DCBD parameters used in

the computationare listed in the Table 7.1.

Figure 7.2 shows the pinch-off length Lpo changes versus the gate voltage VOB

for the drain voltage VDB ranging from 1 V to 10 V in steps of 1 V for the large R

DCBD. The pinch-off region length Lpo along the channel is in micron range.

Compared to the R-DCBD full channel length Lch = 1.27 mm, clearly the pinch-off

length Lpo is negligible for such long channel device. In this case, the variation ofLpo

with voltage swings should not meaningfully alter the DCBD characteristics(assuming

the biases remain such that the pinch-off is maintained).

In contrast, for very short channel devices, if the pinch-off length Lpo is in the

urn range as in example of Fig. 7.2, then a pinch-off length on the order of microns may

be a significant fraction ofthe channel lengthand the active channel may be shortened
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Fig. 7.2 The theoretical pinch-off length Lpo versus effective gate voltage (Vos - VTH) of the
large R-DCBD. The drain voltage VDB varies from 1 V to 10 V in steps of 1 V. The
pinch-off length Lpo decreases with the increase of VOB, and is much smaller than the
physical channel length Lch.



as a function of bias conditions, or device structure, in a manner similar to that observed

for short channel MOSFET devices. Related scaling ofDCBD devices can suppress or

reduce such dependence as discussed in Chap. 9.

As discussed in Sec. 3.5, although the pinch-off length is negligible for a long

channel device, the pinch-off voltage VDBpovalue itself can still significantly affect

device characteristics. As shown in Fig. 3.9b (Chap. 3), the channel-to-base voltage at

the pinch-off location y =Lpo is fixed at the pinch-off onset drain voltage, VChB(Lpo) =

Vnspo- The electrons collected along the channel are drawn along the channel by the

channel voltage drop until they reach the pinched-off region where the voltage bias is

Vnspo- The electrons are then swept to the drain nipple by the large electric field

located in the pinched-off region between the end of the conducting channel and the

drain nipple. Therefore, if the channel pinch-off condition has occurred, it is the value

of VDBpoand not VDB that directly influences (one of the influences) the strength of

the electron transport along the channel. * That is, VDBpo is the channel voltage fixed

voltage reference to which the channel self-bias feature must be referenced, as discussed

below.

Ofcourse the transport is still dependent upon the value of VDB in the sense that

the value of VDB with respect to other applied voltages, as discussed above, is important

in determining the onset of pinch-off. In the theoretical modeling which follows, it is

thus important to include the pinch off parameters (length and bias) since these affect

the voltage drop limitations available along the channel and thus channel current

characteristics. For these reasons, the pinch-offeffect on the DCBD characteristics

must be and is included in the DCBD modeling presented herein..

• The channel current magnitude also has a profound influence on the channel via self-biasing effect as
will be discussed later.
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The choice ofoxide thickness affects the pinch-off voltages and the pinch-off

length in a manner analogous to the situation in a conventional MOSFET. The pinch

off voltages VOBpo and VGBpo can be expressed as functions of the MOS gate-oxide

differential capacitance Cox (Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2). And the differential gate-oxide

capacitance Cox is related to the oxide thickness tox by [6]

C - EO ESox--
tox '

(7.3)

where EO is the vacuum permittivity and ES semiconductor dielectric constant. •

The effect ofoxide thickness on pinch-off conditions is illustrated in Fig. 7.3.

Here the results ofLpo versus tox for the large dimension R-DCBD (Table 7.1) are

illustrated for bias values ofVGB = 4V and VOB=5V. From Fig. 7.3, one sees that Lpo

decreases with the decreasing tox ( tox > 1aaA), and approaches a constant for tox <

1aoA. These results can be understood by considering the influence of tox on the flat

band voltage. The thinner the gate-oxide, the lower the gate voltage required for the

MOSFET to achieve a flat band condition, i. e., the lower is the flat-band voltage Vfb

Hence the effective gate voltage (VGB - Vfb) to bias the inversion channel is lower for

thinner gate oxide. Therefore, the pinch-off length Lpo is shortened for thinner gate

oxide under fixed VOB and VGB' When the gate oxide is so thin that the influence of

oxide charge on Vfb is negligible compared to that ofthe work-function difference, then

Vfb is essentially determined by the work-function difference ~ms (refer to Eq. 2.6,

Chap. 2). Therefore, the pinch-off length Lpo is a constant with respect to tox for very

thin gate oxide.

This tendency of the pinch-off length change with respect to the gate oxide

thickness can be seen from Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2. In Eq. 7.1, the last term ofVOBpOis

• for Si, Es = 11.9 [6].
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Fig. 7.3 The theoretical pinch-off length Lpo versus gate oxide thickness tox of the large

R-DCBD for VGB = 4 V, VDB = 6 V. The pinch-off length Lpo decrease with the

decrease oftox' For tox < 100 A, Lpo intends to saturate at 0.57 urn,



inversely proportional to the square of Cox which is inversely proportional to the oxide

thickness tox' From Eq. 7.2, the pinch-off length Lpo decreases with the increase of

VDBpO' So VDBpOincreases with the decrease oftox, and Lpo decreases with the

decrease oftox. When tox is decreased to a small value, Cox is large and its

contribution to VDBpo is negligible compared to the other voltage terms in Eq. 7.1.

Thus VDBpo and Lpo become fixed in value with respect to tox for small tox value.

7.2.2 Excess Carrier Injection from the DCBD Emitter-Base Junction

The DCBD can be thought of in part as a BJT with the channel collector taking

the place of a conventional BJT doped collector. All BJT modes can be observed in a

DCBD under various operating biases. However, for the issues pertinent to the focus of

this dissertation, the BJT operating features of interest are forward active operation and

saturation (partial or full saturation conditions) operation. It must be noted, however,

that the DCBD is not a BJT. A key feature of the DCBD is: the gate controlled

conducting channel provides a variable collector distributed resistance. That resistance

in turn provides a collector-to-base bias which is location dependent, and also

dependent upon gate voltage and other bias parameters. The influence of the distributed

channel-base self biasing has profound effects on the DCBD operating characteristics,

and this feature sets the DCBD behavior well apart from conventional BJT behavior.

Nevertheless, it is useful to begin a discussion of the emitter minority carrier injection

related to the operating characteristics ofa DCBD by first considering conventional BJT

minority carrier injection features. These BJT features will then be integrated with the

MOS channel features to provide the distributed DCBD behavior description.

For a DCBD device operating under forward active bias conditions and with an

active collecting n-channel present, excess carriers (electrons for an npn configuration)

are injected from the emitter-base junction which has been forward biased to a particular
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injection level by the applied voltages and base current. The emitter injected minority

carriers diffuse across the base region and are collected by the n-channel collector (refer

to Fig. 3.6a, active region). Here, the MOS n-channel of the npn DCBD provides the

collector function normally supplied by a doped collector region in a conventional BJT.

As is the case for a conventional BlT, the DCBn can exhibit both forward active and

bipolar saturation behaviors. (Under proper bias conditions, the DCBD will be

partitioned to have simultaneously an active region and a saturation region (Chap. 3).)

In the active region, the excess carrier profile across the base has the maximum slope

which is constant for a "prototype" device. When there is no base current crowding

effects (the condition assumed in the analysis below), the base excess carrier profile will

be constant and have its steepest slope between the location offull collection onset (y =

Lact, Fig. 7.4a) and the drain/collector contact. That is, only along the active channel

region does the base excess carrier profile have a large gradient. Therefore only in this

region does the active channel effectively collect the emitter-injected excess carriers·

(the transition region is neglected in this discussion).

As discussed in Chap. 3, under full saturation conditions (forward biased

emitter-base and base-collector junctions) the excess carrier profile is flat across the

base (refer to Fig. 3.6a, saturation region). In actual practice, due to the distributive

feature of the channel current and channel-base voltage self biasing, the base region will

have varying degrees of saturation depending on channel-base self-biasing details. A

portion of the base region will have nearly full saturation and the base minority carrier

profile will have only a very small base-to-channel excess carrier gradient. In the

transitional region where the channel-base bias is varying between near full saturation

• In practice, for certain device design and bias conditions, a DCSD device may have most of its channel
collection occurring in the transitional region, i.e., along the channel between the location of near full
saturation to the location near full collection. This condition is discussed in Sec. 7.2.7.
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Fig.7.4 (a) A simplified R-DCBD structure. The gate Si02/AI is removed.

structure is rotated 900 around Yaxis for Fig. (b). (b) Excess carrier
profile in the base region under the channel. The profile has a large
gradient in the active region, a reduced gradient in the transition regi
and is flat in the saturation region. The electron flux component in Y
direction Fny is negligible.
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bias conditions and full collection conditions, the base-to-channel excess carrier profile

will have a somewhat larger gradient with this gradient increasing as one moves closer

to the forward active collection region (refer to Fig. 3.6a, transition region). Wherever

there is some base excess carrier gradient, some current will be collected.

It is noted that there can be two dimensional influences on the base excess

carrier profile. For very short channel device the two dimensional effects may be

significant. Figure 7.4 shows a simplified two-dimensional excess carrier profile

expanded from the one dimensional profile shown in Fig. 3.6c (Chap. 3). In this case,

the excess carrier profile would adjust to deliver an additional y component ofthe

emitter-to-collector electron flux (indicated by a shadowed arrow in Fig. 7.4b). That is,

for this short channel devices, the electron flux can be divided into two components:

the x-dimension component Fnx and the y-dimension component Fny, with the Fnx

component generally dominating. In the analysis to follow, however, any excess carrier

transport in the base along y-dimension will be considered as second order and ignored,

for convenience ofcomputation.

Ignoring these second order y transport contributions, the base region excess

carrier transport can be treated in a manner similar to that ofa conventional short-base

BJT. That is, all emitter-to-collector transport is assumed to be in the x-dimension. In

this case, the excess carrier profile in the active channel region can be expressed as [6],

(7.4)

where Mp(O) is the emitter injected excess carrier concentration at the emitter-base

edge (x = 0, Fig. 7.4b).
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In the transitional channel region (partial saturation region) where the channel

base junction has incomplete self-induced forward bias, the excess carrier profile is a

function of both x and y, and can be expressed as

dnp(x, y) =dnp(O) ( 1 - ~B ) p(y) , Lact < Y<Ytr , (7.5)

where p(y) is a function to describe the excess carrier distribution along the y direction

in the transition region. In a first order approximation, p(y) can be approximated as a

linear function ofy and Eq. 7.5 is expressed as

dnp(x, y) =dnp(O) (1 - ~ ) (1 --LY ),
Bact

Lact < Y< Ytr . (7.6)

Here Ytris the front edge of the transitional channel, i.e., Ytris located between the

transitional channel and the saturated channel (Fig. 7.4a). It is noted here that the Y

dependence generally will be non-linear. But it is emphasized here that the y-dimension

component across the base is a second order effect and is going to be ignored.

Therefore, the y-dependence is not an issue for the final analytical model described

herein.

In the saturated channel region, the excess carrier profile across the base is a

constant,

dnp = Mp(O), Ytr< Y< Lch . (7.7)

Since the base excess carrier profile has different slopes (x-dependence) in the

active, transition and saturation regions, the injected excess carrier (electron) fluxes are

also different in these three different regions. The analytical treatment of the electron

fluxes corresponding to the three different regions are provided in the following

sections.
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7.2.3 Channel Self-Biasingand Channel Voltage Distribution

As discussed in the Chap. 3, when the distributivechannel current Ich(Y) flows

along the resistive channel, the channel current in combination with the channel

resistance causes a voltagedrop along the channel and a modulation of the channel-to

base junction. This creates the channel-basejunction self-biasing effect. The result is

that the actual channel-basevoltage VchB(Y) varies along the channel.

Consider the conducting channel represented in Fig. 3.5 (reproduced here as Fig.

7.5). The channel voltage drop dVChB(Y) over the distance dy at location Yhas been

expressed by Eq. 3.6b and is provide again below for reader convenience,

dV () - I () dy
chB Y - ch Y J.1ch Wch Qn(vchB(Y), VGB) (7.8a)

Here fJch is the channel mobility, Wch the channel width, and Qn(vchB(Y), VGB) the Y

dependent charge density per unit area in the n-channel given by Eq. 3.5 (Chap. 3). For

convenience of analysis, the expression for Qn(VchB(Y), VGB) is provided here again,

Qn(vchB(Y)' VGB) =-Cox(VGB - Vfb - 21cPpi - VchB(Y»

+ ".)2 ES q Na (2 IcPpl + VchB(Y» . (7.8b)

Since the base-channel junction has different BJT bias conditions at different

locations, the collected current density is not homogeneous, i. e., it is a function ofy

along the channel (Fig. 7.5). The fact that the current collected by the channel is

distributive results in the location-dependent current along the channel Ich(Y). When

the channel current collection is inhomogeneous(arising from channel self-biasing

effects), the channel current as a function of Yis still inhomogeneous but takes on

further complexity. In the following sections, the current Ich(Y) will be separately
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Fig. 7.5 (a) A simplified R-DCBD channel slab. The channel width Wch(Y) is in

general a function of the channel locationy. (b) The channel current Ich(Y)

flows through an incrementalchannel length dy creating a channel voltage
drop dVchB(Y)' In case ofpinch-off, the channelvoltage at the drain nipple

VDB should be replaced by Vnspo-
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evaluated for the different channel regions (the active, the saturated and the transitional

regions) in order to develop the analytical model.

7.2.4 Excess Carrier Collection by the Active Channel

In this section, the excess carrier transport collected by, and flowing along the

active channel is analyzed. An equation to link the excess carrier injection and

collection is established first. From this equation, the expressions for length of the

active channel and the current collected by the active channel are derived.

7.2.4.1 Active Channel Collection and the Active Channel Length

The active channel extends from the drain nipple to the active channel end Lact

at which location the channel-base voltage becomes zero, i.e., VchB(LacV = 0 (Fig.

7.5). For a clear identification, the subscript "ch" in channel current symbol Ich(Y) is

modified in the active channel region by changing "cha" in order to designate the active

channel current collection contribution. For the active channel region, Eq. 7.8 can be

rearranged and integrated from y = 0 to y = Lact (accordingly, the channel voltage

changes from VDB to 0) as

o Lj tf Qn(VchB(y), VGB)dVchB(y) = ~ Icha(Y) dy .
V Ilch ch 0

DB

(7.9a)

It is noted that in Eq. 7.9a, the left hand side is determined by the distributive

channel charge density Qn(VchB(y), VGB), and the right hand side is determined by the

distributive channel current Ich(Y)' Therefore, the two sides ofEq. 7.9a can be treated

separately. For convenience of analysis, two notations, LHS and RHS, are introduced

here to represent the left-hand side and the right-hand side in the Eq. 7.9a. Then Eq.

7.9a can be simply expressed as
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LHS=RHS.

The two notations are definedas

o
LHS == f QnCVchB(Y), VGB) dVchB(Y) ,and

VOB

Lj t
RHS == ~ Icha(Y) dy .

Ilch ch 0

(7.9b)

(7.10)

(7.11)

The two different sides ofEq. 7.9a will have important featuresand managementin the

analysis to follow. In the following analysis, the LHS and the RHS ofEq. 7.9a will be

derived separately. Once the expressions for the LHS and the RHS are achieved, the

active channel length Lact can be expressed from Eq. 7.9a.

The LHS integral (Eq. 7.1 0) can be further developedby substituting Eq. 7.8b

for Qn(VchB(Y), VGB) into Eq. 7.10, whichyields the following expression for the

LHS,

o
LHS = f Qn(VchB(Y), VGB) dVchB(Y)

VOB

o

= -Cox f [VGB - Vfb - 21~pl- VchB(Y)] dVchB(Y)
VOB

o
+-V2 ES q Na f -V2 I~pl + VChB(Y) dVchB(Y) ,

VOB
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or,

LHS =Cox [VGB - Vfb - 2 I~pl - V~B ] VDB

_ 2 "2 ~s q Na [(21~pl + VOB)3/2 _(21~pI)3/2] . (7.l2c)

It should be noted here that Eq. 7.l2c is a function of the bias voltages VGB and VOB.

This functionality is an important feature for the following analysis. To reflect this bias

voltage dependence and to support the analysis to come, the notation LHS is henceforth

designated as a function, F(VGB' VDB), i. e.,

F(VGB' VDB)== LHS

== Cox [VGB - Vfb - 2 I~pl - VfB ] VDB

_ 2 "2 ~s q Na [(21~pl + VOB)3/2 _(21~pD3/2] (7.l3a)

If the DCBD biasing is such that the pinch-off condition is present near the drain

contact, the integration limits must reflect this condition and the LHS (Eq. 7.10) should be

integrated from VDBpo to O. In such case, the function F(VGB' VDB)of Eq. 7.13a is

modified and becomes,

[ VDBgo]
Fpo(VGB'VDBpO) == Cox VGB - Vfb - 2 I~pl - 2 VOBpo

- 2 "2 ~s q Na [(2 I~pl + VDBpO)3/2 _ (2 l~pD3/2]

(7.l3b)

The RHS ofEq. 7.11 must be integrated between the appropriate limits reflecting

the operating conditions of the devices. For example, under the pinch-off condition, the
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RHS should be integrated from the pinch-off location y =Lpo to the active channel length

location y =Lact. However, for a long channel DCBD, the pinch-off length Lpo is much

smaller than the active channel length Lact (Lpo « LacV. Under this operation

condition, the RHS ofEq. 7.11 can be still integrated from 0 to Lact and the results will

still be valid to good approximation. (The approximation only begins to break down

when Lact is on the same order as Lpo, i. e., Lact ~ Lpo')

In order to solve the RHS ofEq. 7.11, the channel current Icha(Y) must be

incorporated into Eq. 7.11. Thus, to solve Eq. 7.11, the channel current Icha(Y) must first

be determined. In that region of the DCBD which is operating with an active channel, the

channel current Icha(Y) at the specific location Yis to first order simply the integral ofthe

emitter injected-electron current from the location Yto the end of the active channel

collecting region, Lact (Fig. 7.6).* Incorporating the emitter injected-electron flux along

the emitter to active channel region as FEB, the channel current can be simply expressed

as,

(7.14)

From Eq. 7.4, the injected electron flux collected along the active channel is simply [6]

F = -D dL\np(x)
EB n dx (7.15a)

(7.15b)

where Dn is the base region electron diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient is

related to the mobility Ilo via the Einstein relationship (Eq. 6.39),

• The contribution from the transition channelregion (Fig. 7.8) is analyzed in Sec. 7.2.7.
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EMITTER

Fig. 7.6 Schematic representation for the active channel collection.
The active channel current at an arbitrary location Icha(Y) is

an integration of the emitter-injected electrons from Yto the
end of the active channel Lact.
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(7.16)

where Vt = kT/q is the thermal voltage.

By substituting Eq. 7.15b into Eq. 7.14, one can arrive at an expression for the

channel current as a function of the channel location y

I () - q Dn Wch Mp(O) (L )
cha Y - W

B
act - Y (7.17)

The emitter injected excess carrier concentration at the base-emitter boundary

Mp(O) is related to the base-emitter junction bias VBE in the usual way by [6]

.&1p(O) = npo (evBE/nEB Vt - 1) , (7.18a)

where npo is the minority carrier (electron) concentration in the p-base. The emitter-base

junction diode factor nEB = 1 (refer to Sec. 5.2 and Table 7.1). Since the base-emitter

junction is forward biased, one has eVBE/nEB Vt» 1, and Eq. 7.18a can be simplified in

the usual way and represented as a simple exponential for most emitter forward bias

conditions, i. e., for the most base current values of interest herein,

(7.18b)

Using the exponential ofEq. 7.18b provides some convenience in the development ofa

DeBD theoretical model with closed-form equations under certain conditions and

geometries, and thus will generally be used in the following analysis. While it is noted

that where closed-form equations are not achievable, standard numerical methods may be

invoked, closed-form analysis in general provides easier physical interpretation and

confirmation that the analysis is consistent with the physical model of the DeBD

behavior. This confirmation is one of the objectives of the analytical approach to the

DeBD modeling presented herein.
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The emitter-base bias voltage VES relationship to the base-emitter current ISE is

the usual exponential one [6],

(7.19a)

which provides a base current function for the exponential feature ofEq. 7.18b,

(7. 19b)

Here ISEOis saturation current of the base-emitter junction, and nSE the base-emitter

junction diode factor which has a value between 1 and 2 depending on the emitter-base

junction recombination in the usual way.

A part of the excess carrier recombination in the DeBD fabrication geometries

described herein is not well accounted for by the usual nBE diode exponential

parameter. It is useful to count for this "extraneous" recombination in another way, as

described in Sec. 6.6.4. Therefore, the base-emitter current becomes (Eq. 6.44,

reproduced here as Eq. 7.20 for reader convenience),

(7.20)

where 'A. is the adjustable effective base current factor which counts for the extraneous

recombination loss, as discussed in Sec. 6.6.4 in Chap. 6. From Eqs. 7.18b, 7.19b and

7.20,

[ 'A. Is ]nBE
8np(0) =npo -I- .

SEO

By substituting Eqs. 7.17 and 7.21 into Eq. 7.11, the RHS integral can be

conveniently modified to become,
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Lj tRHS =q Dn &1p(O) (L _y) dy
Jlch WB 0 act

= q Dn Lact2 &1p(O)

2 Jlch WB

(7.22a)

(7.22b)

(7.22c)

Similar to the definition of the function F(VGB' VDB), another function G(IB,

LacV is designated to represent the RHS (Eq. 7.22c),

G(I ,L .\ == RHS = q npo JloVt Lact2 [A. IB ]nBE •
B acv 2 Jlch WB IBEO

(7.23)

It is recalled that the RHS which is defined as a function G(IB, LacV in Eq. 7.23

equals the LHS which is defined as a function F(VGS, VDB) in Eq. 7.13a. That is,

F(VGB' VOB) = G(IB, LacV . (7.24a)

Equation 7.24a links the active channel length Lact to the bias parameters (VGB' VDB,

Is) and hence is termed as "link equation" in this dissertation. When the pinch-off

condition is present near the drain nipple, the function F(VGB' VOB) in Eq. 7.24a is

replaced by the function Fpo(VGB, VOB) defined in Eq. 7.13b and the link equation

becomes

(7.24b)

By substituting the definition Eq. 7.23 for G(IB, LacV into Eq. 7.24a or Eq. 7.24b, the

link equation can be expressed as,
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F(V V ) = q npo Jlo Vt Lact2 [A IB.]nBE
GB, DB 2 JlchWB IBEO ' (No Pinch-ofI Present),

or under the pinch-off condition,

F (V V ) = q npo Jlo Vt Lact2
po GB, DBpo 2 JlchWB

(7.24c)

[ AlB ]nBE .-I- , (Pinch-off Present).
BEO

(7.24d)

The functions F(VGB, VDB) and Fpo(VGB, VDB) are definedby Eq. 7.13a and 7.13b,

respectively.

When the DCBD is operatingwith only part of the invertedMOS channelfully

collecting, i. e., BJT forward active behavior, the active channel length for the R-DCBD

can be determinedfor any particularbias conditions using Eqs. 7.24c or 7.24d under the

incorporatedhere simplifiedassumptionthat the channelcurrent is only collectedby the

active inverted MOS channel.· For the "sharp transition" conditions, the active channel

length Lact can be simply derived from the link equation(Eq. 7.24c) and is

Lact= 2 WB Jlch [IBEO]nBE F(V V ) , (No Pinch-off Present).
q npo Jlo Vt AlB GB, DB

(7.25a)

Alternatively under the pinch-offcondition (Eq. 7.24d),

Lact=
2 WBJlch [IBEO]nBE •

---=..:.....::::V~ TI Fpo(VGB, VDBpO) , (Pmch-offPresent).
q npo Jlo t B

(7.25b)

where the functions F(VGB' VDB) and Fpo(VGB, VDBpO) are given in Eqs. 7.13a and

7.13b, respectively.

• The transitionchannel collection is analyzed in Sec. 7.2.7.
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To simplify Eq. 7.25, a new parameter PTact representing the theoretical d. c.

current gain arising from solely DeBD active channel collection is defined as,

P = q Dno8npCO)
act Ws Js

(7.26a)

(7.26b)

where Js is the base current density available to bias the base-emitter junction, Js = "

Is/AE· (More details of the physical meaning of Pact are discussed in next section.) By

substituting Pact into Eq. 7.25, the active channel length Lact can be simply expressed

in terms ofthe DeBD operating biases as

or,

Lact= 2 Jlch
A J F(VGB, Vos) ,
pact SE

(No Pinch-off Present). (7.27a)

Lact= (Pinch-off Present). (7.27b)

for the pinch-off case.

By combining Eqs. 7.25 and 7.13, the prerequisite presence of the physical

model feature of an active channel length modulation by applied bias is incorporated.

The physical model features of active channel length Lact modulation with the change of

base current Is, gate voltage VGS, and drain voltage VOB is now incorporated in the

analytical expressions. From Eqs. 7.25 and 7.13, it is clear that increasing the base

current Is shortens the active channel length Lact as is predicted from the physical

model and proven from the experimental results. Similarly, increasing in the gate

voltage VGB or the drain voltage VOB lengthens the active channel magnitude Lact.
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As discussed in Sec3.1.4 (Chap. 3), whenthe gate voltageis increased to the

channel saturation onsetvoltage VGBon, or the basecurrent is decreased to the channel

saturationonset currentIBon, the active channel length Lact is increased to its maximum

limit, the physical channel length Lch' Anyfurther increase in VGB or decrease in JB

does not change the active channel length. The analytical expressions for Lact must

reflect this fact. Including the saturation onset conditions, the Eqs. 7.27a for the active

channel length Lact undernon-pinch off condition is modified according to the bias

condition,

1
I_2..:.....JlC=h'--F(VGB, VDB) ,

Lact = Pact JBE

Lch' VGB > VGBOn, IB < IBon·

(7.28a)

For bias conditions where pinch-off ispresent (VDB> VDBpOor VGB< VGBpO)' the

maximum valueofthe active channel lengthis slightly reducedfromthe full channel

length. In general the active channel lengthcan be expressed as

1
P

2 Jl~h Fpo(VGB, VDBpO)' VGB < VGBOn, IB > IBon'
Lact = act BE

Lch' VGB > VGBOn' IB < Iaon-

(7.28b)

The function Fpo(VGB, VDBpO) is defined by Eq. 7.13b.

In Fig. 7.7, an example ofthe activechannel lengthcalculated for a large

rectangulargate R-DCBD (LacU is plotted versusVGBfor a fixed value ofVDB = 10 V

and for IB ranging from 2 J.1A to 10 J.1A in steps of 2 J.1A. Thesebias parameters are

listed in Table7.2. For the maximum gate voltagevalue VGB =6 V, the pinch-offonset
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Fig. 7.7 Theoreticalactive channel length Lact versus gate voltage VGB curves of the large R

DCBD. VDB = 10 V, IB= 2 J.l.A to 10 J.l.A in steps of2 J.l.A. The MOS threshold voltage

VTH = -1.04 V. The active channel onset voltage VGBact = -0.8 V. The saturation

channel onset voltage VGBon = 4.46 V for IB= 10 J.l.A.



Table 7.2 Bias Parameters for the Large R-DCBD Active Channel Length

Base Current IB (IJ.A) 2 I 4 I 6 I 8 I 10

Drain Voltage VOB (V) 10

Gate Voltage VGB (V) -2 -6

drain voltage calculated using Eq. 7.1 in this example is VOBpO=4.887 V. The applied

drain voltage VOB = 10 V < VOBpO' hence channel pinch-off has occurred: The curves

exhibited in Fig. 7.7 were calculated from Eq. 7.28b to include the pinch-off effect. For

the large rectangular gate R-DCBD theoretical computation, the experimentally

measured threshold voltage OfVTH = -1.04 V was used (refer to Table 7.1).

Considering the results of the computation, it is clear from Fig. 7.7 that the gate voltage

required to form the beginning of an active current collecting channel (VGBact**) is

VGBact~ -0.8 V (which is of course higher than VTH)' The fact that VGBact> VTH

implies that only if the gate voltage is higher than the threshold voltage, i. e., the

channel is biased beyond the strong inversion, can an active channel portion be created

for current collection. (It will be illustrated in Sec. 7.2.6 that for VGB = VTH' the

transition channel is formed near the drain nipple.)

The active channel length is a function of DCBD bias conditions. Once an

active MOS channel portion is created, the active channel length quasi-linearly

increases with an increase of the gate voltage. (Here only a part of the inverted channel

is actively collecting (Lact < Lch).) When the gate voltage is further increased to a

value greater than or equal to the saturation onset gate voltage Voson- the active

• In Sec. 7.3, the gate voltage range is expanded VOB = 10 V, and VDB = 10 V. For VOB = 10 V, VDBpo
= 8.303 V. Hence the pinch-off condition still hold .
.. The onset of the active channel-base junction behavior begins as an essentially infinitesimal fraction of
the full channel length.
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channel length then increases to the maximum allowed value, i.e., to the entire physical

•channel length Lch. To reiterate, for VGB ~ Voaon- the channel is fully active and

Lact is equal to its maximum available value, i. e., to the physical channel length Lch.

7.2.4.2 Active Channel Region Current

The active channel length is that portion of the inverted MOS channel which is

collecting emitter injected current across the base. As discussed above, the active channel

length is less than or equal to the full channel length. In the idealize DCBD (no transition

region, i. e., partial saturation region, between the collecting and non-collecting channel

regions), only the active channel portion is collecting emitter-injected electrons and the

non-active region is assumed non-collecting in this approximation. That is, the following

discussion assumes that there are no transition region contributions. The transition region

contribution is included in Sec. 7.2.7. Thus in the current discussion, only the active

channel region collected current provides channel current transport and a related voltage

drop along the channel with corresponding self-biasing of the channel-base junction. The

fully integrated channel-collected current comprises the total drain (or collector) contact

current. Where the pinch-off region length is negligible compared to the active channel

length, such as for the large rectangular gate device (R-DCBD) of Fig. 5.1 (Chap. 5), and

with the transitional region negligible, the active channel current collection essentially

provides all the collector and channel self-biasing effects with pinch-off region collection

current contribution essentially negligible for this long channel (R-DCBD) case:·

To analyze the DCBD where the active channel length is less than the full channel

length, the active channel length must first be determined. Once the active channel length

is determined, the total current collected by the entire active channel Iocha can be

• In Fig. 7.1 I, VaBon is labeled for IB = 10 IlA only.
.. For a short channel device, the pinch-off region current collection can have meaningful influences.
Short channel devices are analyzed in Chap. 8.
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•computed using Eq. 7.17 by setting y = 0 (Fig. 7.6). The expression for Iocha can then

be expressed as

I - q Dn Wch Mp(O) L
ncha - W

B
act ,

which is consistent with the physical model

M (0)
Iocha = q Dn W

B
(AEA = Wch LacV,

(7.29)

(7.30)

where AEA is the emitter area corresponding to the active channel region. Substituting

the expressions for Dn and Mp(O) (Eqs. 7.16b and 7.19b) into Eq. 7.29, the total active

channel current can be expressed as,

Iocha
qnpo flo Vt WchLact [AlB ]nBE •

WB IBEO
(7.31)

From Eq. 7.29c and the calculated Lact curves in Fig. 7.7, the active channel

collected current Iocha can be plotted versus the gate voltage for fixed drain voltage and

the base current values. Figure 7.8 shows the computed IDcha versus VGB

characteristics of the large rectangular R-DCBD for a fixed value ofVOB = 10 V and for

IB ranging from 2 flA to 10 J.lA in steps of2 J.lA (Table 7.2 lists the bias parameter

values). For VGBon> VGB > Vcaact- the channel is biased into a partially active

condition, i.e., only part of the full MOS channel is active. The total current collected

by the active channel region IDcha appears, as illustrated in Fig. 7.8, to quasi-linearly

increase with an increase of VGB' This is apparently due to the approximately linear

dependence of Lact on VGB'

• Negligible pinch-offregionlength.
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Fig. 7.8 Theoretical active channel current IDcha versus gate voltage VGB curves of the large R

DeBD. VDB =10 V, IB=2 J.lA to 10 J.lA in steps of2 J.lA. For VGBact< VGB

the channel is partially active and the IDcha is quasi-linearly increasing. For V

the channel is fully active and the IDcha is maximized at high current level.



When the gate voltage is further increased to VGB = VGBon, the gate bias is such that

the entire MOS channel becomes fully active and collectionof the emitter-injected

electron current then occurs along the entire MOS channel. The total active channel

current IDchathus reaches its maximumvalue andsaturates at its highest level for this

particular device and biasing conditions.

7.2.4.3 Active Channel Current Gain

For modeling and discussionpurposes, it is useful to definean "theoretical

active channel current gain" l3act which representsthe current amplificationoccurring

when the DCBD MOS channel is only partially active, i.e., only partially collecting

(Lact < Lch)' The active channel currentgain Pact can be expressed in the usual way as

the ratio of the total DCBD collector current observedat the drain collector contact (Fig.

7.6) to the total applied base current IB,as influencedby that portion ofIB (i. e., A. Is)

distributed along the entire emitter directly underlying the active channel region. The

related analyticalmodel is addressedby substituting Pact defined in Eq. 7.26b into Eq.

7.39c. The total active channel current ofEq. 7.29c is then rewritten as,

IDcha= l3act JSE Wch Lact

= l3act JBE Aact

= Pact IBEact·

(7.32a)

(7.32b)

(7.32c)

Here Aact is the active channel area (Aact = Wch LacV, JBE is the base current density

over the entire emitter are AE(JBE =IBE/AE),and ISEact is the base current fraction to

bias the active channelportion of the DCBD. That is,

Aact
Issacr = ISE""""A'E" .
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From Eqs. 7.32 and 7.33, it is clear that the parameter Pact is just the theoretical d. c.

current gain of the DCBD active-channel portion and is constant along the emitter-base

region underlying the active channel.

It is important to define the active channel current gain because there are four

additional influences on the overall DCBD current gain:

(1) The parasitic BlT created by the drain/collector contact provides a collector

current contribution;

(2) Recombination ofemitter-injected current on various surfaces in proximity

to the emitter and channel collection regions;

(3) The effect of the non-active channel region which consumes base-to-emitter

base current but provides no channel collection current in an ideal DCBD;

and (4) Transition region collection (analyzed in Sec. 7.2.6).

All of these influence on the integrated DCBD behavior must be and are considered in

the analysis to follow.

Continuing the discussion of that portion of the DCBD which has an active

channel collection region, the total drain current (ID) essentially consists of two

•components:

(A) Total active channel current (IDCh~; and

(B) The parasitic BlT collector current IpBJT.

The total drain/collector current, ignoring the transition region contribution, is thus,

ID =IDcha + IpBJT· (7.34)

Current recombination outside of the base and channel regions can be important but its

inclusion can be addressed by incorporating the adjustable constant Aas discussed in

Sec. 7.2.1. Both IPBJT and ID can be experimentally measured. When the DCBD is

• Transitional channel current contribution is neglected here and is discussed in Sec. 7.2.7.
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biased beyond the saturation onset, the entire channel is fully collecting and the DCBD

d. c. current gain P reaches a maximum value. This maximum d. c. current gain can be

experimentally determined by,

(7.35)

When the entire channel is active, Lact =Lch' the theoretical current gain Pact

reaches its maximum value which equal PEmax, i. e., Pactlmax =PEmax. From Eq.

7.32a, the total fully active channel current (IDcha> can be related to PEmax as,

IDcha = PEmax JBE Wch Lch

= PEmax JBE AG . (7.36)

Comparing Eqs. 7.32a and 7.36, the theoretical active-channel DCBD portion current

gain (PacV is related to the maximum experimental current gain PEmax by

AG
Pact = PEmax Aact . (7.37)

With the help ofEq. 7.37, the relationship between the experimentally determined

beta (PEmax) and the active channel beta (PacV can be easily discussed. For a fully

active channel DCBD, Aact = AG, and Pact = PEmax. Otherwise, the experimental beta

value is smaller than the theoretical beta value. This is reasonable since the non-active

channel portion DCBD provides negligible current amplification and therefor negligible

contribution to the total collector current. That is, in this example, the non-active current

region provides zero collector current and therefore zero distributed gain contribution

(JEB/JB) in the non-active region.
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7.2.4.4 Active Channel Voltage

The value ofthe channel-to-base voltage along the channel conducting region

directly influences the value of the active channel length and current collection. The

modulation of channel length and device behavior with applied bias values modulation

is an important feature of DCBD behavior and is directly related to the channel-to-base

voltage distribution. To determine the channel-to-base voltage distribution, one can use

Eq. 7.9a as shown below. The basic approach is to relate VchB(Y) to channel location y.

If the RHS ofEq. 7.9a is integrated from 0 to an arbitrary location Y, the LHS is

correspondingly integrated from VDB to a corresponding value ofchannel voltage

VchB(Y),

VCJ(Y) 1 y
QncYchB(Y), VGB)dVchB(Y) = 11 h W h JIcha(Y) dy . (7.38)

V c c 0
DB

The LHS and RHS integrals can be carried out in a manner similar to that invoked in

Sec. 7.2.3.1 where the upper limits of integration were also changed. By substituting

Eq. 7.8b for Qn(VchB(Y), VGB) into Eq. 7.38 and carrying out the integral, one has

[
VChB(y)2 - VOB2]

LHS = Cox (VGB - Vfb - 2 I~pl) (VchB(Y) - VDB) - 2

- 2 "./2;S q Na [(21~pl + VOB)3/2 _ (21~pl + VchB(y»3/2] . (7.39)

And by substituting Eqs. 7.16, 7.17 and 7.21 into the RHS of Eq. 7.38, one can arrive ad

RHS = q npo flo Vt [A. IB ] nBE [L Y_L] .
21lch WB lEBO act 2
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Evaluating these two equations (LHS =RHS), one arrives at an equation which is a

function of VChB(Y) and ofy. In principle, therefore, the active channel voltage

VchB(Y) is related to channel location Yby solving the following equations for VchB(Y)

in terms as a function ofy. For device operating conditions where pinch-off has not set

in, the operational equation is

[
VChB(y)2 - VOB2]

Cox (VGB - Vfb - 21~pl) (VchB(Y) - VOB)- 2

- 2 "2 ~s q Na [(21~pl + VOB)3/2 _(21~pl + VchB(y))3/2]

= q npo J.1o Vt [A IB ]nSE [L Y_L]
2 J.1ch WB lEBO act 2 .

(7.41)

In principle Eq. 7.42a can always be solved for VchB(Y) in the active channel region

either numerically or in some cases in closed form.

Ifbias conditions are such that pinch-off occurs in the drain contact nipple

region, Eq. 7.41 must be modified to account for the voltage drop across the pinch-off

region. This modification is achieved by replacing the drain-to-base voltage VOB by the

pinch-off voltage VOBpO. From this modification incorporating pinch-off, the

operational equation to solve for VchB(Y) becomes

= q npo J.1o Vt [A IB ] nSE [L Y_L]
2 J.1ch WB lEBO act 2·
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From Eq. 7.41 or Eq. 7.42, one can solve numerically for VchB(y) for those bias

conditions of interest. Figure 7.9 shows VchB(Y) computed for the large gate R-DCBD

as a function ofchannel location Yfor bias conditions of VGB = 2V, VDB= 2V, and IB

= 10 1lA. For this example of VGB=2V, the pinch-off drain voltage is calculated to be

VOBpO= 1.232V using Eq. 7.1. In this example, VOB > VOBpO' hence there is an

active channel with a pinch-off region between the drain and the active channel. It

should be pointed out that in Fig. 7.9, only the curve portion in the active channel region

(region (I» is computed using Eq. 7.42. The curve portions in the transitional channel

region (region (II» and the portion in the saturated channel region (region/Ill) are

computed using Eqs. 7.66 and 7.51, as will be discussed in Sees, 7.2.2 and 7.2.5,

respectively.

7.2.5 Excess Carrier Transport in the DCBD's BJT Saturation Region

For a gate voltage value less than the critical value needed to make the entire

channel an active collector, i.e., for VGB < VGBon, or, alternatively, for a base current

value greater than the base current saturation onset value, i.e., IB> IBon, the MOS

conducting channel is partitioned into partially active and partially saturated (the

transitional region is ignored in this discussion at this moment). Under these

conditions, the region under the saturation channel has both the channel-base junction

(channel-base junction) and the emitter-base junction (emitter-base junction) forward

biased. So both the channel and the emitter in the saturation region can inject electrons

into the base (Fig. 7.10). This situation is analogous to the saturation condition for a

conventional BJT except that the conducting channel replaces the doped collector. As

with the conventional BJT, the saturation condition can be modeled by incorporating

two current representing minority carrier injection from each of the two junctions (EB

and BC). Here, the related electron flux injected from the emitter in the saturation
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VGBon= -0.273 V
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n = 1.67
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Fig. 7.9 Theoretical channel voltage VcOO versus channel location y curve of the large

R-DCBD. VDB = 2 V, VGB = 2 V, IB = 10 J.lA. The channel is pinched-off,

Vcoo(O) = VDBpo = 1.232 V The entire channel is partitioned by the active

channel (I), the transition channel (II) and saturation channel (III).
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Fig.7.10 (a) A simplified schematic view of the forward active DCBD.

(b) The DcaD channel voltage versus channel location curve. In the

saturation region, both the channel-base junction and the emitter-base

junction are both forward biased, The electrons are injected from both

the channel and the emitter into the base in the saturation region. The
electron fluxes FCBS and FEB canceled each other so there is no net

electron injection in the saturation region.
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region is designated as FEB, and that from the channel is designated as FCBS (Fig.

7. lOa). The corresponding electron current densities are designated as JEB and JCBs,

respectively,

JCBS = -q FCBS .

(7.43a)

(7.43b)

Just as in conventional BJT theory, the current densities here are related to the

forward biased junction voltages by [6]

v In Vt -V In VtJEB = JEBO(e EB EB - 1)::::: JEBOe BE EB , (7.44a)

(7.44b)

Here, JEBOand JCBOare the emitter-base junction and the channel-base junction

saturation current densities, VEB and VchsB the emitter-base junction and the channel

base junction (in saturation region) voltage magnitudes, nEB and DeBthe emitter-base

junction and the channel-base junction diode factors, respectively. It is noted that the

relationship VEB = -VBE has been used in Eq. 7.44a.

As discussed in Sec. 5.2.2 (Chap. 5), the emitter-base junction is essentially

ideal, and the channel-base junction is also assumed to be ideal for the same reason,

hence,

nEB =nCB= 1. (4.45)

Furthermore, it is assumed here for convenience ofanalysis that the saturation currents

for the two junctions are identical,

JEBO= JCBO·
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It is noted here that different values of the saturation currents can in principle be used

with the attendant additional parameters included in the theory to follow. In this

analysis under immediate discussion, for simplicity ofexplanation and development of

key theoretical model elements, it is assumed that the channel is either fully collecting

or in complete saturation (i.e., no collection). In such case, the excess carrier profile is

constant across the base region.

In practice, there is of course a transition region which is in partial saturation

with some net injection from the emitter being collected by the conduction channel

collector. And, such injection can add significant contribution to collector current for

certain device geometries, dimensions and operating conditions. The discussion of

incorporation of this transitional saturation region and its collector current contributions

and channel voltage drop contributions can be found in Sec. 7.2.6. The transitional

region is ignored at this stage of the discussion for ease ofexplanation and formulation

of the essential theory.

Since the excess carrier profile in the full saturation region is flat (the model

under discussion here; refer to Fig. 7.4b), there is in this example model essentially no

net current flow in the saturation region. That is,

lEB = leBs,

Then, from Eqs. 7.44a through 4.47, on has

-v Ivt v h IvtlEBO e BE = leBO e c sa ,

or,

VchsB =-VBE·

(7.47)

(7.48)

(7.49)

From Eqs. 7.19b and 7.20, the emitter-base junction voltage can be expressed as
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[ A. IB ]
VBE=nBE Vt In -I- ,

BEO
(7.50)

where A. is the effective base current factor discussed in Sec. 6.6.4 in Chap. 6.

Since it is assumed that the channel voltage in the saturation channel, i.e.,

between the location of the onset of saturation Ytrand the end of the channel Lch (Fig.

7.10) is constant, resulting in a constant channel-to-base bias voltage VchB along the

saturated channel fixed at the saturation onset channel voltage VchBon (corresponding to

full saturation with respect to the emitter-base bias). The value of VchBon can be

determined from Eqs. 7.49 and 7.50 to be

[ AlB ]VchBon = VchsB = - nBE Vt In -I- .
BEO

(7.51)

For the large rectangular gate R-DCBD, using the experimental data provided in Table

7.1, one finds that Vchson = -0.456 V for IB = 10 JlA (Fig. 7.9, region III). The

Vchson values for different values ofIBare needed for quantitative evaluation of the

transitional channel analytical model in the next section. The VchBon values for IB = 2

JlA to 10 JlA in steps of2 JlA computed using Eq. 7.51 and the experimental data in

Table 7.1 are listed in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2 Saturation onset voltage values of the large R-DCBD for different base

current values

IB (JlA) 2 4 6 8 10

VchBon (V) -0.387 -0.418 -0.434 -0.448 -0.456
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7.2.6 Emitter Injected DCBD Excess Carrier Collection in the Transitional

(Partially Saturated) Region

The carrier transport across the base to the collecting inverted channel in the

region of transition between that portion of the channel which is fully collecting (the

active channel portion) and the fully saturated portion ofthe channel is much more

complex than that of either the full saturation or fully collecting regions. The

complexity arises from the fact that the amount of current density collected at a location

y depends on the channel-base bias at that same position y. And, this forward bias

magnitude is directly influenced by the transitional region collected current and its

contribution to channel voltage drop along the channel including along the transitional

region and along the entire remaining collecting channel region. In the transitional

region, both the channel-base junction and the emitter-base junction are forward biased

but the magnitude of the forward bias is different for each of these two forward biased

junctions resulting in a net current flow from emitter to collecting inverted channel all

along the transitional channel region. In an analogous BJT saturation model, electron

current is modeled as being injected from both junctions to the base (Fig. 7.11) resulting

in a net current flow across the base. (Alternatively, the model can be equivalently

represented as the current flowing between two different boundary values of excess

carriers across a base width in the usual way.) The key point here is that the magnitudes

of the channel-base junction bias and the emitter-base junction bias are different,

IVchB(y)1 < IVESI, as discussed in Chap. 3. Therefore, there is a net electron flux (FnV

from the emitter-base junction to the channel-base junction in the transitional region.

Since it is assumed (using the two current injection model for a partially

saturated BJT) that the emitter-to-base electron injection is uniform over the entire

emitter (or equivalently that the emitter-base base side of the excess carrier
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Fig. 7.11 (a) A schematic view of the forward active DCBD. (b) The DCBD

channel voltage versus channel location curve. In the transition region,

the channel-base junction is less forward biased than the emitter-base

junction. The channel-injected electron flux FCBT is smaller than the

emitter-injected electron flux FEB. There is a net emitter-injected

electron flux Fnt in the transition region.
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concentration is uniform over the entire emitter surface area), this pseudo emitter

injected electron current is the same as that in the active region (lEB in Eq. 7.44a) in this

model. And for the active region, the total active channel current (lDch~ is assumed for

a very large rectangular device to be completely contributed by the emitter-injected

electrons along the active collection region (Fig. 7.6). (It is noted that indeed the

transitional region does collect some current, but this is negligible for a sufficiently

large gate area under conditions where the active channel current dominates.)

Therefore, for the large rectangular gate device under most operating conditions, it can

be reasonably assumed that JEB can be expressed in terms ofIDcha and the active

channel area,

J - F - IDchaEB - - q EB-
WchLact

(7.52a)

Substituting Eq. 7.31 for IDcha into Eq. 7.52a, JEB can then be related to the base

current in the following way,

J =qnpo~oVt[A.IB]nBE.
EB WB IBEO

(7.52b)

For the condition where the transition region is assumed to be unimportant with respect

to current collection, the theoretical active channel current gain Pact (Eq. 7.26b) and JEB

can be simply related via the total base-emitter operational base current density as,

JEB = J3act JB • (7.52c)

The electron current density collected by the transitional channel is similar to

that expressed by Eq. 7.44b, i. e.,
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JCBT = -q FCBT

v Ivt= JCBOe BeT

- J -VchBt(y)lvt- CBO e . (7.53)

Here VchBt(Y) is the channel-to-base voltage in the transitional region and it is just this

voltage value which will characterize the transitional channel current collection (in

conjunction with the emitter-base bias voltage).

The net injected electron current density in the transitional region is,

Jnt = -q Fnt (7.54a)

(7.54b)

(7.54c)

Equation 7.54c can be related to physical model as follows. At the beginning of the

transitional channel region (y = LacV, the channel voltage equals zero VchBt(Y = LacV

= 0 (Fig. 7.11). Since JCBOis the saturation current density of the channel-base

junction, which is much less than the emitter-injected current density JEB, JCBO«JEB,

for VchBt(Y = LacV = 0, Jnt essentially equals JEB. That is, the transitional channel

density is essentially determined by the emitter-injected current density JEB, which is

the same as that of the active channel region (refer to Sec. 7.2.4.1, Eqs. 7.21, 7.22).

On the end of the transitional channel region (y = Ytr), the channel voltage

equals the saturation onset voltage VchBt(Y = Ytr)= VchBon (Fig. 7.11), the second

term ofEq. 7.54c equals JCBS given in Eq. 7.44b (refer to Eqs. 7.44b, 7.49 and 7.51)

which in turn equals JEB (Eq. 7.46), as discussed in Sec. 7.2.5. Therefore, there is no
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net current injection at the end of the transitional region, which is the same situation as

in the saturated region (Sec. 7.2.5).

Within the transitional channel region, both the forward biased channel-base and

the emitter-base junctions inject electrons into the base. But the magnitudes of the

injected electron current density are different with JEB > JCBT (Eq. 7.54b). It is this

difference of the injected electron densities that results in a net current injection in the

transitional region.

To determine the contribution of the transition channel region collected current

to the full collector (drain) current, one need only integrate the electron injected into the

transition portion ofthe inverted MOS channel. That is, the total channel current

collected by the transitional channel (JchU equals the integral ofJnt from Lact to the

front edge of the transitional channel Ytr (Fig. 7.12),

Icht = 1"Jnt Wch dy
Lact

~ 1[JEa- Jeaoe-VchtB(Y)Nt]Wch dy

Lact

=JEB Wch(Ytr-LacU-JCBO Wch 1"e-VchtB(y)Ntdy.
Lact

In order to compute Icht from Eq. 7.55c, both Ytr and VchBt(Y) must be first be

determined,

(7.55a)

(7.55b)

(7.55c)

The front edge (away from the drain) of the transitional channel Ytr as a function

of bias parameters can be evaluated as follows. For the transitional channel region (Lact

> y > Ytr), the channel-to-base voltage VchBt(Y) changes from 0 at Lact to the maximum
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Fig.7.12 Schematic representation for Icht{Y). The transition channel current

Icht{Y) equals the integration of the emitter-injected electrons from

Yto the transition channel front edge Ytr'
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magnitude of VchBonat Ytr given by Eq. 7.51 (Fig. 7.11b). It is noted here that for a

normal bias condition for the experiments reported herein (the range ofIBextends to

only several tens of J.l.A or less, and VGB and VDB are a few volts or more), the

magnitude of VchBonis quite small (approximately a few tenths ofa volt, maximum).

For such bias conditions, in Eq. 7.8b, VchB(Y) is negligiblecompared to VGB' Under

these operating conditions, the charge density in the transitional channel can be simply

represented as [6],

Qn(vGB) =-Cox(VGB - Vfb - 2 I~p/) + -V4 Es q Na I~pl

Here,

I
VTH =Vfb + 21~pl +-C -V4 ES q Na I~pl

ox

(7.56a)

(7.56b)

(7.57)

is the conventionalMOS thresholdvoltage value where VchB(Y) is negligible or small.

Following the lines ofthe discussion provided in the derivationof the active

channel in Chap. 3, for an incremental channel length dy, the incrementaltransitional

channel resistance drch can be represented by

dr h = dy
c J.l.ch Wch IQn(VGB)1

dy

(7.58a)

(7.58b)

And, the transitional channel current at location y (Fig. 7.12) can be expressed as,

Icht(Y) = Jnt (Ytr - y) Wch (A) .
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The current Icht{Y) corresponds essentiallyto a current injected at dy over the width of

the channel Wch.

The transitional channel current Icht{Y) flows through the incrementalchannel

length dy creatinga contributingvoltage drop component,

dVchBt{Y) =- Icht{Y) drch

=- Jnt (Ytr - y) Wch drch

JEB- JeBo e-VchtB{y)Nt
= - Ilch Cox{VGB- VTH) (Ytr - y) dy .

(7.60a)

(7.60b)

(7.60c)

The integral ofEq. 7.60c over the transition channel length describes the voltage drop

contributed by the current flow Icht{Y) in the entire transition channel. All such

contribution arising from currentcollectedby the transitional region will provide the full

contribution of transitional regioncurrent collection to the self-biasingeffects of channel

current flow. (The negative sign in Eq. 7.60 arises from the fact that the channel voltage

in the transitional channel is negative.)

Equation7.60c can be rearranged and integrated from Lact to Ytr. The value of the

integral ofEq. 7.60c must equal the voltage drop from 0 to VchBonby definition. The

result of rearrangement and integration ofEq. 7.60c to solve for the transitional channel

front edge Ytr (Fig. 7.12) yields,·

Ytr = Lact + 2 Vt Ilch Cox (VGB - VTH) In[ A. IB] ,
JEB IBEO

(7.61)

where the emitter-base current densityJEBis given by Eq. 7.52. Therefore, the

transitional channel length Ltr is

• The integration procedure employed in evaluating Eq. 7.60c is given in App. A7-3.
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Ltr = Ytr - Lact = 2 Vt J.lch Cox (VGB - VTH) In[ IvIB ] •
JEB IBEO

(7.62)

Equations 7.61 and 7.62 are derived for the case that the entire channel is partitioned by

the active, transition and saturation regions. There are two other special channel

partitioning cases which must be considered and these two additional cases will be

identified as Case II and Case III for identification purposes and the case discussed

above is identified as Case I.

The second channel partitioning case (Case II) relates to the situation when the

transitional channel is just beginning to emerge at the drain end of the channel with the

entire rest of the channel in full saturation and not collecting (Fig. 7.13a). To state Case

II differently, Case II corresponds to the condition where the transitional channel

collapses completely and the only current collection is occurring through the drain

parasitic collector.

The third channel partitioning case (Case III) corresponds to the condition that

the transition channel just collapse at the end of the MOS channel (i.e., onset of full

channel collection) (Fig. 7.13b). Stated in another way, Case III corresponds to the

situation where with an infinitesimal increment increase in gate voltage and channel

inversion density, the channel becomes fully collecting.

Case II occurs for values of the gate voltage VGB greater than the MOS threshold

voltage VTH but smaller than the active channel onset voltage Voaact- For VTH < VGB

< Voaact- the transitional channel is just emerging near the drain nipple, and the active

channel is not appearing yet. That is, in this case no portion ofthe channel is operating

under full collection conditions. The conduction MOS channel is completely in

saturation but a portion would come under partial saturation near the drain
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Fig. 7.13 Schematic representation for the emerging and collapsing transition
channel region. (a) For VTH < VGB < Voaact- the transition channel is

emerging near the drain nipple, and the active channel is not appearing

yet, Ltr = Ytr. (b) For VGBtcc < VGB < Vcaon- the transition channel

front edge Ytrreaches the physical channel length Lch, Ltr =Lch-Lact.
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contact with an infinitesimal increase in gate voltage or infinitesimal decrease in base

current. In this case (Case II), Lact = 0, and Ytr= Ltr. Both the Ytrand Ltr are given by

Eq. 7.62 for the transitional channel emerging case.

For the Case III, the gate voltage at which the transitional channel is collapsing,

i.e., disappearing, at the furthest channel end. The gate voltage corresponding to the

Case III is defined as the transitional channel collapse voltage and identified herein by

the symbol VGBtcc in this dissertation. The value ofVGBtcc is ofcourse a function of

base current value and is strongly dependent upon gate geometry, device operating

conditions and internal BJT beta value. For a gate voltage greater than VGBtccbut

smaller than the saturation channel onset voltage Voaon- the transitional channel front

edge Ytr reaches the physical channel length Lch, and the transitional channel length is

Ltr =Lch - Lact . (7.63)

All of the three channel partitioning cases and the corresponding gate bias conditions

are summarized in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3 Channel partitioning cases and the corresponding gate bias conditions

Channel Description Gate Bias Condition

Partitioning Case

Channel is partitioned by the
Case I active, the transitional and the

VGBact < VGB < VGBtcc
saturated channel regions.

The transitional channel

regionbegins to emerge at the

drain end of the channel and
VTH <VGB <VGBact

Case II the active channel region has

not appeared yet. The entire

channel is partitioned by only

the transitional and the

saturated regions.

The transitional channel

regionbegins to disappear at
Vestee <VGB <VGBOn

Case III the end of the channel. The

entire channel is only

partitioned by the active and

the transitional regions.

Including all of above three cases, the transitional channel front edge Ytrcan be

expressed as,
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2Vt ,uchCox(VGB- VTH)In[ HB ] ,
JEB IBEO

Vm < VGB < VGBact '

2Vt .uchCox(VGB- VTH ) [HB]YtF Lact + J In -I- ,VGBact < VGB < VGBtcc, (7.64)
EB BEO

Lch, VGBtcc < VGB < VGBOn .

And the corresponding transitional channel lengthLtr is given by

2Vt .uchCox(VGB - VTH)In[ AlB] ,
JEB IBEO

2Vt .uchCox(VGB- VTH)In[ AlB] ,
JEB IBEO

Vrn < VGB < VGBact '

VGBact < VGB < VGBtcc, (7.65)

Lch - Lact ' VGBtcc < VGB < VGBon .

7.2.6.1 Dependence of the Transitional Channel Frond Edge on Bias Parameters

Figure 7.14 showsthe computed results ofYtr for the large rectangular gate R

DCBD versus gate voltage VGB curves for fixed VDB= 10 V and for base currentvalues

rangingfrom 2 IJ.A to 10 IJ.A in steps of2 IJ.A. For VTIl < VGB < VGBact, Ytr increases

with the square-root of VGB identified with the region I in Fig. 7.14 (Eq. 7.64a). But

under this condition the Ytr magnitude is small compared to the channel lengthof the

large rectangle gate R-DCBD. When VGB > VGBact (regionII), the portion of the

channel which is fully active begins to form and Ytr begins to increaseas Lact increases.

Under this bias condition, the transitional channel front edge equals the sum of the active

channel length Lact and a square-root term (Eq. 7.64b). SinceLact quasi-linearly
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increases with the increase of VGB (refer to Fig. 7.7), the Ytrcurves are dominated by

the value of Lact. When VGB is increase to the point where the channel condition is

such that the entire channel is fully collecting, i.e., when VGB approaches VGB =

VGBtcc (region III), the transitional channel front edge reaches the end of the physical

channel, L e., Ytr= Lch. Figure 7.14 provides an example with VGBtcc labeled for IB =

10 J.1A. The bumped portion of the Fig. 7.14 curves (region I) at the very low voltages,

i.e., where VTH < VGB < VGBactcorresponds to very unique and important DeBD

features, namely channel collection collapse. These features will be discussed later.

7.2.6.2 Dependence of the Transitional Channel Length on Bias Parameters

Figure 7.15 illustrates the effect of bias conditions on the transitional channel

length. Shown in Fig. 7.15 is the transitional channel length Ltr versus VGB curves for

fixed VDB = 10 V and for IB varying from 2 J.1A to 10 J.1A in steps of2 J.1A. For gate

voltages less than the transitional channel collapse voltage (VGB < VGBtcd, the transition

length Ltr increases with the square-root of VGB (Eqs 7. 65a, b). Once VGB increases to

VGB = Voatcc- Ltr sharply decreases with the further increase of VGB since the active

channel front edge is beginning to approaching the physical channel end thereby removing

the transitional portion of the collecting channel. When VGB = Voson- the entire channel

is biased into active channel collection and Lact = Lch' And here the transitional channel

region now has reduced to zero with all collection now occurring by a fully active

collecting and conducting channel. This situation corresponds to a conventional BJT

operating mode where, so long as the full channel stays fully collecting, an increase in

base current results in a proportional increase in collector (drain) current with the

conventional proportionality constant, beta, the BJT current amplifying factor.
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7.2.6.3 Transition Channel Voltage

The channel voltage value in the transitional region is, as discussed above,

dependent upon the channel location Y(Lact < Y< Ytr). The voltage dependence on y

can be determined from the following equation (the derivation is provided in App. A7-

4),

Vchst(Y) + Vt In [1 - JSEO e-VchBt(Y)/vt] =_ JEB [(Ytr - Lac~2 - (Ytr - y)2] .
JES 2 Jlch COX (VGB - VTH)

(7.66)

Here JSEOis the base-to-emitter saturation current density (JBEO = ISEO / AE). Its value

can be experimentally measured and for the experimentally tested devices reported in this

thesis the experimental values are provided in Table 7.1.

From Eq. 7.66, VchBt(Y) can be numerically solved for VchBt(Y) for the various bias

conditions of interest. For the large rectangular gate R-DCBD, the dependence of

Vchst(Y) versus Yfor VGS = 2V, VDS = 2V, and Is =10 JlA is shown in the region II

of Fig. 7.9. Once Ltr and VchB(Y) are theoretically evaluated, the total transitional

region channel-collected current Icht can be numerically computed using Eq. 7.55c.

The results of the theoretical evaluation ofIcht as a function ofVGB for the large

rectangular gate R-DCBD at biases ofVDB = 10 V with Is = 2 to 10 JlA in 2 JlA steps

are plotted in Fig. 7.16. For VGS > VTH, Icht essentially increases with the square-root

of VGS (refer to Eq. 7.64a). Once VGS approaches VGB = Voatcc- Icht is sharply

reduced with any further increase of VGS' At VGB = Vcson- the transitional channel

has disappeared and Icht is reduced to zero (Fig. 7.16).
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7.3 Theoretically Determined Electrical Characteristics of the Large Rectangular

GateR-DCBD

7.3.1 Total Drain Current versus Gate Voltage Characteristics

The total DCBD drain current (10) consists of the sum ofall contributions

arising from total active channel current collection (locha>, the sum ofall current

contributions collected by the transitional channel region (lchV plus all contributions

contributing to the total parasitic BJT collector current (IpBJT) :

10 = Iocha + Icht + IpBJT • (7.67a)

The analytical representations of the total active channel current Iocha and the total

transitional channel current Icht are provided by Eqs. 7.31 and 7.55, respectively. The

parasitic BJT collector current IpBJT can be determined theoretically or using partially

experimental information. It is assumed in the following analysis that the parasitic BJT

has a constant d. c. current gain Po which can be experimentally determined (and is

experimentally determined for certain gate geometries described herein). The Po value

is determined by the DCBD operating mode with zero channel current collection, i. e.

with only the parasitic BJT drain/collector collecting (Sec. 3.1.2), and thus is termed as

parasitic BJT current gain in this dissertation. Experimentally, Po value has been

determined from the drain current versus gate voltage curves for very negative gate

voltage (the region (a) in Fig. 5.8, Chap. 5, for example).

In addition to the general influences of current collection by different regions of

the DCBD device, there are also active MOS surface influence under certain bias

conditions, namely under certain conditions of depletion as analyzed and discussed in

the Chap. 6. When the surface beneath the gate oxide is in depletion, a significant

surface recombination current Irec can be present, the precise contribution being

influenced by surface recombination velocity, exact gate voltage with respect to MOS
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threshold voltage, and gate surface area (Eq. 6.44, Chap. 6). Together, surface

recombination current Irec plus the total base current injected into the buried emitter

sums to the total base current lB' The contribution of base current to support surface

and bulk combination outside of the MOS gate controlled region, when present, is

ignored here for ease ofdiscussion. As discussed in Sec. 6.6.4, Chap. 6, such "external"

recombination can be incorporated into the theory by incorporating an adjustable

constant, the effective base current reduction factor A, which reduces the base current

value available for active DCBD influence (Sec. 6.6.4). The value of this constant is a

function of the details of such external bulk and surface recombination. The basic

DCBD analysis presented herein is not meaningfully effected by incorporation of this

base current scaling constant as the constant simply carries through as a proportionality

factor with the base current (the proportionality is less than 1). Thus, under such gate

depletion bias conditions, the base current available for biasing the parasitic BJT region

is less than the total applied base current. Including the effective base current reduction

factor A, the parasitic BJT collector current IpBJT is related to the total base current IB

by Eq. 6.46 (Sec. 6.6.4, Chap. 6) and is provided here for reader convenience,

(7.67b)

where Irec is the surface recombination current at the surface beneath the gate oxide

given by Eq. 6.40b in Chap. 6. It is reminded here that Irec is dependent on both the

base current IB and the gate voltage VGB' Irec = Irec(IB, VGB)'

The total DCBD drain current is thus expressed as

10 = Iocha + Icht + IpBJT

=Iocha + Icht + ~o (AIB - Ired·
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The restriction on the gate voltage has been specified for each current components in the

earlier analysis (Sees. 7.2.4.3 and 7.2.6) and thus is not reiterated here.

Incorporating the surface recombination current Irec computed using Eq. 6.40b,

Eq. 7.31 and Eq. 7.55, the total drain/collector current of the DCBD can be computed.

Figure 7.17 shows the theoretical total drain current ID versus gate voltage VGB

characteristics for the large rectangular gate R-DCBD with VDB = 10 V, IB = 2/lA to

10 /lA in steps of 2 /lA.

The family ofID versus VGB curves can be divided into four regions as

indicated by regions I-IV in Fig. 7.17. In the region I, VGB < VTH, and the surface

beneath the gate oxide is in accumulation. Under this condition, only the parasitic BJT

(refer to Fig. 3.4, Chap. 3) is collecting and thus the total drain/collector current is

simply ID =IpBJT in the region I.

In region II, VGB is only slightly smaller than VTH' and the surface beneath the

gate oxide is in depletion and weak inversion. The recombination current occurring at

the depleted surface removes some ofthe applied base current available to the emitter

for amplification and thus reduces the DCBD drain/collector current below that which

occurs under enhancement conditions. This reduction is described by Eq. 7.68b. Thus,

this reduction in current with gate voltage change exhibits itself as a dip in the

drain/collector output current. These current "dips" are clearly evident in Fig. 7.17.

These current dips arising from surface recombination under MOS depletion conditions

are directly related to the recombination current peaks presented in Fig. 6.14 (Chap. 6).

Continuing with increasing gate voltage, one arrives at the DCBD electrical

characteristics identified in Fig. 7.17 as region III. Here, VGB > VTH and an inversion

n-channel is formed. Under this gate bias condition with a collecting inversion channel

in place, all current components, i.e., the parasitic BJT current IpBJT, The active
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channel region total collected current IDcha and the transitional region collection current

Icht all add and contribute to the total drain current ID.

In region III ofFig. 7.17, the total drain/collector current increases quasi-linearly

with increasing gate voltage at low drain/collection currents since the IDcha quasi

linearly increase with the increase of VGB and Icht is small with IPBJT contribute a

constant current component independent ofgate voltage VGB once surface

recombination is suppressed.

In the region IV, VGB > VGBon,the channel is biased into a fully active

collection condition. Here the In current characteristics reach maximum values and

saturate at their highest levels. In region IV the DCBD device is functioning more as a

simple BJT device with all current injected from the emitter collected, no adverse

surface recombination and the parasitic BJT providing a simply BJT proportional

contribution.

It is noted that in gate voltage ranges from the transitional channel collapse

voltage VGBtcc to the saturation channel onset voltage Vcson- the drain current ID

characteristic curves are rounded in shape. This is due to the continuing decrease of the

transitional channel current collection contribution Icht (refer to Fig. 7.16) as the

transitional region continues to shrink with the increasing gate voltage and related

channel conductance increases.

It is noted here that the VGBon values are a strong function of the applied base

current lB. This is because a higher base current provides more emitter injected current

and thus more channel collection current density. The accumulated channel collected

current flowing down the channel increases the voltage drop along the channel for any

given applied gate voltage-related channel conductance. Thus, a higher value of gate

voltage is needed to reduce channel resistivity such that the increased channel current
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results in a voltage drop too small to selfbias any of the channel-base junction into

forward bias conditions. That is, a higher value of VGS is needed (= VGBon ) to remove

the transitional region and put the entire inverted MOS channel into an active BJT

collection condition. Explained with respect to base current influence at a fixed gate

voltage, an increase in IB causes more voltage drop along the channel thus shortening

that portion of the conducting MOS channel which is actively collecting, i.e., shortening

the active channel length Lact, as discussed in the section 7.2.4.2. In summary, the

larger the value of the applied base current IB, the larger the value ofgate voltage VGB

is needed to eliminated the transitional channel onset and to sustain the entire channel in

an active collection condition. Therefore, VGBon is a direct function ofbase current Is

and increases with the increase ofIB. In Fig. 7.17, the VGBon is identified and labeled

only for the single IB = 10 JlA current characteristic.

7.3.2 DCBD Theoretical Channel Transconductance as a Function ofApplied Gate

to-Base Voltage

The DCBD channel transconductance gm is defined (Chap. 3) as the change of

the drain current with the respect to the gate voltage change with the drain voltage and

base current of the DCBD held fixed. That is,

g = BIo I
m (NOB VOB' lB'

(7.69)

A Theoretical expression for the transconductance dependence on gate voltage may be

acquired by implementing the theoretical current characteristics derived in Sees. 7.2.4

and 7.2.6. Substituting Eq. 7.68b of Sec. 7.3.1 into Eq. 7.69, one can write

(7.70)
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To determine the transconductance gm, it is necessary to express each of the derivatives

ofEq.7.70. The transitional channel current Icht has considerable complexity arising

from the fact that the channel self-bias influences the forward bias amount in the

transitional channel which in turn controls the actual current collection at that and all

other locations y along the transitional channel. The computation must thus be self

consistent. The transconductance gm thus can not be simply expressed as a function of

VGB' However, gm can be expressed in a self-consistent way and the resultant

expression numerically evaluated for the channel-base bias voltage distribution. From

this distribution, the transition channel current contribution can be determined,

integrated and added to the total drain current. The derivative needed to determine the

transconductance contribution can then be numerically determined as described in Sec.

7.3.1. Incorporating all the current contributions as theoretically represented by Eqs.

6.44 (Chap. 6), 7.34 and 7.55, the entire drain/collector current can be determined and a

numerical derivative acquired to provide gm'

For the large gate rectangular R-DCBD, the computed date represented by the

plotted ID versus VGB curves shown in Fig. 7.17 were used to provide the appropriate

transconductance values gm' The results of this computation are illustrated in Figs.

7.18a and 7.18b, the latter of which is the same data as shown in Fig. 7.18a except with

an expanded scale used to illustrate the details of the transconductance non-linear

regions. These families of curves thus show the theoretical gm versus VGB

characteristics for the large area rectangular gate R-DCBD under bias conditions OfVDB

= 10 V, IB = 2 JlA to 10 JlA in steps of2 JlA.

Considering Figs. 7.18a and 7.18b, the structure observed can be related to the

physical model as follows. In regions I and IV, gm = O. These two regions correspond
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to the regions ofconstant drain current In related to MOS accumulation and full current

collection with a resultant lack ofgate voltage influence on drain current. For the

condition of full collection by the conducting channel, the transconduction result is

dramatically different from that it would be for a simple MOSFET. The reason for this

dramatic difference (a zero transconductance value at high gate voltage values) with that

of a MOSFET (large transconductance at high gate voltage values) is related to the

bipolar feature of the DCBD. For the DCBD device, under conditions of full channel

collection, the current injected into the collecting channel and contributing to the drain

current is limited by the base current emitter injection efficiency relationship just as is

the case for a BJT where the collector current is limited by the applied base current and

emitter injection efficiency. Thus the transconductance in region IV must be zero.

In the region II, the gm curves are dominated by the surface recombination

current Irec. Therefore the curves in the region II are essentially the same as those in

Fig. 6.16 (Chap. 6) with slight modification near VGB = VTH. This modification is

caused by the arising of the inverted conducting channel.

The full details of explanation of the Region II curves (Fig. 7.18a) are rather

complex. One can partition region II into various portions arising from recombination

and conducting channel onset. Both influence the BJT current gain. And, since the

drain/collector current is gate voltage dependent, gm is also influenced. The strength of

this gate voltage dependence is related to surface recombination and to channel

collection behavior. It is of interest to note that even if surface recombination were zero,

the transconductance would still be strongly dependent upon gate voltage.

There are three major influences involved in region II: First, when present, there

is the surface recombination velocity which is strongly gate voltage dependent. It is just

this gate voltage dependence of the surface recombination velocity which causes the
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transconductance threshold voltage Vthg and its base current invariance. The second

two effects are the base current distribution between the emitter injection and that

portion of the collecting channel which is in saturation or partial saturation. While such

a saturated channel may not consume much base current under these conditions, the

undoped collector channel bordered by an Si/Si02 interface may have little surface

recombination especially when the channel is well inverted. However, the forward bias

of the saturated or partially saturated channel/base junction is such as to remove emitter

injected-collected current in whole or part, respectively. Noted here, however, is that the

base current is still consumed by the emitter region in the saturation or partially

saturated channel/base region. That base current is thus removed from potential

amplification. Thus the onset ofchannel conduction with a highly resistive channel and

the assured saturation condition in the transitional region is one ofBJT-like low current

gain and thus the drain current is low. As the channel become more inverted, it becomes

more efficient at current collection with the attendant increase in drain current. A small

change in gate voltage in the operating region causes a significant change in drain

current. This explains the strong transconductance increase in region II and the

beginning of Region III (Fig. 7.18a). The structure (wiggle) in Region II and at the II-III

transition arises from the strong dependence of channel conduction on gate voltage and

thus the strong dependence of transitional region contribution on gate voltage. That is,

the structure in the II-III portion of the curves ofFig. 7.18a arises from the onset and

initial contribution of the transitional region with its strong dependence on gate voltage.

At VOB = Vosact (0.8 volts in this example), the transitional channel emerges.

The transitional channel current Icht in this situation constitutes to the total drain

current (before any portion of the channel is fully collecting). With increasing gate

voltage, at first there is an increase in drain/collector current with gate voltage. Then, as
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the gate voltage further increases, the influence ofchannel saturation contributions slows

the rate ofcurrent increase. This rather complicated structure arises from the complex

behavior of the transitional region influence on drain/collector current when, at first of

all of the channel is in at least partial saturation followed by the turn on ofat least partial

active region behavior and collection leading to a strong drain/collector current increase

at the beginning ofregion III. In region II, since Icht increases with the square root of

VGB (Eq. 7.64), the slope ofIcht decreases with the increase of VGB' Therefore, gm

decreases with the increase of VGB in the region VTH < VGB < Venact-

At VGB = VGBact, the active channel emerges. The gm curves sharply rise up to

a high level as the drain current collected by the channel begins to increase strongly.

Once the channel modulation begins in earnest, i.e., once the distribution of the channel

between active collection and saturation and transitional region influences begins to be

modulated, the change in drain current with gate voltage change becomes more modest

as indicated by region III of Fig. 7.l8a. The gm curves in the region III correspond to

the quasi-linear ID curves in Fig. 7.17. The range of the quasi-flat transconductance

region varies with base current since the base current directly influences the emitter-to

collector current and thus collected current and the channel self-biasing effects. This

features is represented by the fact that both VGBtcc and VGBon vary with the change of

IB as indicated in Fig. 7.l8a. The effect is very noticeable in the modulation of VGBon

in Fig. 7.l8a. Thus, the regions III and IV vary with the change ofIB arising from the

strong dependencies of transitional region onset and full collection onset dependence on

base current value. As VGB approaches Voson- the gm curves begin to falloff from the

high level to zero very sharply. As it will be seen in Chap. 10, this sharp gm full-offis

significant for the DCBD applications where channel conductance is influenced by some
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external influence. This effect is a direct result of channel full collection conditions

being a strong function ofchannel conductance and channel geometry.

7.3.3 Dependence ofDCBD Drain Current on Base Current

As discussed above, the channel self-biasing effects are strongly dependent upon

the gate voltage since the gate voltage controls the channel carrier inversion density.

The channel self biasing effects therefore, of course, are strongly dependent upon the

current carried by the conducting channel. The higher the channel current at any given

channel conductivity, the stronger the self biasing influence with it attendant influence

on collecting channel/saturation channel distribution (and transitional region). Since the

channel collected current is directly dependent also on the emitter-to-base injection, the

base current which biases the base-emitter junction can have profound effects on the

current collected and thus on the drain current and the various channel self-biasing

influences. This dependence of drain/collector current on applied base current available

for emitter bias can be treated analytically with the mathematical modeling which has

been presented here, as follows.

From Eqs. 7.28, 7.31, 7.65, 7.55 and 7.68, the active channel length Lact, the

active channel current IDcha, the transitional channel length Ltr, the transitional channel

current Icht, and the total DCBD drain current ID are seen to have a functional

dependence on the base current Is. For a fixed drain voltage VDS and a fixed gate

voltage VGS, the active channel length Lact versus Is, the active channel current

collection contribution IDcha dependence on Is, the transitional channel length Ltr

dependence on Is, the channel transition current contribution Icht dependence on Is and

the summary dependence ofIDon Is can be determined and graphed.

Evaluating the mathematical model following this approach, the electrical

characteristics for the DCBD device can be arrived. Figure 7.19 shows the results of a
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theoretical computation ofID versus IB characteristics for the large rectangular gate R

DCBn at operating biases ofVDB = 10 V, VGB = 0, 1, 3, 5 and 10 V, respectively. The

family ofcharacteristics shown in Fig. 7.19 has a different curve for each value ofgate

voltage applied to the DCBD device. The principle differences in the curves are a direct

result of the presence ofdifferent channel inversion densities arising at each of the

different gate voltages. Each of these ID versus IB curves (identified by its applied gate

voltage value) is divided into two regions by a characteristic "knee" point. The knee

location is a direct identification ofwhen the collected channel current and its attendant

self- biasing effects just begins to put some of the channel into saturation or partial

saturation (transition region), i.e., when the transitional region begins to appear. When

the base current is further increased, more current is injected from the emitter and more

is also collected leading to a decrease in the active collecting channel length. The higher

the gate bias voltage, the higher the collector current values needed to cause this critical

value ofcollected current and the higher the related required base current.

The base current at the knee point is designated as IBon and is identified

explicating in Fig. 7.19 for the current characteristics corresponding to VGB = 10 V as

an illustrative example. Clearly, the physical meaning ofIBon is somewhat similar and

related to Vcson That is, for IB= IBon, the entire channel is just beginning to be

barely biased into a fully active collection condition. When IB< IBon, the channel is

fully active. For IB> IBon, the active channel fraction is shortened and the saturated

channel begins to emerge. Because of the physics of the situation, IBon is given the

name and symbolic representation ofcalled the saturation channel onset current and

IBon, respectively, in this dissertation.

As can be observed from Fig. 7.19, the ID versus IB curves in the fully active

region are slightly nonlinear. Since in the fully active channel current collection, the
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total drain/collector current is controlled (and limited) by the emitter-injected

current and thus by the available base bias current, one might expect that the

dependence ofID (= Ie) on Is to be linear and with the slope simply given by the

proportionality constant P, i.e., by a constant current gain factor. And, such would be

precisely the case if the emitter base junction were ideal (nSE = 1). However, for the

experimental devices presented herein, the emitter base junction showed strong

recombination effects arising from an Sb heavily doped n+-substrate and this lead to a

non-ideal value of the diode factor with attendant influences on injection efficiency as a

function ofoperating voltage/base current. Thus, the non-linearity of the current

dependence under fully active collection conditions (Fig. 7.19) is directly related to the

non-ideal base-emitter junction diode factor nSE found in the experimental devices and

used in theory (which was to be matched to the experimental results). For an ideal base-

emitter junction, nSE = 1, and the drain/collector current dependence on base current

under full active collection conditions would be linear in Fig. 7.19.. This feature will be

confirmed theoretically in Sec. 7.3.4.

7.3.4 DCBn AC. Current Gain versus Base Current Characteristics

The DCaD a. c. current gain Pac is defined in the same way that a BJT a. c.

current gain is defined but with appropriate control of the other bias parameters. That

is, Pac is defined as the drain/collector current change with the respect to the a change in

base current while VDB and VGS are held fixed,

(7.71)

The a. c. current gain can be determined by computing the slopes ofthe ID versus Is

characteristics such as those illustrated in Fig. 7.19. The quantity of Pac can be thus
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numerically determined from either the experimental or theoretical d. c. electrical

characteristics. The theoretical Pac characteristics corresponding to the theoretically

determined large rectangular gate R-DCBD 10 versus IB characteristics in Fig. 7. 19 are

shown in Fig. 7.20a for biases ofVDB = 10 V with the family ofcurves corresponding

to VGB = 0, 1,3,5 and 10 V. It is useful to discuss at this point the various regions of

the Pac characteristics as they depend on the physics of the DCBD device operating in

the various regimes discussed above.

Figure 7.20a shows the Pac characteristics for a DCBD with a degraded emitter

having a diode factor of 1.67. For base current less than the saturation onset current (IB

< IBon), base current is too low to inject sufficient current into the channel to result in

self-biasing ofany part of the channel to be in a BJT saturation or partial saturation

condition. That is, the channel is fully active and the transitional region is not present.

Observed in Fig. 7.20a is an increase of Pac with the increase ofIB while the channel

collector remains fully collecting. This rather dramatic increase in Pac as a function of

applied base current IB is directly a result of the poor value ofnEB(= 1.67) for the base

emitter junction in the experimental R-DCBD as discussed in Sec. 7.3.3. This same

diode number was used in the theoretical computation to provide theoretical results for

comparison with the experimentally measured R-DCBD results. To illustrate the

influence ofthe diode factor on the a. c. current gain, the Pac characteristics of the large

rectangular gate R-DCBD with nEB = 1.0 were also computed and compared with those

for nEB= 1.67. The dashed line in Fig. 7.20b shows the theoretical results which would

be achieved for full BJT behavior if a value ofnEB= 1.0 were used. That is, for IB<

IBon' the channel is fully active and the a. c. current gain is constant which is a result of

a linear 10 versus IB characteristics. This linear characteristics are just those one would

expect of a conventional BJT with the same junction physical characteristics.
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As the base current continues to increase (fixed gate-to-base bias), there is a

sudden drop off in the gain. This catastrophic gain decrease occurs at that critical value

of base current that causes the channel to self-bias such that the end of the channel (y =

LcW begins to become slightly forward biased thereby introducing the first modest

saturation behavior at the end of the channel. And, just as with a BJT, when saturation

behavior is present, the current gain is decreased. With further increase in base d. c.

base current, more of the channel-base junction goes into saturation and the saturation

effects along part of the channel become stronger. Once the transitional channel is

established, further increase in the base current modulated the distribution of the

inverted MOS channel active and saturated fractions. As the saturation effects increase,

the value of the a. c. current gain continues to decrease arising from the continuing

relative decrease in the fraction ofemitter injection which is collected by the channel

collector while the base current is still injecting into the emitter and being used up. that

is, the lower Pac region corresponds to bias conditions where the conducting MOS

channel is only partially active and is being modulated.

With further increase in the base current bias Is, the a. c. current gain Pac

continues to decrease. Eventually, the entire channel is in full saturation and no part of

the emitter is injecting current to be collected by the saturated MOS channel. However,

the parasitic BJT is still operating in a BJT active mode with the drain nipple-base

region junction functioning in a reverse bias collector situation (refer to Sec. 3.1.3 and

Fig. 3.4, Chap. 3). For full channel saturation behavior, the base current is now

distributed between emitter injection beneath the channel and emitter injection beneath

the drain/collector contact nipple (refer to Fig. 6.12, Chap. 6). This relative distribution

ofbase current remains the same for further increase in d. c. base current. Thus, the a. c.
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current gain in Figs. 7.20a and 7.20b asymptotically approaches a constant value at high

d. c. base currents.

It is pertinent here to further comment on the implications of the above

discussion as it applies to DCBD devices substantially smaller than the R-DCBD device

ofTable 7.1 (also refer to Fig. 3.1, Chap. 3). Realistically, the pinched-off region also

continues to collect current but this can be considered as though it were part of the drain

nipple collection for the large gate area R-DCBD device. When the gate area is small

however, or more exactly, when the channel is short, and if the device design is such

that the pinched-off region's depletion along the channel is a significant part of the

channel length, the a. c. current gain can remain relatively large. However, the

discussion provided here for the large gate area R-DCBD remains substantially correct.

Short channel device behavior is analyzed and discussed in Chap. 9.

It is useful to note here that one can bias the DCBD at a particular d. c. base

current value and then modulate the bias on the MOS gate. The gate bias then can also

have profound effects on the a. c. current gain. This effect is represented in the

transconductance characteristics such as those illustrated in Figs. 7.20a and 7.20b.

7.3.5 Total DCBn Drain Current versus Drain Voltage Characteristics

The value of the applied drain voltage VDB also influences the DCBD electrical

characteristics. In relation to channel voltage values and various operating bias, it is the

drain voltage which set the conditions for the onset of a pinched-off region at the edge

of the drain nipple. It is thus useful to compute the total drain current as a function of

drain voltage for various bias conditions.

The DCBD total drain current 10 can be computed versus the drain voltage Von

for fixed VGS and Is using the analysis described in Sec. 7.2.4. Equations 7.28, 7.31,

7.55, 7.64, 7.67 and 7.68 are the pertinent equations for this analysis and the flow chart
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in App. A7-2 illustrates the computation procedure. To execute this analysis, Lact (Eq.

7.28), IDcha (Eq. 7.31), Ytr (Eq. 7.64) and Icht (Eq. 7.55) must first be evaluated as a

function of VDB' Then the ID versus VDB curves for fixed VGB and IB can be

computed using Eq. 7.68 (refer to the computation flow chart in App. A7-2 for more

specifics). This analysis was completed for various DCBD device configurations.

Figure 7.21 shows the ID versus VDBcharacteristics of the large rectangular gate R

DCaD at a high base current value ofIB = 50 JlA with the gate voltage varied in steps

of 2 volts (VGB = 2 to 10 V). The pinch-off condition is characterized in term ofa drain

voltage value which is referred to herein as VDBpO(refer to Sec. 7.2.1). For these

values of VGB at this base current bias, the channel pinch-offdrain voltage VDBpois

calculated from Eq. 7.1 and the values change along the dashed line in Fig. 7.21. For

relatively low drain bias, i.e., for VDB < VDBpO' pinch-offhas not occurred, and ID

increases with the increase the increase ofVDB. However, once the drain voltage has

increased to a value of VDB = Vnspo- the pinch-offcondition occurred and this acts to

limit any further increase of drain current with further increase ofdrain voltage just as it

does for a conventional MOSFET. That is, ID reaches its maximal level. And for VDB

> Vnspo- for the ideal device, ID is saturated at this maximum value if IB is held

constant. For the sake ofclarity in explaining the complex electrical characteristics of

the DCaD devices, it is reminded that even though the pinch-offcondition limits the

current flow under this conditions as it does in a conventional MOSFET, the

drain/collector current for the DCBD device can still be increased (or decreased). This

fact arises from the base current amplification emitter injection feature which serves as

an independent current control mechanism. For example, while the pinch-off condition

may be in place, there is still an inverted channel present and this inverted channel in a

DCaD device provides collection of emitter injected current. Here the emitter is acting
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as a distributed BJT source and its current delivered to the collecting channel and thus

to the drain/collector contact is essentially independent of the drain voltage once pinch

off is present. (Ofcourse this situation changes somewhat for a short channel device

where the pinch-off length is substantial when compared to the channel length.

However, the essential argument ofa BJT controlled source current remains

unchanged.)

The ID versus VDB electrical characteristics (Fig. 7.21) are primarily determined

by the active channel length Lact (Eqs. 7.28a, b). This is because the BJT emitter

injected "source" current is so dramatically influenced by the ability of the emitter to

successfully inject current into the MOS channel. The MOS channel in a fully active

BJT mode collects all the injected current while a partially (BJT) saturated MOS

channel collects a substantially smaller fraction ofemitter current than it would be

possible for fully active operating conditions. The strong bias dependence on base

current of this collected current fraction provides substantial influence on the

drain/collector current characteristics even though the channel may be pinched off.

When the base current is maintained fixed and the drain current varied, the

principle drain voltage influence on drain current arises from the pinch-offphenomena

in a manner very similar to a conventional MOSFET with the onset ofpinch-off. Figure

7.22 shows the computed theoretical ID versus VDB characteristics for a large

rectangular gate R-DCBD for a gate bias of VGB = 10 V but with different applied base

current IB ranging from 50 IJA to 250 IJA in steps of 50 IJA. For an applied gate voltage

fixed at VGB = 10 V, the pinch-offvoltage computed from Eq. 7.1 is VDBpO= 8.3 V.

Therefore, all ID curves saturated at VDB= 8.3 V. The different curves of Fig. 7.22

show different current magnitudes because of the drain/collector current control by the

BJT behavior of the emitter-base-channel/collector, as discussed above. One dramatic
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difference of the DCBD compared to a conventional MOSFET is clearly and

dramatically illustrated in Fig. 7.22. That is, For a conventional MOSFET, there would

be no applied base current and only one curve.

7.4 Comparison of the DCBD Theoretical and the Experimental Characteristics

In this section, the DCBD theoretical characteristics computed from the

analytical model are compared with the experimental characteristics. For the purpose of

comparison, the measured experimental drain current 10 versus gate-to-emitter voltage

VGE curves in Chap. 5 were translated to the drain current 10 versus gate-to-base voltage

VGB curves. The details of the translation procedure has been described in Sec. 6.8

(Chap. 6).

The theoretical and the experimental drain current 10 versus gate voltage VGB

characteristics of the large rectangular R-DCBD are shown in Fig. 7.23. The theoretical

curves (dashed lines) are well coincided with the experimental curves (solid lines).

Compared to the experimental curves, the theoretical 10 versus VGB curves are flat in

the fully active region and higher in the partially active region while the experimental

curves have finite slope in the fully active region. The saturation onset voltage VGBon

of the theoretical curves is little bit lower. The experimental curves are more rounded on

VGBon points.

Figure 7.24 shows the large R-DCBD transconductance gm versus gate voltage

VGB characteristics corresponding to Fig. 7.23. Compared to the experimental curves

(solid lines), the theoretical gm versus VGB curves (dashed lines) are flatter in the

partially active region and fall off more sharply at the knee points than the experimental

curves.

The theoretical and the experimental drain current 10 versus base current IB

characteristics of the large R-DCBD are compared in Fig. 7.25. The theoretical curves
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(dashed lines) well agree with the experimental ones (solid lines), especially at lower

base current range. Compared to the experimental curves, the theoretical ID versus IB

curves are more diverse and more linear at high base current.

In Fig. 7.26, the theoretical a. c. current gain f3ac versus base current IB

characteristics of the large R-DCBD are compared with the experimental results. The

theoretical f3ac versus IB curves are higher at high base current than those of the

experimental curves. The saturation onset current IBon values of the theoretical curves

well agrees with those of the experimental curves.

Figure 7.27 shows the theoretical and the experimental drain current ID versus

drain voltage VDB characteristics of the large R-DCBD. The theoretical curves (dashed

lines) are lower than the experimental curves (solid lines) at lower VDB. But at higher

VDB range, the theoretical curves are very close to the experimental ones.

From the comparison in Figs. 7.23 through Fig. 7.27, one can see that the

theoretical characteristics computed from the analytical model are well coincided with

those experimentally measured ones for the large rectangular gate R-DCBD. This good

agreement strongly illustrate the validity of the analytical model developed in this

chapter.

The large rectangular gate R-DCBD has been analyzed in this chapter to illustrate

key features of the DCBD behavior and the analytical approach to theoretically

modeling DCBD transport. The simple rectangular gate is easiest to visualize and thus

conceptually the easiest to manage and to use to provide insight into the general DCBD

behavior and analytical approach. The long channel of the DCBD large rectangular gate

is useful to illustrate the dramatic effects of the influence of the appearance of the

transition channel with it partial BJT saturation influences, and the following onset of a

portion of the collecting channel going into full BlT saturation behavior with increasing
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applied base current magnitude. The influence of base current change on active

channel/saturation channel fractional distribution modulation is also easiest to illustrate

for long channel devices.

Once the large rectangular gate R-DCBD analytical model has been developed, it

can be applied to DCBD device ofdifferent gate shapes and also to device of much

smaller geometries. As shown by Dr. J. Holm-Kennedy and D. Okada, gate shape can

have profound influence on DCBD electrical characteristics and their various

applications regimes. Short channel devices are of strong interest because they consume

less Si territory on the chip and are more consistent with contemporary IC device

dimensions. In point of fact, both large area gate devices and small area gate devices, as

well as special geometry gates all have certain intriguing features which can impact

applications in meaningful ways. Both gate shape influences and small area gate devices

are addressed in the following two chapters.
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CHAPTER 8

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE GEOMETRY EFFECT

ON DCBD CHARACTERISTICS

8.1 Overview

In Chap. 6, the surface recombination effect on the DCBD electrical behavior

has been analyzed. And an analytical model for the theoretical characteristics of the

rectangular gate DCBD (R-DCBD) has been developed in detail in Chap. 7. In this

chapter, the analytical model is applied to the DCBD devices ofnon-rectangular gate

geometries. The gate geometries analyzed herein include a circular gate DCBD (C

DCBD), a contracting-trapezoidal gate DCBD (CT-DCBD) and an expanding

trapezoidal gate DCBD (ET-DCBD) with large scales described in Chap. 4. These gate

shapes were selected to illustrate key gate shape influencing features and the general

influences described apply to other gate shapes as well, with only the details being

different. The dimension of these devices are chosen the same as those in the

experiment and are termed the "large" C-DCBD, the "large" ET-DCBD and the "large"

CT-DCBD, respectively.

The analysis of the non-rectangular gate DCBD devices follows the same

approach for the R-DCBD in Chap. 7, with the replacement ofa constant gate width by

a variable gate width. The transport features for each device are analyzed first. From

the transport analysis, mathematical expressions for the various channel component

length and the channel collected currents in different channel regions are derived.

Finally, the theoretical characteristics are computed from these expressions and

compared with the experimental results presented in Chap. 5 for each device. The
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expressions of the surface recombination current derived in Chap. 6 will be incorporated

in the theoretical modeling for the non-rectangular gate DCBD devices.

Due to the variable gate width, the mathematical expressions and computations

for the theoretical characteristics of the non-rectangular gate DCBD are more

complicated compared to those for the rectangular gate R-DCBD. However, the basic

phenomena is the same with only the collection current magnitude as a function of

channel location y changing. This latter change has a direct impact on the channel self

biasing features and the related distribution of the active, the saturation and the

transitional channel contributions to the overall transport.

8.2 General Form ofthe Link Equation

In Sec. 7.2.4.1 (Chap. 7), transport analysis in the active channel ofthe

rectangular gate R-DCBD has resulted in a link equation (Eq. 7.24) which links the

active channel length to the device bias parameters. In the derivation of the link

equation, the channel width Wch was treated as a constant which is true for the

rectangular gate R-DCBD. For an arbitrary gate geometry, however, the_channel width

Wch is not a constant. Therefore, Wch can not be simply taken out from the RHS of

Eq. 7.9a in general case. Equation 7.9a can be rewritten in general case as

(8.1a)

The notations LHS and RHS are still used to represent the left-hand side and the right

hand side ofEq. 8.1a as they were in Sec. 7.2.4.1. That is,

o
LHS == f Qn(VchB(Y), VGB) dVchB(Y) , and

VDB
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LJtRHS == _1_ Icha(Y) dy
IJch Wch(Y)

o

(8.1c)

It is noted that the LHS is same as that ofEq. 7.10 which is defined as the function

F(VGB' VDB)(Eq. 7.13a). Therefore, general link equation for a DCBD ofarbitrary

gate geometry can be expressed as

LJt_ 1 Icha(Y)
F(VGB, VDB)-- W () dy .

IJch ch Y
o

(8.2a)

Just as was done in Eq. 7.13b, when pinch-off occurs at the drain nipple end of the

channel, the F(VGB, VDB) function is replaced by Fpo(VGB, VDBpO) defined in Eq.

7.13b and the general link equation is

(8.2b)

In Eq. 8.2a or b, the RHS integral incorporates the DCBD gate geometry effect.

In the following sections, the RHS integral will be carried out for the C-DCBD, ET

DCBD and CT-DCBD. Then the theoretical characteristics incorporating the surface

recombination currents derived in Sec. 8.2 will be computed and compared with the

experimental results. The large C-DCBD, the large ET-DCBD and the large CT-DCBD

parameters for the analytical modeling are listed in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1 The Experimental Large DCBD Parameters Used for Theoretical Modeling

Parameter (Symbol), Unit Large C-DCBD Large ET-DCBD Large CT-DCBD

Base Doping (Na>, cm-3 4xl015 4xl015 4xl015

Base Minority Carrier 5.26xl04 5.26x104 5.26x104

Concentration (npo), cm-3

Base-Emitter Saturation 4.2xlO-11 2.2xl0- ll 2.2xlO- 11

Current (IBEO), A
Base-Emitter Junction 1.49 1.36 1.36
Diode Factor (nBE )

Base Width (WB), mm 7.54 7.54 7.54

Channel Length (Lch), mm 0.25 0.79 0.79

Channel Radius (reh), mm 0.4

Channel Width on Small- 0.254 0.254
Drain End (Wso), mm (not connected)
Channel Width on Large- 0.889 0.889
Drain End (WLO)' mm (not connected)

Drain Radius (ro), mm 0.076

Emitter Area (AE)' mm2 0.67 0.67 0.67

Electron Channel 550 550 550
Mobility (llcW, cm2N S
Electron bulk 1500 1500 1500
Mobility (Ilo), cm2N S

Gate Area (AG), mm2 0.452 0.452 0.452

MOS Flat-Band -1.7 -1.7 -1.7
Voltage (Vfb), V
MOS Threshold -1.04 -1.04 -1.04
Voltage (VTH), V
Gate-Oxide Capacitance 180 180 180
(CoX>, pF/cm2

Parasitic BJT D. C. 6.3 8.2 13.4
Current Gain (Po)
Effective Base Current 0.9 0.9 0.9
Factor (A.)
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8.3 Transport Analysis of the Large Circular Gate C-DCBD

The large C-DCBD structure was shown in the Fig. 4.5 (Chap. 4). Figure 8.1 is

a simplified C-DCBD top view and cross-sectional view structure. For convenience of

analysis, a cylindrical coordinate is used for the C-DCBD analysis. In the cylindrical

coordinate system, the C-DCBD channel length Lch equals the difference of the outer

channel radius rch and the drain radius rD,

Lch == rch - ro .

And the channel width Wch(Y) is the circumstance at radius r,

Wch(y) =2 1t r .

(8.3)

(8.4)

Based on this cylindrical coordinate and the channel width function, carrier transport in

the C-DCBD is analyzed as follows.

8.3.1 The Large C-DCBD Active Channel and the Active Channel Current

Collection

Using the cylindrical coordinate shown in Fig. 8.1, Eqs. 8.3 and 8.4 for the C

DCBD channel length Lch and width Wch(r), the C-DCBD active channel current

Icha(r) can be expressed as the integral of the emitter-injected electron current density

JEB from an arbitrary radius r to the active channel front edge (rD + LacV (Fig. 8.2),

ro+Lact

Icha(r) = JJEB dA
r

ro+Lact

=JEB f 2 1t r dr
r
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Fig. 8.1 A simplified structure of the large C-DCBD. The gate metal/oxide is

removed. (a) Top view. (b) Cross-sectional view. A cylindrical

coordinate is originated at the center of the drain region.
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Gate

(a)

I I

(b)

Fig. 8.2 Schematic representation for the large C-DCBD active channel current
Icha(r). (a) Top view. (b) Cross-sectional view. The channel length

Ich = rch - rD' The active channel current Icha(r) equals the integration

of the emitter-injected electrons from radius r to the active channel
radius (rD+LacV'
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Now the RHS ofEq. 8.2 can be integrated from the drain radius ro to the active channel

front edge (ro + LacV (Fig. 8.2) as

ro+Lact
RHS = _1_ JIcha(r) dr

flch 2 1t r
ro

ro+L act
= lEB J1t (ro + LacV

2
- 1t r2 dr

flch 2 1t r
ro

= lEB [(r + L .)2In( ro + Lact) _ (ro + LacV
2

- r02]
2 Ilch 0 act/ ro 2

(8.6a)

(8.6b)

(8.6c)

By substituting Eq. 8.6c into Eq. 8.2a, the link equation for the C-DCBD under non

pinch-off condition is expressed as

F(V V ) = lEB [(r + L .'12 In(ro + Lact) _(ro + LacV
2

- r02] (8 7 )
GB, DB 2 Ilch 0 acv ro 2 " a

Here the function F(VGB, VDB) is defined by Eq. 7.13a in Chap. 7. When channel

pinch-off is present, the F(VGB' VDB) function in the equation is replaced by Fpo(VGB,

VOBpO) defined in Eq. 7.13b and the link equation for the C-DCBD is

F (V V ) = lEB [(r + L .)2In(ro + Lact) _(ro + LacV
2

- r02]
po GB, DBpo 2 Ilch D acv ro 2

(8.7b)

Using Eq. 8.7a or b, the active channel length Lact can be numerically calculated

for the C-DCBD under certain bias conditions. It should be recalled that when the

channel is biased beyond the saturation onset (VGB > Voson- IB< IBon), the active

channel length Lact is limited by, and equal to, the physical channel length Lch'
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Lact = Lch = rch - ro , VGB > Voaon- Is < Is on, (8.7c)

just as is the case in the R-DCBD (refer to Eq. 7.28).

The total active channel collected current locha of the C-DCBD can be

computed by setting r = ro in Eq. 8.5c,

(8.8a)

where the emitter-base current density JEB is given in Eq. 7.52b. By substituting Eq.

7.52b into Eq. 8.8a, locha can be expressed as

I h = q npo flo Vt [n (r + L .\2 _ 1t r 2] [A Is ]nSE
. (8.8b)nc a Wa 0 acv 0 ISEO

Once the active channel length Lact is computed from Eq. 8.7, the current collected by

the active channel portion can be calculated using Eq. 8.8b.

8.3.2 The Large C-DCBD Transition Channel and the Transition Channel Current

Collection

In a procedure similar to that used for the R-DCBD transition channel analysis

in Sec. 7.2.6 (Chap. 7), for an incremental channel length dr, the incremental transition

channel resistance dRch for the C-DCBD is given by

dRc - dr
h - flch Wch IQn(VOS)/

dr
=~----=~=-=---=-=-----:-

2 n r J.lch CoxCVGS - VTH)

The transition channel collected current at dr can be expressed as (Fig. 8.3),

Icht(r) = -q Fnt (rtr - r) 2 rt r

=Jnt (rtr - r) 2 1t r .
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r

Fig.8.3 Schematic representation for the large C-DCBD transition channel
currentIcht(r). (a) Top view. (b) Cross-sectionalview. The Icht(r)

is constituted by the total emitter-injected electronsunder the channel
area from r to rtr. The gate metal/oxide is removed.
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Here rtr is the transition channel front edge, and Jnt the net injected electron current

density in the transition channel region. The current Icht(r) corresponds essentially to

the electron current injected at dr over the channel width (circumstance) 21tf, similar to

that for the R-DCBD (Eq. 7.59, Chap. 7). The net injected electron current density Jnt

in the C-DCBD transition region is similar to that for the R-DCBD (Eq. 7.54),

Jnt = JEB - JeBo e-VchtB(r)Nt •

The channel voltage drop on the incremental channel length dr is,

dVchtB(r) =- Icht(r) dRch

= - Jnt (rtr - r) 2 7t r dRch

(8.11)

(8.12a)

(8.12b)

(8.12c)

Equation 8.12c has the same form as Eq. 7.60c in Chap. 7 for the R-DCBD with

replacement ofy by r, Ytrby rtr, respectively. Therefore, the transition channel front

edge rtr has the same form as Ytr in Eq. 7.61 with the replacement of Lact by (rD +

LacV' That is,

rtr = rD + Lact + 2 Vt J.lch Cox (VGB - VTH) In[ A. IB ]
JEB IBEO

(8.13)

The transition channel length Ltr is

(8.14a)

=rD+ 2 Vt I!ch Cox (VGB - VTH) In[ A. IB ]
JEB IBEO
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Similar to Eq. 7.66 (Chap. 7), the transition channel voltage VchtB(r) is related to the

channel location r (Lact < r < rtr) by

V (r) + V In [I - JBEO e-VChtB(r)Nt] = _ JEB [r - (ro + Lacu]2
chtB t JEB 2 Ilch Cox (VGB - VTH)

The total channel current collected by the transition channel (IchU is the

integration of Jnt from (ro + LacU to rtr with respect to the channel location r,

(8.15)

Icht = 1Jnt Wch(r)dr
ro+Lact

~ J[JEB - -caee-VchtB(,)lVt]2" r dr

ro+Lact

= JEB [7t rtl-1t (ro + LacU
2] - 2 1tJe Bo Jr e-VchtB(r)Nt dr .

ro+Lact

(8.16a)

(8.l6b)

(8.l6c)

From Eqs. 8.7, 8.13 and 8.15, Lact, rtr and VchtB(r) can be numerically calculated.

Therefore, the C-DCBD total transition channel collected current Icht can be

numerically computed from Eq. 8.16c

8.3.3 The Large C-DCBD Total Drain Current

The total C-DCBD drain current consists of same current components as that for

the R-DCBD (Eq. 6.68),

10 = Iocha + Icht + IpBJT

=Iocha + Icht + ~o (A. IB - Irec) .
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Here the values of the parasitic BJT d. c. current gain Po and the adjustable effective

base current factor Aare listed in Table 8.1. The surface recombination current beneath

the gate oxide Irec has been analyzed in Chap. 6. Using Eq. 6.40b in Chap. 6 and the

parameters for the C-DCBD in Table 8.1, Irec for the C-DCBD can be computed and

incorporated in Eq. 8.17b. The computed results are presented in Sec. 8.3.4.

8.3.4 The Large C-DCBD Theoretical Characteristics

Figure 8.4 shows the theoretical 10 versus VOB characteristics of the large C

DCBD using Eq. 8.17b for a fixed drain voltage VDB = 10 V and for base current IB

ranging form 2 J.lA to 10 J.lA in steps of2 J.lA. Compared to the 10 versus VOB

characteristics of the R-DCBD (Fig. 7.17), there are three main features in the 10 versus

VOB curves for the C-DCBD which are different from those for the R-DCBD. First, the

saturation onset voltage Voson is much lower than that for the R-DCBD. This is due to

the shorter physical channel length of the C-DCBD. For the C-DCBD, Lch = 0.25 mm

(Table 8.1) compared to Lch = 1.27 mm for the R-DCBD (Table 7.1). Therefore, the C

DCBD requires much lower gate voltage to bias entire channel into active. Secondly, in

the C-DCBD partially active region (region III), the ID curves quadratically increase

with the increase of VGB' This quadratic feature is mainly due to the quadratic

relationship ofIDcha to Lact (Eq. 8.16b). And thirdly, the ID curve slope in the region

III is high so that 10 saturates at a higher level compared to that of the R-DCBD.

Figure 8.5 is the theoretical channel transconductance gm versus VGB

characteristics of the C-DCBD for VDB = 10 V, IB= 2 J.lA to 10 f.1A in steps of2 f.1A.

Corresponding to Fig. 8.8, the gm curves linearly increase to the maximal values in the

partially active region, then sharply falloff to zero. It is noted that the maximal gm

values are much higher (- 9 times) than those for the R-DCBD (Fig. 7.18). The value of
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Fig.8.4 Theoretical total drain current 10 versus gate voltage VGB characteristics of the large C-

DCBD. VOB = 10 V, IB = 21lA to 10 IlA in steps of21lA. The entire curves can be
divided into four regions: accumulation region (I), depletion/weak inversion region (II),
partially active channel region (III) and fully active channel region (IV). The curves
quadratically increase in the partially active region (III).
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the transconductance threshold voltage can be read out from the cross-over point. The

value is Vthg = -1.37 V, same as that of the R-DCBD.

The theoretical C-DCBD drain current ID versus base current Is characteristics

are shown in Fig. 8.6 for fixed VDB = 10 V, VGB =0, 1, 3, 5 and 10 V, respectively.

For the base current lower than the saturation onset current (Is < Is on*), the DCBD

channel is fully active for current collecting. In the fully active region, ID is

independent of VGB' and the DCBD has higher current gain, as discussed in Chaps. 3

and 7. The IDcurves are coherent in this region for different VGB values, and the

curves have a higher slope for IB < IBon' For Is > IBon, the channel is partially active

and partially saturated. The DCBD characteristics depend on the gate voltage VGB and

the current gain is lower in the partially active region. The curves diverse for different

VGS values and the curve slopes are lowered. For different VGB values, Iaon values are

different and increase with the increase of VGB, as discussed in Chaps. 3 and 7.

Figure 8.7 shows the theoretical C-DCBD a. c. current gain Pac versus Is

characteristics differentiated from the curves in Fig. 8.6. Corresponding to the quasi

linear ID curves in the fully active region, the C-DCBD Pac versus IB curves in the fully

active region are much higher and more close to a constant than those of the R-DCBD

(Fig. 6.24). At the knee points which correspond to the saturation onset current IBon,

Pac curves sharply falloff from higher to lower status. The lower Pac statue correspond

to the DCBD operating mode with partially active channel collecting and partially

channel saturated. The Pac values depend on VGB in the partially active region as the

result ofthe gate voltage dependence ofID curves in Fig. 8.6.

* In Fig. 8.8, only IBon for VOB = 10 V is labeled.
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8.4 Transport Analysis of the Large ET-DCBD

The expanding-trapezoidal gate ET-DCBD structure was shown in Fig. 4.6b.

For the ET-DCBD configuration, the large drain is floating and the small drain is

connected. The drain current is expanding from the small drain end as it flows into the

channel. A simplified ET-DCBD structure is shown in Fig. 8.8. The channel width

Wch(Y) under the coordinate is

(8.18)

where WSD is the channel width on the small drain end, and WLD the channel width on

the large drain end, respectively. Using this channel width function, carrier transport in

the ET-DCBD is analyzed as follows.

8.4.1 The Large ET -DCBD Active Channel Length and the Active Channel Current

Collection

Using the coordinate in Fig. 8.8 and the expression for the channel width (Eq.

8.18), the ET -DCBD active channel current Icha(Y) can be expressed as the integral of

the emitter-injected electron current density JEB from y to Lact (Fig. 8.9) as,

LJt=J [w + WLD - WSD y] dy
EB so Lch

y

[ WLD - WSD 2 2]=JEB WSD (Lact - y) + 2 L (Lact - y )
ch
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Fig. 8.8 A simplified structure of the large ET-DCBD. The gate metal/oxide is

removed. (a) Top view. (b) Cross-sectional view. The small drain is

connected and the large drain floating for the ET-DCBD operating. The

channel is expending from the small drain end.
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Fig. 8.9 Schematic representation for the large ET-DCBD active channel current
Icha(Y). (a) Top view. (b) Cross-sectional view. The active channel

current Icha(Y) equals the integration of the emitter-injected electrons from

Yto the active channel length Lact. The gate metal/oxide is removed.
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By substituting Eqs 8.18 and 8.19c into the RHS of Eq. 8.2, the RHS integralcan be

carried out. The integrationprocedureis shown in Appendix A8-1 and the result is

(8.20)

From Eqs 8.20 and 8.2a, the link equationfor the ET-DCBDin non-pinch-offcondition

is expressedas

x In[1 + WLO-WSOLact] _WSoLchLact _Lact2 }
Wso Lch WLO-WSO 2

(8.21a)

Here the function F(VGB, VOB) is defined by Eq. 7.13a in Chap. 7. When channel

pinch-off occurred, the function F(VGB' VOB)in Eq. 8.21a is replaced by function

Fpo(VGB' VOBpO) defined in Eq. 7.20b and the link equation is modified as

x In[1 + WLO-Wso Lact] _WsoLchLact _Lact2 } •
Wso Lch WLO-WSO 2

(8.21b)

Using Eq. 8.21a or b, the active channel lengthLact can be numerically

computed for the ET-DCBD under certain bias conditions. When the channel is biased
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beyond the saturation onset (VGB > Voson- IB < IBon), the active channel length is

limited by the physical channel length Lch. That is

VGB> VGBOn' IB<IBon . (8.22)

Once the active channel length Lact is solved, the total active channel collected

current IDcha of the ET-DCBD can be computed by setting y = 0 in Eq. 8.19c,

IDcha =Icha(Y=0)

[ WLD- WSD 2]
= JEB WSD Lact + 2 L Lact

ch

Substituting Eq. 7.52b for JEB into Eq. 8.30a, IDcha can be expressed as

I = q npo flo Vt[W L + WLD - WSD L 2] [A. IB ]nBE
Dcha WB SD act 2 Lch act IBEO

(8.23a)

(8.23b)

From Eq. 8.23b, the active channel collected current of the ET-DCBD can be computed

for certain bias conditions.

8.4.2 The Large ET-DCBD Transition Channel and the Transition Channel Current

Collection

Similar to the transition channel analysis of the R-DCBD (Eq. 7.54, Sec. 7.2.7),

for an incremental channel length dy, the incremental transition channel resistance drch

for the ET-DCBD is given by (refer to Eq. 7.58, Chap. 7)

dr = dy
ch Ilch 2Wch(y) IQnCVGB)I

(8.24)

The net injected electron current density in the ET-DCBD transition region (Fig. 8.1Ob)

is the same as that for the R-DCBD (Eq. 7.54, Chap. 7). That is,
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Fig. 8.10 Schematic representation for the large ET-DCBD transition channel
current Icht{Y). (a) Top view. (b) Cross-sectional view. The Icht{Y) is

constituted by the total emitter-injected electrons under the channel area
from Yto Ytr. The gate metal/oxide is removed.
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The transition channel collected current at dy can be expressed as (Fig. 8.10)

Icht(Y) =Jnt (Ytr - y) 2 Wch(Y) .

The channel voltage drop on the incremental channel length dr is,

dVchtB(r) = - Icht(r) drch

= - Jnt (Ytr - y) 2 Wch(Y) drch

(8.25)

(8.26)

(8.27a)

(8.27b)

(8.27c)

It is noted that Eq. 8.27c is the same as Eq. 7.60c for the R-DCBD. Therefore, the ET

DCBD transition channel length Ltr, the transition channel front edge Ytrand the

transition channel voltage VchtB(Y) have the same forms as those for the R-DCBD (Eqs.

7.61, 7,62 and 7,66, respectively).

The total transition channel current Icht equals the integral ofJnt from Lact to

Ytr with respect to the channel location Y,

Icht = 1Jnt 2 Wch dy
Lact
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That is,

Once Lact, Ytrand Vchts(Y) are determined, the transition channel collected current Icht

can be numerically computed from Eq. 8.28c.

8.4.3 The Large ET-DCBD Total Drain Current

The total ET-DCBD drain current In consists of the active channel current

Incha, the transition channel current Icht and the parasitic BJT collector current IpBJT,

same as the R-DCBD (Eq. 7.68),

In = Iocha + feht + IpBJT

=Iocha + fcht + 130 (A. Is - Irec) .

(8.36a)

(8.36b)

Here the values of the parasitic BJT d. c. current gain 130 and the adjustable effective

base current factor A. for the ET-DCBD are listed in Table 8.1. The surface

recombination current beneath the gate oxide Irec has been analyzed in Chap. 6. Using

Eq. 6.40b in Chap. 6 and the parameters for the ET-DCBD in Table 8.1, Irec for the ET

DCBD can be computed and incorporated in Eq. 8.36b. The computed results are

presented in Sec. 8.4.4.

8.4.4 The Large ET-DCBD Theoretical Characteristics

Figure 8.11 shows the theoretical 10 versus VGB characteristics of the ET

DCBD computed using Eq. 8.36b for a fixed drain voltage VOB = 10 V and for base
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current IB ranging from 2 JlA to 10 JlA in steps of2 JlA. And Fig. 8.12 is the

corresponding gm versus VGB characteristics. Due to the superposition of the linear

term and the quadratic term of Lact in the IDcha equation (Eq. 8.23b), the ID curves

quadratic-likely increase with the increase ofVGB in the partially active region. The

drain current ID curves saturated at much higher level than those ofthe R-DCBD (Fig.

7.17). The saturation onset gate voltage VGBon is also higher. The gm curves quasi

linearly increase with the increase ofVGB in the partially active region, and sharply

drop to zero at VGBonpoints (Fig. 8.13). The transconductance threshold voltage Vthg

can be located at the cross-over point on the gm curves. Again, the transconductance

threshold voltage value Vthg = -1.37 V, same as that of the R-DCBD (Fig. 7.18b) and

the C-DCBD (Fig. 8.5).

Figure 8.13 shows the theoretical ET-DCBD drain current ID versus base current

IB characteristics for fixed VDB = 10 V and for VGB = 0, 1, 3, 5 and 10 V, respectively.

And Fig. 8.14 shows the corresponding a. c. current gain Pac versus IB characteristics.

Both the ID and the Pac curves of the ET-DCBD are similar to those ofthe C-DCBD

(refer to Figs. 8.6 and 8.7). However, the ET-DCBD has lower IBon values which

corresponding to its higher VGBon values (Fig. 8.12). Also due to its lower base

emitter diode factor (nBE)value (Table 8.1), the Pac value of the ET-DCBD is higher

and more flat than that of the C-DCBD in the fully active region.

8.5 Transport Analysis of the Large CT-DCBD

The contracting-trapezoidal gate CT-DCBD structure was shown in Fig. 4.6c.

The CT-DCBD has an opposite configuration to that of the ET-DCBD. For the CT

DCBD, the small drain is floating and the large drain is connected. The drain current is

contracting from the large drain end as it flows into the channel. A simplified CT-
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DCBD structure is shown in Fig. 8.15. The channel width Wch(Y) under the coordinate

is

(8.37)

Comparing Eq. 8.37 with Eq. 8.18, one can see that Eq. 8.37 is the same as Eq. 8.18

with the exchange of the terms Wso and WLO' Based on this fact, all ofequations

derived in Sec. 8.4 for the ET-DCBD can be modified for the CT-DCBD transport

analysis by exchanging the terms Wso and WLO'

8.5.1 The Large CT -DCBDActive Channel and Current

The active channel collected current at arbitrary channel location Icha(Y) of the

CT-DCBD (Fig. 8.16) can be modified from Eq. 8.19c as

[ WLO - WSO 2 2]
Icha(Y) = lEB WLO(Lact - y) - 2 Lch (Lact - Y )

The link equation for the CT-DCBDcan be modified from Eq. 8.2la as

(8.38)

(8.39a)

Here the function F(VGB, VOB) is defined by Eq. 7.13a in Chap. 7. When channel

pinch-off occurred, the Fpo(VGB, VOBpO) function should be replaced by Fpo(VGB,

VOBpO) defined by Eq. 7.13b, and the link equation for the CT-DCBD is modified as
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Fig.8.15 A simplified structure of the large CT-DCBD. The gate metal/oxide is

removed. (a) Top view. (b) Cross-sectional view. The large drain is

connected and the small drain floating for the CT-DCBD operating. The

channel is contracting from the large drain end. The structure is the same

as the ET-DCBD (Fig. 8.8) with the exchange of the small drain and the

large drain.
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Fig. 8.16 Schematic representation for the large CT-DCBD active channel current
Icha(Y). (a) Top view. (b) Cross-sectional view. The gate oxide/metal is

removed. The active channel current Icha(Y) equals the integration of the

emitter-injected electrons from Yto the active channel length Lact. The

structure is the same as the ET-DCBD (Fig. 8.8) with the exchange of the

small drain and the large drain.
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(8.39b)

When the channel is biased beyond the saturation onset (VGS> Veson- Is < Is on), the

channel length is limited by the physical channel length Lch'

Lact = Lch' VGS > Yoaon- Is < Is on· (8.40)

The total active channel collected current IDcha for the CT-DCBD can be

modified from Eq. 8.23b as,

I = q npo Jlo Vt [W L _WLD - WSD L 2] [A. Is]nSE

Dcha Ws LD act 2 Lch act ISEO
(8.41)

In Eq. 8.41, the quadratic term ofLact is subtracted from the linear term. For ET

DCBD, however, the quadratic term of Lact is superposed to the linear term (Eq. 8.23b).

This sign difference creates dramatic changes in the two DCBD devices as will be seen

soon.

8.5.2 The Large CT-DCBD Transition Channel and Current

Similarly, the transition channel analysis of the CT-DCBD can be done by

simply exchanging WSDand WLD in the section 8.4.2. Therefore, the total transition

channel current for the CT-DCBD can be modified from Eq. 8.28c as,
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8.5.3 The Large CT-DCBD Total Drain Current

The total CT-DCBD drain current 10 consists of the active channel current

Iocha, the transition channel current Icht and the parasitic BJT collector current IpBJT,

same as the R-DCBD (Eq. 7.68),

10 =IDcha + Icht + IpBJT

=IDcha + Icht + ~o (A. IB - Irec) .

(8.43a)

(8.43b)

Here the values of the parasitic BJT d. c. current gain ~o and the adjustable effective

base current factor A. for the CT-DCBD are listed in Table 8.1. The surface

recombination cwrent beneath the gate oxide Irec has been analyzed in Chap. 6. Using

Eq. 6.40b in Chap. 6 and the parameters for the CT-DCBD in Table 8.1, Irec for the CT

DCBD can be computed and incorporated in Eq. 8.36b. The computed results are

presented in Sec. 8.5.4.

8.5.4 The Large CT-DCBD Theoretical Characteristics

Figure 8.17 shows the theoretical 10 versus Vos characteristics of the CT

DCBD using Eq. 8.43b for a fixed drain voltage VOB = 10 V and base current Is

ranging from 2 JlA to 10 JlA in steps of2 J.lA. And Fig. 8.18 is the corresponding gm

versus VGB characteristics. Due to the subtraction of the quadratic term from the linear

term ofLact in the Iocha equation (Eq. 8.41), the 10 curves increase with the increasing
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VGS in opposite way as those of the ET-DCBD (Fig. 8.12) in the partially active region.

The 10 curves also saturated at the same high level as those of the ET-DCBD, but the

saturation onset gate voltage VGSon is reduced. Correspondingly, the gm curves

decrease with the increase of VGS after initial rising in the partially active region, and

sharply drop to zero at Voson points (Fig. 8.18). The same value of the

transconductance threshold voltage Vthg =-1.37 V can be located at the cross-over

point on the gm curves.

Figure 8.19 shows the theoretical CT-DCBD drain current 10 versus base current

Is characteristics for fixed Vos = 10 V and for VGB = 0, 1,3,5 and 10 V, respectively.

And Fig. 8.20 shows the corresponding a. c. current gain Pac versus IB characteristics.

Both the 10 and the Pac curves of the CT-DCBD are similar to those of the ET-DCBD

(refer to Figs. 8.13 and 8.14). Compared to the ET-DCBD, however, the CT-DCBD has

higher Inon values which corresponding to its lower Voson values (Fig. 8.17). Due to

the higher Iaon values, the maximum Pac values are increased compared to those of the

ET-DCBD.

8.6 Comparison of the Theoretical and Experimental Characteristics of the Non

Rectangular Gate DCBD Devices

In this section, the non-rectangular gate DCBD theoretical characteristics

computed from the analytical model are compared with the experimental results. For

the purpose ofcomparison, the measured experimental 10 versus VGE curves in the

chapter 5 were translated to the 10 versus VGS curves using the same approach

described in Sec. 7.4 (Chap. 7).
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high in the fully active region. In the partially active region, the Pac values are diverse

and lowered. The curves falloff sharply at IBon points from high to low status.



8.6.1 The Large C-DCBD Characteristics

The comparison of the theoretical and the experimental 10 versus VGB

characteristics of the large C-DCBD is shown in Fig. 8.21. The theoretical curves

(dashed lines) agree with the experimental ones (solid lines) quite well. Compared to

the experimental curves, the theoretical curves are flat and little bit lower than the

experimental curves in the fully active region. While the experimental curves have

finite slope in the fully active region. The saturation onset voltage VGBonof the

theoretical curves is little bit lower. The experimental curves are more rounded on the

knee points.

Figure 8.22 shows the comparison of the theoretical and the experimental gm

versus VGB characteristics of the C-DCBD corresponding to Fig. 8.21. The theoretical

gm versus VGB curves (dashed lines) are more linear in the partially active region and

fall offmore sharply at the knee points than the experimental curves. Same as the R

DCBD, the cross-over point which corresponds to the transconductance threshold

voltage (V thg) on the theoretical curves and on the experimental ones agree very well.

The theoretical and the experimental 10 versus IB characteristics of the C-DCBD

are compared in Fig. 8.23. Compared to the experimental curves, the theoretical 10

versus IB curves are quite lower than the experimental cures for higher IB in the

partially active region. Otherwise, the theoretical 10 versus IB curves quite well

coincides with the experimental curves.

Figure 8.24 shows the comparison of the a. c. current gain ~ac versus IB

characteristics of the C-DCBD corresponding to Fig. 8.23. Compared to the

experimental curves, the theoretical ~ac versus IB curves fall offmuch sharply on the

knee points. In the fully active region, the theoretical curves are all coherent for

different VGB values, while the experimental curves are diverse little with the increase
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of VGB' In the partially active region, the theoretical curves are lower than the

experimental curves, which correspond to the lower theoretical 10 versus IB curves in

the region (refer to Fig. 8.23).

8.6.2 The Large ET-DCBD Characteristics

The theoretical and experimental 10 versus VGB characteristics of the large ET

DCBD are compared in Fig. 8.25. The theoretical curves (dashed lines) well match the

experimental ones (solid lines). Compared to the experimental curves, the theoretical 10

versus VGB curves are flat in the fully active region and little bit higher in the partially

active region. While the experimental curves have finite slopes in the fully active

region. The saturation onset voltage VGBonof the theoretical curves is little bit lower.

The experimental curves are more rounded on the knee points.

Figure 8.26 shows the comparison of the theoretical and experimental gm versus

VGB characteristics of the ET-DCBD corresponding to Fig. 8.25. The theoretical ET

DCBD gm versus VGB curves (dashed lines) are more linear in the partially active

region and fall offmore sharply at VGBonthan the experimental curves. Again, the

cross-over point which corresponds to the transconductance threshold voltage (Vthg) on

the theoretical curves and on the experimental ones are well coincided each other.

The theoretical and the experimental 10 versus IB characteristics ofthe ET

DCBD are compared in Fig. 8.27. The theoretical 10 versus IB curves (dashed lines) are

well coincided with the experimental curves (solid lines) in the fully active region. In

the partially active region, however, the theoretical curves are lower than the

experimental curves.

Figure 8.28 shows the theoretical and experimental Pac versus IB characteristics

of the ET-DCBD corresponding to Fig. 8.27. Compared to the experimental curves

(solid lines), the theoretical Pac curves (dashed lines) fall offmuch sharply on the knee
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Fig.8.26 Comparison of the theoretical and the experimental gm versus Voa characteristics of

the large ET-DCBD. Von = 10 V, Is = 2 ~A to 10 ~A in steps of2 ~A. The

theoretical curves (dashed lines) are more linear in the partially active region and fall

off more sharply at the saturation onset voltage than the experimental curves.
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points. In the fully active region, the theoretical curves are flatter and all coherent for

different VGB values, while the experimental curves increase little with the increase of

VGB and also with lB' In the partially active region, the theoretical curves are lower

than the experimental curves, which correspond to the lower theoretical 10 versus IB

curves in the region.

8.6.3 The Large CT-DCBD Characteristics

Figure 8.29 shows the comparison of the theoretical and experimental 10 versus

VGB characteristics of the large CT-DCBD. The theoretical curves (dashed lines)

coincide with the experimental curves (solid lines) quite well. Compared to the

experimental curves, the theoretical 10 versus VGB curves are flat in the fully active

region and little bit higher in the partially active region., while the experimental curves

have finite slope in the fully active region. The saturation onset voltage VGBon of the

theoretical curves is little bit lower. The experimental curves are more rounded on the

knee points.

The theoretical and the experimental gm versus VGB characteristics of the CT

DCBD are compared in Fig. 8.30. The theoretical gm versus VGB curves (dashed lines)

are more linear in the partially active region and falloff more sharply at the knee points

than the experimental curves. Again, the cross-over point which corresponds to the

transconductance threshold voltage (Vthg) on the theoretical curves and on the

experimental ones are well matched each other.

The comparison of the theoretical and experimental 10 versus IB characteristics

of the CT-DCBD is shown in Fig. 8.31. For low IB in the fully active region, the

theoretical 10 versus IBcurves are little bit higher than the experimental curves. For

high current in the partially active region, the theoretical curves are lower.
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Figure 8.32 shows the theoretical and experimental Pac versus Is characteristics

of the CT-DCBD corresponding to Fig. 8.31. Compared to the experimental curves

(solid lines), the theoretical Pac curves (dashed lines) fall offmuch sharply on the knee

points. In the fully active region, the theoretical curves are flatter and all coherent for

different VGB values, while the experimental curves increase little with the increase of

VGS and also with Is. In the partially active region, the theoretical curves are lower

than the experimental curves.

In this chapter, the gate geometry effect on the DCBD electrical characteristics

are theoretically analyzed. Based on the analytical model developed for the rectangular

gate R-DCBD in Chap. 7, the theoretical characteristics of the C-DCBD, the ET-DCBD

and the CT-DCBD devices are computed from the analytically derived closed-form

equations. Compared to the R-DCBD characteristics, these theoretical characteristics

for the selected devices with different gate geometries show profound gate geometry

effect on the device electrical characteristics. The computed theoretical characteristics

of these devices are dramatically coincided with the experimental results. This great

agreement reconfirmed the validity of the analytical model developed in this

dissertation.
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CHAPTER 9

ANAL YTICAL MODELING OF SMALL AREA GATE DCBD DEVICES

In Chaps. 7 and 8, the large area rectangular gate and other gate geometries were

analyzed and modeled. That analysis showed profound influences of distributed

channel behavior in certain bias regimes. The influence ofgate geometry was

illustrated (as shown by others: Dr. J. W. Holm-Kennedy and D. Okada) to be quite

dramatic in certain bias regimes. The comparison of the results of the theoretical

modeling and the experimental results confirmed that there is dramatically good

agreement between the experimental results and the results of the theoretical model

presented above. This agreement provides significant confidence and credibility that

the analytical modeling provided herein, together with the various approximations, are

valid. This confirmation provides confidence to applying the same model to much

smaller DCBD devices. The following analysis describes the application of the DCBD

analytical model to small dimension devices, and reports the computed results. This

analysis employs the analytical model described in Chap. 7 and invokes conventional

scaling factors used for MOSFET devices to insure that the device structures analyzed

have structural parameters (doping, insulator thickness, etc.) consistent with

contemporary small dimensional devices.

While large area gate devices are useful for certain applications, small area

devices are of strong interest because of their compatibility with IC device dimensions

and their use ofonly small amounts of Si real estate. Further, small devices provide

inherent improvements in speed.
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9.1 Scaled DCBD Theoretical Analysis

For the large DCBD devices fabricated for the experiments described in Chap. 4

and analyzed in Chaps. 7 and 8, the channel lengths were in millimeter range. These

dimensions were chosen for compatibility with mask fabrication technology available

in our laboratories, to dramatically illustrate various channel BJT modulation effects

and since they have certain attractive applications regimes.

For DCBD devices ofdimensions comparable with conventional IC MOSFET

devices, the DCBD channel length must be scaled down to micron or sub-micron

lengths, and other parameters are correspondingly scaled down to these IC device

dimensions. Includes are appropriate well known changes in the insulator and doping

parameters. In this chapter, the channel length of the large R-DCBD analyzed in Chap.

7 is scaled down to channel lengths of 10 IJm and 0.886 IJm. A scaling procedure for

MOSFET devices is well known and the same scaling approach is used here since the

MOS field effect portion of the device is principally being scaled [6]. The down

scaling effect on the large gate area R-DCBD is analyzed here. The theoretical

characteristics of the scaled devices derived from theoretical modeling following that of

Chap. 7 are presented.

For perspective, it is useful to first review briefly the basic approach to

MOSFET scaling. MOSFET scaling is well known and can be reviewed in various

sources. The scaling approach used here follows closely that reviewed by Muller and

Kamins in their excellent book "Device Electronics for Integrated Circuits" [6].

The basic approach to MOSFET scaling addresses so called "constant-field

scaling". From the constant-field scaling, the scaled-down MOSFET has the same (or

nearly same) electric fields as those in the unsealed original device in the same regions

(channel, substrate, source-substrate junction and drain-substrate junction) both in
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horizontal and vertical dimensions. Using the constant-field scaling approach and

representing the scaling factor with the proportionality factor K, the scaled device

parameters are simply those listed in Table 9.1 [6].

Table 9.1 DCBD Scaled Parameters For Constant-Field Scaling

(After Muller and Kamins [6])

Surface Dimension 11K

Vertical Dimension 11K

Impurity Concentrations K

Current, Voltage 11K

Capacitance per Unit Area K

The meaning of the factors in Table 9.1 are as follows. If the channel length is

scaled down by a factor ofK, then the vertical dimensions (the gate oxide thickness, the

junction depths, etc.) are scaled down by the same factor K. The impurity (doping)

concentrations are scaled up by the factor of K in order to insure a scale-down depletion

layer width (approximately by the factor K). The applied current (if any) and voltage

biases are scaled down by the factor K to support the constant electrical field constraint.

the capacitance per unit area (mainly the gate oxide capacitance) is scaled up by the

factor of K since the gate oxide thickness is scaled down by the factor K.

For the purely theoretical analysis in this section, the effective base current

factor A. used for the large DCBD analysis to accommodate base current lost to

peripheral surface recombination is taken as unity for simplicity of computation. It is

noted that the factor A. can easily be incorporated in the theory without loss of

generality.
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9.2 Pinch-offEffect in the Scaled DCBD

When device is scaled down, certain features ofthe DCBD devices observed for

very large gate structures change. Some phenomena and problems which were

negligible and could be ignored for large dimension DCBD devices now have to be

considered and incorporated into the theoretical modeling. One such important

phenomenon relates to channel pinch-off.

As discussed in Sees, 7.2.1, for the large scale DCBD, the pinch-off length was

negligible compared to the channel length for the large area gate DCBD device when

pinch-off occurred. Pinch-off lengths on the order ofmicrons or fraction ofa micron,

negligible for long channel device, becomes comparable to the entire channel length if

the MOS channel is on the order ofa micron or so. Thus, the approximation of

negligible pinch-off length influences may no longer be valid and must be reexamined

when the channel is scaled down to the micron range. The related discussion follows.

As shown Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2 (Chap. 7), the pinch-off length is clearly a function

of the gate oxide thickness (tox)' the base doping (Na>, the base width (WB), the flat

band voltage (Vfb) and bias voltages VDB and VGB (as is well known in the IC device

field). The pinch-off length can be pre-selected to be within a certain pre-selected range

by properly choosing the values of these parameters, as is well known.

Figure 9.1 shows an example of the pinch-off length Lpo computed versus gate

voltage VGB for a scaled-down R-DCBD under conditions of varying VDB ranging

from 1 V to 5 V in steps of 1 V. The appropriate scaling of the R-DCBD parameters,

where the scaling factors of Table 9.1 have been invoked, are listed in Table 9.2 in the

"modified values" column. The reasons for choosing these parameters is discussed in

next section. It is desired to control the pinch-off length to still be within a small
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percentage of the entire channel length (about several percent or less) so that the pinch

off effect does not dominate the device electrical performance. In this example, one

sees that by changing VDB or VGB' the pinch-off length Lpo can be controlled within in

certain desirable range. In the analysis to follow, the effect of the pinch-off length on

the scaled R-DCBD is evaluated for the 10 urn and the 0.886 urn channel R-DCBD

devices.

9.3 The Scaled 10 Micron Channel R-DCBD

The R-DCBD analyzed in Chap. 7 has large surface dimension. In order to

scale that channel length from millimeter down to the micron range, a large scaling

factor is needed. The channel length of the large R-DCBD is 1.27 mm. To scale the

channel length down to 10 urn, the scale factor K is 127, quite a large scaling factor

value.. Where such a large scaling factor is invoked, scaling changes may be

unreasonably large. That is, for such a large scale factor, full scaling ofall parameters

according to the format described in Table 9.1 may not be feasible. For exarnple, for

the R-DCBD gate oxide thickness, direct application of the scaling of Table 9.1 would

result in an oxide thickness that is below tunneling dimension and thus not practical.

Therefore, the scaled DCBD vertical dimension and related parameters have been

modified here to support the theoretical computations and to still provide realistic

design features common to small MOS device geometries. The scaled 10-J.lm channel

R-DCBD parameters and those values as modified to achieve reasonable design values

for computation and fabrication, for a scaling factor ofK = 127, are provided in Table

9.2 under "modified values" ("Scaled values" are those parameter values resulting from

simple application of the scaling factors listed in Table 9.1). It is noted that in Table

9.2 the choice for a modified Vfb value was based on the fact that Vfb is proportional to

the gate oxide thickness to a first order approximation.
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Table 9.2 DCBD Device Parameters For 10 urn Channel Length (K = 127)

DCBD Parameters(symbol), unit Scaled Values Modified

Values

Channel Length (Lcw, urn 10 10

Channel Width (WcW, urn 2.8 2.8

Gate Oxide Thickness (tox), A 6.6 200

Flat-Band Voltage (Vfb), V -0.013 -0.41

Base Doping (Na), cm-3 5.08 x 1017 5.08 x 1017

Base Width (WB), urn 0.059 I

Drain Contact Area (AD) I 1

Parasitic BJT Current Gain (Po) 25 25

For computation of the theoretical DCBD characteristics of the scaled-down R

DCBD, it is necessary to also adjust the device bias ranges. For example, a thin oxide

can not support a high gate voltage; the applied base current is now distributed over a

smaller emitter area and to maintain the same emitter injection current densities, the

total base current had to be scaled down; further, it is appropriate to maintain certain

ranges ofMOS features such as inversion densities; and so on. Thus, for the theoretical

analysis of short channel (i.e., scaled-down) DCBD devices, the bias ranges were scaled

down to ranges consistent with the operating features and various DCBD desirable

behavior characteristic non-linear features.
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For the scaled-down 10 urn channel DCBD, the base current IB current range

was chosen to varied from 20 nA to 100 nA in steps of20 nA. The drain voltage VDB

was set at 2 V. As shown in Fig. 9.1 and discussed in Sec. 9.2, for the parameters listed

in Table 9.2 and for VDB =2 V, the pinch-off length is now (for the scaled-down

design) equal to 0.08 urn at VGB = 0 V which is much shorter than the 10 urn channel

length. Therefore, for the scaled-down 10 urn channel R-DCBD, the pinch-off region

length is still negligible compared to the channel length. It is thus clear that in the

analytical modeling of short channel DCBD devices, all equations for the large R

DCBD (Sec. 7.2) can be directly used for the scaled 10 um-channel R-DCBD modeling

(at least as far as the negligible effects ofpinch-off length compared to channel length

are concerned.).

The theoretical electrical characteristics arrived at from the analytical modeling

for the scaled 10 um-channel R-DCBD are shown in Figs. 9.2 to 9.5. Figure 9.2 shows

the theoretically determined drain/collector current ID versus gate voltage VGB

characteristics for the scaled-down 10 um-channel R-DCBD. Here an emitter-diode

characteristic number of nBE= 1.67 has been used together with a fixed value OfVDB

= 2 V and varied IB from 20 nA to 100 nA in 20 nA steps. It is reminded that the

emitter-diode factor ofnBE= 1.67 is used here in order to be consistent with the

experimental value found for the large area R-DCBD device (arising from poor emitter

base recombination features in that experimental structure). The transconductance

characteristics are computed from the data represented by the family ofcurves in Fig.

9.2. Figure 9.3 shows the results ofgm versus VGB computation. Compared with the

large R-DCBD (refer to Figs. 7.17 and 7.18, Chap. 7), the transconductance threshold

voltage Vthg for the scaled R-DCBD is shifted right as a result of the change in flat

band voltage selection made for the short channel device and other parameter changes.
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In particular, this Vthg shift in the transconductance threshold voltage from the value

for the large gate R-DCBD devices is directly due to the thinning of the gate oxide

thickness tox, the increasing ofthe base doping Na and directly arises from the shift in

the flat-band voltage. For the values oftox, Na, and Vfb shown in Table 9.2, the

transconductance threshold voltage for the scaled down 10 micron channel DCBD is

Vthg = 0.042 V (calculated using Eq. 6.50b* ,Chap. 6).

For the scaled-down 10 urn channel R-DCBD, the bump structure in the vicinity

of the drain current turn on (Fig. 9.2), and the related characteristics structure in the

neighborhood of the transconductance zero location (Fig. 9.3) arise from the current

being collected by the just forming transition region, just as occurred for the large gate

area R-DCBD. There is a change here, however, compared to what was observed for

the large gate area R-DCBD device (Figs. 7.17, 7.18, Chap. 7). For the 10 urn scaled

down DCBD, the transition region length is now a much larger percent of the full MOS

channel length in contrast to that for the large gate area R-DCBD. That is, a much

larger fraction of the drain/collector current is provided by the transition region for the

short channel device than was the case for the long channel device. This fact results in

a much larger relative influence of the transition region current collection contribution

on the total drain/collector gate voltage dependent current than observed for the large

area R-DCBD. It is for this reason that the structure observed in the transconductance

characteristics near gm =0 is so much more pronounced for the 10 urn channel R-

DCBD device than for the 1.27 mm channel large R-DCBD(refer to Fig. 7.18, Chap. 7).

The scaled-down DCBD also exhibits dimension influenced structural features

on its other DCBD electrical characteristics. In particular, the current-current

• It should be mentioned here that the pinch-offonsetdrain voltage VDBpO for the scaled-down device is
also proportionally scaleddown and its influence on Vthg is still negligible near VOB = Vthg-just as that
for the large R-DCBD in Sec. 6.6.5 (Chap.6).
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characteristics (ID = Ie versus IB)and related BJT current gain beta characteristics are

affected. Figure 9.4 shows the IDversus IB characteristics of the scaled-down 10 urn

channel R-DCBD (still incorporatingthe rather degraded emitter diode junction

recombination feature characterizeby nBE = 1.67) for a single fixed value ofVDB= 2

V. The gate voltage is varied from 0.2 V to 1.0 V in steps of0.2 V. And Fig. 9.5

shows the correspondinga. c. current gain f3ac versus IB characteristics. The f3ac

characteristic curves of the small area scaled-down R-DCBD shown in Fig. 9.5 do have

the same basic shape as those of the large R-DCBD (Figs. 7.20a, Chap. 7). But the 10

urnscaled-down R-DCBD exhibits a much higher a. c. current gain than the larger area

DCBD device. The effect is not due to the area effects in and of themselves, nor to the

change in base doping concentration. The increased gain is primarily arises as a result

of the narrower base width of the scaled down R-DCBD compared to the larger gate

DCBD device (WB= 1 urn and 7.54 um , respectively).

In most of the computations described heretofore, the actual diode n-value

measured for the experimentaldevices (nBE = 1.67)has been transferred into the

theoretical modeling and related computations. This was done primarily in order to

allow for a proper comparison of theory and experiment, as described in Sec. 7.5, Chap.

7. The incorporation of the large diode n-value was also maintained in order to

illustrate the flexibility of the theoretical modeling and to illustrate that even weak

current gain devices exhibit profoundly non-linear structure in both current gain and

transconductance characteristics.·

It is appropriate to re-compute the DCBD results for a more normal diode factor

(nBE = 1.0). For more conventional emitter-basejunction fabricated with good

injection efficiencies (low emitter-baserecombination), a diode factor of nBE = 1 or

• A largeemitter-base diode n-valuereflectsstrongjunction depletion-region recombination which is
well knownto result in substantially degraded currentgain f3 with strong operatingbias dependencies.
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nearly 1 is common to be expected in a manufacturing environment. The above scaled

10 um-channel R-DCBD was therefore modeled again for nBE= 1 in this new

computation. Figures 9.6 to 9.9 show the ID versus VGB' the gm versus VGB' the ID

versus IB and the Pac versus IB characteristics, respectively, of the scaled-down 10 um

channel R-DCBD with nBE= 1. These figures show that for an ideal base-emitter

junction, the drain current, the channel transconductance and the a. c. current gain all

increased as nBE was changed from nBE = 1.67 to nBE = 1.0 (as is expected from

fundamental device physics arguments). Further, the beta characteristics are now flat as

a function of base current in the lower base current regions, up until the catastrophic

beta fall-offwhich arises from the channel saturation onset phenomena (refer to Sec.

3.1.4, Chap. 3, and Sec. 7.2.4.1, Chap. 7), compared to the characteristics for nBE=

1.67 (Fig. 9.9b). Overall, the basic structure of the DCBD electric characteristics with

their various non-linear features are not essentially changed in character when moving

from a long channel to a short channel device. The magnitudes of the effects are

altered, however, in the various ways as described in part above.

9.4 The Scaled 0.886 Micron Channel R-DCBD

State-of-the-art MOSFET device used in contemporary ICs now typically have

channels just under 1 micron in length. In addition to the effects arising from doping

and dimensional scaling phenomena, other effects can enter for very short channel

devices. For example, hot electron effects are invariably present for submicron devices,

with their attendant influence on mobility values and their electric field dependence.

Further, injection ofcharge into the gate oxide and related threshold degradation effects

can be present (all well known effects). These and other second order submicron

device effects will be ignored here for simplicity, but without any loss of generality.

The theoretical analysis of the submicron channel DCBD devices presented here will
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focus on incorporating the basic transport phenomena present in longer channel device

and on the relative dimensional feature influence on channel contribution (collection,

saturation, transition) particularly pertinent to DCBD behavior as influenced by the

submicron channels. To illustrate the scaled down devices in a comprehensive way, a

scaled R-DCBD with submicron channel length (LCH= 0.886 urn) was modeled in

addition to the 10 urn channel R-DCBD described above.

For the submicron-channel R-DCBD, the channel length was chosen as Lch =

0.886 urn, and the channel width as Wch =31.62 urn, This selection of dimensions

was such that this submicron DCBD had the same overall gate area as the 10 micron

channel length R-DCBD, i.e., a gate area AG =28 Jlm2. This area equality has some

significant in that the total BJT-like collecting channel area is the same as for the 10

micron channel length device, a feature providing comparison usefulness with respect

to bipolar current gain features. And, a feature which is also useful for comparison

purposes, the same scaling factor as used for the 10 urn channel R-DCBD, i.e., K = 127

is used for the 0.886 urn channel device. That is, the device parameters were chosen for

the 0.886 urn channel R-DCBD to be the same as those listed in Table 9.2 for the 10

micron channel R-DCBD except that the channel length and the channel width are

altered. The scaled-down 0.886 urn channel DCBD device parameters are listed in

Table 9.3. For convenience and to reflect the quality ofpnjunctions normally

encountered in commercial IC technology environments, the base-emitter junction for

the 0.886 urn channel device is assumed to be ideal, i.e., nBE(0.886 urn) = 1.0, without

loss of generality.

For the 0.8861lm channel scaled R-DCBD device, the pinch off length is the

same as that for the 10 urn channel R-DCBD device since the device scaled parameters

which determine the pinch-off region's length (tox, Na, WB and Vfb· refer to Eqs. 7.8,,
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7.10 in Chap. 7 and Table 9.2) have been maintained to be the same for both 10 urn and

0.8861lm devices. Therefore, the pinch-off length values ofthe scaled-down 0.886 urn

R-DCBD are still the same as those shown in Fig. 9.1. Whereas such pinch-off lengths

were more or less still relatively negligible to the 10 urn channel length, these pinch-off

Table 9.3 DCBD Device Parameters For 0.886 urn Channel Length (K = 127)

DCBD Parameters(symbol), unit Scaled Values Modified

Values

Channel Length (Lch), urn 0.886 0.886

Channel Width (Wch), urn 31.26 31.26

Gate Oxide Thickness (tox), A 6.6 200

Flat-Band Voltage (Vfb), V -0.013 -0.41

Base Doping (Na>, cm-3 5.08 x 1017 5.08 x 1017

Base Width (WB) , urn 0.059 1

Emitter Area (AE) , f..lm2 1 1

Parasitic BJT Current Gain (/30) 25 25

lengths are not negligible compared to the 0.886 urn channel length. Therefore, for

DCBD analysis and computations for the 0.886 urn channel length R-DCBD, the

pinch-off effect must now be incorporated into the analytical modeling of the scaled

submicron-channel R-DCBD.

For the submicron R-DCBD channel, when channel pinch-off occurs, the

effective conducting channel length functioning as a modulatable current collecting

region is shortened from the physical channel length Lch = 0.886 urn to an effective

length Leff< 0.886 urn. Here, the effective channel length Leffis defined in the usual
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way (Fig. 2.2.9, Chap. 2) as the difference of the physical channel length Lch and the

pinch-off length Lpo (Fig. 9.10),

Leff == Lch - Lpo . (9.1)

Figure 9.11 shows the physical channel length Lch, the computed pinch-off length Lpo

and the computed effective channel length Leffofthe 0.886 micron R-DCBD for a

fixed value of VDB = 2 V and for varying gate voltages VGB up to a maximum of I V.

From Fig. 9.11, one sees that the magnitude of the pinch-off length Lpo remains only

weakly dependent upon gate voltage over the bias range illustrated, remaining at an

almost constant at a value ofabout one tenth that of the actual channel length ofLch =

0.886 urn. (It is noted that the pinch off region will disappear at sufficiently high gate

voltage biases in the usual way (Fig 9.1).)

The theoretical evaluation of the 0.886 micron device proceeds in the following

way. Accounting for the effective channel length shortening, the RHS ofEq. 7.9a in

Sec. 7.2.4.1 (Chap. 7) is integrated from Leffto Lact instead of0 to Lact as was done

for the longer channel devices. The result is a modification ofEq. 7.22c (Chap. 7)

which is provided here as Eq. 9.2 for reader convenience,

RHS = q npo ~O Vt Lact2 [ A. IB ]nBE ,

2 ~ch WB lEBO
(9.2)

where the active channel length Lact is measured from the drain nipple end of the

channel (y = 0 location) just as it was in Chap. 7 (Fig. 7.6). However if an effective

active channel length Leact defined as the difference of Lact and Leff is used,

Leact == Lact - Leff ,
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Fig.9.10 Representative diagram of the effective channel length. When the channel is

pinched offnear the drain nipple, the DCBD channel for current collecting is
shortened from the physical channel length Lch to the effective channel length

Leffby the pinch-off region length Lpo.
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then Eqs. 7.22 to 7.65 used for the large R-DCBD modeling in Sec. 7.2.4 (Chap. 7)

must be simply modified for the scaled micron R-DCBD modeling by replacing Lact by

Leact. The result of this modification ofEq. 7.22c through replacement of Lact by

Leact is,

(9.4)

When the channel is pinched off near the drain nipple, not only is the channel

shortened, but also the collection of the emitter-injected electrons is changed. Since

there is no channel present in the pinched-off region, the emitter-injected electrons

immediately under the pinched-off region (the shadow region in Fig. 9.12) are not

collected by the channel collector where they can self-bias the collector channel through

voltage drop along the inverted channel resistance. Instead, these electrons are directly

collected by the depleted pinched-off region and thus in-effect by the drain nipple itself.

The effect of this pinched-off region collection is an extremely modest, i.e., negligible,

modulation of the actual pinch-offlength. Nevertheless, the current collected by the

pinched-off region can be a significant component of the total drain current where the

overall channel is very short and thus should be included in the analysis. Fortunately,

this pinch-off collected current is not significantly modulated by the gate voltage

change since the pinch-off region length stays essentially constant over the gate voltage

variation of this computation, as described above (Fig. 9.11).

In the computation to follow, the electron current collected by the pinched-off

region is given by the symbol Iepo in this dissertation. To a first order of

approximation, Iepo can be expressed by modifying Eqs. 7.14 through 7.22 in Sec.

7.2.4.1 to now become Eqs. 9.5a-d:
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The emitter-injected electrons immediately under the pinched-off region (the

shadow region) are directly collected by the drain nipple.



L

Iepo =q rFep Wch dy
o

LrD
n= q W
B

dnp(O) Wch dy

o

= q npo /lo Vt [-l!L] W L
WB lEBO ch po·

(9.5a)

(9.5b)

(9.5c)

(9.5d)

In Eqs. 9.5a-d, both the effective base current factor A. (Sec. 6.6.4, Chap. 6) and the

emitter-base junction diode factor nBE have been taken as unity, for convenience of

computation without any loss of generality (Sees. 9.1 and 9.4).

To compute the total drain current for the submicron R-DCBD, one simply

sums all the collection current contributions. The total drain current for the scaled

micron-channel R-DCBD is thus the sum ofthe currents collected by the pinched-off

region (lepo), collected by the active channel portion (IDCha) and collected by the

transition channel portion (lcht), plus the parasitic BJT collector current contribution

(lPBJT) (Fig. 9.12),

ID = Iepo + IDcha + Icht + IpBJT . (9.6)

The IPBJT is related to base current IB and the surface recombination current beneath

the gate oxide Irec by the parasitic BJT current gain Po,

IpBJT= Po (lB - Irec) ,
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same as Eq. 7.67b for the large R-DCBD, except A. = 1 in Eq. 9.7. The surface

recombination current is computed from Eq. 6.40b using the parameters listed in Table

9.3 for the scaled-down 0.886 urn R-DCBD.

As mentioned in Sec. 7.3.1, the parasitic BlT current gain J30 is defined by the d.

c. current gain of the DCBD when the DCBD is operating with no channel present, such

as occurs for the MOS region in accumulation. The value of J30 can be experimentally

determined on the drain current versus gate voltage curve at low gate voltages or under

accumulation conditions (Region (a) in Fig. 5.9, Chap. 5). For the purpose of

theoretical modeling of the scaled-down devices, the value of Po is taken as 25 in these

computations (Tables. 9.2 and 9.3).

In Eq. 9.4, Iocha and Icht are modified from Eqs. 7.31 and 7.55c, by simply

replacing Lact by Leact, to become

q npo flo Vt Wch Leact [I ]
Iocha = WB IE:O ' (9.8)

and

Icht = lEB Wch (Ytr - Leacu - leBO Wch Je-VchtB(Y)Nt dy , (9.9)

Leact

respectively. In Eq. 9.9, the transition channel front edge Ytr(Fig. 7.15, Chap. 7) is

given by Eq. 7.64, and the channel-to-base voltage in the transition channel VchtB(y) is

given by Eq. 7.66 (Chap. 7), by replacing Lact by Leact, respectively.

The scaled-down 0.886 urn channel R-DCBD electrical characteristics were

computed following the analysis outlined immediately above. The results are presented

in Figs. 9.13 through 9.16. Figure 9.13 shows the ID versus VGB characteristics of the

0.886 urn channel R-DCBD with nBE= 1 for a fixed value ofVOB = 2 V where IB is
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Fig.9.13 Theoretical total drain current In versus gate voltage VGB characteristics ofthe scaled

0.886 um R-DCBD withnBE = 1. VnB= 2 V, IB= 20 nA to 100 nA in steps of20 nA.

The current bumps have higher ratio to the total current, and the saturation onset voltage
VGBonis much lower compared to the 10 urn R-DCBD (refer to Fig. 9.6).
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values are much higher than those of the scaled 10 um R-DCBD (refer to Fig. 9.7).
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varied from 20 nA to 100 nA in steps of20 nA. Figure 9.14 shows the corresponding

gm versus VGB characteristics.

For the scaled submicron-channel R-DCBD, in comparison with the 10 urn R

DCBD device, the drain current bumps arising from transition region collection are

further increased in comparison to Figs. 9.6 (Lch = 10 um ) and Fig. 7.21 (Lch = 1.27

mm). The further increase of the current bump structure as the channel length is

decreased, as exemplified by the 10 urn and 0.886 urn channel R-DCBD devices, arises

from the increasingly higher percentage of the transition channel collected current

component in the transition region compared to the total channel collector current. The

enhanced transition channel current is the origin of the percentage wise (compared to

the total channel collected current) enhancement in the transconductance bumps

structure in the gm versus VGB curves ofFig. 9.14.

There is another notable feature of the short channel R-DCBD when compared

to longer channel R-DCBD devices. For such short submicron channel, the gate

voltage needed to sustain fully active channel is quite low and the short channel is

quickly biased to become fully active at quite low gate voltages once the inverted

channel has been created. That is, the channel moves from being dominated by a

transition channel condition to one of full collection in a rather short span ofgate

voltage change. This strong gate voltage dependence for submicron devices adds even

further dramatic effect to the transconductance structure (Fig. 9.14). The

transconductance is very high, and the partially active region is quite narrow for the

submicron-channel R-DCBD (Fig. 9.14).

The drain/collector current dependence on base current for the submicron R

DCBD device is also interesting. The 10 versus IB characteristics of the scaled

submicron channel R-DCBD for a fixed value ofVOB = 2 V are shown in Fig. 9.15.
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The gate voltage is varied from 0.2 V to 1.0 V in steps of 0.2 V. Figure 9.16 exhibits

the related Pac versus IB characteristics. As discussed in Chap. 3, the higher the base

current, the shorter the active channel length when operating in the shared regime of

distributed active and saturated channel behavior. For the submicron DCBD, the entire

channel can remain active, i.e., actively fully collecting, even to rather high values of

base current. So the saturation onset current ofthe submicron R-DCBD has a

"relatively" much higher value than that of the 10 um R-DCBD (refer to Fig. 9.8). This

is a result of the fact that the channel, being so short, does not offer the long resistor of

the inverted longer channel devices. Thus, channel self-biasing into saturation and

transition region behavior does not occur until higher channel currents are reached. The

a. c. current gain of the submicron R-DCBD is also much higher (Fig. 9.16) than that of

the longer channel devices due to the reduced base widths captured in the scaling

process.

9.5 Theoretical Analysis Addressing the DcaD Channel Dimension Aspect Ratio

Influence

As with conventional MOSFET devices, the DcaD device characteristics are

strongly dependent upon the relative values of the channel width to channel length.

This feature can be characterized in terms ofan aspect ratio just as it is for conventional

FETs. The aspect ratio RA is traditionally defined as the ratio of the channel width

WCHto the channel length,

Wch
RA=-L- .

ch
(9.10)

Since the DcaD channel transconductance gm is proportional to the channel width

Wch (refer to Eqs. 7.70 and 7.29, Chap. 7), an R-DCBD with high aspect ratio is
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expected to have high channel transconductance. The large R-DCBD described in

Chap. 7 has an aspect ratio ofRA (Lch = 1.27 mm) = 0.28 (refer to Table 7.1, Chap. 7).

For both the scaled-down 10 IJm channel and the 0.886 IJm R-DCBD devices, the

aspect ratios were intentionally chosen as RA (10 IJm) = RA (0.886IJm) = 35.7 (Tables

9.2,9.3). Hence the scaled micron channel R-DCBD devices have much higher

channel transconductance compared with the larger R-DCBDs (refer to Figs. 9.3,9.7,

9.14 and Fig. 7.18, Chap. 7). These features should be considered when comparing

similar figures and results with respect to absolute magnitude of transport parameters

for the various devices..

In order to further illustrate the aspect ratio effect, a scaled R-DCBD with Lch =

31.62IJm, Wch = 0.886 IJmwas modeled and compared to the results for the 0.886 IJm

R-DCBD of Figs. 9.13 through 9.16 .. In this example, the aspect ratio is RA(31.62IJm)

= 0.028, chosen intentionally to be the reciprocal of that of the O.8861Jm channel R

DCBD. That is, the channel dimension of the scaled 31.62 IJm channel R-DCBD was

obtained by swapping Lch and Wch of the O.8861Jm channel R-DCBD. The channel

width of the 31.62 IJm R-DCBD is 34.6 times smaller than that of the 0.886 IJm R

DCBD (Sec. 9.4). Other device parameters are the same as those listed in Table 9.3 and

the computations proceeded in the same manner as for the 0.886 IJm channel device

where the aspect ratio was RA=35.7.

Figure 9.17 shows the ID versus VGB characteristics of the scaled 31.62 IJm

channel R-DCBD for VDS = 2 V and Is is varied from 20 nA to 100 nA in steps of20

nA. Figure 9.18 exhibits the corresponding gm versus VGB characteristics as derived

from Fig. 9.17. Comparing Fig. 9.18 (RA = 0.028) to Fig. 9.14 (RA = 35.7) for the

0.886 urn channel R-DCBD, it is noted that the maximal gm values of the 31.621Jm R

DCBD are reduced about 32.3 times. This gm reduction ratio is very close to the
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channel width reduction ratio (34.6) between the two scaled R-DCBDs as seems

reasonable and expected. The saturation onset voltage VGBon of the 31.62 urn R

DCBD is much higher than that ofthe 0.886 urn channel R-DCBD (Fig. 9.14) due to

the much shorted channel width and longer channel length and its related higher

channel resistance. For a fixed base current IB = 100 nA, the VGBon value for the

0.8861lm channel R-DCBD is VGBon(lB = 100 nA) = 0.237 V (Fig. 9.14), whereas for

the 31.62 urn channel R-DCBD, VGBon(lB= 100 nA) =2.35 V (Fig. 9.18).

Figure 9.19 exhibits the theoretical ID versus IB characteristics of the RA =

0.028 scaled 31.621lm R-DCBD for a fixed value ofVDB = 2 V and for VGB varied

from 0.2 V to 1 V in steps of 0.2 V. And Fig. 9.20 shows the corresponding Pac versus

IB characteristics. Again, due to the much longer channel length, the saturation onset

current IBon of the RA =0.028 for the scaled 31.62 urn R-DCBD is much lower than

that of the RA = 35.7 for the scaled 0.886 urn R-DCBD (Fig. 9.16). For a fixed gate

voltage VGB == 1 V, the Ison value for the 0.886 urn channel R-DCBD is IBon(VGB = 1

V) = 4.21 x 10-5 A (Fig. 9.16), whereas for the 31.62 urn channel R-DCBD, IBon(VGB

= 1 V) = 4.15 x 10-8 A (Fig. 9.20).
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CHAPTER 10

APPLICATION AS STRAINGAUGEACCELEROMETER

In previouschapters, the DCBD experimental characteristics have been

presented and analyzed(Chap. 5). An analyticalmodel has been establishedto describe

the DCBD electricalbehavior(Chaps. 7,8 and 9). From the analyticalmodel, the

DCBD theoreticalcharacteristics have been computed. From both the experimental and

the theoretical characteristics, one sees that the DCBD exhibits novel and unique

characteristics from conventional BJT and MOSFET devices. One ofthe DCBD unique

characteristics is the transconductance gm fall-off and the a. c. current gain ~ac fall-off

(refer to Chap. 5, Sees. 5.5 and 5.7 for experimental results, Chap. 7, Sees. 7.3.2 and

7.3.4). This gm fall-offor the ~ac fall-off featuremakes the DCBD very attractivefor

sensing applications.

In this chapter, the DCBDapplication as strain gauge accelerometer (DCBD

SGA) is theoretically analyzed. Two prototype DCBD-SGA devices are proposed and

theoreticallycharacterized. And the DCBD-SGA devicesare comparedwith the

conventional Si strain gauges. In order to understandthe operatingprinciple of the

DCBD as a strain gaugeaccelerometer, Si-basedaccelerometer, piezoresistive effect

and proof-mass loadedcantilever propertiesare reviewedfirst.

10.1 Review of Si-BasedAccelerometer and Piezoresistive Effect

Accelerometer is a transducer which transfers acceleration into electrical signal

so that acceleration can be measured. Accelerometers are widely used in automobiles,

robots, space shuttles, shockand vibrationtests, etc.. In recent years, Si-based

semiconductoraccelerometers have been substantially researchedand developed [20 -
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25, 28 - 32, 35]. Comparing with the old ceramic accelerometers, the Si accelerometers

have following advantages:

(l) Small size;

(2) Light weight;

(3) Capability ofbeing batch-fabricated resulting in low cost; and

(4) Compatibility with IC technologies.

In principle, the Si accelerometers utilize piezoresistive, piezoelectric or

capacitive properties to sense acceleration [23]. The Si accelerometers which utilize

piezoresistive property are also called Si strain gauge. When a Si strain gauge is

subjected to an acceleration, the Si energy band structure is disturbed by the strain

caused by the acceleration. Hence the Si resistivity or the electron mobility in the Si is

changed proportionally to the acceleration. In order to understand the strain gauge

operating principles, the piezoresistive effect and the related phenomena are reviewed in

this section. The review partially follows the review section of M. H. Kaneshiro's thesis

[22].

10.1.1 Physical Principle ofPiezoresistivity

Piezoresistivity is based on anisotropy ofa material energy band structure.

From "many-valley model" introduced by C. Herring [18], for a material with

anisotropic energy band structure, electron effective mass is different in different

directions ofdifferent energy valleys. Correspondingly, election mobility and

conductivity tensor components are different in different directions. When a material is

subject to a stress (tension or compression) in particular direction, the energy band

structure is disturbed. The electron populations in different valleys are redistributed.

Therefore, the average conductivity or resistivity is changed. This is piezoresistive

effect.
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10.1.2 Silicon Energy Band Structure, Electron Effective Mass and Mobility

Silicon has an ellipsoidal constant energy surface in k-space. For electrons in the

conduction band of n-type Si, there are totally six ellipsoidal constant energy surfaces

along kx, ky and kz directions as shown in Fig. 10.1 [19]. All of major axes of the

ellipsoids are on <100> directions. Each ellipsoid is called a valley. In a single valley,

the energy e(k) versus k curve has different curvature along different directions. Figure

10.2 shows the E(k) versus k curves for the conduction band of the valley lying in the kx

axis along the kx, ky and kz directions, respectively. Due to the symmetry perpendicular

to the ellipsoidal major axis, the curves along the ky and kz directions overlap. All the

curves have the same energy minima at kmin' The curve along kx direction has smaller

curvature than those along ky and kz directions. Since electron effective mass is

inversely proportional to the E(k)curve curvature, the electron effective mass

longitudinal to the principle axis is larger than that along the direction transverse to the

principle axis. The electron effective mass longitudinal to the principle axis is

designated as mil* and that transverse to the principle axis is designated as m.L*,and

corresponding electron mobility's are designated as /lll and /l.L' as the usual way (Fig.

10.3). For Si, the effective mass ratio mtIm.L*= 5.2 [19]. Since electron mobility is

inversely proportional to the effective mass, if the electron relaxation time 't is constant,

then the electron mobility ratio has a opposite value, /l.LI/l1l = mtIm.L* = 5.2.

10.1.3 Conductivity and Piezoresistivity

In Fig. 10.3, the volume of the ellipsoids represents the number ofelectrons in

each valley. If the electron numbers in each valley are designated as n(l), n(2) and n(3),

respectively, then total conductivity for n-type Si along [100] direction can be expressed

as [20]
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[001]

2
k y [010]

Fig. 10.1 The ellipsoidal constant energy surfaces for electrons in the conduction band

ofn-type Si. The major axes of the six ellipsoids (valleys) symmetrically lye

in the crystallographic axes. All of ellipsoids are equally populated with

electrons (After J. P. McKelvey, Ref. 19).
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Fig. 10.2 The conductionband E(k) versus k curves ofSi. The solid line is plotted
along the major ellipsoidal axis (kx)and the dashed line along the directions

transverseto the major axis (ky, kz). The curves pass the same minimum

point kmin which corresponds to the conductionband edge. The different

curvatures of the curves at the conductionband edge reflect the anisotropy of

the electron effectivemass (AfterJ. P. McKelvey, Ref. 19).
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2
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Fig. 10.3 The electron effective mass and mobility in different directions ofa valley.

The effective mass along the direction longitudinal to the major ellipsoidal

axis (kx) mil· is larger than that along the directions transverse to the major

axis (ky, kz) mJ.... The mobility along the direction longitudinal to the major

ellipsoidal axis (kx) IlII is smaller than that along the directions transverse to

the major axis (ky, kz) Il J.. (After J. P. McKelvey, Ref. 19).
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Without stress present, all the valleys are equally populated

n{l) = n(2) = n(3) = no / 3 ,

where no is the total electrons in the conduction band. The total conductivity is

Since for Si, fl.1 = 5.2 /lll' Eq. lO.3a can be expressed with flll'

(10.1)

(10.2)

(10.3a)

qno
0'0 = -3- 11.4 flll = 3.8 q no /lll • (10.3b)

When a stress is applied, the energy band is disturbed. For a simple example,

consider a uniaxial tensile stress A along the [100] axis. As shown in Fig. 10.4 [23],

upon the application ofA, the ellipsoid on the [100] axis (valley l)is compressed and

those on [010] and [001] axes (valley 2 and 3) are stretched. Electron number n(l) is

decreased whereas n(2) and n(3) are increased. That is, electrons are transferred from the

valley 1 to the valleys 2 and 3. This is intervally scattering. This can be described in

another way: the conduction band edge in kx-direction is raised and those in ky- and kz

directions are lowered (Fig. 10.5, [23]). Electrons are transferred from the raised

conduction band edge in kx-direction to the lowered conduction band edges in ky- and

kz-directions. The amount of transferred electrons is proportional to the applied

tension. If the conductivity in the [100] direction is in consideration, then electrons in

the valley lying along the [100] direction (n{l»)contribute to the conductivity with the

longitudinal mobility flil' And electrons in the valleys lying along the [010] and [001]

directions (n(2) and n(3») contribute to the conductivity with the transverse mobility fl.1.

Since /l.1 is 5.2 times higher than flll and n(2) = n(3) > n{l), the electrons with higher

mobility are increased. Therefore, the total conductivity is increased.
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o [010]

Fig. 10.4 The electron constant energy surfaces are disturbed under tensile stress A.

The valley lying in the direction of A (valley 1) is compressed while the

valleys lying in the directions transverse to the direction of A (valleys 2 and

3) are stretched. The electrons are transferred from the valley 1 to the valleys

2 and 3. The number ofelectrons with higher mobility !J..L along the direction

ofA is increased so the total electron mobility is increased (After A. D.

Khazan, Ref. 23).
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[100] [001]

Fig. 10.5 Schematic representation of redistribution ofelectrons in the valleys under a

tension along the [100] direction. The [100] energy minimum is raised and

the [010] and the [001] minima are lowered. Electrons in the [100] valley

are transferred to the [010] and [001] valleys where the electrons have higher

mobility J.l..L along the tension direction so the total electron mobility is

increased (After A. D. Khazan, Ref. 23).
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Since the electrons have different mobilities in different directions inside a

single valley, redistribution ofelectrons in different directions also contributes to the

conductivity change under stress. This is intravalley scattering. The intravalley

scattering is less dominant compared to the intervalley scattering in piezoresistive

effect.

The conductivity change under the tension can be quantitatively described.

Assume that the amount of electrons transferred from the valley along the [100]

direction is 260. Due to the symmetry of the ellipsoids along the [010] and [001]

directions with respect to the [100] direction, there must be 60 electrons transferred to

each valley along the [010] and [001] directions, respectively. Then electron numbers

in the three valleys are,

n( l) = no -260
3 '

n(2) = no + 60 and
3 '

n(3) = ~o + ~n •

(I0.4a)

(1O.4b)

(1O.4b)

The total conductivity longitudinal to the tension direction (the current direction

longitudinal to the tension direction) is changed from Eq. 10.1 to

=q [( ~ - 260) ~II + (~o + 60) 5.2 ~II + (~o + 60) 5.2 ~II]

=0'0 + 8.4 q ~n ~II .
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And the total conductivity transverse to the tension direction (the current direction

transverse to the tension direction) is changed to

O'.L=q (n(l) IJ.1 + n(2) IJII + n(3) IJII) (10.6a)

(l0.6b)

= 0.63 0'0 - 8.4 q Lln IJII • (l0.6c)

The corresponding resistivities are,

(10.7)Po
1 + 8.4 q Lln IJII Po '

I I
P = - = = ~--:::-~~---

II 0'11 0'0+ 8.4 q Lln IJII

P =_1 = 1 = Po
.1 0'.1 0.63 0'0 - 8.4 q 6n IJII 0.63 - 8.4 q Lln J.l1I Po .

(10.8)

Therefore, the longitudinal resistivity is decreased and the transverse resistivity is

increased. Physically, in longitudinal case (current longitudinal to the applied tensile

stress), the electrons with higher mobility (IJ.1) are increased, so resistivity is decreased.

In transverse case (current transverse to the applied tensile stress), on other hand, the

electrons with lower mobility (IJII) are increased, so resistivity is increased. Since 8n is

proportional to the applied tension, the resistivity change is proportional to the applied

tension.

The resistivity change due to piezoresistive effect is anisotropic. The resistivity

change in the direction longitudinal to the tension direction is larger than that in the

direction transverse to the tension direction. Also the resistivity change depends on the

direction of the applied tension [20]. For the case above, the tension is applied along

the crystalline axis, and the resistivity change is maximal. If a tension is applied in

other direction, the resistivity change is different. Especially, when a stress is applied

along the <III> directions, all of three ellipsoids (refer to Fig. 10.3) are deformed in the
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same amount. Electrons are still evenly distributed in the three valleys. As a result,

there is no resistivity change in this case.

10.1.4 Piezoresistivity and Piezoresistivity Coefficients of Bulk Silicon

For a block ofconductor with length I, width wand thickness t, the resistance is

simply given by

(10.9)

where Po is the material resistivity without stress. When the conductor is subject to a

tensile stress A, both the block dimension and resistivity are altered (Fig. 10.6, [22]). If

the changes in dimension are ill, ilw, ilt, and the change in the resistivity is .1p, then the

relative resistance change due to the tension is

ilR .11 l:iw .1t .1p--=------+--Ro I w t Po
(10.10)

The resistance change due to dimension changes is dominant in metal gauges. In

semiconductor gauges, however, the resistance change due to the resistivity change is

larger than that due to dimension changes by about a factor of50 [21]. For Si,

therefore, the dimensional change is negligible and the resistance change can be

expressed by the resistivity change,

(10.11)

As mentioned above, the resistivity change is proportional to the applied tensile stress
A,
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A

A

Fig. 10.6 A resistor bar under a tension. Besides the resistivity change due to the

electron internally scattering, the bar dimension (solid line) is stretched

along the tension direction and compressed in the direction transverse to the

tension direction (After M. Kaneshiro, Ref. 22).
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~=1tA
Po '

(10.12)

where 1t is called piezoresistivity coefficient. In general, piezoresistivity coefficient,

resistivity, and stressare all tensors. Equation 10.9 is in general written as a tensor form

[22],

~D;;

~= '" 1t"Id AId
P ~ ~ ,
o k1

(10.13)

where AId is stress tensor component, and 1tijId the piezoresistive coefficient tensor

component. In general, 1tijId is a fourth order tensor. However, Si crystal structure has

a diamond-cubic symmetry. For a cubicsymmetry, 1tijId can be reduced to a 6 x 6 matrix

[22],

1tlI 1tI2 1tI2 0 0 0

1tI2 1tIl 1tI2 0 0 0

1tI2 1tI2 1t1I 0 0 0
1t= (10.14)

1tI2 1tI2 1tI2 1t44 0 0

0 0 0 0 1t44 0

0 0 0 0 0 1t44

Here 1tII is the longitudinal piezoresistivity component, 1tI2 the transverse

piezoresistivity component and 1t44 the shearpiezoresistivity component, respectively.

In a particular crystallographic direction, the piezoresistive coefficient 1t is a

scalar (Eq. 10.12). The scalarpiezoresistive coefficient 1t can be expressedby the

piezoresistive coefficient tensor components 1tII, 1tI2 and 1t44 in a particulardirection.

For a crystalof the diamond-cubic structure, if the current direction in whichthe

resistance is measured is {ljrnjnj} and the applied tension direction is {12m2nZ} with
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respect to the crystallographic axes, then the longitudinal piezoresistive coefficient is

givenby [21]

(10.15)

and the transversepiezoresistive coefficient is given by

(10.16)

Sincethe resistivity is decreased in longitudinal case and increased in transverse case, 7t1

has a negativevalue and 7tt positive. The longitudinal and the transverse Piezoresistive

coefficients in term ofthe piezoresistive coefficient tensor components for someprinciple

crystallographic directions of the diamond-cubic structure are listed in Table 10.1 [21].

Table 10.1 Longitudinal and the Transverse Piezoresistive Coefficients for Some

Principle Crystal Directions of the Diamond-Cubic Structure (AfterW.

Pfann, R. Thurston, Ref. 21)

Longitudinal 7t1 Transverse 7tt
Direction Direction

[001] 7tll [010] 7tn

[0011 7t11 rom 7tl?

[110] 1 [001] 7tI22C7tll + 7tI2 + 7t44)

[110] 1 [110] 1
2C7tll + 7tI2 + 7t44) 2C7tll + 7tI2 - 7t44)

[111] 1 [110] 1
)C7tll + 27t12 + 27t44) )C7tll + 27tI2 - 7t44)

Since the piezoresistive effect is dominated by the number of transferred

electrons in inter- or intra-valley scattering, the piezoresistive coefficients are related to
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total doping concentration. For the same amount of transferred electrons, the lower the

doping concentration, the higher the ratio of the transferred electrons to the total

electrons. Therefore, the piezoresistive coefficients are higher for less doped

semiconductor. Table 10.2 gives the piezoresistive coefficient tensor components for n-

type Si with two different doping concentrations [23].

Table 10.2 piezoresistive coefficient Tensor Components for N-Type Si with Different

Dopings (After A. D. Khazan, Ref. 23]

Doping Concentration 7tIl 7t12 7t44

(crrr-') (xlO- 12 (xlO-12 (xlO- 12

cm2/dyne) cm2/dyne) cm2/dyne)

3.56 x 1014 -102.2 +53.4 -13.6

2 x 1017 -72.6 +38.0 -9.5

It can be seen from Table 10.2 that all piezoresistive coefficient tensor

components for the doping of3.56 x 1014 cm-3 are significantly higher than those for

the doping of2 x 1017 cm-3. Also the magnitude of7t11 component is maximal and that

Of7t44 minimal. From Table 10.1, the longitudinal piezoresistive coefficient (7t}) along

the <100> directions simply equals 1t 11' Therefore, n-type Si piezoresistive device

longitudinal to the <100> direction has maximal piezoresistive effect.

10.1.5 Piezoresistivity of MOS Channel

When MOS surface is inverted, the inverted channel functions as a block resistor

with extremely thin thickness. For such thin channel, the structure symmetry is two

dimensional. In the 2D system, the electron energy is quantized and the piezoresistive

coefficients have reduced symmetry and different values from those of the bulk
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piezoresistive coefficients [24]. Since the carrier concentration in the channel vary with

MOS gate voltage, and the carrier concentration affects the piezoresistive coefficients,

the piezoresistive coefficients ofMOS channel depend on the gate voltage. Figure 10.7

shows the piezoresistive coefficient tensor components change with respect to gate

voltage ofa reported MOSFET device [25].

Due to the piezoresistive effect, MOS channel mobility is altered. For a n

channel, let ~cho, Po and ncho be channel mobility, channel resistivity and total channel

electron concentration, respectively, without stress, ~ch and P the channel mobility and

channel resistivity, respectively, under a uniaxial tension A. Assuming the total channel

electron concentration ncho is invariant with the application ofA, then the resistivity

change results in a mobility change,

Llp P - Po--= =
Po Po

1 1
q ncho ~ch q ncho ~cho

1

q ncho ~cho

~cho - ~ch
~ch

(10.17)

From Eqs. 10.17 and 10.12, the channel mobility can be expressed by the resistivity

change or the applied tension A,

II h = ~cho = ~cho
r-C Llp 1+ 1t A

1+-
Po

Therefore, the channel mobility is reduced by the applied tensile stress A.

(10.18)

10.2 Review of Proof Mass-Loaded Cantilever Properties

Usually, a Si strain gauge device is fabricated on a proof-mass loaded cantilever

structure. Therefore, a review of the proof-mass loaded cantilever properties are

appropriate. A proof mass-loaded cantilever structure is shown in Fig. 10.8a. The beam
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Fig. 10.7 Piezoresistive coefficient tensor components change of MOSFET channel

with respect to gate voltage. The magnitude of the components decrease with

the increase of VG' But the longitudinal component along [100] direction

(nil) changes very slowly with the gate voltage change (After G. Dorda, Ref.

25).
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Fig. 10.8 (a) A simple proof-mass loaded cantilever structure with the mass of the
proof mass much greater than that of the cantilever. (b) Under a pure
bending, the proof-mass loaded cantilever is equivalent to a simple
cantilever beam with length of (lb + Im/2) and a distributed bending moment

M(y). (c) The bending moment distribution along the cantilever. The
cantilever support end is subjected to a maximum bending moment (After L.
Malverv, Ref. 26).
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length, width and thickness are designatedas Ib' Wb and tb, the proof mass block length,

width and thicknessas 1m, wm and tm, respectively. The mass of the proof mass mm is

much greater than that of the beam mb.

10.2.1 Bending Moment, Normal Stress and Second Moment of Area

When a force along z direction Fz is applied to the mass block, the proof mass

loaded cantilever beam is simply bent. The structure under the pure bending can be

simplified as a simple cantilever oflength (lb + Im/2)with the force Fz acted on the free

end and a bending moment M(y) distributedalong the beam (Figs. 10.8b, c). From

mechanical theory, the bending moment caused by Fz is given by [26]

M(y) =Fz [(lb + Im/2) - y] .

On the support end, the bending moment is maximal,

(10.19)

(10.20)

The normal stress caused by the bending moment in the beam cross section is

expressed as [26] (Fig. 1O.9a, b)

A( ) = M(y) z
y, z Ib 'eam

(10.21)

where Ibeam is the second moment ofarea of the beam. If the beam is subject to a

downward bending, the normal stress above the central line of the beam cross section

points to the +y direction, and that below the central line points to the -y direction (Fig.

1O.9b). The stress on the central line is zero. Therefore, the central line is calledneutral

axis. The normal stress on the beam surface is,

F tb
As =A(z= tb/2, y) =-IT- [(lb+ Im/2) - y] .
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Fig. 10.9 (a) A simple cantilever beam subjecting to a pure bending moment M(y).
(b) Normal stress distribution on a cross section at location y. The stress is
tensile on the upper half and compressive on the lower half of the cross
section. The stress is zero on the neutral axis and is maximized on the
surface. (c) Illustration for the definition of the second moment ofarea
(After L. Malverv, Ref. 26).
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The second moment ofarea I is defined as (Fig. 1O.9c)

Ibearn == f z2 dA ,
A

(10.23)

where A is the beam cross section area. For the rectangular beam, the second moment

ofarea is

Substituting Eq. 10.24 into Eq. 10.22, the normal surface stress is

On the support end, the normal surface stress is maximized,

6F
Amax = As(Y=O) = t 2 z (lb + Im/2) .

bWb

10.2.2 Beam Deflection and Fracture Stress

(10.24)

(1O.25a)

(10.25b)

Under the downward load Fz, the beam is deflected (Fig. 10.10). The deflection

Liz along the beam is expressed as [27],

F y2
~z(y) = 6 E~ [3 (lb + Im/2) - y] ,

beam
(1O.26a)

where E is the Young's modulus of elasticity. On the beam free end, the deflection is

maximized,
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Fig. 10.10 A simple cantilever beam under a pure bending caused by a downward load
force Fz. The beam distributively deflects along the beam length. The

deflection is maximized at the beam free end (After E. Kim, Ref. 27).
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For fragile materials such as Si, the beam might be fractured at high stress. The

minimum stress at which the beam is fractured for a fragile material is defined as

fracture stress Afrac [26]. For Si [33],

Afrac =3.5 x 109 dyne/ern- . (10.27)

10.2.3 Equations of Motion under Uniaxial Acceleration [27]

When subject to a uniaxial acceleration ax(t), the proof mass-loaded cantilever

can be equivalent to a proofmass-loaded spring with sprint constant K and damping

constant D (Fig. 10.11). The inertial force for the system is

And the equation of the motion is

mm Z" = Fz - D z' - K z , and

m a (t) = m Z" + D z' + K zmz m ,

(10.28)

(10.29a)

(10.29b)

where K is the spring constant and D the damping coefficient. If a step acceleration

az(t) = g u(t) is applied (where g is a constant, u(t) step function), the final displacement

Zoo can be solved as

Zoo= gmm
K (10.30)

10.2.4 Response and Bandwidth of Proof-Mass Loaded Cantilever Beam [27]

The response of a proof-mass loaded cantilever beam is defined as the final

displacement per unit acceleration and is designated with the symbol Rbeam' i. e.,
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Fig. 10.11 A proof-mass loaded spring subjecting to an initial force Fz- The spring

constant is K and damping coefficient is D (After E. Kim, Ref. 27).
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(10.31)

The effective spring constant of the proof mass-loaded cantilever beam is

(10.32)

Therefore, the responseof the proof mass-loaded cantilever beam is

(10.33)

The bandwidth ofa proof-mass loaded cantilever beam (first resonant

frequency) can be determined by the Rayleigh'smethod (App. AlO-l) as

BW=_1
21t

E tb3 Wb 4 lb3 + 6 lb2 1m + 3 Ib 1m2 + lb3

mm (41b3 + 3 Ib2 lm)2 (10.34)

The beam response is a parameter to evaluate the system sensitivity to

acceleration, whereas the bandwidth is the limit for the system to respond to the

variation frequency ofacceleration signal. From Eq. 10.33, the larger the proofmass, or

the longer the beam length, or the smaller the beam thickness and width, the higher the

response is. But these parameters influence the bandwidth in an opposite way.

Therefore, there is a trade-off between the response and the bandwidth for a strain

gauge.

10.3 Proposed Prototype DCBD Strain Gauge Accelerometer (DCBD-SGA)

Structure

As described above, for a Si strain gauge, applied stress alters the material

resistance or carrier mobility. And for a proof mass-loaded cantilever, stress can be

initialized by acceleration. If a DCBD is fabricated on a proofmass-loadedcantilever,
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then the DCBD can be used as a strain gauge accelerometer (DCBD-SGA). When the

DCBD-SGA is subject to an acceleration, the electron mobility in the invertedchannel

is reduced. Since the DCBD drain current is proportional to the channelmobility (refer

to the Chap. 7), change in the channel mobility causes a change in the output drain

current. By sensing the output drain current change, the DCBD-SGA can sense the

acceleration.

For a MOS device, channel mobility is a function of gate voltage [6, 7, 17]. The

channel mobility change due to acceleration is equivalent to a gate voltage change. Ifa

DCBD-SGA is biased in the transconductancegm fall-off region (Fig. 10.12), even a

very small change in the gate voltage (,iVas) can result in a substantialchange in gm'

Therefore, the drain current change

,iID =gm Vas - gmoVaso (l0.35)

due to acceleration is significant. In fact, the channel mobility change is a result of the

channel resistivity change due to piezoresistiveeffect. In DCBD-SGA operation, the

piezoresistivity is amplified by the channel transconductance. Therefore, the DCBD

SGA has high sensitivity. This is a very important advantage of the DCBD-SGAover

regular strain gauges. In regular strain gauges, the output signal is simply taken from

the resistivity change. So the sensitivity ofregular strain gauges is usually quite low.

In this section, a prototype DCBD-SGA structure, includingthe circuitry design,

is proposed. The DCBD-SGA operatingprinciples base on this prototypedevice are

described in detail.

10.3.1 DCBD-SGA Structure and Beam Sensitivity

A proposed prototypeDCBD-SGA structure is shown in Fig. 10.13. A pair of

DCBDs with rectangularchannel of 10 urn length are designedon (lOO) surface. A
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characteristics of the DCBD for SGA application. In the gm fall-off region,

very tiny change in VGB results in a substantial change in gm'
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Fig. 10.13 Prototype design for the DCBD-SGA. A sensing DCBD is located on the support end

of the cantilever beam with the channel longitudinal to the beam length. A reference

DCBD is located on the support base. When the DCBD-SGA is subjected to an
acceleration az, the beam is subjected to a pure downward bending (Fz) so that the

sensing DCBD is subjected to a tension.



reference DCBD is located on the support base close to the cantilever beam. A sensing

DCBD is located right on the top surface of the support end of the beam. The DCBD

channel is parallel to the beam, and the beam is longitudinal to the [100]

crystallographic direction. When the DCBD-SGA is subject to a uniaxial acceleration

az, the sensing DCBD is subject to a longitudinal piezoresistive effect which has a

maximal piezoresistive coefficient (rq), as discussed in Sec.1O. 1.4.

In the prototype DCBD-SGA (Fig. 10.13), the DCBD channel length is 10 um,

and the beam length is in mm range. The channel length is much less than the beam

length. The surface stress variation in such short channel is very small. Therefore, the

stress in the sensing DCBD channel Ach can be represented by the average value ofAs

(Eq. 1O.25a) over the channel length Lch,

LrI L I 6 F
Ach =r- fAs dy =r- t 2 z [(lb + Im/2) - y] dy

ch 0 ch b Wb
o

= 6 Fz [(I + I 12) _ LCh] .
tb2 Wb b m 2

(l0.36a)

(lO.36b)

(l0.36c)

When the DCBD-SGA is subject to a uniaxial acceleration az, the reactive force

Fz is given by Eq. 10.28. The force Fz imposes a tensile stress on the beam. The stress

in the sensing DCBD channel is related the acceleration by substituting Eq. 10.28 into

Eq. I0.36c as

(10.37)
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By substituting Eq. 10.37 into Eq. 10.12, the relative channel resistivity change is

related to az by longitudinal piezoresistive coefficient 7t1 as

Llp = 7t1 Ach =6
t
n;m 7t1 [Ob + Im/2) - L2ch] az.Po b Wb

(10.38)

The beam sensitivity Ss is defined as the sensing DCBD channel resistivity

change per unit acceleration. From Eq. 10.38, Ss is expressed as

S == Llp/po = 6 mm 7t1 [(I + I /2) - LCh] 981 (G-I)
S az tb2 Wb b m 2 ' (10.39)

where the constant 981 is the conversion factor from the unit of s2/cm to the unit of

reciprocal gravity G-I (1 G = 981 cm/s-), For Lch «Ib, 1m, Ss is solely a function of

the longitudinal piezoresistive coefficient 7t1 and the dimensional parameters of the

proof-loaded cantilever. The proof-mass loaded cantilever with different dimensions

have different sensitivity thus different detectable acceleration range.

Using the beam sensitivity Ss, the channel resistivity change can be simply

expressed as (Eq. 10.38),

L\p
-=Ssaz·Po

(10.40)

And the channel mobility /lch is given by Eq. 10.18 and can be expressed as a function

of the beam sensitivity Ss,

/lch = /lcho = /lcho
1 + Llp 1 + Ss az '

Po

(10.41)

where /lcho is the channel mobility without stress present. From Eq. 10.41, one sees

that the sensing DCBD channel mobility is decreased by the uniaxial acceleration az

and is a function of the beam sensitivity Ss.
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10.3.2 DCBD-SGA Circuitry Design and Gauge Sensitivity"

Figure 10.14 shows a circuitry design for the proposed prototype DCBD-SGA.

The BIT Ql and the MOSFET Ml, Q2 and M2 represent the equivalent circuits for the

reference and the sensing DCBD, respectively. The cascade BITs Q3and Q4 are used to

increase the input impedance of the differential amplifier OPA28. The ultra-low noise

Op Amp OPA27 is used to convert the differential current (Im - 10 2) to a voltage output

Vout (I-V converter). A current mirror (Q5 and Q6) is used to set the drain bias VOB

for the DCBDs. The voltage source VI is set at 3.5 V. When biased at on-state, Q3,

Q4, Q5 and Q6 each consumes about 0.75 V (BIT turn-on voltage), so the drain voltage

is

VOB~ 3.5 - 2 x 0.75 ~ 2 V . (10.46)

If the drain current of the reference DCBD is 1m, and that of the sensing DCBD

is 10 2, then from a simple circuit analysis, the input current of the OPA27 is

lin = IDO - 10 = -Lllo .

This deferential current is converted into a voltage output by the resistor R,

(10.47)

(10.48)

As indicated in Eq. 10.35, Lllo is negative, so Vout is positive.

The DCBD-SGA gauge sensitivity Sg is defined as the ratio of the output

voltage Vout to the DCBD gate operating voltage VGBO per unit acceleration in this

dissertation,

S = Vout/VGBO (mVNIG).
g az

"The circuit is partially proposed by Or. G. Uehara.
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Fig. 10.14 Prototype DCBD-SGA circuit design. The DCBDs are represented by

simplified equivalent circuits (Ml and Ql, M2 and Q2). The Op Amp

OPA27 takes the differential current of the two DCBDs' drain currents as

the input, and converts the differential current into a voltage output.

(The circuit is partially proposed by Dr. G. Uehara.)
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In Fig. 10.14, all components generate noises. It is desirable that the noise level

generated by the external circuit is lower that that by the DCBDs, so that the external

circuit will not add significant noise to the output. The total noise referred to the gate

voltage or the drain current will set minimal DCBD-SGA detectable acceleration level

or called detectability. Analysis on the circuit noise and the DCBD-SGA detectability

is given in Sec. 10.4.6.

10.3.3 Operation Principles of the Prototype DCBD-SGA

As shown in Eq. 10.41 and Fig. 10.13, for the prototype DCBD-SGA, the

sensing DCBD channel mobility is reduced when subject to a uniaxial acceleration. The

reduction in the channel mobility will directly change the DCBD active channel length.

The active channel length Lact is related to the channel mobility by Eq. 7.32 in Sec.

7.2.4 (Chap .7) and is provided here again for readers' convenience,

Lact = 2 Jlch
A J F(Vos, Vos)
pact S

(10.50)

And the DCBD drain current is related to the active channel length by Eq. 7.34c and is

provided here again for readers' convenience,·

10 = ~act Js Wen Lact· (10.51)

The reference DCBD on the support base is not subject to the acceleration so the

channel mobility remains unchanged (J.lctho). If the active channel length and the drain

current for the reference DCBD are designated as Lacto and 10 0, respectively, then

Lacto = 2 J.lcho d
A J F(Vos, Vos) ,an
pact S

(10.52)

• For directness of discussion, the transitional channel current distribution is neglected here for a first
order approximation.
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IDO = Pact 1B Wch Lacto . (l0.53)

For the sensing DCBD, however, the channel mobility is reduced by the applied

acceleration az from /lcho to /lch (Eq. 10.41). The active channel length of the sensing

DCBD can be expressed by substituting Eq. 10.41 into Eq. 10.50 as

Lact =

=

2/lch
A 1 F(VGB' VOB)
pact B

2/lcho

(l0.54a)

(l0.54b)

So the drain current of the sensing DCBD is

ID = Pact 1B Wch Lact = Pact 1B Wch -V Lacto
1+ SB az

(1O.54c)

(l0.55a)

(1O.55b)

The sensing DCBD drain current is reduced by a factor of-VI + Sa az compared to that

of the reference DCBD. The difference between the sensing DCBD drain current and

the reference DCBD drain current is defined as the piezoresistive current and is

designated with the symbol LlIo in this dissertation. From Eq. IO.55b, the piezoresistive

current is

LlID = 10 - 10 0 = - 10 0 [1 --V 1 ] .
1+ SB az

(10.56)

This piezoresistive current can be reflected to an effective gate voltage change

by the channel transconductance. Since the DCBD channel transconductance gm is
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defined as the change of the drain current with respect to the gate voltage (refer to Eq.

7.69, Chap. 7) as

_ dID I _ .110 I
gm - dVGB VGB, IB- /1VGB VGB,IB.

(10.57)

The effective gate voltage changebetween the sensing and the reference DCBD devices

can be then expressedas

(10.58)

This effective gate voltage changedue to the acceleration is termed piezoresistive

voltage.

The output voltage of the DCBD-SGAcircuit Vout (Fig. 10.14) is related the

piezoresistivecurrent by Eq. 10.48. By instituting Eq. 10.56 into Eq. lO.48, the DCBD

SGA circuit output voltage Vout is related to the uniaxial accelerationby

Vout = - R /110

= R I [1 _ 1 ]
DO -VI + SB az .

If the acceleration is low such that SB az « 1, Eq. lO.59 can be expandedand

approximatedas
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That is, for low acceleration, the magnitude of the DCBD-SGA output voltage is a

linear function of the acceleration. For high acceleration, the output voltage changes

with square-root of the acceleration according to Eq. 10.59.

10.4 Proposed Prototype DCBD-SGA Design Parameters

Based on the prototype structure, two categories ofprototype DCBD-SGA

devices have been proposed: Micro-G DCBD-SGA and Wide-G DCBD-SGA. The

impetus for the micro-G DCBD-SGA design is for applications in outer space which is a

micro-gravity environment. And the wide-G DCBD-SGA is designed for applications

in the earth environment.

This section describes the design of the two prototype DCBD-SGA device. The

values of some material parameters used in the design are listed in Table 10.3.

Table 10.3 Material Parameters for DCBD-SGA Design

Si Density, d (g/cm-') 2.328 [7]

Si Fracture Stress, Afrac (dyne/cm-) 3.5 x 109 [33]

Young's Modulus of Elasticity ofSi on (100) Plane along 1.32 x 1012 [34]

[100] Direction, E (dyne/crn-)

Longitudinal Piezoresistivity Coefficient of Si n-Channel -100 x 10-12 [25]"

along [100] Direction, 7t1 (cm2/dyne)

• In general, 7t1 = 7t II is gate voltage-dependent (Refer to Fig. 10.7). But the curve slope is small. Near

VG = 2 V, 7t1 R:: -100 x 10-12 cm2/dyne and the variation is only several hundredth. Therefore, this
approximate value is taken for the design.
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10.4.1 Micro-G DCBD-SGA Design

With the development in outer space exploration, microgravity environment is

available for some researches that are impossible in the earth gravity environment. For

instance, the earth gravity has an adverse influence on crystal growth. In outer space,

the microgravity environment can greatly improve crystal growth conditions. Some

researches on crystal growth in space shuttle have been carried out by NASA [32]. In a

space shuttle, there are two classes ofacceleration that make up the microgravity

environment. One class is called "background" acceleration which is quasi-steady. The

background acceleration comes from gravity gradient, aerodynamic drag and low

frequency spacecraft rotation. Another kind ofacceleration is oscillating or transit

acceleration which is the result of crew movement, spacecraft propulsion and

operations, etc.. The oscillating acceleration is time-varying. In a high earth-orbit space

shuttle, the background acceleration is dominant in the microgravity environment.

Therefore, measurement of such steady-state micro-G acceleration is important for

research in a space shuttle.

A micro-G strain gauge accelerometer requires high beam sensitivity (or beam

response). From Eq. 10.33, for the DCBD-SGA, a large proofmass and a long, narrow

and thin beam are favorable to the increase of the beam sensitivity. However, as

indicated in Eq. 10.34, this parameter change tendency will decrease the frequency

bandwidth. Moreover, the maximum ofthe beam supportable acceleration will be

degraded. Therefore, there is a trade-off among the sensitivity, the bandwidth and the

maximum detectable acceleration range. After considering these factors, a prototype

micro-G DCBD-SGA was designed with dimensional parameters listed in Table 10.4.

Using these dimensional parameters, the beam sensitivity for the micro-G DCBD-SGA
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calculated from Eq. 10.39 is SB =9.732 G-I. (Assuming the beam deflection is a linear

function ofthe subjected stress, refer to Sec. 10.2.2.)

Table 1004 Dimensional Parameters for Micro-G DCBD-SGA Design

Beam Parameters Proof-Mass Parameters

Length Width Thickness Mass Length Width Thickness Mass

lb WIJ tb mb 1m wm tm mm

1 mm 51lm 31lm 35 ng 2mm 2mm OAmm 3.72 mg

1004.2 Wide-G DCBD-SGA Design

In the earth gravity environment, there are a lot of activities involving a couple

of G to a couple of hundred G acceleration. The common examples are human body

movement, mobile roberts' movement and control, automobile control and crash

protection (Air bag), etc.. Accelerometers in this low- to mid-G range have various

applications [31, 35].

In the DCBD-SGA, the piezoresistive effect is amplified by the channel

transconductance. So the DCBD-SGA has higher sensitivity over other regular strain

gauges, as pointed out earlier. By simply increasing the beam thickness and/or width,

or shortening the beam length, or reducing the proof-mass diminution, the maximum

beam supportable acceleration can be increased. Yet the minimum detectable

acceleration can still be quite low due to the high sensitivity of the DCBD. That is, the

detectable acceleration range of the DCBD-SGA is quite wide. A wide-range DCBD

SGA with dimensional parameters listed in Table 10.5 has been designed. It is noted

that in Table 10.5 the proof-mass parameters for the wide-G design remain the same as

those for the micro-G design (Table lOA). Using these dimensional parameters, the
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beam sensitivity for the wide-G DCBD-SGA calculated from Eq. 10.39 is SB = 1.19 x

10-3 G-I. (Assuming the beam deflection is a linear function of the subjected stress,

refer to Sec. 10.2.2.)

Table 10.5 Dimensional Parameters for Wide-G DCBD-SGA Design

Beam Parameters Proof-Mass Parameters

Length Width Thickne Mass Length Width Thickness Mass

lb Wb ss tb mb 1m wm tm mm

OAmm 851lm 55J..lm 4.35 ug 2mm 2mm OAmm 3.72mg

10.4.3 DCBD Bias Parameters

For the proposed prototype DCBD-SGA design, the scaled-down 10 urn channel

DCBD with nBE = 1 has been used (refer to Chap. 9). Figure 10.15 shows the drain

current 10 versus gate voltage VGB characteristics of the 10 urn channel DCBD for a

fixed drain voltage ofVOB= 2 V and for base current IB ranging from 0.2 J..lA to 1 J..lA

in steps of 0.2 J..lA. Figure 10.16 is the corresponding channel transconductance gm

versus gate voltage VGB characteristics. Figure 10.17 shows the drain current 10 versus

base current IB characteristics of the 10 urn channel DCBD for VOB =2 V, VGB = 1.0

V to 3.0 V in steps of 0.5 V. And Fig. 10.18 is the corresponding a. c. current gain Pac

versus base current IB characteristics.

From signal amplification point ofview, one may want to choose higher base

current and higher gate voltage for the DCBD-SGA operating. But higher base current

and higher voltage will increase noise level so that the DCBD-SGA minimum

detectable range will be degraded. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the signal

amplification and the minimum detectable range. In this prototype DCBD-SGA design,
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the knee point for IB = 1 JlA was chosen as the DCBD-SGA operating point at which

the DCBD has following bias parameters:

IB = 1 JlA,

VoB= 2 V, and

VGB =2.25 V.

(10.61)

(10.62)

(10.63)

At this operating point, the drain current 10 = 360 JlA (Fig. 10.15), the channel

transconductance gm = 160 umho (Fig. 10.16), and the current gain Pac = 270 (Fig.

10.18). These DCBD operating parameters are summarized in Table 10.6.

Table 10.6 DCBD Operating Parameters for DCBD-SGA Design

Base Current, IB (JlA) 1

Drain Voltage, VDB (V) 2

Gate Voltage, VGB (V) 2.25

Drain Current, 10 (JlA) 360

Channel Transconductance, gm (umho) 160

A. C. Current Gain, Pac 270

10.5 Theoretical Characteristics and Analysis of the Prototype DCBD-SGA

Based on the prototype DCBD-SGA design described in Sec. 10.3, the

theoretical characteristics of the prototype DCBD-SGA devices can be computed. In

this section, the theoretical DCBD-SGA characteristics are computed and analyzed.

10.5.1 Beam Sensitivity

The expression for the sensitivity of the proof-mass loaded cantilever beam is

given in Eq. 10.39. Substituting the parameters for the micro-G DCBD-SGA (Table
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10.4) and wide-G DCBD-SGA designs (Table 10.5), the beam sensitivities for the two

designs are computed as:

Micro-G DCBD-SGA: Sa =9.732 G-I, and

Wide-G DCBD-SGA: Sa = '1.19 x 10-3 G-I,

respectively.

(10.64)

(10.65)

10.5.2 Beam Survivability

The beam maximum supportable acceleration is called beam survivability which

is determined by material fracture stress Afrct. From Eqs. 10.38 and 10.39, acceleration

az can be expressed by the beam subjected stress and beam sensitivity as

(10.66)

The beam supportable acceleration reaches maximum when Ach = Afrct. Therefore, the

beam survivability is

_ 1t1 Afrct
azmax - Sa (10.67)

By substituting the values for Afrct, 1t1 (Table 10.3) and Sa (Eqs. 10.64 and

10.65), the survivability values for the two designs are calculated as:

Micro-G DCBD-SGA: azmax = 35 mG, and

Wide-G DCBD-SGA: azmax =294 G,

(10.68)

(10.69)

respectively. The value of35 mG for the micro-G DCBD-SGA is far above the

acceleration range in the outer space micro-gravity environment. The value of294 G

for the wide-G DCBD-SGA is satisfied for the most applications in the earth gravity

applications such as automible and robot control.
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10.5.3 Bandwidth

Once the dimension of the proof-mass loaded cantilever beam is set, the beam

bandwidth BW can be calculated from Eq. 10.34. By substituting the dimensional

values in Tables 10.4 and 10.5 into Eq. 10.34, the BW values for the two designs are

calculated as:

Micro-G DCBD-SGA: BW = 6.6 Hz, and

Wide-G DCBD-SGA: BW = 11.35 KHz,

respectively.

10.5.4 Micro-G DCBD-SGA Characteristics

(10.70)

(10.71)

Figure 10.19 shows the channel mobility /lch change with respect to the uniaxial

acceleration az of the micro-G DCBD-SGA according to Eq. 10.41. In Eq. 10.41, /lcho

= 550 cm2N s was used in the theoretical characterization [7]. Equation 10.41 can be

expanded as

(10.72)

At low acceleration (S8 az « 1), /lch linearly decreases with the increase ofaz. For

higher az (S8 az ~ 1), the /lch versus az curve is divers from linearity. This nonlinearity

of the DCBD channel mobility change with acceleration determines the DCBD-SGA

nonlinear characteristics at high acceleration, as it will be seen later.

The piezoresistive current versus acceleration characteristics of the micro-G

DCBD-SGA from Eq. 10.56 are shown in Figs. 1O.20aand 1O.20b. In micro-G

acceleration range, the dID versus az curve is perfect linear (Fig. 10.20a). In a full

acceleration range (up to azmax =35 mG), the dID versus az curve diverges from

linearity at higher acceleration value.
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Fig. 10.19 Theoretical channel mobility Pch versus uniaxial acceleration az characteristics of the

micro-G DCBD-SGA. The channel mobility decreases with the increase of

acceleration. The curve is nonlinear with small variation.
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The minimum detectable acceleration, also called the detectability, azmin is

determined by the circuit noise level. Circuit noise is an integral ofnoise spectrum over

the circuit measuring bandwidth. In the prototype DCBD-SGA design, the circuit

measuring central frequency is set at 10KHz, and measuring bandwidth is 100 Hz. For

this frequency and bandwidth, the circuit current noise referred to the DCBD drain

terminal is 2.18 nA. This noise level corresponds to an acceleration value of 1.21 J.lG

(Fig. 1O.20a). Therefore, the detectability of the micro-G DCBD is 1.21 IlG. The

detailed analysis on the circuit noise and the DCBD-SGA detectability is given in Sec.

10.5.6.

From the 8ID versus az curves and Eq. 10.59, the output voltage Vout

characteristics of the micro-G DCBD-SGA can be calculated versus the uniaxial

acceleration az. Figures 10.21a and 10.21b show the Vout versus az curves in micro-G

range and in full range, respectively. Similar to the 8ID versus az curve, the Vout curve

is linear in rnicro-G range and is diverse from linearity for higher acceleration range.

The DCBD-SGA gauge sensitivity Sg can be computed from Eq. 10.49. Figure

10.22 shows the Sg versus az curve in the full range. The gauge sensitivity linearly

decreases from 9 mVN/mG to 10.14 mVN/mG for the acceleration range up to 35 mG.

The variation in the gauge sensitivity Sg can be used to describe the DCBD

SGA nonlinear characteristics. A nonlinearity factor NL is defined as the relative

variation of the gauge sensitivity per unit acceleration in this dissertation,

NL = _8_S=g_/S-=g::...
az

(10.73)

From Fig. 10.22, the micro-G DCBD-SGA nonlinearity factor can be calculated at az =

35mG,
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(9.0 - 7.14) /7.14
NL= 35 =O.74%/mG. (10.74)

The characteristic parameters ofthe designed prototype micro-G DCBD-SGA

are summarized in Table 10.7. The micro-G DCBD-SGA dimensional parameters (Sec.

10.4.1) are also included in the table.

Table 10.7 Summary ofthe Designed Prototype Micro-G DCBD-SGA Parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Detectability azmin 1.21* IlG

Survivability azmax 35 mG

Bandwidth BW 6.6 Hz

Gauge Sensitivity Sg 9 -7.14 mV/V/mG

Non-Linearity Factor NL 0.74 %/mG

Beam Length Ib 1 mm

Beam Width Wb 5 11m

Beam Thickness tb 3 Ilm

Beam Mass mb 35 ng

Proof-Mass Length 1m 2 mm

Proof-Mass Width wm 2 mm

Proof-Mass Thickness tm 0.4 0.4

Proof-Mass Mass mm 3.72 mg

* The detectability is determined in Sec. 10.5.6.
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10.5.5 Wide-G DCBD-SGA Characteristics

For the wide-G DCBD-SGA, the beam sensitivity is scaled down compared to

that of the micro-G DCBD-SGA (refer to Eqs. 10.64 and 10.65). So the detectable

acceleration range or beam survivability is scaled up (refer to Eq. 10.66). Therefore, the

characteristics of the wide-G DCBD-SGA are similar to those of the micro-G DCBD

SGA with a constant scaling factor. Figure 10.23 shows the channel mobility Jlch

versus uniaxial acceleration curve of the wide-G DCBD-SGA. The curve has same

shape as the one for the micro-G DCBD-SGA (Fig. 10.19). But the acceleration range

is scaled up to 294 G.

The piezoresistive current Lllo versus uniaxial acceleration characteristics of the

wide-G DCBD-SGA are shown in Figs. 10.24a and 10.24b in a narrow range (up to 50

mG) and in the full range (up to 294 G), respectively. It is noted that the beam

survivability is azmax =294 G for the wide-G DCBD-SGA (refer to Eq. 10.69). The

detectability determined by the circuit noise current value of2.18 nA referred to the

drain terminal (refer to Sec.10.5.6) is 8.8 mG for the wide-G DCBD-SGA (Fig. 10.25a).

Figures 10.25a and 10.25b show the wide-G DCBD-SGA output voltage versus

acceleration characteristics in a narrow range (up to 50 mG) and in full range (up to 294

G), respectively. According to Eq. 10.59, the output voltage Vout is simply related to

the piezoresistive current Lllo by the output resistance R which has a value of 104 Q.

Therefore, the Vout curves are simply scaled up by a factor of 104 from the Lllo curves

in Figs. 10.24a and 10.24b.

The wide-G DCBD-SGA gauge sensitivity versus acceleration curve is shown in

Fig. 10.26 in full range. The sensitivity of the wide-G DCBD-SGA gauge decreases

from 1.10 mVN/G to 1.04 mVN/G in the full range. The corresponding nonlinearity

factor defined in Eq. 10.73 is
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(1.10 - 1.04) /1.04
NL = 294 = 0.02 % / G . (10.75)

Compared to the micro-G DCBD-SGA, the linearity of the wide-G DCBD-SGA is

greatly improved due to its much lower beam sensitivity (Eq. 10.64).

The characteristic parameters of the designed prototype wide-G DCBD-SGA are

summarized in Table 10.8. The wide-G DCBD-SGA dimensional parameters (Sec.

10.4.2) are also included in the table.

10.5.6 Circuit Noise and DCBD-SGA Detectability

As mentioned in Sec. 10.5.4, the DCBD-SGA detectability is determined by the

circuit noise level. In this section, the noise of the prototype DCBD-SGA circuit (Fig.

10.14) is analyzed and evaluated in order to determine the DCBD-SGA detectability.

In general, there are four different noise sources in a circuit [36]:

(1) Shot Noise. Shot noise originates from the fluctuation ofcarrier energy

when carriers overcome the potential barrier of a pn junction. So the shot noise is

always associated with BJT and MOSFET devices. Shot noise current spectrum is

expressed as

isif = 2 q Id (A2 / Hz) . (10.76)

where Id is device current and ~f bandwidth.

(2) Thermal Noise. Thermal noise is generated by carrier random thermal

motions. Thermal noise voltage spectrum is given by

(10.77)

where R is the device resistance and T the absolute temperature.
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Table 10.8 Summaryof the Designed Prototype Wide-G DCBD-SGA Parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Detectability azmin 8.8* mG

Survivability azmax 294 G

Bandwidth BW 11.35 KHz

Gauge Sensitivity Sg 1.10 ~ 1.04 mVN/G

Non-LinearityFactor NL 0.02 %/G

Beam Length Ib 0.4 mm

Beam Width WJJ 85 flm

Beam Thickness tb 55 flm

Beam Mass mb 4,35 flg

Proof-Mass Length 1m 2 mm

Proof-Mass Width wm 2 mm

Proof-Mass Thickness tm 0.4 0.4

Proof-MassMass mm 3.72 mg
..* The detectability IS determined In Sec. 10.5.6.

(3) FlickerNoise (l/fNoise). For a BJT device, flicker noise is mainly caused

by carrier recombination-generation in the emitter-base depletion region. For an

MOSFET device, flicker noise is mainly generated by carrier recombination-generation

on surface traps. Flicker noise is inverselyproportional to measurement frequency,

(10.78)
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where fois central frequency, a, b and K I constants for a particular device with a range

of 0.5 to 2 and b about unity.

(4) Burst Noise. The origin of burst noise is not very clear but it is believed to

be associated with heavy-metal contamination. The flicker noise current spectrum can

be expressed as

(10.79)

where c and K2 are constants, fthe measurement frequency and fc a particular frequency

for a given noise process.

Of the four noise sources, flicker noise and burst noise are significant only at

low frequency. If the central frequency is high enough (say, above 1KHz), flicker noise

and burst noise are negligible. And a narrow bandwidth is desirable to minimize shot

noise and thermal noise. For the proposed prototype DCBD-SGA design and

theoretical characterization, a measurement central frequency fo= 10KHz and a

bandwidth ~f= 100 Hz are chosen. It is assumed that at such frequency, flicker noise

and burst noise are negligible, and the DCBD current gain is constant.

The DCBD-SGA circuit (Fig. 10.14) noise consists of three components:

(1) DCBDs,

(2) External BJTs (Q3, Q4, Q5 and Q6),

(3) Op Amp and the feedback resistor.

From detailed noise analysis(App 10-2), the noise contributions from the external BJTs,

the Op Amp and the feedback resistor are negligible compared to the noise from the

DCBDs. Under operating parameters listed in Table 10.6, the equivalent noise current

referred to the Op Amp input which is connected to the DCBD drain terminals is (App.

10-2),
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ini(rms) = 2.18 nA . (10.80)

The minimum detectable acceleration or detectability of the DCBD-SGA is

determined by this noise current value. When the magnitude of the Op Amp input

signal current diD (Eq. 10.56) equals the noise current,

Ilinl= IL\IDI = ini(rms) = 2.18 nA, (10.81)

the DCBD-SGA reaches its detectability. By locating the IdlDI value in Figs. 1O.20a

and 10.24a, the detectabilities for the micro-G and the wide-G DCBD-SGA were

determined (refer to Tables 10.7 and 10.8).

10.6. Comparison of the DCBD-SGA with Conventional Si Strain Gauges

In summary, the DCBD-SGA utilizes the channel mobility change caused by the

piezoresistivity effect to sense acceleration signal. The channel mobility change is

equivalent to a gate voltage change. When the DCBD-SGA is biased into the

transconductance fall-off region (refer to Fig. 10.12), the channel transconductance is

very sensitive to a gate voltage change. So the DCBD drain current is significantly

changed by even a tiny change in channel mobility. Therefore, the DCBD drain current

change is very sensitive to acceleration signal. This is why the DCBD-SGA has vary

high sensitivity as an accelerometer.

On the contrary, almost all of II conventional" Si strain gauge accelerometers

simply make use of the piezoresistivity effect (i. e., using a non-active resistor) to sense

acceleration. A common design is to connect a piezoresistor into a Whetstone bridge.

The output voltage of the Whetstone bridge is proportional to the piezoresistance [22,

28, 31]. Generally speaking, this type ofpiezoresistive accelerometers have a good

response to low frequency acceleration and a good linearity. However, the sensitivity of

this type of piezoresistive accelerometer is not high [28, 30, 31].
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In order to compare the DCBD-SGA to conventional Si-SGA, a comparison

DCBD-SGA was designed. The proof-mass loaded cantilever beam of the comparison

DCBD-SGA has the same dimension as that ofa conventional Si-SGA fabricated by L.

M. Roylance of MIT [28]. The dimensional parameters of the comparison DCBD-SGA

are listed in Table 10.9.

Table 10.9 Comparison DCBD-SGA Dimensional Parameter

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Beam Length lb 0.7 mm

Beam Width Wb 0.5 mm

Beam Thickness tb 5 Jlm

Proof-Mass Mass mm 0.3 mg

Using the same procedure described in Sees. 10.5.4 and 10.5.5, the comparison

DCBD-SGA parameters have been computed. In Table 10.10, the comparison DCBD

SGA theoretical parameters are listed in column 3 and are compared to those of

Roylance's experimental Si-SGA and the ICSensors' commercial Si-SGA [31]. The

Micro-G DCBD-SGA parameters (refer to Table 10.7) are also listed in Table 10.10

(column 2) for comparison purpose.

From the comparison in Table 10.10, one sees that the DCBD-SGA has much

higher sensitivity and much higher detectability compared to the Si-SGA devices. This

high sensitivity of the DCBD-SGA is based on the DCBD sharp gm fall-off feature, as

discussed in the beginning of the paragraph. It is the sharp gm fall-off feature that

makes the DCBD-SGA superior to the conventional Si-SGA devices.
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Table 10.10 Comparison of the DCBD-SGA Devices to Conventional Si Strain Gauges

Comparison Theoretical DCBD-SGA Experimental Si-SGA Commercial Si-SGA

Micro-G Comparison MIT: Roylance's * ICSensors Si-SGA **
Parameters

DCBD-SOA DCBD-SOA Si-SOA [28] (Model 3140) [31]

Sensitivity 8.07mVN/mG 3.4 x 10-2 mVN/mG 5 x 10-5 mVN/mG 3 x 10-3 mVN/mG

Detectability 1.2lJlG 0.026 mO I mO 2mO

Survivability 35mG 6000 6000 40G

Bandwidth 6.6 Hz 2.33 KHz 2.33 KHz 450Hz

• After L. M. Roylance of MIT.
•• After ICSensors Spec. Sheet. The Model 3140 is the most sensitive Si strain gauge of the commercial products found available in a search. But
the deam dimension is not available.



CHAPTER 11

APPLICAnON AS VOLTAGE REFERENCE DEVICE

11.1 Overview

As analyzed in the Chaps. 6 and 7, the DCBD transconductance threshold

voltage Vthg is independent of the device biasing parameters. This Vthg invariance

provides a significant potentiality for the DCBD functioning as a voltage reference

device.

Voltage reference device is an essential element in digital interface circuitry to

control scale factor of conversion. In analog-to-digital (AID) or digital-to-analog (D/A)

converters, for instance, a precise voltage reference with good temperature stability is

needed. In VLSI technologies, voltage reference can be implemented by either BJT or

MOSFET device [36,38 - 43]. In BJT implementation, the extrapolated energy bandgap

voltage of Si at 0 oK is used as a voltage reference [36, 38 - 42]. Therefore, this voltage

reference is commonly called bandgap reference (BGR). In MOSFET implementation,

the conventional MOS threshold voltage is used as a reference [43]. So the MOSFET

voltage reference is called threshold voltage reference (TVR). Compared to the BGR

and the TVR, the DCBD utilizes a transconductance null (Vthg) as reference thus is

•called here transconductance threshold voltage reference (TTVR).

In this chapter, the BOR and the TVR are briefly introduced first. Then the

DCBD characteristics in depletion region are further analyzed in term ofvoltage

reference application. A prototype circuit for TTVR is designed and analyzed. The

advantages and disadvantages of the TTVR are also discussed compared to the TVR and

the BOR. Since it has been shown in the Chap. 8 that the DeBD Vthg is independent of

• The original idea for the TIVR is from Professor J. Holm-Kennedy.
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gate geometry, all analysis in this chapter is based on the rectangulargate R-DCBD

only.

11.2 ReviewofBandgapReference (BGR)·

Figure ILl shows a simple BGR circuit [36]. In the circuit, the BJT (Ql and

Q2) on-state base-to-emitterbiases VBEI and VBE2 are related to the collector currents

II and 12 by (refer to Eqs. 6.35 and 6.37, Chap. 6)

VBEI =Vt In[-f-] ,and
sl

(Il.la)

(Il.lb)

Here Vt =k T / q is thermalvoltage, lSI and IS2 the saturation currents of the two BJTs,

respectively. From conventional BJT theory [6, 36], the saturation current can be

expressed as

(11.2)

Here A E is the base-emitterjunction area, DnBand flnB the average electron diffusion

coefficient and mobility in the base, CI and C2 constants, respectively. Both ni and flns

are temperature-dependent and can be expressed as

Jlns =C4 rl;I ,

(11.3)

(11.4)

• This reviewbasically follows the P. R. Gray & R. G. Meyer's book, "Analysis and Designof Analog
IntegratedCircuits", pp. 338 - 347.
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Fig. 11.1 A typical BGR circuit. The BJT Q1 provides a primary reference voltage
VSE1' The BJT Q2 and the resistors provide temperature compensation

to VSE1 (After P. R. Gray & R. G. Meyer, Ref. 36).
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where l;1, C3 and C4 are constants, VGO the bandgap voltage at 0 oK. For Si, VGO =

1.205 V [36].

For a realistic circuit, the collector current is temperature-dependent and can be

expressed as [36]

II = C5 -p;2 , (11.5)

where C5 and 9 are constants.

Substituting Eqs. 11.2 to 11.5 into Eq. II. Ia, the base-emitter bias can be

expressed as

= VGO + VdlnC6 -l; InT] .

where C6 = (C5 / C2 C3 C4) and l; = (4 -l;1 -l;2) are positive constants.

(11.6a)

(l1.6b)

(l1.6c)

In the circuit ofFig. 11.1, the base currents are negligible compared to the

collector currents. The output reference voltage can be expressed as

Vout=VI-VZ+VBEI

_ V + VBE1 - VBEZ R
- BEl R

3
Z
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where 1:1VBE is the difference ofthe two base-emitter bias voltages and is expressed

from Eqs. ILIa and 11.1b as

[ I] IS2 ] [R2 Is2]I:1VBE = VBE] - VBE2 = Vt In -1-1- = Vt In R I
2 sl I si

(11.8)

For symmetric circuit design, the temperature dependencies ofISi and IS2 are very close.

Also the logarithmic function is a "slow" function. So 1:1VBE is essentially proportional

to temperature since Vt = k T / q.

By substituting Eqs. 11.6c and 11.8 into Eq. 11.7a, the output reference voltage

of the circuit Fig. 11.1 can be expressed as

where

] R2 [R2Is2 ]Vout=VGO+VtlnC6-l;lnT +-R Vt ln R I
3 ] st

= VGO + VdlnC6 -l; InT] +K Vt ,

(11.9a)

(11.9b)

(11.10)

is a temperature compensation factor. From Eq. 11.9b, one sees that the bandgap

voltage VGO is taken as a reference, hence the term bandgap voltage reference (BGR). It

is noted from Eq. 11.9b that the minimum achievable output reference voltage value for

the BGR is the VGO value,· which for Si is VGO = 1.205 V [36].

The change ofVout with respect to temperature T, called temperature coefficient

and designated with the symbol TCF as the usual way, can be derived from Eq. 11.9b as

• It should be pointed out here that for practical BGR circuit in normal oparatingtemperature range, the
term (InC6-l; InT) in Eq. ]1.9bis positive [36].
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TC = dVout
F- dT

k=- [K + InC6 - ~(1 + InT)]
q

(l1.11a)

(11.11b)

If the temperature compensation factor K is chosen at temperature T =To such that,

K = ~(l + InTo) -lnC6, (11.12)

then the temperature coefficient at To can be completely compensated, i. e., TCF(T0) =

O. And near To, TCF can be controlled very small by choosing proper parameters ~ and

C6. A BGR with Vout = 6.2 V, TCF = 15.2 ppm/°C (or 94.2 J.1VfC)in a temperature

range of-40°C to + 85°C has been realized with a more sophisticated circuit [42].

11.3 Review of Threshold Voltage Reference (TVR)

Figure 11.2 shows a typical TVR circuit designed by R. Blauschild, P. Tucci, R.

Muller and R. Meyer [43]. In this circuit, an enhancement-mode NMOS (Ql) and an

implanted depletion-mode NMOS (Q2) are connected to a differential amplifier. The

two MOS devices compensate each other, so some temperature-dependent parameters

are canceled out.

For the enhancement-mode NMOS, the threshold voltage VTHE is given by [43]

(11.13)

Here Vs is the source voltage, Vfb the MOS flat-band voltage, ~p the bulk potential, and

Qd the charge density per unit area in the inversion channel.

For the depletion-mode NMOS, the threshold voltage is [43]

IQdl IQil
VTHD=Vtb+Vs +~bi+c--C .

s S
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R2 Rl

VREF

Fig. 11.2 A typical TVR circuit. The enhancement NMOS (Q1) and the depletion

NMOS (Q2) compensate each other so that some temperature-dependent

parameters are canceled out. The output reference voltage is mainly
determined by the difference ofVGSE and VGSD (After R. A. Blauschild,

P. A. Tucci, R. S. Muller & R. G. Meyer, Ref. 43).
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Here ~bi is the built-in potential between the channel and the substrate, Cs the serial

capacitance per unit area including the gate oxide capacitance and the implanted channel

capacitance, and Qi the implanted charge per unit area.

From Eqs. 11.13 and 11.14, the difference between VTHE and VTHO is

(11.15)

For first-order approximation, ~bi::::: 21~pl, and c,» Cox' So the difference (VTHE

VTHD) is mainly determined by the implanted charge density Qi which is temperature

independent for first-order approximation. Therefore, the differential voltage 01THE 

VTHD) can provide a stable voltage reference.

The gate voltage ofa MOSFET in saturation region can be expressed as [7, 43]

VGS =VTH + IoLch
P Wch f..lch Cox '

(11.16)

where p is a constant which depends on the MOSFET substrate doping concentration

and approaches 1/2 at low doping. In Fig. 11.2, the drain currents for two devices are set

identical. The output reference voltage can be expressed as

V REF = VGSE - VGSD

IDLch
p Wch !lchE Cox

IoLch
p Wch !lchD Cox .

(11.17a)

(11.17b)

Here f..lchE is the electron mobility in the enhancement NMOS channel, and !lchD that in

the depletion NMOS channel. Since the total impurity concentrations in the

enhancement MOS channel and depletion MOS channel are different, !lchE and J.lchD
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are different for different impurity scattering in low temperature. However, in mid- and

high-temperature, it is lattice scattering that dominates the mobility function so that

J.lchE ;::::: J.lchD· Therefore, the reference voltage VREF is essentially determined by the

difference of the MOSFET threshold voltages (VTHE - VTHD), hence the term threshold

voltage reference (VTR).

Figure 11.3 shows the experimental VTHE and VTHD versus temperature curves

of the NMOS devices [43]. The curves exhibit very good linearity up to 400 oK. The

slopes (TCF) of the two curves are -2.265 mVflK and -2.441 mVflK, respectively.

11.4 Invariance of the DCBD Transconductance Threshold Voltage

The DCBD transconductance threshold voltage Vthg has been derived in a

closed-form equation in the Chap. 6 (Eq. 6.51), the equation is provided here for readers'

convenience,

(11.18)

where Vtb is the MOS flat band voltage, and ~p the bulk potential in the base region.

From the conventional MOS theory, Vtb can be expressed as [6, 7]

x
Qf I}XVtb = <l>MS - -- - -- -- p(x) dx

Cox Cox tox
o

= <l>MS - E
tO

X [Qr-1
t
x pix) dx]

ox r ox
o

(11.19a)

(l1.19b)

Here <l>MS is the work function difference of the gate metal (AI) and the Si substrate, tox

the gate Si02 thickness, EOX the relative permittivity of the gate Si02' Qj the fixed
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charge density on the Si-Si02 interface, and p(x) the charge concentration distribution in

the Si02 layer.

The bulk potential ~p can be expressed as [6, 7]

(11.20a)

(11.20b)

(11.20c)

Here NcCT)is the effective state density at the conduction-band edge, Nv(T) the

effective state density at the valence-band edge, and Eg(T) the band gap, respectively.

From solid-state physics [6, 7],

_ [2 n mn* kT ] 3/2
Nc(T)-2 h2 '

[
2n mp*kT ]3/2

Nc(T) = 2 h2 ' and

~Eg
Eg(T)=EGo+~T ,

(11.21)

(11.22)

(11.23)

where EGOis the bandgap at 00 K. Substituting Eqs. 11.16, 11.17 and 11.18 into Eq.

11.15c, the bulk potential can be expressed as

__ k T{ [ Nah
3 ] _1 ~g}+ 3kT _EGO

~p - q In 2(2nkT?72 mn*374 mp*374 + 2k ~T 2q InT 2 q .

(11.24)
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From Eqs. 11.18, 11.19 and 11.24, one sees that the transconductance voltage

Vthg is a function of temperature, the gate oxide thickness and some material

parameters. On other hand, however, Vthg is invariant with respect to bias parameters.

For the DCBD fabricated in the experiment described in Chap. 4 and the scaled-down

DCBD analyzed in Chap. 9, the gate oxide thickness is different, so Vthg values are

different. In the following analysis, the theoretical and the experimental

transconductance gm versus VGB characteristics of the large rectangular R-DCBD in

depletion region are compared first. Then analysis focuses on the scaled-down 10 urn

channel R-DCBD to explore the DCBD application as TTVR device.

11.4.1 The Large R-DCBD Gm versus VGB Characteristics in the Depletion and Weak

Inversion Regions

The theoretical transconductance gm versus VGB characteristics ofthe large R

DCBD was shown in Fig. 7.18 (Chap. 7). And the theoretical gm versus VGB curves

were compared with the experimental results in Fig. 7.24. Figure 11.4 is expansion of

Fig. 7.24 in the depletion and weak inversion regions (VGB =-2.0 - -1.0 V). It is

reminded that for the large R-DCBD, the conventional MOS threshold voltage VTH =

1.04 V (refer to Table 7.1, Chap. 7). In the depletion region (VGB < VTH), the

theoretical curves well coincide with the experimental curves. This great agreement laid

a solid foundation for the validity of the theoretical analysis and characterization of the

DCBD application as a TTVR device.

Since the important parameter for the DCBD as a TTVR device is the

transconductance threshold voltage Vthg, and Vthg is located in the depletion region

(Vthg < VTH), only the depletion region features are important to the DCBD application

as a TTVR device. As analyzed in Chap. 6, in depletion region, the surface
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recombination of the emitter-injected excess carriers dominates the DCBD electric

behavior. Therefore, the analysis ofthe transconductance threshold voltage in this

chapter is based on the surface recombination analysis in Chap. 6. The device used for

the TTVR characterization is the scaled-down 10 urn channel R-DCBD. The

characteristics of the scaled-down 10 urn channel R-DCBD have been analyzed and

presented in Chap. 9 and its characteristics in the depletion/weak inversion region are

further discussed below for the TTVR application.

11.4.2 Scaled-Down 10 urn Channel R-DCBD Surface Recombination Features

The general characteristics of the scaled-down 10 urn channel R-DCBD have

been modeled in the Chap. 9. From Fig. 9.3 (Chap. 9), one sees that for the scaled 10

urn R-DCBD, Vthg value is shifted to 0.042 V due to the scaled gate oxide thickness

(tox = 200A). The recombination current Irec versus gate voltage VGB characteristics of

the scaled-down 10 urn channel R-DCBD are shown in Fig. 11.5 for a fixed drain

voltage VDB = 2 V and for base current ranging from 20 nA to 100 nA in steps of20 nA.

In Fig. 11.5, the DCBD base-emitter junction diode factor value nBE= 1.67, the surface

recombination velocity value So = 1.15 x 104 em/sec, same as the experimental values of

the large R-DCBD (refer to Table 6.1, Chap. 6 and Table 7.1, Chap. 7).

Figures 11.6a and 11.6b show the DCBD gm versus VGB characteristics in the

depletion region corresponding to Fig. 11.5. In the depletion region, the DCBD

transconductance gm is related to the surface recombination current Irec by Eq.6.47b

(Chap. 6) an is provided here,

(11.25)
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where 130 is the parasitic BJT d. c. current gain. In Fig. 11.6b, the transconductance

threshold voltage value Vthg = 0.0415 V can be precisely located.

It has been shown in the Chap. 9 that the base-emitter junction diode factor nBE

greatly influences the device characteristics. In order to further illustrate the diode factor

influence, the scaled-down lO!J.m channel R-DCBD characteristics were computed for

an ideal diode factor, i. e., nBE= 1. Figure 11.7 shows the surface recombination current

Irec versus VGB characteristics for the 10 urn channel R-DCBD with nBE= 1 and all

other parameters same as those in Fig. 11.5. Figures 11.8a and 11.8b are corresponding

gm versus VGB characteristics. Comparing to Fig. 11.5 for nBE= 1.67, the magnitude of

Irec for nBE= 1 is increased. The increase ofIrec magnitude for nBE= 1 can be

physically explained as following. For an ideal base-emitter junction, same amount of

base current can create more surface excess carriers (&1s)' Therefore, the surface

recombination current is increased. However, the Vthg location is not affected by nBE

value since Vthg is independent of the diode factor (Fig. 11.8b, also refer to Eq. 11.13).

From the surface recombination current Irec equation (Eq. 6.44, Chap. 6), Irec is

related to the surface recombination velocity So. In order to investigate the influence of

So on the transconductance threshold voltage Vthg value, the Irec versus VGB

characteristics (Fig. 11.9) and the gm versus VGB characteristics (Fig. 11.10) were

computed for the scaled-down 10!J.m channel R-DCBD with nBE = 1 and So values

ranging from 11.5 cm/s to 1.15 x 105 cm/s in steps ofa decade. As shown in the figures,

the magnitudes of both Irec and gm vary proportionally to the So values. For So value

lower than 100 cm/s, the magnitudes of both Irec and gm are not identifiable. However,

the Vthg value does not change at all. This invariance of Vthg with respect to So is vary

important in realistic TTVR application. In practical device fabrication, the device
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surface recombination velocity So may vary from batch to batch. But the reference

voltage value, Vthg- does not change no matter what the So value is.

11.5 The Prototype TTVR Circuit Design and its Operating Principles

From above analysis, it can be seen that the DCBD transconductance threshold

voltage is a stable value and thus is suitable for voltage reference, i. e., TTVR. A

prototype TTVR circuit design is proposed in this section. The prototype TTVR circuit

operating principles are described. The circuit design is focused on highlighting the

physical features of the DCBD as a TTVR application without going into detailed

numerical values.

11.5.1 Prototype TTVR Circuit Design

A prototype circuit design for the TTVR is shown in Fig. 11.11. Two identical

10 urn channel R-DCBD devices with nSE = 1 are used in pair. The 10 urn channel R

DCBD drain current versus gate voltage characteristics have been shown in Fig. 9.6

(Chap. 9) and is provides here as Fig. 11.12 for convenience of analysis. In the

prototype TTVR circuit (Fig. 11.11), the DCBD drain terminals are connected to the

input of a Op Amp differential amplifier. One n-MOSFET (M3) is connected to the

output of the Op Amp. Two identical resistors are connected in serial to the n-MOSFET

source terminal. The M3 source terminal then is connected to the DCBD gates

constituting a feedback loop to the Op Amp. The TTVR output is drawn between the

two series resistors.

• The TTVR circuitdesignand the operating principles are partiallyproposedby Dr. G. Uehara.
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connected to the feedback loop of a differential Op Amp. The TTVR
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terminal of the MOSFET M3. The M3 is biased into saturation.

(The circuit is partially proposed by Dr. G. Uehara.)
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11.5.2 The PrototypeTTVR OperatingPrinciples

For the TTVR (Fig. 11.11)operating, the n-MOSFETdevices M3 is biased into

saturation. The drain current ofM3 is related to the gate-to-source voltage VGS by Eq.

11.4 and reproducedhere for convenience of discussion,

I - P Wch JlchCox (V V)2
DD - Lch GS - TH

The gate voltages of the two DCBDscan be expressedas

VGBI = VDD- VDS, and

VGB2 = VDD- VDS - 2 R IDD.

(11.26)

(11.27)

(11.28)

Therefore, the gate voltagesVGBI and VGB2 are set by the applied M3 drain voltage

VDD and the current source IDD(also the value of the resistor R). The values OfVDD

and IDDas well as R can be chosen such that the two DCBD devices are biased into

partially active regionon the drain currentversus gate voltage curves (refer to Fig.

11.12). The reason for the biasing the DCBD into the partially active region will be

explained in the following paragraphs.

On other hand, the two gate voltagesVGI and VG2 are related to the output

voltage by

VGB I = Your + R IDD, and

VGB2= Vout - R IDo·,

(l1.29a)

(l1.29b)

respectively. From Eqs. 11.29and 11.29b, VGBI > VGB2' and thus the drain current10 1

> ID2' The output voltage Vout value satisfies,

VGBI - Vout = Vout - VGB2 = R IDO'
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That is, the output voltage value is located at the middle of the two gate voltage values.

The input voltages of the Op Amp is related to the DCBD drain currents IDl and

ID2 by

v+ = VD - R 10l , and

V_=VD - R lo2 •

(11.31)

(11.32)

Hence, the voltage at the positive input terminal is lower than that at the negative input

terminal, V+ < V_. The amplifier output voltage is,

VAout = VAO + Aop (V+ - V_)

= VGS + 2 R 10 0 ,

(11.33a)

(11.33b)

where VAO is the Op Amp common mode output voltage.

For the TTVR circuit in Fig. 11.11, once the TTVR circuit bias is applied, a

iteration process will be triggered and the final output voltage Vout will approach the

transconductance threshold voltage Vthg- This iteration process is described follows.

As pointed above, the DCBD gate voltages VOBI and VOB2 are set up in the

partially active region by choosing proper VDD and IDO values. Assume the initial

values for VOB I and VOB2 are set up at VGBI(I) and VGB2(1) (VOBI(I) > VOB2(1»),

respectively, in the partially active region of the ID versus VOB curve (Fig. l1.13a). The

corresponding drain current values are 101 (1 ) and ID2(1), respectively. And the

corresponding output voltage is Vout(l). Since VOBI(I) > VOB2(1) resulting in 10l(1) >

ID2(1), the input voltages of the Op Amp V+< V_, as shown in Eqs. 11.31 and 11.32.

From Eq. 11.33a, the Op Amp output voltage VAout is lowered and thus the gate voltage

VGS of M3 is reduced. The reduction of VGS causes an increase in VDS of the M3 and a

decrease in the current IDO' From Eqs. 11.27 to 11.30, all VGBI' VGB2 and Vout values
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Fig. 11.13 Schematic Illustration of the TTVR circuit operating. (a) At beginning bias
points VGt(I) > VG2(1), IDl(I) > ID2(1), and the output voltage Vout is located

at the middle ofV01(1) and VGll). (b) At second iteration, V01(2) and VG2(2),

IDl (2) and ID2(2) are getting closer. (c) At ith iteration, IDl(i) =ID2(i), and Vout
is fixed at Vthg' (Ref.: Private communication with Dr. G. Uehara.)
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are decreased and are getting closer. The new VGBl> VGB2 and Vout values are labeled

as VGBI(2), VGB2(2) and Vout(2) in Fig. 11.13b, and the corresponding drain currents are

labeled as Im (2)and 102(2), respectively. These reduced voltages are the new starting bias

points for the above process. So the above process iterates and results in lower and

lower voltages VGBI, VGB2 and Vout. Also VGBI, VGB2 and Vout are getting closer

and closer.

Eventually, after the ith iteration, VGBI and VGB2 can be reduced to such a level

that the corresponding drain currents are equal,

(11.34)

Due to the symmetry of the current dip, for Im(i) = 102(i), VGBI(i) and VGB2(i) are located

on both sides of the minimum point of the current dip which corresponds to the

transconductance threshold voltage Vthg- The voltage difference of VGBI(i) and Vthg

equals that of VGB2(i) and Vthg (Fig. 11.13c). Since the output voltage Vout is located

at the middle of VGBI and VGB2 (Eq. 11.30), the output voltage after the ith iteration

Vout(i) equals the transconductance threshold voltage Vthg-

Vout'" = Vthg . (11.35)

From Eqs. 11.29 and 11.30, for 1m(i) = 102(i), V+ = V_. Now the voltage at the

amplifier output end is solely determined by the M3 gate voltage (Eq. 11.31),

VAout " VGS . (11.36)

And IDD is fixed by VDD and the resistors. As a result, VGBI(i) and VGB2(i) are fixed.

Hence the output voltage Vout'" is fixed at the transconductance threshold voltage Vthg

Therefore, after the ith iteration, the output voltage is stabilized at Vthg-
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11.6 Theoretical Characteristics of the Prototype TTVR

For the prototype TTVR design shown in Fig. 11.11, the output voltage is totally

determined by the transconductance threshold voltage of the DCBD for a stabilized

operation, as analyzed above. Therefore, the TTVR can be characterized by the

transconductance threshold voltage Vthg- In this section, the TTVR is theoretically

characterized with the term ofVthg for the TTVR stability.

11.6.1 Temperature Dependence of Transconductance Threshold Voltage

The transconductance threshold voltage Vthg consists of two quantities, flat band

voltage Vfb and bulk potential $p (Eq. 11.18). If it is assumed that the base dopants are

100% ionized (Ppo =Na>, then the flat band voltage Vfb is essentially temperature

independent for a first order approximation. Once a device is fabricated, Vfb is

essentially fixed. But the bulk potential $p is a function of temperature (Eq. 11.20).

Therefore, Vthg is temperature dependent. From Eq. 11.18, the Vthg temperature

coefficient is expressed as

_ dVthg -~
TCF = dT - dT (11.37)

The base bulk potential $p is related to the base doping concentration Na (Eq. 11.20c).

For the 10 urn channel R-DCBD, the base doping concentration Na = 5.08 x 1017 cm-3,

the flat band voltage Vfb =-0.41 V (refer to Table 9.2, Chap. 9). The transconductance

threshold voltage Vthg versus temperature T curve for a device with such parameters is

shown in Fig. 11.14. And Fig. 11.15 shows the temperature coefficient TCF of the Vthg

curve. From 100 OK to 500 OK, the Vthg value varies from -0.03 V to -0.97 V, and the

TCF value varies from -2.21 mV;oK to -2.42 mVJOK. The TCF variation is only 0.21

mVJOK in such wide temperature range. Therefore, Vthg has quite good linearity to
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Fig. 11.14 Theoretical transconductance threshold voltage Vthg versus temperature T curve of the

DCBD with Na = 5.08 x 1017 cm-3• Vtb =-0.41 V. The curve exhibits a pretty good

linearity in a wide temperature range.
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Fig. 11.15 Theoretical temperature coefficient of the transconductance threshold voltage Vthg

versus temperature T curve of the DCBD with Na = 5.08 x 1017 cm-3, Vfb = -0.41 V.

The temperature coefficient only varied 0.21 mVf'K in the wide temperature range.



temperaturechange. This good linearity makes it easier to compensate temperature

variation with an external device or circuit in realistic TTVR application.

11.6.2 Comparison of the Temperature dependenciesof the Transconductance

ThresholdVoltage and the Conventional MOS ThresholdVoltage

The temperaturedependence of the transconductance thresholdvoltage Vthg can

be compared to that of the conventional MOS thresholdvoltage VTH. The conventional

MOS threshold voltage of the DCBD is given by [7]

I
VTH = Vfb + 2 I<ppl +-C"./4ES q Na l<ppD .

ox
(11.38)

It is reminded that the base bulk potential ~p is a temperature-dependent function (Eq.

11.24). For a first order of approximation, the flat band voltage Vfb is temperature

independent. The temperature coefficient ofVTH can then be derivedas

dVTH =2~+_1__~~
dT dT Cox -\j~ dT .

ComparingEq. 11.37with Eq. 11.39, following relationship is obtained

(11.39)

dVthg = 1

dT 2+_1_yEs q Na
Cox I<ppl

dVTH
dT (11.40a)

That is, the temperaturecoefficientof the transconductance thresholdvoltage is smaller

than that of the conventional MOSthreshold voltage by a factor ofless than 1/2. Under

certain conditions, such as light base doping (Na) and large oxide capacitance(Cox), the
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second term of the denominator in Eq. 11.40a can be much smaller then 2 and is

negligible. In such case, Eq. 11.40a is simplified as

dVthg -1- dVTH
dT - 2 dT (11.40b)

That is, the temperature coefficient of the transconductance threshold voltage is exactly

1/2 of that ofthe conventional MOS threshold voltage. This relationship has been

physically proven by Professor J. Holm-Kennedy and experimentally proven by D.

Hartanto under the direction of Professor J. Holm-Kennedy [44].

For the scaled 10 mm channel R-DCBD, using the parameters listed in Table 9.2

(Chap. 9), the conventional MOS threshold voltage and its temperature coefficient can

be computed from Eqs. 11.38 and 11.39, respectively. Figure 11.16 shows the

conventional MOS threshold voltage VTH versus temperature T curve for a device with

the parameters listed in Table 9.2. And Fig. 11.17 shows the corresponding VTH

temperature coefficient curve. Comparing Figs. 11.15 and 11.17, one sees that the

temperature coefficient ofVthg is smaller than that ofVTH by a factor of 0.36 near T =

300 "K. This smaller temperature coefficient is an important advantage of the TTVR

device over the conventional TVR device.

11.6.3 Base Doping Influence on the Transconductance Threshold Voltage

The base doping concentration Na affects the transconductance threshold voltage

Vthg through the bulk potential <Pp (Eq. 11.20). Both Vthg and TCF vary with the

change ofNa. Figure 11.18 shows the Vthg versus temperature T curves for Na = 5 x

1014 to 5 x 1018 cm-3 in steps ofa decade. And Fig. 11.19 shows the corresponding the

temperature coefficient TCF curves. The variation in the temperature coefficient TCF

with respect to Na is quite small, only about 0.2 mV;OK for change ofa decade in Na.
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Fig. 11.16 Theoretical MOS threshold voltage VTH versus temperature T curve of the DCBD with

Na = 5.08 x 1017 crrr", Vfb = -0.41 V. The VTH values are higher than Vthg values in

Fig. 11.14.
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Fig. 11.17 Theoretical temperature coefficient of the conventional MOS threshold voltage VTH

versus temperature T curve of the DCBD with Na = 5.08 x 1017 cm-3, Vfb = -0.41 V.

The temperature coefficient is higher than that of Vthg by a factor of2.84 (refer to Fig.

ILlS)
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Fig. 11.18 Theoretical transconductance threshold voltage Vthg versus temperature T curves of the

DCBD with Vfb = -0.41 V, Na = 5 x 1014 to 5 x 1018 cm-3 in steps ofa decade.
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11.7 High-Order Reference Voltages of the DCBD·

Additional to the transconductance threshold Vthg- the DCBD can provide more

reference voltages. By taking higher-order differentials of the Irec versus VOB curves

(Fig. 11.7) in depletion region, more cross-over points can be obtained. Theoretically,

all the voltages corresponding to the cross-over points can be used as references.

Figure 11.20 shows the second-order differential of the ID versus VOBcurves for

the scaled 10 urn channel R-DCBD. On the second-order differential curves, there are

two satellite cross-over points symmetric to the central point (VOB= Vthg)' The

corresponding gate voltages are designated as Vsz- and Vs2+, respectively. Therefore,

there two reference voltages available on the second-order differential curves. From the

figure, Vsz- =0.002 V and Vs2+=0.082 V. It is noted that all of curves are exactly

coherent at the two satellite cross-over points.

The third-order differential of the Irec versus VOBcurves for the scaled 10 urn

channel R-DCBD are sown in Fig. 11.21. There are totally three reference voltages

available on the third-order differential curves. Besides the central cross-over point

(Vthg = 0.0415 V), there are two satellite cross-over points on the third-order differential

curves. The corresponding gate voltage are designated as Vs3- and Vs3+, respectively.

The values of the two satellite reference voltages are: Vs3- = -0.028 V and Vs3+ =

O.l12V, respectively. All of curves are exactly coherent at the cross-over points.

Figure II. 22 shows the fourth-order differential of the Irec versus VOBcurves

for the scaled 10 urn channel R-DCBD. There are totally four cross-over points on the

fourth-order differential curves. Besides the Vs2- and Vs2+points, two more satellite

cross-over points Vs4- and Vs4+' are added. The values for Vs4- and Vs4+are, Vs4- =-

• The original ideafor the higher-order reference voltages of the DeBD is from ProfessorJ. Holm
Kennedy.
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0.050 V, Vs4+ = 0.138 V, respectively. Again, all of curves are exactly coherent at the

cross-over points.

By taking higher and higher order differentials, more and more reference

•voltages can be added to the TTVR . The number of the reference voltages equal the

differential orders. This is unique feature of the TTVR. However, circuit

implementation for the high order reference voltages is complicated and will not be

discussed in this dissertation.

11.8 Comparison of the TTVR with the TVR and the BGR

From the analysis and the theoretical characterization of the TTVR in above

sections, one sees that the TTVR is compatible with or superior over the threshold

voltage reference (TVR) and the bandgap reference (BGR) in some aspects. Compared

to the TVR and the BGR, the temperature coefficient (TCF)ofthe TTVR is in the same

range. But the magnitude of the TTVR output (Vthg) value is smaller, which is

desirable for certain circuit applications. Also the Vthg magnitude can be controlled by

the device fabrication parameters, more exactly, by the gate oxide thickness and the base

doping concentration. Moreover, the TTVR can provide multiple reference voltages by

taking higher-order differentials. This unique feature of the TTVR is not present by

either TVR or BGR.

A semi-quantitative comparison of the TTVR with the TVR and the BGR is

listed in Table 11.1.

• The original ideafor the higher-order reference voltages of the DCBD is from Professor J. Holm
Kennedy.
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Table 11.1 Comparison of the TTVR with the TVR and the BGR*

PARAMETERS TTVR TVR BGR

Primary Reference Vthg VTH Voo
Voltage

Reference Voltage Low Low High

Value

Achievable Minimum 0** 0** 1.205 V***

Voltage Value

Temperature Low Middle Middle

Coefficient

Multiple-Reference Yes No No

Voltages

IC Technology Yes Yes Yes

Adaptability

Circuitry Realizable Realized Realized

Implementation

* The comparison here is basedon primarycircuits withouttemperature compensation

** By carefullychoosingthe devices parameters, both Vthgand VTH valuescan be made essentiallyclose
to zero.

*** This is Si bandgapvoltage valueat 0 OK (VGO)'
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CHAPTER 12

ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE DCaD EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION ON THE ANALYTICAL MODELING

This chapter discusses on error analysis of the DCaD experimental results

(Chap. 5) and analytical model computations (Chaps. 7, 8 and 9). For the DCaD

experimental results, the approaches to minimizing the measurement errors are

described. The measurement errors for each ofthe measured DcaD parameters are

given. For the analytical modeling, the validity of the assumptions made in the

theoretical derivation (refer to Sec. 7.2, Chap. 7) is evaluated. The limitations in the

analytical model are addressed and discussed. The relative errors of the theoretically

determined DcaD characteristics compared with the experimental results are computed

and presented.

12.1 Approaches to Minimizing the Measurement Errors

For the DcaD measurement, all of the DcaDs were measured on the Si wafer

without packaging. The Si wafer on which the DcaDs were fabricated were kept in

room environment. The devices might absorb moisture from the room environment.

The absorbed moisture can change the DcaD surface energy band diagram so that the

DcaD characteristics will be altered. In order to eliminate the moisture influence, the

DcaDs were baked at 100°C for 2 hours before measurement.

The test equipment (the LCR Meter, the SPA and the CV Analyzer) was turned

on at least 1 hour before measurement to have the equipment stabilized. Since pn

junction is sensitive to light illumination, the DcaD devices were measured in a black

box in order to eliminated the photovoltic effect. For each measured characteristic
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curve, the test signal was scanned at least 10 cycles before data taking to eliminate the

any possible fluctuations on individual data.

After taking all of above precautions, the measurement errors ofthe DCaD

characteristics were minimized and were determined by the test equipment accuracy.

The measurement errors are discussed in the following section.

12.2 Experimental Measurement Errors

12.2.1 Capacitance Measurement

The DCaD capacitance versus voltage characteristics were measured on HP

4274A Multi-Frequency LCR Meter. Accuracy of the capacitance measurement ofthe

LCR Meter depends on both the measured capacitance range and frequency range. For

a capacitance range from 100 f..lF to 1000 f..lF and a frequency range from 400 Hz to 100

KHz, the measurement accuracy is given by the LCR manual as [44],

LlC = ± [Co (0.3 + 0.03/ac)% + (0.0005 + 3/1000 ad + 1] (pF) , (12.1)

where Co is the measured capacitance value and ac the accuracy coefficient which is

also frequency-dependent. For the frequency range, ac =2. In Eq. 12.1, the first term

is the error for individual measurement, the second term is the count error of the meter,

and the third term is the residual error ofthe meter. The maximum value of Co for the

DCaD is 180 f..lF (refer to Figs. 5.3, 5,4). Substituting the ac and the Co values into Eq.

12.1, then the maximum error of the DCaD capacitance measurement is

or

LlCmax =± 1.569 pF .

ILlCmaxl / Co =0.87 % .
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12.2.2 Current Measurement

The current measurement of the DCBD was performed with HP 4145 SPA. The

current measurement accuracy of the SPA depends on the measured current value, the

set-up current range, and the output voltage. For current range from 10 /lA to 100 rnA,

the drain current measurement accuracy is given by the SPA manual as [45],

M o = ± [0.3 % 10 + (0.1 + 0.2 Vo/100) % II] , (12.3a)

where 10 is the measured current value, V0 the output voltage, and I I the SPA current

set-up range for measurement. In SPA measurement, 11 is automatically set at the

nearest decade higher than the maximum measured current value. In Eq. 12.3a, the unit

of .11 is determined by that of10 and I r- For the DCBD characteristics, V0 = VOE, 10 =

10 , For the 10 versus VGE and the 10 versus IB characteristics, VOE was set at 10 V.

For the 10 versus VOE characteristics, VOE varied from 0 up to 10 V. The drain current

10 varied for different devices and different sets of characteristics. Therefore, the errors

in the DCBD current measurement vary for different sets ofcharacteristics. The

maximum errors for each set of the DCBD current measurements calculated from Eq.

12.3a are listed Tables 12.1 through 12.15.

The current measurement error can also be expressed in percentage of the drain

current as

(l2.3b)

In the following tables, the current measurement errors are also given in percentage.
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Table 12.1 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the Large

R-DCBD Drain Current 10 versus Drain Voltage VOE Characteristics (refer

to Figs. 5.7, 5.8, Chap. 5)

VOE(max) VGE Is IO(max) II MO(max) MO(max)

(V) (V) (fJA) (fJA) (fJA) (fJA) (%)

50 100 100 ± 0.42 0.42

100 280 ±2.04 0.73

0 150 510 1000 ±2.73 0.54

200 780 ±3.54 0.45

10 250 1080 10000 ± 15.24 1.41

50 620 1000 ±3.06 0.49

100 1130 ±15.39 1.36

10 150 1660 10000 ± 16.98 1.02

200 2180 ± 18.54 0.85

250 2710 ±20.13 0.74

Table 12.2 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the Large

C-DCBD Drain Current 10 versus Drain Voltage VOE Characteristics (refer

to Fig. 5.9, Chap. 5)

V OE VGE(max) Is ID(max) II MD(max) dIO(max)

(V) (V) (fJA) (fJA) (fJA) (fJA) (%)

2 11.5 ± 0.155 1

4 32.5 100 ±0.218 0.67

10 10 6 63.0 ±0.309 0.49

8 102.5 1000 ± 1.508 1.47

10 148.5 ± 1.646 1.11
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Table 12.3 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the Large

S-DCBD Drain Current 10 versus Drain Voltage VOE Characteristics (refer

to Fig. 5.10, Chap. 5)

VOE VGE(max) IB ID(max) I} MO(max) ~ID(max)

(V) (V) (IlA) (IlA) (IlA) (IlA) (%)

2 80.0 100 ± 0.360 0.45

4 162.5 ± 1.688 1.03

10 10 6 247.0 1000 ± 1.941 0.78

8 332.0 ±2.196 0.66

10 418.5 ± 2.456 0.59

Table 12.4 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the Large

S-DCBD Drain Current 10 versus Drain Voltage VOE Characteristics (refer

to Fig. 5.11, Chap. 5)

V OE VGE(max) IB IO(max) II MD(max) ~IO(max)

(V) (V) (IlA) (IlA) (IlA) (IlA) (%)

2 155.0 ± 1.665 1.07

4 292.5 ±2.078 0.71

10 10 6 420.0 1000 ± 2.460 0.59

8 437.5 ±2.513 0.57

10 595.0 ±2.985 0.50
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Table 12.5 CalculatedMaximumErrors of the Experimental Measurementof the Large

W-DCBDDrain Current IDversus DrainVoltage VDE Characteristics

(refer to Fig. 5.12, Chap. 5)

VDE VGE(max) Is ID(max) 11 MD(max) MD(max)

(V) (V) (~A) (~A) (~A) (~A) (%)

2 144.5 ± 1.634 1.14

4 278.5 ±2.036 0.73

10 10 6 400.0 1000 ± 2.400 0.60

8 510.0 ±2.730 0.54

10 575.5 ±2.927 0.51

Table 12.6 CalculatedMaximumErrors of the Experimental Measurement of the Large

T-DCBD Drain Current IDversus DrainVoltage VDE Characteristics(refer

to Fig. 5.13, Chap. 5)

VDE VGE(max) Is ID(max) I) M(max) ~I(max)

(V) (V) (~A) (~A) (~A) (~A) (%)

2 143.5 ± 1.631 1.14

4 280.0 ±2.040 0.73

10 10 6 405.0 1000 ± 2.415 0.60

8 537.5 ±2.813 0.52

10 637.5 ± 3.113 0.49
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Table 12.7 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the Large

ET-DCBD Drain Current 10 versus Drain Voltage VOE Characteristics

(refer to Fig. 5.14, Chap. 5)

VOE VGE(max) IB IO(max) I} LlIO(max) LlIO(max)

(V) (V) (JlA) (JlA) (JlA) (JlA) (%)

2 211.5 ± 1.835 0.87

4 360.0 ±2.280 0.63

10 10 6 501.5 1000 ± 2.705 0.54

8 639.0 ± 3.117 0.49

10 746.5 ± 3.440 0.46

Table 12.8 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the Large

CT-DCBD Drain Current 10 versus Drain Voltage VOE Characteristics

(refer to Fig. 5.15, Chap. 5)

V OE VGE(max) IB IO(max) II dI(max) LlI(max)

(V) (V) (JlA) (JlA) (JlA) (JlA) (%)

2 156.5 ± 1.670 1.07

4 284.5 ± 2.054 0.72

10 10 6 433.0 1000 ± 2.499 0.58

8 575.0 ±2.925 0.51

10 709.5 ± 3.329 0.47
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Table 12.9 Calculated Maximum Errors ofthe Experimental Measurement of the Large

R-DCBD Drain Current ID versus Base Current IB Characteristics (refer to

Fig. 5.23, Chap. 5)

V OE IB(max) VGE IO(max) 11 MO(max) MO(max)

(V) (f..lA) (V) (f..lA) (f..lA) (IlA) (%)

0 4200 ±24.60 0.59

1 5150 ±27.45 0.53

10 1000 3 6100 10000 ±30.30 0.50

5 7050 ±33.15 0.47

10 8900 ±38.70 0.43

Table 12.10 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the

Large C-DCBD Drain Current ID versus Base Current IB Characteristics

(refer to Fig. 5.24, Chap. 5)

V OE IB(max) V GE IO(max) 11 MO(max) 8IO(max)

(V) (f..lA) (V) (f..lA) (IlA) (f..lA) (%)

0 7850 10000 ±35.55 0.45

1 8600 ±37.80 0.44

10 1000 3 10200 ± 150.6 1.48

5 11500 100000 ± 154.5 1.34

10 18000 ± 174.0 0.97
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Table 12.11 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the

Large S-DCBD Drain Current ID versus Base Current Ia Characteristics

(refer to Fig. 5.25, Chap. 5)

VDE Ia(max) V GE ID(max) II ~ID(max) MD(max)

(V) (~A) (V) (~A) (~A) (~A) (%)

0 2450 ± 19.35 0.79

1 3200 ±21.6 0.68

10 1000 3 3850 10000 ±23.55 0.61

5 4600 ±25.80 0.56

10 5800 ± 29.40 0.43

Table 12.12 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the

Large W-DCBD Drain Current ID versus Base Current Ia Characteristics

(refer to Fig. 5.26, Chap. 5)

V DE Ia(max) VGE ID(max) II MD(max) MD(max)

(V) (~A) (V) (~A) (~A) (~A) (%)

0 2000 ± 18.0 0.90

1 2450 ±19.35 0.79

10 1000 3 3200 10000 ± 21.60 0.68

5 3750 ± 23.25 0.62

10 4200 ±24.60 0.59
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Table 12.13 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the

Large TZ-DCBD Drain Current In versus Base Current Is Characteristics

(refer to Fig. 5.27, Chap. 5)

V OE IS(max) VGE ID(max) II MD(max) ~IO(max)

(V) (Il A) (V) (IlA) (IlA) (IlA) (%)

0 2600 ± 19.80 0.75

1 3900 ±23.70 0.61

10 1000 3 4350 10000 ±25.05 0.58

5 5800 ± 29.40 0.51

10 6850 ± 32.55 0.48

Table 12.14 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the

Large ET-DCBD Drain Current In versus Base Current Is Characteristics

(refer to Fig. 5.28, Chap. 5)

V OE IS(max) V GE ID(max) I) MD(max) MD(max)

(V) (IlA) (V) (IlA) (IlA) (IlA) (%)

0 4350 ±25.05 0.58

1 6000 10000 ± 30.00 0.50

10 1000 3 7950 ± 35.85 0.45

5 9750 ± 41.25 0.42

10 10100 100000 ± 150.3 1.49
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Table 12.15 Calculated Maximum Errors of the Experimental Measurement of the

Large CT-DCBD Drain Current 10versus Base Current IB Characteristics

(refer to Fig. 5.29, Chap. 5)

VDE IB(max) VGE ID(max) 11 MD(max) MD(max)

(V) (J-lA) (V) (flA) (flA) (flA) (%)

0 4300 ± 24.90 0.58

I 5980 10000 ± 29.94 0.50

10 1000 3 7940 ± 35.82 0.45

5 8200 ±36.6 0.45

10 10010 100000 ± 150.0 1.50

From the data in Tables 12.1 through 12.15, one sees that the maximum current

measurement errors are about 1% or less. This small error indicates that the

experimental measurement has high precision.

12.3 Evaluation of the Assumptions and Approximations in the Analytical Modeling

In the analytical model derived in Chap. 7 and extended in Chaps. 8 and 9,

various assumptions and approximations had to be made in order to achieve the desired

closed-form equations for carrier transport in the DCBD (refer to Chap. 7). These

assumptions were applied with certain limitations. The limitations and the validity of

these assumptions are discussed in this section.
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12.3.1 Uniform Base-Emitter Current Distribution

The DCBD base-emitter current was assumed to uniformly distributed across the

entire emitter region (assumption 1, Sec. 7.2). This assumption is valid only if there is

no current crowding in the base region and ifthe base and the emitter junction dopings

are homogeneous. For the large scale DCBDs fabricated in the experiment, the base

width is fairly large (WB = 7.54 J..1m, refer to Table 7.1, Chap. 7) for the applied base

current range. The base contact regions are quite large (- 100 mil2, refer to Table. 4.1).

For the large base width and base contact region, the chance for the current crowding in

the base region was diminished for intermediate base bias regime. At high base current

regime, however, the current crowding and high injection occurred for the experimental

devices, as shown in Fig. 5.5, Region (c) and Fig. 5.6, Region (b). Therefore, the base

emitter current uniformity across the entire emitter region for the large scale DCBDs is

a good assumption for intermediate base bias regime, but not good at high base current

regime. For the scaled DCBD, the base width is very small (WB = 1 J..1m, refer to Table

9.2, Chap. 9) but is heavily doped. For such narrow base width, current crowding might

be worsen. Should such be the case, the current crowding effect can be incorporated by

including a base resistance RB in the analytical modeling. The base resistance RB can

be extracted from experimental base current versus base-emitter bias characteristics [6].

Since the analysis for the scaled DCBD is purely theoretical, there is no experimental

data available for the scaled DCBD and thus no effect to incorporate nor compute the

base current crowding was made.

12.3.2 Uniform Emitter-Base Electron Boundary Value

The excess electron concentration boundary value on the emitter-base junction

on the base side was assumed to be constant along the entire emitter area (Assumption
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3, Sec. 7.2). The excess electron concentration at the emitter-base boundary was given

in Eq. 7.18 (Chap. 7) and is reproduced here,

&1p(O) =npoevsElvt • (12.4)

Ifthe base is homogeneously doped and the base-emitter bias is constant, &1p(O) is

uniform. If current crowding occurred in the base, the base-emitter bias VBE would not

be constant along the base-emitter junction. Otherwise, VBE is a constant. As analyzed

in Sec. 12.3.1, the current crowding did not occur for the experimental DCBD devices.

Hence the assumption of a uniform emitter-base electron boundary value is valid at

intermediate base current bias regime.

12.3.3 Ideal Channel-Base Junction

The channel-base junction is a field-induced junction (FIJ, refer to Fig. 3.3,

Chap. 3). Unlike diffused or implanted pnjunction, there are no introduced impurities

or defects in the FIJ. As a result, carrier recombination in the FIJ is minimized

compared to a diffused or an implanted pn junction. Therefore, the FIJ should be (or

very close to) an ideal pnjunction (Assumption 4, Sec. 7.2).

12.3.4 Constant Channel Voltage in the Saturation Channel Portion

In the saturation channel portion of the DCBD, ifboth the emitter-base junction

and the channel-base junction are forward biased to provide the same excess carrier

concentration boundary conditions, there is no net current flow along the saturation

channel (refer to Fig. 3.6, Chap. 3, the saturation region). Therefore, the voltage in the

saturation channel with respect to the base should be constant (Assumption 5, Sec. 7.2).

This assumption is based upon ideal case.
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In practice, however, the excess carrier concentration boundary conditions at the

base-emitter and the channel base junctions may not be exactly same. There might be

still some small slope on the excess carrier concentration profile in the base beneath the

saturation channel region (refer to Fig. 3.6c, saturation region). Therefore, there is still

some current collection in the saturation channel. However, the amount ofcollected

current in the saturation channel is less than that in the transition channel. As analyzed

in Chap. 7, the amount ofcollected current in the transition channel is very small

compared to that collected in the active channel. Therefore the tiny current collected in

the saturation channel is neglected in the analytical model. Hence the channel voltage

in the saturation channel region is constant.

12.3.5 Short Base and Effective Base Width

The validity ofthe short base condition (Assumption 2, Sec. 7.2) depends on the

comparison of the effective base width WSeff with the electron diffusion length in the

base Ln. For the p-epi layer with a resistivity range of2 - 3 Q em, the electron

diffusion length Ln is about 30 um [17], which is much larger than the p-epi layer

thickness (Wepi = 8.2 urn, refer to Sec. 4.1). For the DCBD with an n-channel present,

the effective base width is determined by the epi layer thickness minus the depletion

region widths (Fig. 12.1). So for the DCBD with an n-channel present, the short base

assumption is well satisfied, and the electron recombination in the base can be

neglected.

For the large scale DCBD with no n-channel present, however, the electrons

injected from distant portion of the emitter have to pass a much longer effective base

width to reach the drain/collector (refer to Fig. 3.4, Chap. 3, where Wseff = WDS)' So

the most electrons injected from the distant portion of the emitter recombine in the base.

Therefore, the short base assumption is violated for the DCBD operating with no n-
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channel present, i. e., the parasitic BJT operating mode. However, the parasitic BJT

operating mode has been described by a low parasitic BIT current gain /30 (refer to Eq.

6.45b, Chap. 6). Therefore, the short base assumption is valid for the principle

modeling features to a good approximation.

In the analytical modeling (refer to Chap. 7), the DCBD base width WB was

taken as an average value over the channel length (Fig. 12.1) in order to achieve desired

closed-form equations. The average value ofWB equals the base epi-layer width Wepi

minus the base-emitter junction depletion width XdBE and the average channel-base

junction depletion width xdch (the channel depth xch is very small and negligible)

WB = Wepi - xdBE - xdch· (12.5)

It is noted that the actual channel-base junction depletion width is a function ofboth

gate voltage VGB and the channel location y, i. e., xdch =xdch(VGB' y), as shown in

Fig. 12.1. By taking the average base width, WB value was fixed and calculated as WB

= 7.54 urn (refer to Table 7.1). In actual case, however, the effective base width WBeff

is not a constant. The value ofWBeffvaries along the channel location and are also

dependent on the bias parameters (Fig. 12.1). That is,

WBeff{VGB, y) = Wepi - xdBE - xdch(VGB, y) - xch

= Wepi - xdBE- Xdch(VGB' y) ,

(12.6a)

(12.6b)

where xch is the channel depth which is very small and negligible compared to either

xdBE or Xdch·· Let us evaluate the xdBEand xdch(VGB' y) influence on WBeff{VGB'

y).

• The inversion layer thickness xch is in the range of 100 A or less. A value used by Nicollian & Brews
was 75 A. This value is used herein.
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For the base-emitter junction, the base is lightly doped and the emitter heavily

doped. Hence the base-emitter junction can be approximated as an one-sided, step

junction. From the conventional pnjunction theory, xdBEis given by [6]

[
2 8 ]II2

xdBE = q N: (~iBE - VBE) , (12.7)

where VBE is the base-emitter junction bias and ~iBE the base-emitter junction built-in

potential. The built-in potential ~iBE is related to the base doping concentration Na and

the emitter doping concentration Nd by [6]

(12.8)

The base-emitter junction bias VBE is related to the base current IB by Eq. 6.37 (Chap.

6), and is reproduced here (the fact that the recombination current on the surface

beneath the gate oxide Irec «IB is used)

[ A. IB ]
VBE = nBE Vt In -I- .

BEO
(12.9)

Therefore for given base current, xdBEcan be calculated. Figure 12.2 shows an

example ofxdBE change with respect to the base current for the large R-DCBD. One

sees from the figure that xdBE variation with the base current change is insignificant.

Therefore, an average value ofxdBE =0.35 urn can be and was used in the analytical

modeling to a good approximation.

For the channel-base junction, if the electron density per unit volume in the

channel is designated as Nch(Y), then Nch(Y) equals the channel charge density per unit

area QnCVchB(Y), VGB) divided by the channel depth xch,
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(12.10)

where QnCVchB(Y), VGB) is given by Eq. 7.8b, and the channel potential VchB(Y) in the

active channel can be numerically solve by Eq. 7.42 (Chap. 7). The built-in potential of

the channel-base junction ~iCB(Y) is similar to that of the base-emitter junction (Eq.

12.8),

A,.. (y) = V In[ Na Nch(Y)]vica t n.2
1

(12.11a)

(12.11b)

The channel electron concentration Nch(Y) can be very high. So the channel-base

junction can be also treated as an one-sided, step junction, and Xdch(Y) can be expressed

similarly to Eq. 12.7 as

[
2 E ]1/2

Xdch(VGB, y) = q N: (~iCB(Y)+ VchB(Y))

= { 2 Es [V In Na Qn(VchB(Y),VGB) + V hB(Y)]} 1/2
q N t x hn·2 ca c 1

(12.12a)

(12.12b)

It is noted that in this equation, the sign of the second term is changed to positive due to

the fact that the channel-base junction is reverse biased. Using Eq. 12.12b, the channel

base junction depletion width xdch(VGB' y) can be computed with respect to the

channel location Yor the gate voltage VGB' Figure 12. 3 shows the xdch(VGB, y)

•change with respect to Yfor VGB = 1 V, VDB = 10 V for the large R-DCBD as an

• For such bias condition, the channel is pinched off near the drain nipple. The channelvoltageVchB(Y)
is a function ofthe gate voltageand the pinch-offvoltage (refer to Eq. 7.42).
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example. The xdch(Vos, y) variation along the channel location y is insignificant.

Hence an average value ofxdch =0.3] urn taking at the middle of the channel can be

and was used in the analytical modeling to a good approximation. By taking an average

value ofxdch over the channel location y, the effective base width in Eq. 12.6b can be

expressed as a function ofVos- That is, Wseff{Vos, y) = Wseff{VOB)'

Figure 12.4 shows the xdch(Vos, y) change with respect to the gate voltage

Vos evaluated at the middle of the channel for the large R-DCBD. From this figure,

one sees that the change ofxdch(Vos, y) with respect to the gate voltage Vos is

significant. With the increase of Vos- xdch(Vos, y) increases. Hence the effective

base width Wseff'{Vos) is decreasing with the increase of VOB (refer to Eq. 12.6b).

If the effective base width Wseff{\'os) is incorporated into the analytical model,

the total active channel collected current Jncha can be expressed as (refer to Eq. 7.31)

I = q npo J..lo Vt Wch Lact [A. Is ]nBE

ncha WseftCVOs) ISEO •
(12.13)

Once the channel is biased into fully active (Vcs > Voson), the active channel length

Lact is limited by the physical channel length Lch (refer to Eq. 7.28b), and locha is

expressed as

(12.14)

Now that Wseff{\'OB) decreases with the increase of Vos- locha increases with the

increase of Voa even beyond the channel saturation onset voltage Voaon (refer to Fig.

7.17, Chap. 7). Therefore, the 10 versus Vos curves would not be flat in the fully active

region (Region IV, Fig. 7.17). Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the channel

voltage VchB(y), the channel-base depletion width xdch(Vos, y) could not be
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incorporated into the analytical modeling. Instead, a constant, average base width WB =

7.54 urnwas used. Due to the constant base width used in the analytical modeling, the

theoretical ID versus VGB curves are ideally flat in the fully active channel region

(Region IV, Fig. 7.17). This assumption ofa constant base width caused the deviation

of the theoretical ID curves from the experimental ones. In the experimental results, the

drain current versus gate voltage curves in the fully active channel region are not flat but

have finite slopes (refer to Figs. 5.9 to 5.16, Chap. 5).

12.3.6 Influence of the Transitional Channel Collected Current

In the DCBD analytical modeling in Chap. 7, the current collections in the active

channel and in the transitional channel were treated separately (refer to Sees. 7.2.4 and

7.2.6). The voltage drop in the active channel over a incremental channel length dy is

given by (refer to Eqs. 7.8a and 7.9a),

(12.15)
dy

dVcbB(Y) = Icha{Y) Jlch Wch Qn(VcbB{y), VGB) ,

where Icha(Y) is the active channel collected current which is location Ydependent.

This simplified treatment was based on the assumption that the voltage drop in the

active channel is solely caused by the active channel current Icha{Y) and that the

transitional channel collected current has zero influence on the active channel region.

That is, the "sharp transition" approximation was used, as discussed in Sec. 7.2.4. This

assumption simplified the analytical modeling. As discussed below, the approximation

is valid for some device operating regimes, but offers an opportunity for incorrect for

others.

In actual case, the total current collected from the transitional channel (Icht, refer

to Eq. 7.55, Sec. 7.2.6) must flow through the active channel (when present) before
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reaching the drain/collector (Fig. 12.2). Hence in the active channel portion, there are

actually two current components: the active channel collected current Icha(Y)which is

location-dependent, and the total transitional channel collected current Icht which is

location-independent in the active channel after the channel saturation onset begins (Fig.

12.2). Both current components contribute to the channel voltage drop and the self

biasing in the active channel. Therefore, the total voltage drop caused by both Icha(Y)

and Icht in the active channel at location Y(0 < Y< Lact, Fig. 7.5, Sec. 7.2.4.1) should

be modified from Eq. 12.15 to become

dVchB(at)(Y) = [Icha(Y) + Icht] I! h W h Q ~YhB (y) V )'c c n c (at) , GB
(12.16)

where the subscript "(at)" identifies that the channel voltage drop dVchB(at)(Y) is caused

by both Icha(Y) and Icht in order to distinguish from dVchB(Y) in Eq. 12.15.

As shown in Sec. 7.4.6, Chap. 7, the total transitional channel collected current

Icht depends upon the transitional channel front edge Ytr (Eq. 7.55). To determine Ytr,

the active channel length Lact must be solved first (Eq. 7.64). The determination of

Lact requires the expression ofIcha(Y) (Eq. 7.9a). But Icha(Y) is in tum related to Lact

(Eq. 7.17). This mutual dependence of the transitional channel and the active channel

parameters makes it is impossible to solve Eq. 12.16 explicitly. This is why the

transitional channel and the active channel were separately treated for simplicity in the

analytical modeling. In order to explicitly solve Eq. 12.16, iterative methods must be

invoked to incorporate both effects simultaneously.

On other hand, from Eq. 12.16 and the illustrative Fig. 12.5, one sees that the

effect of the transitional channel collected current is to superpose Icht to total current

flow in the active channel. Based on this fact, one can evaluate the transitional channel

current influence by computing the ratio of the maximum magnitude of the total
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transitional channel collected current Icht to that of the total active channel collected

current Ioact for a fixed base current value. This ratio is designated with symbol Mta in

this dissertation, i. e.,

AI = Icht(max) I (0/)
U ta - IDact(max) IB 70 •

(12.17)

Both Inacr and Icht can be extracted from the theoretical DCBD drain current versus

gate voltage characteristics (Sees. 7.2.4.2 and 7.2.6). Typical ratios ofIcht to Ioact for

the large R-DCBD and the scaled R-DCBDs are listed in Table 12.16 for reasonable

base current biases.

Table 12.16 Current Ratios of the Maximum Transitional Channel Current to the

Maximum Active Channel Current for Fixed Base Current

DCBD Device Icht (IlA) Ioact (IlA) Mta (%)

Large R-DCBD (Fig. 7.17, IB= IOIlA) 0.68 116 0.58

31.62 urn R-DCBD (Fig. 9.17, IB =O.lIlA) 0.7 29.5 2.4

10 urn R-DCBD (Fig. 9.6, IB =O.1IlA) 1.1 29.5 3.7

0.8861lm R-DCBD (Fig. 9.13, IB =O.1IlA) 5.5 22 25

From Table 12.16, one sees that as the channel scaled down, the ratio of the

transitional channel current to the active channel current is increased. Hence the

influence ofthe transitional channel on the DCBD electrical characteristics is more

dominant for short channel devices. For channel length greater than 10 urn, the

transition channel collected current influence is quite small. The error caused by

neglecting the transition channel current influence on the active channel self-biasing is
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negligible and the analytical model is valid. For channel lengths from 10 urn down to

submicron range, the transition channel collection can have a significant contribution.

The transition channel current influence on the active channel self-biasing is no longer

negligible. Therefore, for micron channel devices, the analytical model must be

modified to incorporate the transition channel current influence on the active channel

self-biasing ifmore accurate numerical parameters are desired.

It should mentioned that the transition channel current influence is effective only

when the transition channel is present. For biases such that the transition channel

disappears, its influence is of course absent. As analyzed in Chap. 7, the transition

channel is present when the gate voltage VGB is near the threshold voltage value Vrn

Therefore, the error caused by neglecting the transition channel current influence on the

active channel self-biasing is remarkable only near VGB = VTH.

It is noted here that the locations of the "knees II in the drain current curves (refer

to Fig. 7.17) are not affected by the sharp transition assumption. That is, even for

submicron length channel, the basic structure can be expected to be valid as

characterized by the theory herein.

12.3.7 Weak Inversion and Subthreshold Current

In the analytical modeling developed, it was assumed that the channel current

exists only in strong-inversion channel (VGB > VTH)' However, in a weak-inversion

channel, i. e., the gate bias voltage VGB is less than, but close to, the threshold voltage

VTH, there still exists some weak channel current. This channel current in weak

inversion channel is called subthreshold current as is usual in MOSFETs. In the weak

inversion case, the channel charge per unit area is given by [6],

Q (V hB(Y) V ) =- Vt ~ES q Na exp[VGB - VTH - VchB(Y)] (12.18)
nst c 'GB 2 IcI>pl ~Vt'
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where the parameter ~ is

1 -VESqNa
~ = 1 + 2 Cox I~pl' (12.19)

The subthreshold analysis can be pursued and represented by proceeding in a

manner similar to that used in the model for the strong-inversion channel in Sec. 7.2.

The entire channel in weak inversion is still partitioned into active channel, transition

channel and saturation channel components (refer to Fig. 7.6). However, since the

subthreshold current is very small (verified below), the transition channel contribution

to the subthreshold current is neglected. Only the active channel contribution needs to

be considered. The active channel length Lstact of the R-DCBD under subthreshold

condition is derived in the Appendix A12-I. The result is

L - {~Vt IlchWB
stact" npo 110

ES Na [IBEO]nBE [1- (_ VDB)] (VGB-VTH) } 1/2
q I~pl A. IB exp ~Vt exp ~Vt

(12.20)

The subthreshold current 1st can be represented in a form similar to Eq. 7.31 with the

replacement of Lact by Lstact- That is,

I =q npO 110 Vt Wch Lstact [A. IB]nBE
st WB IBEO ' (12.21)

Since Lstact exponentially increase with the increase of the gate voltage VGB (Eq.

12.20), and 1st is proportional to Lstact' hence the subthreshold current 1st exponentially

increase with the increase of VGB in weak inversion regime.

Figure 12.6 shows the active channel length for subthreshold Lstact versus the

effective gate voltage (VGB - VTH) for the large R-DCBD for VDB = 2 V, IB = 2 IlA to
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10 J.l.A in steps of 2 J.l.A. It is noted that the Lstact is in run range for VGB < VTH' For

such short Lstact' the collected subthreshold current is in nA range as shown in Fig.

12.7. Compared to the strong-inversion drain current ID in the range of 10 - 102 J.l.A

(refer to Chaps. 5, 7, 8 and 9), this nA range subthreshold current can be neglected in

the DCBn analytical modeling (both for the large dimension and the scaled-down

dimension devices). Only the strong inversion channels and the strong inversion

channel collected currents were analyzed.

All of assumptions and approximations used in the analytical modeling are

summarized in Table 12.17. The influences oferrors caused by these assumptions and

approximations on the DCBn analytical modeling are adjudged in the table.

From the above analysis, one sees that the major error sources of the analytical

modeling are caused by the constant base width approximation and the sharp transition

assumption at moderate bias conditions. These two assumptions are believed to be

responsible for the errors in the DCBD theoretical characteristics compared to the

experimental results.

In the following section, the relative errors of the DCBn theoretical

characteristics compared to the experimental results are computed and presented.
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Table 12.17 Assumptions and Approximations and the Resultant Error Influences on the DCBD Analytical Modeling

Assumption and Approximation Assessment of the Resultant Resultant Error Influence on the DCBD

Error Significance Characteristics

Uniform Base-Emitter Current Distribution Insignificant Negligible

Uniform Emitter-Base Electron Boundary Insignificant Negligible

Value

Ideal Channel-Base Junction Insignificant Negligible

Constant Saturation Channel Voltage Insignificant Negligible

Neglected Subthreshold Current Collection Insignificant Negligible

Constant Base Width (Effective Base Width Can be quite significant Major Error Source in the DCBD

Modulation is Neglected) when the inversion channel Theoretical Characteristics Compared

is present and the effective to the Experimental Results

base width modulation is

significant

Sharp Transition (The Transition Channel Quite Significant Near VTH Error Negligible for the DCBD with

Current Influence on the Active Channel Self- for Short Channel DCBD Channel Longer than 10 urn, but not

Biasing is Neglected) Negligible for the DCBD with Channel

in Submicron Range



12.4 Relative Error in the DCBD Theoretical Characteristics Compared to the

Experimental Results

The DCBD devices were theoretically characterized with different bias

parameters for different sets of curves. The differences oferrors encountered for

different bias parameters and different set of curves are quite different. It is appropriate

to choose a proper bias point to evaluate the errors in the DCBD theoretically

determined characteristics. This chosen bias point should be such as to represent the

DCBD unique and important electrical features.

As described and analyzed in Chap. 7, one of the DCBD unique feature is the

distributive electrical characteristics, which is reflected by the knee points on the drain

current curves (refer to Figs. 7.17 and 7.19), and the gm and Pac fall-off locations (Fig.

7.18 and 7.20). Therefore, the knee points on the drain current characteristics are

chosen to evaluate the errors in the DCBD analytical modeling. In this section, the

relative errors ofthe theoretically determined drain current of the large R-DCBD, the

large C-DCBD, the large ET-DCBD and the large CT-DCBD are computed at the knee

points compared to the experimentally measured values. Both the drain current 10

versus gate voltage V GB and the 10 versus base current IB characteristics are evaluated.

For the 10 versus VGB characteristics (Fig. 7.23), the relative error of the theoretically

determined drain current is defined as

and

810 (IlA) = Iothr - Ioexp IvGB = VGBon '

81
0

(%) = IIothr - Ioexpl I x 100.
Ioexp VGB = VGBon
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Here IDthr represents the theoretical drain current value, IDexp the experimental value,

and VGBon the channel saturation onset voltage which corresponds to the knee point on

the ID versus VGB curves (refer to Fig. 7.17). It is noted that VGBon values vary

significantly with the value of the base current bias.

For the IDversus IB characteristics (Fig. 7.25), the relative error of the

theoretically determined drain current is defined as

and

,110 (J.lA) = IDthr - IDexp lIB = IBon '

AID (0J'0) = IIDthr - IDexpl I 100
L1 7( I I - I x ,Dexp B - Bon

(l2.24a)

(l2.24b)

where IBon is the channel saturation onset current which corresponds to the knee point

on the ID versus IBcurves (refer to Fig. 7.19). The IBon values vary with the change of

the gate voltage.

Using these definitions, the errors of the theoretical characteristics of the large

R-DCBD, the large C-DCBD, the large ET-DCBD and the large CT-DCBD are

computed and listed in Tables 12.18 through 12.25.
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Table 12.18 Relative Errors of the Large R-DCBD Theoretical Drain Current 10 versus

Gate Voltage VGB Characteristics at the Knee Locations Compared to the

Experimental Results (refer to Fig. 7.23, Chap. 7)

1B (IlA) 10thr (IlA) 10exp (IlA) 810 (IlA) Mo (%)

2 12.5 11.8 0.7 5.9

4 34.0 31.6 2.4 7.6
--'-'-~" -- ---l" ' .. _,~,,-.

6 64.6 58.4 6.2 10.6

8 101.6 96.7 4.9 5.1

10 143.4 140.8 2.6 1.8

Table 12.19 Relative Errors of the Large C-DCBD Theoretical Drain Current 10 versus

Gate Voltage VGB Characteristics at the Knee Locations Compared to the

Experimental Results (refer to Fig. 8.21, Chap. 8)

1B (IlA) 10thr (IlA) 10 exp (IlA) M o (IlA) Mo (%)

2 62.0 75.5 -13.5 17.9

4 138.8 155.6 -16.8 10.8

6 216.6 234.4 -17.8 7.59

8 301.6 312.5 -10.9 3.49

10 396.5 388.2 8.3 2.14
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Table 12.20 Relative Errors of the Large ET-DCBD Theoretical Drain Current 10

versus Gate Voltage VGB Characteristics at the Knee Locations Compared

to the Experimental Results (refer to Fig. 8.25, Chap. 8)

IB (IlA) Iothr (Il A) Io exp (IlA) Mo (IlA) Mo(%)

2 208.5 195.5 13.0 6.65

4 354.5 330.4 24.1 7.29

6 500.0 481.2 18.8 3.91

8 626.4 640.6 -14.2 2.22

10 765.5 766.5* -1.0* 0.13*

* The experimental curvefor IB = 10/lAhas not reached the saturation onset voltageyet at VGB = 10 V.

Table 12.21 Relative Errors of the Large ET-DCBD Theoretical Drain Current 10

versus Gate Voltage VGB Characteristics at the Knee Locations Compared

to the Experimental Results (refer to Fig. 8.29, Chap. 8)

IB (IlA) Iothr (IlA) Io exp (IlA) Mo (IlA) .110 (%)

2 157.5 155.6 1.9 1.22

4 282.2 274.4 7.8 2.84

6 414.5 411.2 3.3 0.80

8 557.6 538.5 19.1 3.55

10 682.4 676.6 5.8 0.86
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Table 12.22 Relative Errors of the Large R-DCBD Theoretical Drain Current In versus

Base Current IB Characteristics at the Knee Locations Compared to the

Experimental Results (refer to Fig. 7.25, Chap. 7)

VOB (V) Iothr (A) Io exp (A) Mo(A) ~ID (%)

0 8.10 x 10-7 8.05 x 10-7 0.05 x 10-7 0.62

1 1.02 x 10-5 9.98 x 10-6 0.22 x 10-6 2.20

3 4.22 x 10-5 4.30 x 10-5 -0.08 x 10-5 1.86

5 1.45 x 10-4 1.28 x 10-4 0.17 x 10-4 13.3

10 5.82 x 10-4 4.94 x 10-4 0.88 x 10-4 17.8

Table 12.23 Relative Errors of the Large C-DCBD Theoretical Drain Current ID versus

Base Current IB Characteristics at the Knee Locations Compared to the

Experimental Results (refer to Fig. 8.23, Chap. 8)

VOB (V) IDthr (A) IDexp (A) ~ID (A) M D (%)

0 5.02 x 10-6 5.12 x 10-6 -0.10 x 10-6 1.95

1 1.02 x 10-4 1.12 x 10-4 -0.10 x 10-4 8.93

3 7.22 x 10-4 7.30 x 10-4 -0.08 x 10-4 1.10

5 1.45 x 10-3 1.65 x 10-3 -0.20 x 10-3 12.1

10 3.55 x 10-3 4.15 x 10-3 -0.60 x 10-3 14.5
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Table 12.24 Relative Errors of the Large ET-DCBD Theoretical Drain Current 10

versus Base Current Is Characteristics at the Knee Locations Compared to

the Experimental Results (refer to Fig. 8.27, Chap. 8)

VGS (V) Iothr (A) Io exp (A) Mo(A) dIo (%)

0 1.88 x 10-5 1.85 x 10-5 0.03 x 10-5 1.62

1 7.22 x 10-5 7.20 x 10-5 0.02 x 10-5 0.28

3 1.88 x 10-4 1.80 x 10-4 0.08 x 10-4 4.44

5 3.92 x 10-4 3.88 x 10-4 0.04 x 10-4 1.03

10 1.01 x 10-3 1.08 x 10-3 -0.07 x 10-3 6.50

Table 12.25 Relative Errors of the Large CT-DCBD Theoretical Drain Current 10

versus Base Current Is Characteristics at the Knee Locations Compared to

the Experimental Results (refer to Fig. 8.31, Chap. 8)

VGB (V) Iothr (A) Io exp (A) Mo(A) Mo (%)

0 5.22 x 10-5 4.66 x 10-5 0.56 x 10-5 12.0

1 1.02 x 10-4 9.08 x 10-5 1.12 x 10-5 12.3

3 2.12 x 10-4 2.02 x 10-4 0.10 x 10-4 4.95

5 5.76 x 10-4 5.68 x 10-4 0.08 x 10-4 1.41

10 2.00 x 10-3 1.98 x 10-3 0.02 x 10-3 1.01
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Tables 12.18 through 12.25 showed that the differences ofthe most relative

errors in the theoretically determined drain currents at the knee points are less than 10%

when compared to the experimental values. This relative error range numerically

confirmed the validity of the analytical model developed herein. From Figs. 7.21, 7.25,

8.21 8.23,8.258.27,8.29 and 8.31, one sees that at low and moderate base current

regimes (Is < 100 J.LA), the theoretically determined drain current characteristics

excellently agree with the experimental results. The most dramatic features of the

DCBD non-linearities are well predicted by the theory with surprisingly good accuracy.

The channel transconductance threshold voltages, the "knee" locations, the fall-off

regions shown in the theoretical characteristics for various gate geometries all have

good agreement with the experimental results at intermediate base current regimes.

At high base current range (Is> 100 J.LA), however, the relative errors between

the DCBD theoretical and the experimental characteristics increased and the theory

appears to weaken. These increased errors are caused by high injection and current

crowding which occurred in the experimental devices. The experimental devices have

quite large channel areas and the base is lightly doped (refer to Chap. 4). At high

current conditions, high injection and current crowding occurred, as shown in the base

current versus base-emitter voltage characteristics (Fig. 5.5) and the drain current versus

base-emitter voltage characteristics (Fig. 5.6). In order to provide closed-form or quasi

closed-form solutions which could be easily inspected for validity, neither of these

phenomena were included in this first analytical model. Now that a reliable base model

is available, such second-order effect as high injection and current crowding can be

included in further model development using numerical methods.
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CHAPTER 13

CONCLUSION

The Distributed-Channel Bipolar Device (DCBD) merges the structure and

electrical behaviors ofa conventional n-p-n BJT and a conventional n-channel

MOSFET. The DCBD has four terminals: an emitter, a base, a drain/collector and a

gate. A conducting channel can be created beneath the gate oxide and connected to the

drain resulting in a large channel collector. Under certain bias conditions, the DCBD

can exhibit unique electrical characteristics. These unique electrical characteristics

make the DCBD very attractive for many applications, especially for sensor application.

DCBD devices with different gate geometries were designed, fabricated and

characterized in the experiments. The MOS capacitance characteristics, the emitter-base

junction diode characteristics, the drain current versus gate voltage characteristics, the

drain current versus base current characteristics ofthe DCBD devices were all

experimentally measured with precision. The DCBD channel transconductance

characteristics were derived by differentiating the drain current versus gate voltage

characteristics. The DCBD a. c. current gain (/3) characteristics were derived by

differentiating the drain current versus base current characteristics.

The experimentally measured DCBD characteristics illustrated the unique

DCBD features in a dramatic way. These experimental results also well illustrated the

channel transconductance threshold voltage, the distributive channel effects on the

drain current, the channel transconductance fall-off and the a. c. current gain fall-off

arising from the DCBD operational features.

A first analytical model incorporating the DCBD operating principles was

developed to simulate the DCBD experimental characteristics. All of the DCBD unique
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features were illustrated in the theoretical model. The electrical characteristics acquired

using the analytical model have excellent agreement with the experimental results at

intermediate base current and gate voltage ranges. This excellent agreement between

the theory and the experiment soundly confirmed the validity of this first analytical

model, even with its various approximations, for large gate area DCBD devices.

In the development of the analytical model, various assumptions and

approximations had to be made in order to obtain the very desirable closed-form

equations. These assumptions and approximations resulted in some relative magnitude

errors in the theoretical characteristics when compared against the experimental results.

Ofall the assumptions and approximations used in the modeling, the assumptions ofa

constant base width for all bias parameters and a sharp channel transition between the

saturation and the collecting regions were the two major contributions to the relative

errors identified in the comparison of the theoretical and the experimental DCBD

electrical characteristics. These two assumptions were somewhat weak for the

analytical modeling when applied to the short-channel devices and for high current

operating ranges.

At high base current value, the relative errors in the DCBD theoretical

characteristics were high compared to the experimental results. The increasing

theoretical errors with increasingly high base current are deduced as being caused by the

onset ofhigh current injection and base current crowding. Neither of these phenomena

was incorporated in the analytical modeling. But, from the experimental data, both

phenomena were concluded to be present at high operating current. That is, the

analytical model developed in this dissertation is the most valid for low and moderate

base current ranges.
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Nevertheless, while the theoretical computations exhibit some errors (especially

for submicron channel devices), the principle phenomena and unique features of the

DCBD are clearly present in the theoretical characteristics, and the theoretical

characteristics have a good agreement with the experimental results at intermediate bias

value. From this good agreement between the theory and the experiment, one can place

solid confidence in this first analytical model of the DCBD. And, it can be expected

that this first analytical model is a reasonable starting point for more refined theories

which, for example, may incorporate the effective base width modulation, the transition

channel influence on the active channel self-biasing (especially important for submicron

DCBD), high current injection and the current crowding. In the refinement of the

theory, iterative numerical methods may be invoked for simultaneous equation

solutions. Such iterative methods are standard and well known.

For the submicron channel DCBD devices, the transition channel collected

current is more important than for the long channel device. More accurate computation

for the transition channel current contribution in the submicron channel device is

needed. It is believed that for the submicron channel DCBD, analytical modeling with

good agreement can be obtained if the transition channel current influence on the active

channel self-biasing is incorporated.

It is also noted that in the analytical model developed herein, the hot electron

effects were not incorporated into the channel mobility values used. The hot electron

effects in MOSFET are well known and can be added to the analytical model without a

change in the basic theory. The key point to be made here is that the analytical model

can be expected to hold well for submicron channel DCBDs if the transition channel

current contribution and the hot electron effects are incorporated.
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It is concluded that the principle objectives of the dissertation have been

reached. The good agreement between the theory and the experiment clearly endorses

the validity of this first theoretical model developed in this dissertation. This theoretical

model provides a solid basis for the future development ofmore detailed theoretical

DCBD models.
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CHAPTER 14

SUMMARY

A Distributed-Channel Bipolar Device (DCBD) was presented, analyzed and

modeled in this dissertation. The DCBD is a four terminal device which merges the

structures and electrical behaviors of a conventional n-p-n BJT and a conventional n

channel MOSFET. Depending upon bias conditions, the DCBD can exhibit unique

electrical characteristics. The physical fundamentals lying in the DCBD distributive

behavior were described and discussed first. The design and fabrication procedures

were then described and the measured DCBD electrical characteristics presented. An

analytical model incorporating the DCBD operating principles was developed based on

physical understanding ofthe device transport mechanisms. The applications of the

DCBD as a strain gauge accelerometer and as a reference voltage device were

theoretically characterized for application illustration.

Following a review of the devices physics of conventional BJT and conventional

MOSFET, the DCBD operating mechanisms were explained and described in Chap. 3

from fundamental physical points ofview. Depending upon bias conditions, the DCBD

can operate in forward active mode with no channel collection, forward active mode

with fully channel collection and forward active mode with partial channel collection.

When the DCBD is forward biased and the n-channel is present, the emitter-injected

electrons are collected by the channel collector resulting a channel current. The channel

current flowing along the resistive channel creates voltage drop along the channel.

Hence the channel-to-base voltage along the channel. The distributive channel voltage

causes the n-channel partitioning into three regions: fully active collecting region, fully
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saturation region and partially saturation region (transition region). As a result, the

DCBD exhibits unique, distributive electrical behavior.

In Chap. 4, the design and fabrication procedure of the DCBD were described in

detail. The device design was focused on optimizing the device parameters, especially

the device a. c. current gain and the current gain ratio ofthe operating mode with the

fully channel collection to that with no channel collection. In order to illustrate gate

geometry effect on the DCBD electrical characteristics, six different gate geometries

were designed for the device fabrication. The devices were fabricated on trench

isolated mesas to minimize carrier recombination on the "non-active" device surface.

Some fundamental IC manufacture techniques such as oxidation, diffusion and

metallization were applied in the device fabrication.

The experimentally measured DCBD electrical characteristics were presented in

Chap. 5. The DCBD drain current characteristics were measured with respect to the

drain voltage, the gate voltage and the base current for different bias conditions. The

DCBD drain current versus drain voltage characteristics exhibit either BJT-like

behavior or MOSFET-like behavior depending upon the applied gate voltage values.

Both the DCBD drain current versus gate voltage characteristics and the drain current

versus base current characteristics illustrate the DCBD distributive electrical behaviors

and gate geometry effect, as predicted by physical understanding of the device operating

mechanisms. The DCBD electrical behaviors were examined in more details by

differentiating the drain current versus gate voltage and the drain current versus base

current characteristics, resulting the channel transconductance and the a. c. current gain

characteristics, respectively. There are exist sharp fall-offs on the channel

transconductance and the a. c. current gain characteristics resulted from the DCBD
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distributive behavior. These sharp fall-offs have great potential for sensing

applications. Another unique feature shown on the channel transconductance

characteristics is the transconductance threshold voltage at which the DCBD channel

transconductance crosses zero value. This transconductance threshold voltage can be

applied as a stable voltage reference.

In Chap. 6, the influence of carrier surface recombination on the DeBD

characteristics and the transconductance threshold phenomena were analyzed based on

the SHR recombination theory. When the DCBD surface layer beneath the gate oxide is

biased into depletion or weak inversion, the carrier recombination in the surface layer

predominates the carrier transport mechanisms in the DCBD portion under the gate area.

The surface recombination consumes a fraction of the base current and degrades the

device current gain. As a result, the DCBD drain current is reduced to a minimum value

by the carrier recombination in the depleted surface layer, and the channel

transconductance reaches zero at the minimum drain current point. The gate voltage

corresponding to the zero transconductance is defined as the transconductance threshold

voltage. The transconductance threshold voltage value is independent of the bias

parameters and the gate geometry.

The carrier transport mechanisms in the DCBD for various bias conditions were

thoroughly analyzed and discussed in Chap. 7. Based on the transport analysis, an

analytical model was developed for the rectangular-gate DCBD (R-DCBD). The

transport analysis resulted in closed-form equations for the channel component length

and the channel-collected currents in different regions. From these expressions in

combination with the surface recombination analysis in Chap. 6, the theoretical

characteristics of the R-DCBD were computed and presented. The theoretically
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determined DCBD characteristics exhibit all ofunique features observed in the

experimentally measured characteristics and are well coincided with the experimental

measurements for the large R-DCBD. This good agreement strongly confirmed the

validity of the developed analytical model.

The analytical model developed for the large R-DCBD was then applied to and

modified for selected non-rectangular gate DCBD devices in Chap. 8. The selected

non-rectangular DCBD devices included: the circular DCBD (C-DCBD), the

expanding-trapezoidal DCBD (ET-DCBD) and the contracting-trapezoidal DCBD (CT

DCBD). These gate shapes were selected to illustrate key gate geometry effect on the

DCBD electrical characteristics. The gate geometry effect originates from distributive

channel resistance which is a function ofchannel width and affects the channel voltage

distribution. The DCBD devices with different channel widths have different channel

resistance functions and different channel voltage distributions. Therefore, the DCBD

devices with different gate geometries present different electrical characteristics

whereas the primary unique DCBD features remain. From the modified analytical

model, the theoretical characteristics of the C-DCBD, the ET-DCBD and the CT-DCBD

were computed. The theoretically computed characteristics are well coincided with the

experimentally measured ones of the selected devices.

In Chap. 9, the analytical model developed for the larger R-DCBD in Chap. 7

was applied to the scaled-down R-DCBD devices with a 0.886 um-channel and a 10

um-channel. The theoretically computed characteristics of the scaled-down dimension

devices were presented. The theoretically computed characteristics for the scaled-down

R-DCBD having different aspect ratios (width to length ratios) were also computed,

presented and analyzed.
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Chapter 10 presented the DCBD application as a strain gauge accelerometer

(DCBD-SGA) in theoretical aspects. Using the 10 um-channel scaled-down R-DCBD

and mass-loaded cantilever structure, two categories ofDCBD-SGA were theoretically

designed: the micro-G DCBD-SGA and the wide-G DCBD-SGA. The theoretically

determined DCBD-SGA characteristics and specifications were analyzed and discussed.

Compared to commercial products, the DCBD-SGA has much higher sensitivity due to

the DCBD unique transconductance fall-off feature.

The DCBD application as a reference voltage device was theoretically

characterized in Chap. 11. Based on the fact that the DCBD transconductance threshold

voltage value is independent of the bias parameters and the gate geometry, the

transconductance threshold voltage is stable and can be used as a reference voltage

(TTVR). The TTVR has lower temperature coefficient compared to commercial

products without temperature compensation. Furthermore, the TTVR can provide

higher-order reference voltages from the DCBD higher-order differential characteristics.

Finally, error analysis and discussions on the DCBD experimental results and

the analytical modeling were provided in Chap. 12. Chapter 13 concluded the whole

dissertation.
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Appendix 6-1

Intrinsic Surface and Maximum Recombination Rate

In Eq. 6.32c, the net surface recombination rate Rs(VGB) has been expressed as

a function of the surface recombination velocity So, the surface excess carrier

concentration !:ms(VGB)and the surface potential ~s. This equation can be used to

evaluate the recombination rate on different surface modes. Since ~s is a measure of

surface mode, to find a surface condition for a maximum surface recombination rate,

one can simply take differential of Rs(VGB) with respect to the surface potential ~s.

By taking differential ofR, with respect to the surface potential ~s in Eq. 6.32b,

(A6.1.1a)

(A6.1. Ib)

and setting dRs(VGB)/dcj>s = 0, one has,

(~s + I~pl)/Vt _ -(~s + I~pl)/Vt
npoe -Ppo e

This equation is valid if and only if ~s =0. In this case,

(A6.1.2)

(A6.1.3)

A surface with ~s =°is in intrinsic (refer to Fig. 6.4). Therefore, at an intrinsic surface,

the net surface recombination rate Rs(VGB) is maximized.
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AppendixA6-2

Transconductance ThresholdVoltage

From Eq. 6048a or 6048b, for gm = 0, there must be

That is,

2
2(VGB - Vtb + VDBpO)/Vt _ Ppo _ Ppo

e ----~
npo ni'

or,

From the definition ofbulk potential~p (Eq. 6.5c), Ppocan be written as

(Ej - Ef)lkT I$pl/Vt
~o=~e =~e .

By substituting Eq. A6.2.4 into Eq. A6.2.3, one has

VGB= Vfb + I~pl- VDBpO.

Therefore, the transconductance thresholdvoltage is

Vthg == VGB(gm= 0) = Vfb + I~pl- VDBpO,

This is Eq. 6.50a.
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Appendix A7-1

Outline of the DCBD Analytical Modeling and Computational Approach

A7.l Active Channel Analysis

A7.1.1 Excess Carrier Injection and Collection --- Link Equation

Incremental channel resistance of an incremental channel length dy can be

expressed as (Sec. 3.1.3, p. 45),

(3.4c)
dy

drch(Y) = W () Q cY ()J.lch ch Y n chB Y , VGB)

If the channel collected current at location Yis designated as Ich(Y), then the channel

voltage drop caused by drch(y) in combination with Ich(Y) is (Sec. 7.2.3, p. 216)

dVchB(Y) =Ich(Y) drch(Y)

= Ich(Y) dy
J.lch Wch(Y) Qn(VchB(Y), VGB, VBE) ,

(7.8a)

where the channel charge density per unit area QncYchB(Y), VGB' VBE) is given by

(Sec. 7.2.3, p. 216)

QncYchB(Y), VGS) =-CoxcYGS - Vfb - 2 I~pl - VchB(Y»

+ -V2 ES q Na (21~pl + VchB(Y» . (7.8b)

The channel current in the active channel is designated as Icha(Y)' Equation 7.8a can be

rearranged and integrated from Y= 0 to Y= Lact in the active channel region

(correspondingly, the channel voltage from VDB to 0) (Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 218)
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o Lrtf Qn(vchB(Y), VGB)dVchB(Y) = Jl h~ h Icha(Y) dy . (7.9a)
vee 0

DB

Two notations, LHS and RHS, for the left-hand side and the right-hand side ofEq. 7.16

(Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 219) are defined as,

and

o
LHS = f Qn(VchB(Y), VGB)dVChB(Y) ,

VDB

Lrt
RHS = ~ Icha(Y) dy

Jlch ch 0

(7.10)

(7.11)

The result of the LHS integral (Eq. 7.10) is further defined as a function F(VGB' VOB)
(Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 220)

F(VGB' VDB) == Cox [VGB - Vtb - 2 I~pl - V~B ] VDB

_ 2 "2 ~s q Na [(21~pl + VDB)3/2 _ (21~p/)3/2] (7.13a)

If the DcaD channel is biased into pinch-off condition, the integration limits must

reflect this condition and the LHS (Eq. 7.17) should be integrated from VDBpo to 0 and

the F-function ofEq. 7.13a is modified as (Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 220)

(7.13b)

where VDBpOis the pinch-off voltage and is given by (Sec. 7.2.1, p. 206)
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I EsqNa [~ 2Cox2
]VDBpo = VGB - Vfb - 2 IcPp - C 2 1 + N (VGB - Vfb) - 1 .

ox ES q a

(7.1)

The emitter-injected minority (electron) profile in the base under the active

channel portion is expressed as (Sec. 7.2.2, p. 214)

&1p(x) =8np(O) ( 1 - ';B ),

The electron flux is (Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 221)

F = -D d8np(x)
EB n dx

y < Lact· (7.4)

(7.15a)

(7.15b)

The diffusion coefficient Dn can be expressed via the Einstein relationship (Sec. 7.2.4.1,

p.223)

(7.16)

where Vt is the thermal voltage Vt =k T / q.

The channel current in the active channel portion at location y equals the integral

of FEB from y to the end ofthe active channel portion (Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 221),

(7.14)

By substituting FEB (Eq. 7.15b) into Eq. 7.14, Icha(Y) can be solved as (Sec. 7.2.4.1, p.

223)
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I h (Y)= q Dn Wch &1p(O) (L y)
c a W

B
act - . (7.17)

By substituting Eq. 7.17 into Eq. 7.11, the RHS integral can be solved as (Sec.

7.2.4.1, p. 225)

(7.22b)

In Eq. 7.22b, the boundary value of the emitter-injected electrons can be expressed

as (Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 224)

[ A. IB ]nSE
&1p(O) = npo -I- .

EBO
(7.21)

From Eqs. 7.9s through 7.21, an equation to link the active channel length with the bias

parameters IB, VGB and VDB is obtained (Link equation, Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 226)

(7.24c)

where the function F(VGB' VDB) is defined by Eq. 7.13a. In pinch-offcase, the

function F(VGB' VDB) in Eq. 7.24c should be replaced by the function Fpo(VGB' VDB)

defined in Eq. 7.13b.

A7.1.2 Active Channel Length

The active channel length Lact can be directly derived from Eq. 7.24 as (Sec.

7.2.4.1, p.226)

Lact=

or
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Lact= (7.27a)

where f3act represents the d. c. current gain of the DCBD active channelportion and is

defined as (Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 227)

(7.26b)

Once the entire channel is biasedinto fully active (VOB > VOBon, or IB< IBon),

the active channel lengthLact reaches its limit, the physical channel length Lch.

Including this condition, Lact is modified from Eq. 7.27a as (Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 228)

(7.28a)

When pinch-offoccurs (VOB> VOBpOor VOB < VoBpO)' the active channel length is

modified as (Sec. 7.2.4.1, p. 228)

L ={ f3
2 f.I.~h Fpo(VOB, VOBpO), VOB < VOBon, IB > IBon,

act act BE
Lch, VOB > VOBon, IB < IBon·

A7.1.3 Active Channel Current

(7.28b)

The current collected by the entire active channel locha can be computed from Eq.

7.17 by setting y = 0 as (Sec. 7.2.4.2, p. 232)

_ 9 Do Web Linp(O) L
Iocha - W

B
act .
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Substituting the expressions for Dn and L\np(O) (Eqs. 7.16 and 7.21) into Eq. 7.29, the

total active channel collected current can be expressed as (Sec. 7.2.4.2, p. 232),

(7.31)

By introducing the d. c. current gain of the DCBD active channel portion ~act defined

in Eq. 7.31b, Incha can be simply expressed as (Sec. 7.2.4.3, p. 234)

IDcha = ~act IBEact , (7.32c)

where IBEact is the base current portion required to bias the DCBD active channel

region.

A7.1.4 Active Channel Voltage

By integrating the RHS ofEq. 7.19a from 0 to an arbitrary location y, the LHS

correspondingly from VnB to a corresponding value of channel voltage VchB(Y), the

voltage value in the active channel portion at an arbitrary location Ywith respect to the

base VChB(Y) can be solved (Sec. 7.2.4.4, p. 237),

VCj(Y) 1 Y
Qn(VchB(Y), VGB) dVchB(Y) = w JIcha(Y) dy . (7.38)

V ~ ~o
DB

The both sides of the equation can be integrated and the result is (Sec. 7.2.4.4, p. 238)
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[ VChB(y)2 - VOB2]
Cox (VGB - Vfb - 21~p/) (VchB(Y) - VOB) - 2

- 2 y2 ;s q Na [(2 I~pl + VDB)3/2 _ (21~pl + VchB(y»3/2]

= q npo flo Vt [A. IB ]nBE [L _..i..]
2 /-lch WB lEBO act Y 2 . (7.41)

This equation can be solved for VChB(Y) in the active channel region.

Under pinch-off condition, Eq. 7.42a is modified by replacing the drain-to-base

voltage VDBby the pinch-offvoltage VDBpoand VchB(Y) can be solved from the

modified equation (Sec. 7.2.4.4, p. 238),

[
VchB(y)2 - VDBP02]

Cox (VGB - Vfb - 2 I~pl) (VChB(Y) - VDBpO) - 2

= q npo flo Vt [A. IB ]nBE [L _..i..]
2flch WB lEBO act Y 2

(7.42)

A7.2. Saturation Channel Analysis (Sec. 7.2.5)

In the saturated channel portion of the DCBD, both the CB and the EB junctions

are forward biased. Electrons are injected from the both junctions into the base region.

The injected electron current densities are related to the junction biases by (Sec. 7.2.5, p.

242)

for the emitter-base junction (it is noted that VEB = -VBE)and

leBS = leBo (eVchSB/I1cBVt - 1) ~ leBo eVchsB/l1cBVt ,
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for the channel-base junction. Assuming that (Sec. 7.2.5, p. 242)

nEB=UCB = 1,

JEBO= Je Bo ,

and (Sec. 7.2.5, p. 243)

JEB = leBs,

then, from Eqs. 7.44a and 7.44b (Sec. 7.2.5, p. 243),

-v Ivt v h IvtJEBOe BE = Je Bo e c sB ,

or,

VchsB = - VBE .

(7.45)

(7.46)

(7.47)

(7.48)

(7.49)

From Eqs. 7.19b and 7.20, the base-emitter junction voltage can be expressed as (Sec.

7.2.5, p. 244)

[ A. 1B ]
VBE = nBE Vt In -1- ,

BED

where A. is the effective base current factor definded in Sec. 7.2.1.

(7.50)

It is assumed that the channel voltage in the saturation channel is constant,

resulting in a constant channel-to-base voltage VchB along the saturated channel fixed at

the saturation onset channel voltage VchBon which can be determined from Eqs. 7.48

and 7.50 as (Sec. 7.2.5, p. 244)

[ A. 1B ]
Ychaon = VChSB = - Vt In -1

BED
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A7.3 Transition Channel Analysis (Sec. 7.2.6)

A7.3.1 Transition Channel Current

In the transition channel region, both the emitter-base and the channel-base

junctions inject electrons into the base region with different magnitudes of injections.

The emitter-injected electron current density can be expressed by the active channel

current over the active channel area since it is assumed that the emitter-to-base electron

injection is uniform over the entire emitter (Sec. 7.2.6, p. 248),

J - IDcha
EB-

WchLact
(7.52a)

Substituting Eq. 7.34b for IDcha into Eq. 7.52a, JEB can be related to the base current by

(Sec. 7.2.6, p. 248)

(7.52b)

The channel-injected electron current density in the transition channel portion is

similar to that expressed by (Sec. 7.2.6, p. 248),

(7.53)

where VchBt(y) is the channel-to-base voltage in the transition region.

The net injected electron current density in the transition region is (Sec. 7.2.6, p.

249),

(7.54c)
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The channel current collected by the transition channel is the integral of Jnt over the

entire transition channel area (Sec. 7.2.6, p. 250),

(7.55c)

In order to compute the transition channel current, both the transition channel fronf edge

Ytrand the transition channel voltage VchBt(Y)must be determined first. The approachs

to determine the Ytrand the Vchst(Y) are provided in Apps. A7-3 and A7-4,

respectively.

A7.4 Parasitic BJT Collector Current

The parasitic BJT collector current is related to the total base current Is by (Sec.

7.3.1, p. 264)

IpSJT = Po (A. Is - Ired· (7.67b)

where Po is the parasitic BJT d. c. current gain, A. the effective base current factor

defined as (Sec.6.6.4, p.175),

A. = Is - (Irs) + Irs2) + (Irs] + Irs4)
Is '

(6.43a)

and Irec is the recombination current on the Si-Si02 interface given by (Sec. 6.6.3, p.

171).

(6.40b)
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A7.5 Total DCBD Drain Current

The total DCBD drain current (ID) consists of the sum ofall contributions

arising from the active channel current collection (IDcha>, the sum ofall current

contributions collected by the transition channel region (IchV plus all contributions

contributing to the total parasitic BJT collector current (IPBJT) (Sec. 7.3.1, p. 263):

ID = IDcha + Icht + IpBJT

= IDcha + Icht + ~o (A. IB - Irec) ,

where IDcha, Icht and Irec are given in Eqs. 7.31, 7.55c and 6.40c, respectively.
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VI
0\
\Q

BLOCK A: EQUATION FLOW CHART FOR THE ACTIVE REGION ANALYSIS

dreh(Y)= dy dVehB(Y) = leh(Y) dreliY) lL\np(X)= L\np(O) ( 1 - ';B )J.1eh Weh(Y) Qn(VehB(Y), VOB)

(3.4e)
~

(3.6a) ! (7.4)

Rn(VehB(Y), VOB) = -Cox(VOB- Vfb - 2 I$p I dV (y)= Ieh(y)dy II - d&1p(x) I
- VehB(Y))+ ~2 ES q Na (21«1>pl + VehB(Y)) cha Pch Weh(Y) Qn(VehB(Y), VGB) FEB --Dn dx I

(7.15a) ~
(7.8b) (7.8a) t

0 Lact Lact

f Qn(VehB(Y), VGB) dVehB(Y) J.1eh~eh f leha(Y) dy
leha(Y) = q J FEB Weh dy

y
VOB 0

(7.14)

,If (7.9a) l l I,

0 Lr q On Weh L\np(O)
LHS'" f Qn(VehB(Y)' VOB) dVehB(Y) RHS'" J.1ch~ch Icha(Y) dy~

leha(Y) WB (Laet - Y

VDB 0 (7.17)

(7.10) ~ (7.11)

:On = J.Lo Vtl
[ VOB]

,If
F(VGB, VOB)"'Cox VGB - Vfb - 21$pl- -2- VOB q On Lact2 L\np(O) ~ (7.16)

2 V2E qN
RHS

2 J.1ch WB
- 3

S
a [(21$pl + VOB)3/2 - (21$pI)3/2]

(7.22b) [AlB raEL\np(O) = npO -1-
(7. 13a)

~
EBO

, ~ (7.21)
(CONT.)
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-...Io

(CONT.)

,it 'It

F(V V ) = q °po J.lo Vt Lact2 [ A. IB ]OBE
GB' DB 2 J.l h W 1c B EBO

(7.24c)
it

13 - q °pO J.lo Vt[A. IB~OBEr+ _ 2 WB J.lch [IBEOt BE _ q Do Wch ~op(o)

act -- Lact....:\j q 0po J.lo Vt A. IB F(VGB. VOB) Icha(Y) - W
B

(Lact - Y
WB JB IBEO

- - (7.17)
(7.25a) y=O

It

.~. 21'ch
_ q Do Wch ~op(O)

Lact= 13 J F(VGB•VDB) 1ncha - WB Lact
act BE

(7.27a)
(7.29) J~

,if
DO= J.lo Vtl--

1 = q °po J.lo Vt Wch Lact ~A. IB]OBE (7.16)
ocha WB IBEO

[A. IB t BE(7.31) ~op(O) = 0pO -l-
EBo

,if
(7.21)

Ilochal
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-..l

BLOCK B: EQUATION FLOW CHART FOR THE TRANSITION REGION ANALYSIS

dy IJnt = JEB - J eBO e-
V

chBt(Y)N tIIQn(VGB) = -Cox(VGB - VTH): ...
drch = f.1ch Wch IQn(VGB)1,

1'- .... ,.,_,

(7.58a) + (7.54c)
~Idr - dy IIcht(y) = Jnt (Ytr - y) Wch I

ch " f.1ch WchCox(VGB - VTH)

(7.58b)
(7.59)

... : dV chat (y) = - I cht(y) dr ch :~

(7.60a)
~

VchBon -v hB (y)N t
J EB - J eBO e c t

(7.51 ) dVchBt(y) = - J.l. C (V _ V ) (Ytr - y) dy
ch ox GB TH

(7.60c)
,, ,~ ,,

Ytr VchBon I (y" - y) vCjt<Y) dVchB,(y)J (Ytr - y) . J dVChBt(Y)
dy=- N dy =-

f.1ch Cox(VGB -vTHO) J EB _J eBO e-VchBt(y) t f.1ch Cox(VGB - vTHO) J EB _ JeBO e-VchBt(y)N t
Lact 0 Lact 0

(A7.3.2) l lA7.4.1) l ]

/2 v, f.1ch COX(VGB - VTHo) [ AlB] [ _ JBEO -v B(y)Nt] _ JEB[(Ytr-Lacti- (ytr-y)2]
Ytr=L t+"1 In -- VchBt(Y)+ V t In I -J- e cht - - 2 f.1 C (V V )

ac JEB IBEO EB ch ox GB- TH
. --- ~- -_...

(CONT.)



(CONT.)

Ytr
Icht= J Jnt Wchdy H Jnt=JEB -JeBO e-VchBt(y)Nt

Lact
(7.55a) I (7.54)

I IDehaIDeha ~,hB ~ Weh L
act

(7.31) (7.52a) J,

J q I]Jo J.lo V t [~]nBE
EB WB IBEO

(7.52b)

\It
4 Y}f~ Lad

Ytr "'" Icht = JEBWch (Ytr- Lacv - JcsoWch Je-VchBt (y)Nt dy (7.27a)
(7.61) -- Lact ~ Vchtu6'>

(7.66)

VI
-..l
t-.>

(7.55c)
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BLOCK C: EQUATION FLOW CHART FOR THE SATURATION REGION ANALYSIS

JEB =JEBOeVEB/nEBVtl

(7.44a)

I V/VH-IJCBS = J CBOe CBS nCB t n CB= 1

(7.44b) i

II( PEBO=JCBOI )

(7.45)

II( IJEB=JCB~
(7.46)

!(7.49)

,

(7.48)

VEB = n EB V tin [_A
1
_I_

8
_ ] H Vchsa = -V CBS = - _~_E_B

BEO EB
~!(7~.s~O)-----

VI
--l
W

[ A l B ]
VchBon=VchsB=- Vtln -r;o

(7.51) I
rv

ChBOll]



VI
....:I
~

SURFACE ANALYSIS:

~ cl>s = VGB - Vtb + VDBpO-lcI>pl ~

,it
(6.16)

it

{$S+ l~pD IVt -{cI>s+ IcI>pD/Vt
fiSO = fipO e PsO = PpO e

(6.17a) (6.l8a) !
(VGB - Vtb + VOBpO) I Vt -{VGB- Vtb + VOBpo)/Vt

nsO=fipO e PsO= PpO e

(6.l8b)
~

Ins -1\;0 +oo.s I Ips = PsO+ ,1p s I
(6.2) (6.3) I

t t
(ps fis - fii2)

Rs=So CPs fiS - fii2)
(Est - EiS) '" R -S,. s - 0 Ps + fiS + 2 n]Ps+fis+2fiicosh kT Est =Eis

(6.1a)
(6.1b)

lit

Rs (VGB) =
ppO So &1s(VGB)

-(VGB - Vtb + VoBpo)/Vt + (VGB - Vtb + VoBpo)/Vt + 2 .
PpO e fipOe fil

(6.32d)



(A7.3.1)

Appendix A7-3

Derivation of the Transition Channel Length

From Eq. 7.6Oc, the channel voltage drop in an incremental channel length dy

in the transition channel region is,

lEB - leBo e-vchBt(Y)/vt
dVchBt(Y) = - JlchCox(VGB - VTH) (Ytr - y) dy .

This equation can be rearranged and integrated from Lact to Ytr (channel voltage from

o to Vchson- correspondingly),

1 veron(Ytr - y) dy _ _ dVchBt(Y)
JlchCOX(VGB - VTH) - J J e-VchBt(Y)/vt

EB - eBD
Laet 0

(A7.3.2)

The left-hand side integral can be easily carried out. On the right-hand side, the

integrant can be changedas,

then,
du

dVchBt(Y) = -Vt-.u

And Eq. A7.3.2 can be integratedas,

e-vchson/" t

Ytr2
- 2 Ytr Lact + Lact2 - J Vt du

2 Jlch COx(VGB - VTH) - (lEB - JeBOu) u
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That is,
e-vchson/Yt

(Ytr- LacV2 = Vt I[l.+ JCBO ]dU
2 flch COX(VOB - VTH) JEB - u JEB - JCBO u

I

= Vt I ( JEB- JCBO )
J n v Iv .

EB JEB e chson t - JCBO

(A7.3.6a)

(A7.3.6b)

It is noted that JCBOis the channel-to-base saturation current density, JEBis the emitter

injected electron current density, JEB» JCBO' So JCBOis negligible compared to JEB.

Equation A7.3.6c can be simplified as,

Ytr - Lact =

~ (-V ha Iv)(Ytr - LacV2 =2 flch Cox(VOB - VTH) In e c on tJEB

-VchBon=2 flch Cox(VOB - VTH) J
EB

It is recalled that VchBon is related to the base current by (Eq. 7.51),

,. A. IB ]
VchBon= - Vt In .-1- .

BED

By substituting Eq. A7.3.8 into Eq. A7.3.7b, the transition channel length is

obtained,

2 Vt flch Cox (VOB - VTI-I) Inl- A. IB1
JEB l IBEO- '

and the transition channel front edge is

(A7.3.7a)

(A7.3.7b)

(A7.3.8)

(A7.3.9)

Ytr = Lact +

(A7.3.l0)
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Appendix A7-4

Transition Channel Voltage

To evaluate the transition channel voltage, the integral of Eq. 7.60c is carried

out from Lact to y (channel voltage from 0 to VchBt(Y), correspondingly). The

integration procedure is similar to that in the Appendix A7-3 with appropriate change

of the upper limits. However, it should be noted that the VchBt(Y) is a varying

function, the simplifications made from Eq. A7.3.6b to Eq. A7.3.7a is not valid here.

With the replacement of Ytrby y, VchBon by VchBt(Y) in the upper integral

limits, Eq. A7.1.6b is modified as,

(A7.4.I)

Eq. A7.4.1 can be integrated using the procedure in App. A7-3. The result is

(A7.4.2a)

-v hBt(y)/V~
=~ [_ VchBt(Y) _In( JEB - JeBO e C ]

J
EB

Vt J
EB

(A7.4.2b)

It is noted that JeBO = JBEO as assumed. Rearranging Eq. A7.4.2c, the transition

channel voltage VchBt(Y) is related to the channel location Yby
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VchBt(Y) + Vtln[l- Il EO e-VChBt(Y)/Vt] =_ JED [(ytr- LacV
2-(Ytr-y)2]

ED 2 flch Cox (VGB - VTH) .

(A7.4.2)

This is Eq. 7.66.
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Appendix A8-1

RHS ofLink Equation for the ET-DCBD

By substituting Eqs 8.18 and 8.19c into the RHS ofEq. 8.2, the RHS ofthe ET

DCBn link equation can be integrated as:

1
=-

Ilch

LJtRHS =_1_ Icha(Y) dy
Ilch Wch(Y)

o

L t

[ WLO - WSO 2 2]
JEB Wso(Lact - y) + 2L h (Lact - y )

c dy
1[w WLO - Wso ]
2' so t Lch y

o

(A8.I.l)

(A8.1.2)

(A8.1.3)

Lrt= JEB [2WsoLch+(WLO-Wso)LacULacdWsoLch+(WLO-WSO)y]y-WsoLch Ydy
Ilch WsoLch+(WLO-Wso)y

o
(A8.1.4)

(A8.1.5)

Equation A8.l.5 can be separately integrated. That is,
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(A8.I.?)

x In[ 1+ WLO-Wso Lact] _WsoLchLact _Lact
2} .

Wso Lch WLO-WSD 2

This is Eq. 8.20.
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Appendix AlO-l

DETERMINATION OF

THE PROOF-MASS LOADED CANTILEVERBANDWIDTH [27]*

From Eq. 10.26, the deflectionof the mass-loadedcantilever is

F y2
Az(y) = 6 E~ [3 (lb + Im/2) - y]

beam
(AlO.1.la)

(AlO.1.Ib)

The resonant frequency can be solved by the Rayleigh's approximation. In the

Rayleigh'smethod, the first resonate frequency is determined by equating the total

potential energy (PE) and the maximalkinetic energy (KE) caused by deflection ofa

cantilever. For the mass-loaded cantilevershown in Fig. lO.8a, the total potential

energy caused by deflectionis given by [27]

Ib+1m
1 f [d2Az(y) ]2

PE ="2 E Ibeam dy2 dy

o

(AI0.l.2a)

(AlO.1.2b)

= Fi
2 E Ibeam

Ib+1mf{[lb + IT t -2 [Ib + IT ] y + y2} dy

o

(AI0.1.2c)

(AlO.1.2d)

•The derivation here basically follows the procedure given by Dr. E. Kim in his class notebook [27].
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The maximal kinetic energy is an integral of the deflection with respect to mass

element,

2 F2 12 132
= 00] mm z [l (I I /2) _l]

2 ETI7 2 b+ m 6

. By equating Eqs. AlO.I.2d and AIO.I.3d [27],

(AlO.I.3a)

(AlO.I.3b)

(AlO.I.3c)

(AIO.I.3d)

(AlO.I.4)

the first resonant frequency (in Rad) is solved as

(AIO.I.5)

Substitutingthe second moment ofarea Ibeam =tb3 W}/12 (Eq. 10.24), then 00]

can be expressed as

Therefore, the first resonant frequencyor bandwidth (BW) in Hz is,

(A 10.1.6)

001 1
BW=-=

27t 27t
E tb3 Wb 4 Ib3 + 6 Ib2 1m + 3 Ib 1m

mm (41b3 + 3 Ib21m)2
(Hz) . (A 10.1.7)
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Appendix AI0-2

Prototype DCBD-SGA Circuit Noise Analysis

The prototype DCBD-SGA bias parameters are given in Tables 10.4 and 10.6,

and are listed below for readers' convenience,

Is = 1 ~A, (AlO.2.1)

VDS = 2 V, (A10.2.2)

VGS =2.25 V, (A10.2.3)

ID = 360 ~A, (AI 0.2.4)

gm = 160 umho, (AlO.2.5)

f3 = 270, (AI0.2.6)

fo= 10 KHz, (AI0.2.7)

.6f= 100 Hz, (AlO.2.8)

rs =50 n, (AI0.2.9)

The noise components from the DCBD, the external BJTs and the Op Amp are

separately analyzed as follows [36].

(1) DCBD Noise Components

Assuming the two DCBD devices, the sensing and the reference DCBDs, in

Fig. 10.14 are identical, then the noise sources generated from the two DCBDs are

identical, so only on is needed for analysis. Here the sensing DCBD is taken for

analysis. For the sensing DCBD equivalent circuit in Fig. 10.14, the noise voltage and

the noise current associated with the BJT portion (Ql) is shown in Fig. AlO.2a. The

noise voltage and current spectrum are given by [41]

(AI 0.2.10)
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· 2 _ ( Ida ID ) 2
Inl - 2 q IB + Kj to" + IPCif)F (A 1Hz),

where the BJT transconductance gmBJTis given by

_ ID _ 360 IlA
gmBJT- Vt - 0.0256 V 14.1 mmho.

(AlO.2.11)

(AlO.2.12)

Assuming the flicker noise is negligible and the BJT gain is constant, then the current

noise spectrum is

inI2 = 2 q ( IB + ~~)

(
360 x 10-6 )

= 2 x 1.602 x 10-19 x 10-6 + 2702

= 3.22 x 10-25 (A2/HZ) .

And the voltage noise spectrum is

vn12 = 4 k T (rB + 2 1 )
gmBJT

= 4 x 1.38 x 10-23 x 300 x (50 + 2 x 14.~ x 10-3)

= 1.42 x 10-18 (V2/HZ) .

These two noise sources are referred to the BJT output as (Fig. AIO.2b),

inCI2 = p2 inl2 = 2.35 x 10-20 (A2/Hz) ,and

inC22 = gmBJr vnl2 = 2.82 x 10-22 (A2/Hz).

The total noise on the output of Q1 is
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The noise voltage and the noise current associated with the MOSFET portion

(MI) is shown in Fig. AlO.2c. The noise voltage is given by [41]

2- 2 K2vn2 -4kT-3- - + A £
gm 0 0

2
=4kT-

3gm

= 6.90 x 10-17 (V2/Hz).

And the noise current

is negligible since the gate leakage current 10 is vary small (:=:; 10-12 A).

(AIO.2.18)

(AlO.2.19)

The Ml noise voltage Ynz is referred to the output (Fig. AI0.2.1d) as

(A10.2.20)

The total sensing DCBD output-referred noise current spectrum is the sum of inC and

inD (Fig. AlO. 2e),

(AlO.2.21)

The noise current from the reference DCBD is the same as that from the sensing

DCBD. Therefore, the total noise current spectrum from the two DCBD devices is

inDCBD2 = 2 x inDCBDl2 =4.756 x 10-20 (A2/HZ) . (AI 0.2.22)

(2) External BJTs Noise Components

For the external BJTs in Fig. 10.14, the noise from Q3 and Q4 are negligible

since these cascade on-state BJTs have very low impedance. So only the noise from the
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BJT Q5 and Q6 should be considered (Fig. AIO.2f). Since the Q5 and Q6 comprise a

current mirror, their collector currents are identical and equal the DCBD drain current

ID. Hence the Q5 and Q6 have same BJT transconductance value as that of the DCBD

(Eq. AIO.2.12). Take a typical value ofrB =50 Q for the BJT base resistance, same as

that for the DCBD, then the input noise voltages for the Q5 and Q6 are the same as the

BJT noise of the DCBD devices (Eq. Al 0.2.14), i. e.,

(A 10.2.23)

Therefore, the noise current of the Q5 and Q6 referred to the Op Amp input end is (Fig

.AIO.2g)

inBJr = gmBJr (vns2 + vn62)

= (l4.1 x 10-3)2 x 2 x 1.42 x 10-18 = 5.64 x 10-22 (A2/Hz). (AlO.2.24)

Compared to the noise contributions from the DCBDs (inDCBD2 =4.756 x 10-20 A2/Hz

Eq. AIO.2.22), the BJT noise contribution is negligible.

(3) Noise Contribution from the Output Resistor

The output resistor R in Fig. 10.14 contribute a thermal noise to the input of the

Op Amp. The value of the thermal noise generated from the resistor can be calculated

as [41] (Fig. AI0.2h)

. 2 = 4 k T = 4 x 1.38 x 10-23 x 300 = 1 66 10-24 (A2/H )
InR R 104 . x z . (AI 0.2.25)

Compared to the noise contributions from the DCBDs (inDCBD2 =4.756 x 10-20 A2/Hz

Eq. AI0.2.22), the output resistor noise contribution is very small and thus negligible.
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(4) The Op Amp Noise Contribution

In the DCBD-SGA circuit (Fig. 10.14), a ultra-low noise Op Amp, OPA27, is

used as a current-voltage converter. The OPA27 has excellent noise performance. The

noise current spectrum referred to the input (Fig. AIO.2i) is [37]

inOPA2 = 1.6 x 10-24 A2/Hz) . (AI 0.2.25)

This value is much lower than that of the DCBDs (inDCBD2 =4.756 x 10-20 A2/Hz Eq.

AIO.2.22). Therefore the Op Amp noise contribution is also negligible. It is noted that

the Op Amp input voltage noise is neglected since the Op Amp has quit high input

impedance (offered by Q3, Q4, Q5 and Q6 collector-emitter junction resistance) so that

the input noise current is dominant over the input voltage noise.

(5) Total Noise Current Referred to the Op Amp Input

The total noise current spectrum is the sum of the current noise contributed from

the DCBD devices, the external BJT devices, the output resistor and the Op Amp. As

analyzed above, however, the noise contribution of the DCBD devices (inDCBD2 =

4.756 x 10-20 A2/Hz Eq. AI0.2.22) is dominant over all ofother contributions.

Therefore, the total noise spectrum referred to the Op Amp input is (Fig. AIO.2j),

ini2 = inDCBD2 + inBJ~ + inR2 + inOPA2 (AIO.2.26a)

~ inDCBD2 (AIO.2.26b)

= 4.756 x 10-20 (A2/Hz) . (AIO.2.26c)

The rms value of the total noise current referred to the Op Amp input end over

the measurement frequency bandwidth is [41]
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(
fO+'S\f/2 ) 1/2

ini(rms) = J ini
2 df

fO·,M/2

=(4.756 x 10-20 X 100)1/2

=2.18 nA.

(AI0.2.27a)

(AI0.2.27b)

(AI0.2.27c)

(A 1O.2.27d)

This nns noise current value sets up the limit for the minimum detectable input current

signal to the Op Amp, i. e., the minimum detectable piezoresistive current (Refer to Fig.

10.14 and Eq. 10.47) or detectability.
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Fig. AIO.2 Noise analysis of the DCBD-SGA circuit. (a) Noise voltage and noise
current generated by a DCBD BJT portion. (b) Both noise voltage and
noise current at the input of the DCBD BJT portion are referred to the
output as noise currents. (c) Noise voltage and noise current (negligible)
generated by the DCBD MOS portion. (d) The noise voltage at the input of
one DCBD MOS portion is referred to the output as a noise current. (e) The
noise currents generated by both the BJT and MOS portions of the DCBD
are summarized at the DCBD drain terminal.
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Fig. AIO.2 (Cont.) Noise analysis of the DCBD-SGA circuit. (f) Noise voltages
generated by the external BJT current mirror. (g) The noise voltages at the
input of the external BJT current mirror are referred to the output.
(h) Thermal noise current generated by the output resistor. (i) Noise current
generated by the Op Amp. G) All of noise sources are summarized at the
input of the Op Amp with the DCBD contribution dominant.
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APPENDIX A12-l

THE SUBTHRESHOLD ACTIVECHANNEL LENGTH

The currentcollection in a weakly invertedchannelof the R-DCBDcan be

determinedsimilarlyto that in the strong-inversion active channelprovided in Sec.

7.2.4. With the weakly inverted channel chargedensity given by Eq. 12.19, the LHS of

the link equationfor the subthresholdconditionis now modifiedfrom Eq. 7.10 with the

replacementofQncYchB(y), VGB) by Qnst(VchB(y), VGB). That is,

o
LHS = f QnstcYchB(Y), VGB) dVchB(Y)

vGB

(A12.1.la)

o

.sl~~a Jexp[VGB - V'tv; VchB(Yl] dVcha(y)

vGB

(A12.1.lb)

(A12.1.lc)

The RHS of the link equation for the subthreshold case is similar to Eq. 7.23

with the replacement of Lact by Lstact. That is

RHS = q npo flo Vt Lstact2 [A. IB ]nBE

2 flch WB lEBO • (A12.1.2)

By equatingEqs. A12.1.lc and A12.1.2, the subthreshold activechannel region length

cant be expressedas
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This is Eq. 12.21.

ES Na [ISEO]nBE [1- (_ VDS)] (VGS-VTH)} 1/2
q I~pl A, IS exp ~Vt exp I;Vt .

(AI2.1.3)
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